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Summary
Introduction
This business case describes the proposed Murrumbidgee and Murray Valley National Parks Sustainable
Diversion Limit (SDL) Adjustment Supply Measure. The proponent is the NSW Government and development
of the proposal has been led by the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH), in consultation with the
NSW Department of Primary Industries Water (DPI Water) and other agencies.
This business case proposes a package of works and measures that will generate significant environmental
benefits that will be additional to those assumed in the benchmark model in the Basin Plan. For a relatively
small investment on the NSW floodplain, further value will be added to the investment already committed to
environmental water projects on the Murray and Murrumbidgee.
The business case addresses the requirements of the Phase 2 Guidelines for SDL Adjustment Supply and
Constraint Measures. The proposed works can be implemented by 2024 (a requirement of the Basin Plan) and
are proposed for Australian Government (Commonwealth) funding under the SDL Adjustment program. The
majority of the proposed measure involves works on land in public ownership and operation, thus ensuring
very high confidence of retention of benefits into the long-term.
This supply measure proposal consists of two elements, involving of a package of works and other measures at
point locations across two (2) areas: Yanga (Murrumbidgee Valley National Park) near Balranald on the Lower
Murrumbidgee River and Millewa forest (Murray Valley National Park) near Deniliquin on the River Murray.

Environmental benefits and water savings
Yanga NP
This proposal describes a system of modified and new works in the Yanga National Park that will:
•
•

provide a more efficient and effective use of water currently diverted from the Murrumbidgee River,
and
receive proposed environmental watering from Nimmie-Caira into Yanga to achieve improved
environmental outcomes.

The major feature of the hydrology of the Yanga National Park is the long stretch of predominantly redgum
forest that, under benchmark conditions, could only be watered from the two regulators at the northern end,
and the long travel times for flows to inundate the whole forest. This led to overwatering of the top sections
and underwatering of the lower sections of the forest.
Two-dimensional hydraulic modelling undertaken for the Yanga portion of this business case shows that the
higher flows and diverse delivery points proposed as part of the Nimmie-Caira business case, can double the
inundation area of redgum forest and woodland in Yanga when compared to the existing arrangements
(without higher Nimmie-Caira flows). This modelling has also revealed that the inundation can be achieved in
a fifth of the time (4 weeks water delivery, compared with 5 months via Redbank weir pool), when water is
delivered via the Nimmie-Caira. The benefit is that less overall water is required to fully service Yanga and
detrimental overwatering is reduced.
Preliminary analysis has revealed the potential for up to 24GL of water savings per event in Yanga arising from
the integrated water delivery via the Nimmie-Caira. It is expected that further modelling analysis by DPIW and
MDBA will be able to show significantly improved environmental outcomes, using less environmental water on
average over the 113 year model run. This proposition draws on the benefit of new knowledge about
environmental watering opportunities for the Lower Murrumbidgee floodplain, the new two-dimensional
hydraulic model for Yanga and the opportunity presented by the availability of a larger area of the floodplain
for environmental watering. These elements were not available when the Basin Plan modelling was
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undertaken. Taken together, the two business cases provide the opportunity to achieve significantly improved
environmental outcomes across the Lower Murrumbidgee floodplain.
Millewa NP
The works and measures in the Millewa portion of this business case provide practical environmental benefits
that enhance the environmental outcomes of the Basin Plan and water recovery. However, the ability to
quantify the environmental outcomes is limited, because the benchmark model does not reflect the practical
limitations of existing structures, leakage or overwatering. The business case describes the qualitative
environmental outcomes from the proposal.
The major feature of the hydrology of the site is the capacity constraint of the River Murray at 10,400 ML/d at
Yarrawonga. The river capacity constraint means that high irrigation delivery flows in spring and summer can
cause unseasonal “over-watering” where they spill onto floodplain areas without alignment to natural cues.
Works proposed aim to improve environmental outcomes by addressing this overwatering.
In eastern Millewa, the east-west flow of the Aratula Creek effluent system is disrupted by a south-north
irrigation delivery channel (the Bullatale Channel or “Lower Toupna Creek”). The proposal is to construct a
series of structures to enable passage of environmental flows from east to west, in the 10-15,000 ML/d range
(River Murray flows at Yarrawonga). This will enable inundation along floodplain creeks.
In northern and central Millewa (Little Edward River and Gulpa Creek) and south Moira Lake / Moira Channel,
the proposal is to add sills and regulators to address unseasonal overwatering caused by high summer
irrigation supply flows. The effects of these detailed proposals are not detectable in the two-dimensional
hydraulic and hydrological models, because of scale and model assumptions of perfect operation (ie no
leakage) of regulators and banks. However, the proposals are assessed as delivering considerable practical
hydrological and environmental benefits, which the business case describes in qualitative terms.
The proposed replacement of the Moira Lake Regulator will allow more active management of Moira Lake
levels to respond to natural cues in river flows, while preventing ingress of high summer irrigation flows. Layflat gates with river level sensors are proposed, which will allow responsive emptying of Moira Lake, whenever
the river falls below summer irrigation supply levels, as well as fish passage. At Warwick Creek, a new regulator
will allow managed environmental flows into the creek for benefit of small-bodied fish. In both these cases,
the hydrologic and environmental benefit is described in qualitative terms, since the benchmark model does
not reflect the practical difficulties with managing the present structures to respond to environmental
watering objectives.

Environmental outcomes
The most significant environmental outcome of the proposal, if implemented, is to significantly increase the
area, frequency and duration of environmental flows to river redgum forest, sedgeland and lignum shrubland
on the Yanga floodplain via the Nimmie-Caira proposed supply measure (Chapter 6). Further, the modelling
demonstrates this can be achieved in a much shorter timeframe.
At Millewa, the package of proposed works is assessed as delivering considerable practical hydrological and
environmental benefits, which the business case describes in qualitative terms. However, in most cases these
benefits cannot be described in the quantitative terms of environmental water savings or ecological elements
inundation scores, because the benchmark model does not represent the practical difficulties, nor the negative
environmental outcomes (eg overwatering by leakage) of current arrangements.
At Millewa, the reintroduction of flows into the Aratula Creek system and Warwick Creek is likely to benefit
small-bodied native fish. The ability to manage levels in the Douglas Swamp will enhance provision of drought
refuge, fish habitat and waterbird breeding habitat. The prevention of unseasonal overwatering along Edward
River, Gulpa Creek/Channel and South Moira Lake /Channel will have localised benefits in restoring redgum
forest and tall grassland/sedgeland. The ability to manage Moira Lake levels in response to natural river level
cues, will contribute significantly to the ongoing restoration of Moira Lake and its unique Moira grassland, as
well as fish and bird breeding.
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A summary of environmental outcomes is provided in Table E1.
Table E1. Summary table of environmental outcomes and estimated environmental water savings for Yanga and Millewa
Location

Yanga

Millewa

Quantitative environmental outcomes
(Yanga area only - ha - area inundated, with
number of weeks of environmental watering
required; outputs from two-dimensional
hydraulic modelling)

Benchmark

Proposed
(with Nimmie-Caira
inflows)

River-redgum forest
and woodland 5,219 ha, with 22
weeks of
environmental
watering

River-redgum forest
and woodland 11,266 ha, with 4.5
weeks of
environmental
watering

Grasslands.
sedgelands and
rushlands 154 ha,
with 22 weeks of
environmental
watering

Grasslands.
sedgelands and
rushlands 203 ha,
with 4.5 weeks of
environmental
watering

Lignum shrublands
27 ha, with 22
weeks of
environmental
watering

Lignum shrublands
249 ha, with 4.5
weeks of
environmental
watering

Eastern Millewa:
creeks not flowing
until flows
15000ML/day or
greater (River
Murray at
Yarrawonga);
Unseasonal
overwatering of
27ha west of
Bullatale Channel
South Moira Lake:
Unseasonal
inundation of
29.6ha

Eastern Millewa:
creeks flow from
10,500ML/day (River
Murray at
Yarrawonga);
Zero ha unseasonal
watering (Watering
west of Channel only
when targeted
environmental
watering)
Zero ha unseasonal
watering at south
Moira Lake

NOTE: other areas of Millewa proposal do
not show quantitative environmental
outcome, because benchmark model does
not reflect practical issues of limitations of
existing structures for environmental
watering, regulator leakage or unseasonal
overwatering

Qualitative
environmental outcomes

Increased ability to
actively & responsively
target environmental
watering outcomes within
Yanga
Improved fish passage
from Redbank weirpool to
Yanga floodplain
Reduced unseasonal
watering
Increased regulator
capacity (1ES & 1AS) –
improve watering area,
duration, frequency
Increased hydrological
connectivity Waugorah
Creek, North Stallion
swamp and Duck’s Nest
Creek
Eastern Millewa:
Improved fish passage,
hydrological connectivity,
river-redgum vigour along
creeks, carbon cycling
Most sites: more natural
wet/dry regime, reduced
unseasonal overwatering,
increased duration and
frequency of inundation
Douglas Swamp:
improved duration &
frequency of inundation,
likely improved bird
breeding and abundance
Moira Lake – improved
ability to target seasonal
environmental objectives
through new regulator
and improved ability to
drain or partially drain in
summer.
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Estimated
environmental
water savings

Estimated 24 GL
per River redgum
watering event
Preliminary
estimate 10GL
long-term annual
average for
Lowbidgee
Potentially more
when modelled on
whole-ofMurrumbidgee
basis

Preliminary
estimate by DPIW
modelling
3.7GL long-term
average

Estimated
maximum
capital cost
(inc. 50%
contingencies
and 31%
project
management;
ex. GST)

$10.3M
(Yanga)
(plus $9.5M
Nimmie-Caira)

$18.8M
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Technical feasibility, design and cost
Conceptual design of the proposed structures has drawn on an extensive information base, including LiDAR,
digital elevation models, previous on-ground surveys and infrastructure design proposals for some areas,
preliminary field inspection and NSW officers’ knowledge from OEH, DPI Water and Water NSW. The Business
Case (Chapters 2, 8 and Appendices B and C) describes the options considered, criteria for option selection, the
reasons for selection of the proposed conceptual design and assumptions for costing. All structures proposed
are technically feasible and provide a balance of best practice and fit for purpose approaches.
The total capital cost for all proposed works, including 50% contingency and project management costs, is $31,
273,000. This consists of $10,310,000 for Yanga and $20,963,400 for Millewa. A summary of estimated costs is
provided in Table E2 (for Yanga) and Table E3 (for Millewa) on the following pages.
Ongoing operation and maintenance costs for on-park structures will generally be borne by the NSW National
Parks and Wildlife Service, who have advised these can be accommodated in existing operational budgets and
arrangements for water management. These costs have been estimated at $100,000/year for Yanga and
$50,000 / year for Millewa. The exceptions are the 1AS, 1ES, Moira Lake and optional Bullatale Channel
regulators. The 1AS and 1ES regulators play a role in maintaining the Redbank weir pool levels, as part of river
operations by Water NSW. Operations and maintenance costs are not expected to increase and will continue
to be recovered from water access licence fees. The Moira Lake Regulator is part of the River Murray joint
venture. Its operation and maintenance costs are not expected to increase after capital replacement and will
continue to be borne by the States that are party to the joint venture. The optional replacement of the
Bullatale Channel offtake regulator would remain owned, operated and maintained by the Bullatale Trust, but
with an operational and maintenance agreement with the NPWS, sharing estimated annual cost of $50,000.
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Relationship with Nimmie-Caira supply measure
The Yanga element of this supply measure is an integrated proposal with the Nimmie-Caira supply measure. To
assist with the integrated assessment of the Yanga and Nimmie-Caira supply measures, we have set out which
elements are in each business case.
Yanga National Park and Nimmie-Caira are both part of the Lower Murrumbidgee (“Lowbidgee”) floodplain.
Yanga is located immediately west and downstream of Nimmie-Caira. The two proposed measures have been
developed as separate business case documents for Phase 2 of the SDL adjustment process. This is an artefact
of land tenure history and agency responsibilities – DPI Water is responsible for the Nimmie-Caira area, while
OEH are responsible for National Parks at Yanga and Millewa.
The two business cases are complementary and should be assessed as an integrated package. Indeed, it is
recommended that future work on SDL adjustment proceeds as one package.
The Nimmie-Caira business case sets out for the Nimmie-Caira area only:
•

environmental values, objectives and watering requirements,

•

baseline, benchmark and proposed hydrology, including a proposed environmental watering
framework,

•

proposed infrastructure, operating regime and costs,

•

environmental benefits, impacts and risks of the proposed infrastructure, and

•

flow paths and benefits from higher flows achievable through Nimmie-Caira into Yanga (note that a
two-dimensional hydraulic model is not available for Nimmie-Caira and instead one dimensional
hydraulic modelling was carried out).

Importantly, proposed arrangements for higher flows (from Nimmie-Caira) into the Yanga NP have not been
described in the business case for the Nimmie-Caira supply measure.
The Yanga portion of this business case sets out for the Yanga National Park:
•

the benefits of higher flows (from Nimmie-Caira) into the Yanga NP,

•

environmental values, objectives and watering requirements,

•

baseline, benchmark and proposed hydrology, building on the existing environmental watering
framework,

•

two categories of proposed infrastructure (together with operating regime and costs):
o

works to improve outcomes from existing management of environmental water from the
Murrumbidgee River Redbank weir pool 1AS and 1ES regulators (i.e. not via Nimmie-Caira), and

o

works to receive proposed environmental watering from Nimmie-Caira into Yanga and to achieve
improved environmental outcomes,

•

•

two-dimensional hydraulic modelling outputs that assess:
o

proposed infrastructure solely for managing environmental watering from 1AS and 1ES regulators
from the Redbank weir pool, and

o

proposed higher flow environmental watering from Nimmie-Caira into Yanga, and
environmental benefits, impacts and risks of the proposed infrastructure.

In addition, at lower flow levels, the replacement of the Waugorah Creek offtake regulator (in the NimmieCaira supply measure), will allow significant efficiencies in lower level environmental flow delivery to northeastern Yanga (the Waugorah-North Stallion area). Again, the benefits to Yanga NP have been considered in
viii NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, November 2015
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this business case, and the benefits in the Nimmie-Caira area have been considered in the Nimmie-Caira
business case.
The respective environmental benefits of the Nimmie-Caira higher flows are described in the two business
cases, based on area inundated. That is, the inundation in the Nimmie-Caira area is described in that business
case. The inundation in the Yanga area is described in this business case. There is no overlap (or “double
counting”) of the environmental benefits between the two areas and business cases. However, they should be
assessed together in the SDL adjustment process. Water used in the Nimmie-Caira is accounted for in the
Nimmie-Caira business case. The Nimmie-Caira Business case also describes the water that is proposed to be
passed through (delivered via) the Nimmie-Caira system for the watering of assets within Yanga National Park.
Water that is passed on to and used in Yanga is accounted for in the Yanga business case.

Other Complementary measures
The proposed Yanga-Nimmie-Caira works would complement the other Murrumbidgee supply and constraint
measure proposals. In particular, the Murrumbidgee Computer Aided River Management (CARM),
Murrumbidgee constraints relaxation, and Yanco Regulator proposals would provide additional flows to the
Lowbidgee area and, in the case of CARM, an ability to target additional flows when environmentally
appropriate.
Similarly, other River Murray supply and constraint measure proposals will be complementary with this
proposal for Millewa National Park. The other proposals that are likely to complement this supply measure
include the Murray Constraints relaxation, and measures that will increase the volume of water that can be
managed for outcomes in the Millewa NP such as the Hume Dam airspace, callable River Murray Increased
Flows (from the Snowy Scheme), and modification to the Barmah Millewa Environmental Water Allowance
rules.
The proposed works in the Millewa element of this supply measure are targeted at the 10-15,000ML/d
(Yarrawonga) flow range (including the Bullatale Supply Channel augmentation for Aratula Creek Flows). These
proposed measures do not depend on higher flow proposals being considered elsewhere.
There are significant synergies between the proposed works and parallel projects at regional sites under the
The Living Murray (TLM) and other SDL initiatives. However, the benefits and outcomes assessed under this
initiative are separate from the outcomes sought at these other locations.

Risks and impacts
For Yanga on-park works, project risks (after mitigation) are generally low, since all project governance and
management can be retained within the NSW OEH National Parks and Wildlife Service, who have experience in
delivering these type of projects. The only exception is the 1AS and 1ES regulators, which remain the property
and responsibility of Water NSW, who are similarly experienced in managing such projects.
Risks from unwanted inundation from Nimmie-Caira are similarly low, given the ability to contain flows within
publicly owned land. The Ducks Nest and Waugorah Creek proposed infrastructure is in part designed to
enable receipt and passage of the Nimmie-Caira flows that might otherwise disrupt management and access
within the National Park.
For Millewa a risk is that an agreement cannot be reached with the Bullatale Trust which assures them of their
existing water access. The Trust however has been willing to engage with OEH about proposals within the 1015,000 ML/d flow range and have suggested options considered in this business case. The remaining Millewa
works are entirely within National Park, which are, and will remain, owned and operated by NSW OEH, except
for Moira Lake Regulator, which will remain operated by Water NSW in association with MDBA and River
Murray joint-venture arrangements.
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Governance and project management
In general the scope of stakeholder engagement has remained with NSW Government agencies and the
MDBA. NSW OEH intends to engage with broader stakeholders as a part of its routine neighbour and
stakeholder engagement for each park. However, OEH and Alluvium have engaged specifically with the
Bullatale Trust, in order to consider their water supply interests.
Legal and Regulatory requirements are also relatively simple for most aspects of the proposal because of the
in-park ownership and location of proposed activities. Whilst all regulatory and permitting legislation applies,
National Parks must carry out Reviews of Environmental Factors (REFs) for any activities proposed on-park.
These reviews carry out environmental assessment and identify any permit requirements. This would occur at
the implementation phase. A cultural heritage assessment and desktop environmental assessment accompany
this business case, as separate appendix documents.
Project management for most aspects of the proposal will be the responsibility of the NSW OEH National Parks
and Wildlife service. The replacement of 1AS, 1ES and Moira Lake Regulators may be managed by Water NSW.
Both NPWS and Water NSW are experienced in delivering projects of this kind. An agreement along the lines of
memoranda of understanding and later contracts will be required with the Bullatale Trust and Water NSW.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Context and content of this Business Case

This Business Case describes the proposed Murrumbidgee and Murray Valley National Parks Sustainable
Diversion Limit (SDL) Adjustment Supply Measure. The proponent is the NSW Government and development
of the proposal has been led by the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH), in consultation with the
NSW Department of Primary Industries Water (DPI Water) and other agencies.
The business case addresses the requirements of the Phase 2 Guidelines for SDL Adjustment Supply and
Constraint Measures. The proposed works can be implemented by 2024 (a requirements of the Basin Plan) and
are proposed for Australian Government (Commonwealth) funding under the SDL Adjustment program.
The proposal consists of a package of works and other measures across two (2) areas (Figure 1-1): Yanga
(Murrumbidgee National Park), near Balranald on the Lower Murrumbidgee and Millewa (Murray Valley
National Park), near Deniliquin and Mathoura. The relationship of the Yanga part of this business case with the
Nimmie-Caira business case is described below in section 1.3.

Figure 1-1. Location of the Murrumbidgee Valley National Park (Yanga) and the Murray Valley National Park (Millewa).

1.2

The Basin Plan SDL adjustment mechanism

The Murray Darling Basin Plan establishes a limit (the SDL) on consumptive water use within the Murray
Darling Basin at environmentally sustainable levels and an integrated water management planning framework
for the rivers and groundwater of the Basin. To achieve this, the plan has identified and set out the long-term
average SDLs for both surface water and groundwater resources. The SDL for surface water resources is 10,873
GL/year, as a long-term average, which requires the recovery of 2,750 GL/year (long-term average) of water
for the environment from 2009 conditions.
1 NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, November 2015
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The SDL represents an “environmentally sustainable level of take”, which achieves various environmental
outcomes across the Basin, as described in a modelling framework called the “benchmark”. The SDL will (from
2019) limit consumptive water take across the Basin, within water resource plan areas and SDL resource units.
Until 2019, the SDL guides the Australian Government’s program of recovery of water entitlements from
consumptive to environmental purposes.
The Basin Plan also provides a mechanism to adjust the SDL to limit social and economic impacts. The MDBA
can recommend adjustment of the SDL up or down by up to five percent (5%). Upwards adjustment of the SDL
enables a reduction in the amount of water to be recovered for the environment, reducing social and
economic impacts. To achieve this, “supply measures” are required, which achieve the same or better
environmental outcomes, using less environmental water. Basin States propose supply measures, which must
be presented to MDBA for assessment against a set of legal requirements and guidelines. MDBA will assess the
individual, cumulative and complementary effect of the measures and will then advise the Australian and Basin
State governments on which measures should proceed and what amount of SDL adjustment is feasible.
Many supply measures require the investment of capital in infrastructure that enables improved watering of
ecological assets. In other cases, they involve changes to operating rules. A Sustainable Diversion Limit
Adjustment Assessment Committee (SDLAAC) has been established, to assess and advise the Basin Officials
Committee (BOC) on proposed measures to adjust the SDL.
To ensure proposed measures achieve equivalent environmental outcomes each proposal undergoes scientific
testing. This is referred to as the environmental equivalence test (see the MDBA Fact Sheet: Environmental
equivalence test (for SDL adjustment assessment)). In addition to an environmental equivalence test, the Basin
Plan sets other safeguards that a SDL adjustment must meet which include:
•

limits on the overall scale of change to the Basin wide SDL (no more than 5%)

•

no change to reliability of supply for consumptive users

•

limits on changes to selected Basin Plan environmental outcomes.

The equivalence test, developed by a CSIRO-led consortium in consultation with Basin governments uses
preference curves, metrics for weighting environmental significance and a rules-based approach for combining
these curves to determine an environmental outcome score (see MDBA 2014 for more details). For an SDL
adjustment Business Case environmental outcome scores are compared for two scenarios:
•

the implementation of the reduction in diversions under the Basin Plan (an average of 2,750 GL/year
as represented in the benchmark model)

•

a package of supply measures and a lower amount of water recovery for the environment
(increased SDL, i.e. the proposed conditions with the supply measures in place).

Box 1-1 defines how these two scenarios have been modelled, and also defines the conditions that are
modelled to represent the two elements of the supply measure in this Business Case.
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Baseline: The modelling scenario used to represent the operating conditions of the Murray Darling basin
as at 30 June 2009 (MDBA 2012). This has the following implications for each of the two elements in this
business case:
•

Yanga at 30 June 2009 – already National Park and benefitting from early NSW Riverbank held
environmental water (regulated river entitlements) and Murrumbidgee planned environmental
water. This was however prior to amendment of the Murrumbidgee Regulated River Water
Sharing Plan (WSP) to include the Lowbidgee. The WSP was amended in 2012, but prior to the
adopting of the Basin Plan in November 2012.
This scenario was prior to the acquisition of the Lowbidgee “Nimmie-Caira” properties and
water entitlements adjacent and to the east of Yanga. In addition, the Yanga two-dimensional
hydraulic (spatial floodplain) model was not available when this scenario was developed by
MDBA for the Lower Murrumbidgee.

•

Millewa at 30 June 2009 - Benefitting from Barmah-Millewa Environmental Water Account
(established in the NSW Murray and Lower Darling Regulated River WSP) and held
environmental water recovered for “The Living Murray” program, as at 30 June 2009. The area
was managed as State Forest at the time of the baseline, but transferred to National Park in
2010.

Benchmark: A modelling scenario based on the baseline model, but assumes that the 2,750 GL/year SDL
reduction has been implemented in full by recovery of water access entitlements as “held environmental
water”. In this scenario, the model delivers this environmental water according to “environmental water
requirements” established by the MDBA. The “benchmark” is a hypothetical model run at Basin scale
against 30 June 2009 conditions and may not align with conditions at a given site after that date.
Proposal: A modelling scenario based on the benchmark model, but assumes that the initiatives outlined
in this Business Case have been implemented in full (see Chapters 2 and 5).

Box 1-1. Important terminology of modelling scenarios against which MDBA assesses SDL adjustment proposals.

The SDL adjustment can only go ahead if the 'package' of proposed supply measures:
•

produces at least the same environmental Basin wide outcome score as the benchmark (and all
other safeguards are met), while

•

maintaining the regional environmental outcome scores as the benchmark, and

•

having no detrimental impacts on reliability of supply of water to holders of water access rights
that are not offset or negated.

The environmental equivalence test allows for some trade-offs between environmental outcomes. Trade-offs
(within acceptable levels of change) can be developed within and/or between river reaches (e.g. improved
outcomes in one of the nine reaches in the Southern Basin region and decreased outcomes in another reach)
and trade-offs can be made between different ecological classes and elements (e.g. improved outcomes for
plants and decreased outcomes for fish).

1.3

Relationship with Nimmie-Caira supply measure

To assist with integrated assessment of the supply measures across Yanga and Nimmie-Caira, we set out here
(Table 1-1), which elements are in each business case. Yanga National Park and Nimmie-Caira are both part of
the Lower Murrumbidgee (“Lowbidgee”) floodplain. Yanga is located immediately west and downstream of
Nimmie-Caira. Figure 1-2 and Figure 1-3 provide a schematic of water flows across the two areas.
The two proposed measures have been developed as separate business case documents for Phase 2 of the SDL
adjustment process. This is an artefact of land tenure history and agency responsibilities. (DPI Water are
responsible for the Nimmie-Caira area, while OEH are responsible for National Parks.)
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Table 1-1. Relationship and content of Nimmie-Caira business case with this business case
Business Case

Nimmie-Caira area

Nimmie-Caira
Infrastructure
Modifications
Proposal: Phase
2 SDL
adjustment
assessment
(NSW DPIW
2015)

•
•

•

•

Business case:
Murray and
Murrumbidgee
Valley National
Parks SDL
Adjustment
Supply Measure
(This document:
Alluvium, Boisis
and RMCG
2015)

Yanga National Park area

environmental values,
objectives and watering
requirements
baseline, benchmark
and proposed
hydrology, including a
proposed
environmental
watering framework
proposed
infrastructure,
operating regime and
costs
environmental
benefits, impacts and
risks of the proposed
infrastructure

Impact of proposed higher
flows from Nimmie-Caira into
Yanga National Park area
high-level flow paths and
benefits from higher flows
achievable through NimmieCaira into Yanga (note that a
two-dimensional hydraulic
model is not available for
Nimmie-Caira)

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

environmental values,
objectives and watering
requirements
baseline, benchmark and
proposed hydrology,
building on the existing
environmental watering
framework
two categories of
proposed infrastructure
(together with operating
regime and costs)
works to improve
outcomes from existing
management of
environmental water
from the Murrumbidgee
River Redbank weirpool
1AS and 1ES regulators
(ie not via Nimmie-Caira)
works to receive
proposed environmental
watering from NimmieCaira into Yanga and to
achieve improved
environmental outcomes
two-dimensional
hydraulic modelling
outputs that assess
proposed infrastructure
solely for managing
environmental watering
from 1AS and 1ES
regulators from the
Redbank weirpool
environmental benefits,
impacts and risks of the
proposed infrastructure
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modelling outputs that assess
proposed higher flow
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Figure 1-2. Schematic of flow paths in Yanga (north), Murrumbidgee River, 1AS, 1ES regulators and Nimmie-Caira.
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Figure 1-3. Schematic of flow paths in Yanga (south), via the Nimmie-Caira.
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The two business cases are complementary and should be read and assessed as an integrated package. Indeed,
it is recommended that future work on the areas proceeds as one package.
The respective environmental benefits of the Nimmie-Caira higher flows are described in the two business
cases, based on area inundated. That is, the inundation in the Nimmie-Caira area is described in that business
case. The inundation in the Yanga area is described in this business case. There is no overlap (or “double
counting”) of the environmental benefits between the two areas and business cases. However, they should be
assessed together in the SDL adjustment process.

1.4

Mechanism for environmental water savings

The Nimmie-Caira area was private agricultural land at the time of MDBA’s baseline and benchmark model run
development (and therefore not intentionally inundated by the model. It has since been sold to the NSW
Government, providing an opportunity for landscape scale floodplain inundation and ecological rehabilitation.
The Nimmie-Caira business case describes a requirement for additional environmental water (compared to the
benchmark) to achieve significantly greater environmental outcomes on the Nimmie-Caira area. The Basin Plan
baseline and benchmark model runs do not provide the environmental water requirements of the Lowbidgee
floodplain identified by the Basin Plan. The Benchmark model “recovers” water entitlements (reduces
diversions) from the Lowbidgee area by the same ratio as elsewhere in the valley, leading to an unusual
scenario, where the Lower Murrumbidgee floodplain receives less environmental water under the benchmark
than under the baseline.
Two-dimensional hydraulic modelling - as part of the Yanga portion of this business case – shows that the
higher flows proposed as part of the Nimmie-Caira business case, can achieve (on Yanga) double the
inundation area of redgum forest and woodland, compared to existing arrangements (without higher NimmieCaira flows). Taken together, the two business cases show the opportunity to achieve significantly improved
environmental outcomes across the Lower Murrumbidgee floodplain.
Environmental water savings are derived from the modelling outputs showing that the doubled area of
inundation (in Yanga) can be achieved in a fifth of the time (4.5 weeks compared with 5 months via Redbank
weirpool), when delivered via higher flows through Nimmie-Caira. Preliminary analysis has revealed that this
represents a saving of 24GL per event. This scale of inundation is required in at least 40% of years. It is
expected that the next stage of modelling analysis by DPIW and MDBA will be able to show significantly
improved environmental outcomes, using less environmental water on average over the 113 year model run.
This proposition draws on the benefit of new knowledge about environmental watering opportunities for the
Lower Murrumbidgee floodplain, the new two-dimensional hydraulic model for Yanga and the opportunity
presented by the availability of a larger area of the floodplain for environmental watering. These elements
were not available when the Basin Plan modelling was originally undertaken.
The works and measures in the Millewa portion of this business case provide practical environmental benefits
that enhance the environmental outcomes of the Basin Plan and water recovery. However, the ability to
quantify the environmental outcomes is limited, because the models do not reflect the practical limitations of
existing structures, leakage or overwatering. The business case describes the qualitative environmental
outcomes from the proposal. These can be seen as highly complementary to other initiatives on the River
Murray, including the establishment of the SDL, the recovery to date of held environmental water by the
Commonwealth and state governments and the other River Murray SDL adjustment initiatives.

1.5

Phase 2 assessment guidelines

Information requirements for preparing and assessing Business Cases are outlined in the Phase 2 assessment
guidelines for SDL adjustment supply and constraint measures (MDBA 2014). Appendix A sets out how the
structure and components of this Business Case relate to each of the requirements in the Phase 2 guidelines.
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2
2.1

Project details
Locations, proponent and definitions

This SDL adjustment business case concerns projects for each of the two National Park sites (Table 2-1; Figure
1-1.).
The Yanga Precinct of Murrumbidgee Valley National Park is approximately 35,000 hectares in size and is
located between Redbank Weir and the township of Balranald on the Lower Murrumbidgee River floodplain.
Yanga is part of the “Lowbidgee” irrigation and drainage scheme, adjacent to the “Nimmie-Caira” scheme, on
the downstream (western) side. Under the Lowbidgee scheme, Yanga was known as the “Redbank South”
management area.
This part of the proposal is in the Basin Plan’s Murrumbidgee (SS15) surface water Sustainable Diversion Limit
(SDL) resource unit.
The ‘Millewa Forest Precinct’ of Murray Valley National Park is approximately 36,000 hectares in size and is
located between the townships of Tocumwal, Moama and Deniliquin on the Murray River floodplain. It is part
of the “Barmah-Millewa” Living Murray Icon Site which straddles the NSW-Victoria border.
This part of the proposal is in the Basin Plan’s NSW Murray (SS14) surface water Sustainable Diversion Limit
(SDL) resource unit.
The proponent is the NSW Government. DPI Water is the lead agency for water policy, planning and
legislation. OEH is the lead agency for environmental water policy, planning and delivery, as well as including
the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS), which leads management of land, water and stakeholder
issues on-park. Development of this business case has been led by OEH, with active involvement of DPIW,
Water NSW and DPI Fisheries.
The implementing entity is:
•

Water NSW for Yanga 1AS and 1ES regulators and Moira Lake Regulator,

•

OEH with a proposed Memorandum of understanding with Bullatale Trust, for the Bullatale Channel,
and

•

OEH for all remaining proposed structures in this business case. The estimated costs are
summarised in Tables E2 and E3, Chapter 8 and are further detailed in Appendix B.

The proposed works constitute “environmental works and measures at point locations” (MDBA 2014 p14).

2.2

Viability and eligibility of the proposal

The proposals in this supply measure business case provide a package that
•

will improve environmental outcomes in the Murray and Murrumbidgee surface water SDL resource
units

•

are highly likely to require less environmental water as a long-term average for the Lower
Murrumbidgee to deliver the outcomes envisaged under the basin plan.

•

build on, complement and augment environmental outcomes from water reform initiatives to date

•

are technically feasible, cost-effective and do not present risks that cannot be mitigated

•

fit seamlessly with existing institutional arrangements for operation and maintenance, and

•

can be completed by 2024 and in many cases much earlier.
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It is estimated that all works can be designed, obtain regulatory and planning approval, constructed and
operationalised within 3 years of funding approval. If approved for SDL adjustment and funding on 30 June
2016, they could be operational by 30 June 2019.
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Table 2-1. Summary of the proposed works in this supply measure
National Park
area

Site

Issue

Resolution

Yanga
(Murrumbidgee
Valley National
Park)

1AS Regulator

This regulator controls the inlet of water from
Redbank weir pool onto the majority of the
floodplain within Yanga, north of Tala Lake.
The existing structure:
•
allows water to leak from the Redbank
weir pool, causing unseasonal inundation
and overwatering of the adjacent forest,
•
is difficult to manage actively for
environmental watering, and
• is estimated to constrain flows into the
park.

The works proposed will replace the existing structure with a new regulator.
Ecological outcomes on Yanga will be improved by
•
reducing overwatering of the northern Yanga floodplain
•
better targeting environmental watering within Yanga
•
enabling slightly increased environmental flow offtake into Yanga and from a
slightly lower commence to flow threshold

This regulator controls the inlet of water from
Redbank weir pool into the Top Narrockwell
swamp (via Bruton’s Regulator) and to Shaw’s
swamp and Waugorah Lake (via Shaw’s
Regulator).
The existing structure

The works proposed will replace the existing structure with a new regulator.
Ecological outcomes on Yanga will be improved by
•
reducing overwatering of the northern Yanga floodplain
•
better targeting environmental watering within Yanga
•
enabling slightly increased environmental flow offtake into Yanga and from a
slightly lower commence to flow threshold
•
enabling targeted flows to be retained on Yanga when the weir pool is low.

1ES Regulator

•
•
•

Bruton’s regulator

allows water to leak from the Redbank
weir pool
is difficult to manage actively for
environmental watering
is estimated to constrain flows into the
park

This regulator does not have sufficient capacity
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In addition, there will be moderate environmental water savings from addressing
leakage from the existing regulator.

In addition, there will be moderate environmental water savings from addressing
leakage from the existing regulator.

Increased capacity by replacement of gates is proposed to more closely match
capacity of 1ES, and to pass larger flows to Top Narrockwell swamp.
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National Park
area

Site

Issue

Resolution

Culverts between
Shaw's Swamp and
Waugorah lake
(North of
Waugorah lake)
and between North
Stallion Swamp and
Waugorah Lake
(south of Waugorah
Lake)

Existing culverts and regulators do not have
sufficient capacity to pass higher flows
expected from Nimmie-Caira proposal.

It is proposed to replace the culverts and regulators with adequate capacity to pass
larger flows expected from the combination of the new Waugorah Creek Regulator
(Nimmie-Caira proposal) and the Waugorah blockbank regulator enabling diversion
of flows through North Stallion Swamp

Waugorah creek
block bank

Existing block bank does not allow water from
Waugorah creek to move west into Yanga,
which will become necessary if Nimmie-Caira
SDL adjustment proposal installs new regulator
at Waugorah Creek offtake from
Murrumbidgee
Existing supply of water to North Stallion
swamp is via highly inefficient route via
indirect irrigation channels that will become
even less efficient with change of land-use in
Nimmie-Caira

Install new regulator and culvert which can either

•
•

pass water from new Waugorah Creek Regulator, westwards to Waugorah
Creek and Top Creek Swamp (when new regulator opened), or
divert water from new Waugorah Creek Regulator, northwards along improved
North Stallion Bank to North Stallion Swamp (when new regulator closed)

North Stallion inlet
bank

Existing bank may not be adequate to divert
water to North Stallion Swamp, once new
regulator installed at Waugorah Creek block
bank (see row above)

Strengthen and raise bank to divert flows from Waugorah Creek, northwards into
North Stallion Swamp

Twin Bridges (North
and South) and
bank between

Existing regulators on box culverts do not have
sufficient capacity and bank between them
breaches, inhibiting management of swamp to
known water levels.

Replace regulator gates on existing culverts to raise capacity;
Install fixed crest sills on bank between two regulators

Historical Duck’s
Nest Creek and
Waugorah road
crossing

At this crossing, flows along the historical
Duck’s Nest Creek are blocked by the
constructed banks of the artificial “Crazy
Creek” irrigation and stock and domestic water
supply channel, which would be rendered
obsolete by Waugorah Creek and North
Stallion proposals (above)

Decommission (removal) of Crazy Creek Channel in vicinity of road crossing. Banks
along Crazy Creek that blocks historical Duck’s Nest to be breached.
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National Park
area

Millewa (Murray
Valley National
Park)

Site

Issue

Resolution

Tarwille Swamp

Difficulty in targeting watering to known water
levels in swamp, caused by inadequate
infrastructure to retain water;
Difficulty in managing environmental flows to
carry water through the area within flood
runners and creeks.

Modify a series of banks, in order to better retain inundation at the swamp up to a
level of 0.9m above centre of swamp and to prevent overwatering of adjacent
vegetation communities. Install one regulator at lowest flow path out of swamp.
The suite of works will allow improved achievement of ecological objectives, with a
reduced volume of water.

Tarwille Cattleyard pipe

Box culvert and regulator do not have
sufficient capacity to convey flow from
Bruton's and for potential large flows from the
Nimmie-Caira

Upgrade to box culvert and regulators to allow active environmental water
management and passage of Nimmie-Caira high flows.

Low Sandy Creek

Current natural level of inlet from River Murray
does not allow flows to enter until 12,700
ML/d (flows at Yarrawonga).
As a result of increased development and
reduced flows exceeding this threshold, there
are insufficient east-west flows in eastern
portion of park, reducing habitat and refuge
for small-bodied native fish.

Deepen inlet and install regulator, with commence to flow at 10,500 ML/d

Aratula & Toupna
Creeks.
Intersection with
Bullatale Supply
Channel (also
known as Lower
Toupna Creek)

South-north flowing Supply Channel bisects
natural east-west flow of Aratula Creek
complex. Prevents connection of the portions
of Millewa forest either side of the supply
channel during environmental water events.
Passively diverts water north to private
property. Channel also leaks water westward
through breaches in banks, causing unseasonal
over-watering.

(As package with Low Sandy Creek regulator)
Install fixed crest sills on western bank of supply channel, to prevent overwatering
west of channel.
At intersection of Aratula Creek and supply channel, install fixed crest sills on both
banks of channel to allow Aratula Creek flows (from Low Sandy regulator above) to
flow over channel to the west.
Replace crossing at seven mile creek (which constraints channel and causes
overwatering spill to the west), with box culverts of larger capacity.
Option to replace existing Bullatale channel offtake regulator with new regulator to
accommodate both water supply needs and environmental flow needs to west of
channel (via fixed crest sills on western bank of channel), subject to agreement with
Trust, who own the asset.
The guiding principle for this proposal is that the existing water supply for
landholders is not disrupted, including both supply delivered through the regulator
and unregulated supply from floodrunners.
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National Park
area

Site

Issue

Resolution

Douglas Swamp

Loss of water through culverts on western /
south-western edge of swamp

Install fixed crest sills, box culverts, causeways and one regulator, to enable
targeted management of environmental flows and swamp levels, retention of water
in swamp as drought refuge and/or waterbird breeding habitat.

Pigsty

Loss of flows from Edward River through
culvert to pigsty flood runner. Overwatering of
pigsty.

Install culvert and regulator to retain flows in Edward River and to manage flows in
pigsty to reach environmental watering objectives

Little Edward River

Breach of banks of Little Edward River at two
breakout areas on west bank. Loss of water
above 1300 and 1600 ML/d (flow at Edwards
River offtake regulator). Resultant
overwatering of flood runner.

Install sheet pile sills at two breakout locations to CTF of 1700ML/d in Edward River
Install sheet pile weir and regulator at point where breakout water flood runner reenters Little Edward River, enabling active management to retain water in river and
to retain or exclude water in flood runner according to environmental objectives.

Reedbeds South,
Gulpa Creek and
Channel

Breach of banks of Gulpa Channel results in
overwatering of Reedbeds area to south.

Install fixed-crest sills at 4 locations on south bank of Channel
Reinstate the south embankment of the channel at a low point colonised by willows
and provide a drainage outlet for a swamp on the southern side, by building up the
bank and installing a regulator

Warwick Creek

Warwick Creek does not receive low level
flows, owing to block bank at junction with
Gulpa Creek/Channel.

Install a structure to regulate flows into and out of Warwick Creek, where it meets
Gulpa Creek at the northwest corner of the Reed Beds.

Moira channel

Breach of banks of Moira Channel causes loss
of water into Moira Lake and overwatering of
southern portion of Moira Lake.

Install fixed crest sills on southern bank of channel to retain irrigation supply levels
within channel and prevent overwatering.

Moira Lake
Regulator

Leakage of water from Moira Lake Regulator
and difficulty in operating the structure
prevents targeted management of lake levels

Replacement with new regulator, enabling active seasonal management of lake
levels to achieve environmental objectives for Lake and for fish passage.
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2.3

Yanga project overview

Since the acquisition of Yanga National Park (2005) and the purchase of held environmental water (by NSW
Riverbank from 2006 and CEWH from 2009), water has been delivered to Yanga mostly from the northern end
of the Park, from the Redbank Weirpool, through 1AS and 1ES Regulators (Further detail is shown at Figure
1-2, Figure 1-3, Figure 2-1, Figure 2-2, Figure 2-3 and Box 2-1). To assist with targeting key wetlands and
swamps, OEH has invested in construction or upgrade of a series of banks and regulators through the Park,
through the Rivers Environmental Restoration Program (RERP). This environmental watering regime represents
“benchmark” conditions.
However, delivery to the southern parts of the Park (from Tala Lake southwards) has required long durations
(2-3 months) of sustained flows, mostly from 1AS. The northern wetlands of the Park (eg Twin Bridges, Piggery,
Tarwille (Figure 2-2)) “soak up” this water and release it slowly, as confirmed by both modelling and anecdotal
observations (OEH staff pers comm). Importantly, this is a desirable outcome for these wetlands and there is
no proposal to reduce the current watering regime below what is required for objectives at those wetlands
(and replacement of 1AS Regulator is proposed to expand capacity and flexibility to water these areas). Rather,
there is an opportunity to consider whether the additional water targeted to southern Yanga wetlands can be
delivered more efficiently via the Nimmie-Caira area, rather than over much longer timeframes through
northern Yanga.
On a more local scale, delivery of water to the Waugorah Creek and North Stallion swamp area has been via
irrigation and domestic water channels involving long travel times via the Nimmie-Caira area. The proposed
construction of a new Waugorah Creek Regulator, as part of the proposed Nimmie-Caira supply measure,
offers the prospect of much more direct and efficient water delivery to these areas, with no adverse
environmental impact. Similarly, replacement of the 1ES Regulator is proposed to improve operational
flexibility to provide water to Topnarrockwell Swamp, Shaw’s swamp and Waugorah Lake in this area (Figure
2-3).
OEH has been responsible for managing environmental water on behalf of the NSW government and the
Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder (CEWH) in Yanga National Park (Box 2-1 provides the full context
and Figure 2-4 provides a recent operational example). Watering of the park has changed since red gum
production (pre-2005) to target ecological outcomes for a range of vegetation communities including red gum,
blackbox and lignum. More targeted delivery of water to swamps and open water bodies has also been carried
out to support waterbirds and reduce red gum encroachment which was unmanaged, prior to park acquisition.
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Figure 2-1. Yanga Water Management Areas and Infrastructure
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Figure 2-2. Yanga 1AS group of wetlands and infrastructure
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Figure 2-3. Yanga 1ES, Shaw's, Bruton's, Waugorah, Top Creek and Ducks Nest group of wetlands and infrastructure
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OEH manages environmental water in Yanga National Park made available through three sources:
•

the Water Sharing Plan for the Murrumbidgee Regulated River Water Source 2003, which makes
provision for three environmental water allowances (EWAs 1–3), including for the Lowbidgee area. The
EWAs are planned environmental water (PEW)

•

NSW Government held environmental water (under the Riverbank program) – regulated River General
security, Regulated River Supplementary and Lowbidgee supplementary access licence entitlements.

•

Commonwealth Environmental Water (CEW) held environmental water entitlements -– Regulated
River General security, Regulated River supplementary access licence entitlements and Lowbidgee
supplementary access entitlement (the latter acquired as part of the purchase of Nimmie-Caira).

Yanga’s access to both regulated and Lowbidgee water makes it somewhat unique in the Lowbidgee scheme. This
mix of water entitlements and sources is relevant to consideration of the baseline, benchmark and proposed
hydrology and the modelling of the same. The MDBA’s baseline and benchmark modelling was based on a demand
at Maude weir. Details of Lowbidgee water distribution arrangements were not mature at the time (2010). It is now
possible to consider the hydrology of the different scenarios as they apply at Yanga, with a fuller understanding of
the implications of water availability and source of access entitlements.
Environmental Water Allowance (EWA) and General Security volumes are based on announced allocation levels,
based on volumes in storage at upstream dams. Both types of supplementary access are available following
declarations by DPIW, when certain conditions specified in the Water Sharing Plan are satisfied.
As a landholding in the Lowbidgee scheme, Yanga is entitled to Lowbidgee supplementary water. The Lowbidgee
supplementary water entitlement is 155 GL and availability is event-based. The rules are documented in the “Water
distribution rules for extractions under supplementary water (Lowbidgee) access licences from the Murrumbidgee
Regulated River Water Source” (NSW OoW 2012).
The bulk of supplementary water diversion is made from the Redbank weir pool via the 1AS regulator or via the 1ES
regulator. OEH has worked with CEW to prioritise delivery of environmental water to Yanga National Park
particularly following observations of waterbird feeding and nesting.
The watering approach by OEH has been to make use of CEW General Security allocations and CEW Lowbidgee
supplementary when available first. NSW Environmental Water Allowance and General Security allocations are used
to buffer shortfalls in CEWH water for meeting environmental water requirements. This approach for a watering
event in 2014-2015 is shown in Figure 2-4. This buffer has also been useful to accommodate overuse of the CEWH
water that tends to occur as a result of un-calibrated 1ES and 1AS regulators.

Box 2-1. Context of current environmental water management for Yanga
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Figure 2-4. Fortnightly Yanga environmental water use in 2014-2015. Timing of use for each water entitlement is shown.

(CEWH = Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder; GS = General Security regulated river access
entitlement; EWA = Environmental Water Allocation; LBG SUPP = Lowbidgee Supplementary regulated river
access entitlement).

Works already carried out
The Basin Plan Baseline and Benchmark scenarios should take account of works already carried out at Yanga
from 2005-2010 for the RERP program (see Figure 2-1). Some of these RERP works are proposed for
reconfiguration (e.g. increase capacity) in this supply measure.
Commonwealth funding is sought to fund the capital works required. Works on the National Parks estate will
become the property and responsibility of the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, National Parks and
Wildlife Service. The Yanga 1AS and 1ES offtake regulators are and will remain an asset of Water NSW
(formerly State Water). Further details of capital, operation and maintenance costs are provided in Chapter 10.
In addition to works identified in the Phase 1 Feasibility document, NSW identified the opportunity to include
further works, in order to allow integrated consideration of Yanga with proposed higher flows from the
Nimmie-Caira supply measure. The additional works are those at Waugorah Creek-North Stallion Swamp,
Duck’s Nest Creek and Tarwille-Cattleyards. The combined effect of the Nimmie-Caira proposals and the Yanga
proposal provides a unique opportunity for landscape scale environmental watering for floodplain
environmental benefits. In the Basin Plan context, this provides an opportunity to achieve improved
Murrumbidgee environmental outcomes with potentially less recovery of environmental water. This is further
discussed in chapter 5.
Yanga 1AS offtake regulator
The long term health and benefits gained from earlier water infrastructure works with Yanga depend on the
efficient delivery of water from the 1AS regulator (see Figure 2-2). This regulator controls the inlet of water
from Redbank weir pool onto the majority of the floodplain within Yanga north of Tala Lake. Water from the
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regulator flows to the “Twin Bridges”, Piggery Lake and Tarwille Swamp area, which is characterised by redgum
forest, reed beds and open water (for further ecological description see chapters 3, 4 and 6).
The existing structure allows water to leak from the Redbank weir pool, thereby marginally “overwatering”
northern Yanga. The structure’s capacity is also estimated to constrain environmental water delivery.
The works proposed will replace the existing structure, to augment the capacity and operational flexibility
provided by the regulator. Ecological outcomes on Yanga will be improved by reducing overwatering of the
northern Yanga floodplain, better targeting environmental watering and provided fish passage onto and off
the floodplain. A new structure will be easier and safer to operate, thereby providing increased flexibility to
target environmental outcomes. The fish ladder (vertical slot fishway) will also be designed to be compatible
with installation of a carp cage to facilitate management of carp at the site.
Yanga 1ES offtake regulator
This regulator controls the inlet of water from Redbank weir pool into the Top Narrockwell swamp (via
Bruton’s Regulator) and to Shaw’s swamp and Waugorah Lake (via Shaw’s Regulator – Figure 2-3). The existing
structure allows water to leak from the Redbank weir pool, is difficult to manage actively for environmental
watering and is also estimated to slightly constrain capacity for environmental water delivery. This Regulator is
sometimes referred to as “Waugorah Regulator”, but this terminology is not used in this document, to avoid
confusion with the Waugorah Creek Regulator (see below).
It is proposed to replace the 1ES regulator with a similar size structure but with a lower sill and lay flat gates.
This will significantly enhance management of flows at this location. The Bruton's and Shaw's Regulators also
give OEH the ability to manage differentially between environmental water flows on the channels running to
the west (through Bruton's to Top Narrockwell Swamp) and east (through Shaw's, to Shaw's Swamp and
Waugorah Lake) downstream of the 1ES regulator. In consultation, Water NSW expressed that while they are
interested in decommissioning the 1ES regulator, they would need to be able to hold flows in the Redbank
weir pool. However, investigations showed that channel and bank levels mean that Bruton's and Shaw's
regulators would not be able to achieve this objective, without increasing losses to river flows. This is further
described in Chapter 8 and Appendix B.
Bruton's Regulator
Bruton's Regulator sits to the west of 1ES regulator, downstream along a supply channel (see Figure 2-3).
The proposed works will replace Bruton's regulator gates to raise capacity, while keeping the existing modern
culvert (NSW NPWS 2009). This provides moderate benefit in increasing the responsiveness and marginally
increasing the extent of environmental watering. The proposal allows more targeted watering (and at a slightly
increased capacity) of Top Narrockwell swamp (redgum forest running out into lignum shrubland) and down to
Twin Bridges (redgum forest into Eleocharis and Phragmites swamp and some open waters).
Twin Bridges North and South regulators and sill
The proposal is to replace regulator doors on both bridges to raise capacity and prevent leakage using existing
modern box culverts. In addition, it is proposed to increase bank height between the two bridges by
approximately 0.5 m and provide designated rock-ramp spill points.
Under the Baseline and Benchmark scenarios, both bridges were timber with no ability to regulate flows. Flows
through the Twin Bridges swamp were completely dependent on 1AS Regulator, could not be targeted within
the swamp and relied on spilling from one area to another across banks (see Figure 2-2). The RERP works (NSW
NPWS 2008) replaced both bridges around 2010, with box culverts and regulators. However, the regulator
gates limit the capacity to pass slightly higher flows and the bank between the bridges is unstable and
breaches and spills.
Installation of better capacity regulator gates and fixed-crest sills (causeways) along the bank will enable better
targeted environmental watering with spill between areas at known heights. This will reduce leakage into Twin
Bridges Swamp when environmental flows are delivered into Tarwille Swamp through McCabe's regulator. It
will also increase capacity of environmental watering into Twin Bridges Swamp.
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Woolshed Creek floodway sills
The proposal is to put in causeways / fixed crest sills on flood runner escapes east of the Woolshed Creek
Regulator. This will allow management of high flows being delivered to Tala Swamp, by preventing these flows
backing up behind the existing banks towards Tala Creek and Lake. In addition, the sills will allow passage of
high flows proposed to enter Yanga from the Nimmie-Caira. They will also allow safe access to operate the
Woolshed regulator during these high flows.
Tarwille Swamp restoration (Four sites for fixed crest sills and one box culvert with regulator gates)
At Tarwille swamp (see Figure 2-2), the project proposes to modify a series of flow controls and banks, in order
to better retain inundation at the swamp and to prevent overwatering of adjacent vegetation communities. In
addition, a box culvert with regulator gates is proposed.
Under the Baseline and Benchmark scenarios, this area was an earth bank that held up flows and did not pass
water unless totally overtopped. The RERP works installed a series of rock causeways / sills at (an intended)
0.9m above the centre height of the swamp. The 2012 floods demonstrated the infrastructure was not
adequate and needs reconfiguring.
Installation of four proposed fixed crest sills and one box culvert and regulator will allow active management /
passage of water from Tarwille Swamp through the Tarwille Creek system through to Tala Lake (through flood
runners). This will use less environmental water, as it will not be necessary to backup water behind the bank
and spill around at a higher level.
Tarwille Creek – Cattleyards
The proposal here is to replace the existing road culvert (pipe) with a box culvert with regulator (see Figure
2-2). This will reduce loss of environmental water for existing low-medium flows from the 1AS or Bruton's
regulators, but also for high Nimmie-Caira flows. Closure of the proposed regulator will enable retention of
environmental water in Twin Bridges and Tarwille.
Under the higher flows proposed from the Nimmie-Caira measure this watercourse would take higher flows
that come through the Ducks Nest Creek system (see below) as well as from the Top Creek / Waugorah Creek
system (see below). This bank and flow path (as well as other banks heading south from here) will take
pressure from these higher flows. The higher flows proposed may also require reconfiguration of other banks
(and regulators) south of here, to handle these larger flows. Bronzewing Drive area pipes and causeways may
also need to be reconfigured under these conditions. Chapter 5 (hydrology) and Chapter 7 (risks and impacts)
consider these implications further.
Waugorah Creek /Waugorah Lake / North Stallion / Shaw's Swamp package of works
This package of works will reconfigure the Waugorah / North Stallion system to receive flows from Waugorah
Creek (see Figure 2-3) including the higher flows proposed to be received via Nimmie-Caira.
Waugorah Creek is an effluent creek that leaves the Murrumbidgee east (upstream) of Yanga. It is currently
regulated by an obsolete and un-licensed structure, proposed to be replaced and formalised under the
Nimmie-Caira supply measure. The replacement of the regulator will provide a much more efficient and more
natural source for watering the Waugorah Creek, North Stallion Swamp and Waugorah Lake.
Currently (and under the Baseline and Benchmark scenarios), a bank exists across Waugorah Creek,
approximately in line with the entrance to North Stallion Swamp. The bank impounds water in the creek,
primarily for stock and domestic purposes (a former homestead is still occupied by NPWS staff). Prior to 2010,
the only provision for watering North Stallion swamp was a small diameter pipe through the bank on a high
level flood runner above the creek. High flows would have been required to run water through this pipe and
even higher to provide adequate environmental watering requirements for the swamp. Prior to National Park
acquisition, the swamp was under-watered, with resultant redgum dieback. The RERP works decommissioned
the small pipe and installed a slightly larger regulator along a slightly lower flood runner. This has enabled
some restoration of flows to North Stallion Swamp, with improved environmental outcomes.
Currently Waugorah Creek and North Stallion Swamp can only be watered via an artificial channel system
through Nimmie-Caira (the Crazy Creek and White Elephant Channels). This already inefficient system will be
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rendered even more so by the likely much reduced use of channels, following the acquisition of the NimmieCaira properties by the NSW government and the departure of former landholders.
The proposed works will decommission the small RERP regulator and install a new regulator in the Waugorah
Creek block bank on the line of the creek, to enable either:
(i)

(with regulator closed) diversion of Waugorah Creek inflows to North Stallion Swamp (and then
through to Waugorah Lake and Shaw's Swamp), or

(ii)

(with regulator open) passage of higher flows westwards along Waugorah Creek to Top Creek
Swamp, then the Top Narrockwell system and west and south through Twin Bridges and Tarwille.

This proposal will require additional work to strengthen the block bank up to North Stallion entry as under (i),
the flows will divert north along the block bank).
In addition, the Nimmie-Caira high flow scenario will require replacement of culverts at Waugorah Road
(between North Stallion Swamp and Waugorah Lake) and a track between Waugorah Lake and Shaw's Swamp,
to enable adequate passage of higher flows. The latter culvert will require a regulator gate with adequate
capacity, which will enable water to be held in Waugorah Lake, maintaining semi-permanent open water.
This package of works offers the opportunity to use less environmental water to achieve the same outcomes
as the benchmark scenario (and/or to achieve better environmental outcomes with the same water) for
several reasons. However, it has not been possible to quantify the environmental water saving within the
timeframe and resources available for the business case.
In general the benchmark scenario requires sustained flows at more or less channel capacity at Maude Weir in
order to achieve greater inundation (high environmental water requirements). This is because the scenario
could not include the option of higher flows (potentially in a shorter timeframe) through the Nimmie-Caira
(Waugorah Creek) system. Under the benchmark these sustained flows would need to overtop banks in order
to achieve inundation of the swamps and lakes. Alternatively at lower flows these would need to supply the
swamps through the inefficient artificial channels or through 1ES and the Shaw's system.
The replacement of the Waugorah Creek regulator (under the Nimmie-Caira SDL supply measure) allows
passage of these flows directly into Waugorah Creek and then to North Stallion (at lower flows with block bank
regulator shut) or North Stallion, Waugorah Lake and Shaw's swamp (at higher flows with block bank regulator
shut), or through Waugorah Creek to Top Creek Swamp and the Top Narrockwell system (at higher flows with
block bank regulator open).
With this proposed package of infrastructure (across both this proposal and the Nimmie-Caira proposed supply
measure), all of these options can be supplied using less environmental water demand (equivalent as
measured at Maude Weir) than the benchmark scenario and infrastructure.
Duck’s Nest Creek and Crazy Creek Channel
The proposal is to reinstate the historic natural channel of the Duck’s Nest Creek where it passes under
Waugorah Road and to decommission the artificial “Crazy Creek Channel” at this same location (see Figure
2-3). The Duck’s Nest Creek is an effluent system that diverges from the Waugorah Creek, east (upstream) of
the National Park (in the Nimmie-Caira project area), to flow south of and parallel to Waugorah Creek.
Currently (and under the Baseline and Benchmark scenarios), the Duck’s Nest Creek has been diverted south
from its historic channel and now flows more or less along the National Park boundary. The Creek only flows
under flood conditions, since the Waugorah Creek Regulator is rarely open (see above) and Waugorah Creek
does not carry high enough flows. In addition, the historic channel of the Creek has been blocked, just east of
the Waugorah Road crossing and requisitioned by the “Crazy Creek” artificial channel. This has isolated
floodplain country west of the road from natural flows and prevented environmental flows.
Providing the Waugorah Creek package of works (see above) is implemented, the Crazy Creek Channel will no
longer be required, since Waugorah Creek can supply the Waugorah homestead and North Stallion Swamp.
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The proposed works will reinstate the natural historic channel of Duck’s Nest Creek and decommission Crazy
Creek Channel at the Waugorah Road Crossing. This will enable passage of higher level environmental flows
from Waugorah Creek regulator, westward along Duck’s Nest Creek, into Top Narrockwell Swamp. The
environmental water savings are aligned with those of the Waugorah Creek package above and the NimmieCaira supply measure. Enabling high flows provides Yanga floodplain and downstream environmental benefits,
while requiring less environmental water to be recovered to meet longer duration constant flows at Maude in
the Benchmark scenario.
Modelling of higher flows from Nimmie-Caira into Yanga
The Nimmie-Caira supply measure business case (NSW DPIW 2015) proposes a fundamental revision of water
management and environmental water delivery through the southern Lower Murrumbidgee floodplain. This
has been made possible by the sale of the Nimmie-Caira land from the former landholders to the NSW
Government (and water entitlements to the Commonwealth). To enable this opportunity, the Nimmie-Caira
supply measure business case proposes various infrastructure modifications, within the Nimmie-Caira area.
However, the Nimmie-Caira supply measure business case did not model the downstream outcome of the
proposed higher flows on Yanga, nor did it propose the SDL adjustment for this outcome in Yanga.
Alluvium and partners have now carried out Two-dimensional hydraulic modelling of the outcomes on the
Yanga floodplain of the higher flows proposed in the Nimmie-Caira SDL adjustment supply measure business
case. We report the results of this modelling in this Business Case (Chapters 5 and 6). The two business cases
should be read as one integrated proposal.
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2.4

Millewa project overview

As a second element of this supply measure, NSW proposes environmental works for Millewa forest (part of
Murray Valley National Park). These proposed works will deliver improved ecological outcomes
complementing other River Murray initiatives, whilst providing moderate savings in environmental water.
The major feature of the hydrology of the Millewa element is the capacity constraint of the River Murray at
10,400 ML/d at Yarrawonga. The river capacity constraint means that high irrigation delivery flows in spring
and summer can cause unseasonal “over-watering” where they spill onto floodplain areas without alignment
to natural cues. Works proposed aim to improve environmental outcomes by addressing this overwatering, as
well as enabling more efficient and targeted delivery of environmental water.
Before development, water moved onto the floodplain once the river capacity constraint was breached,
usually in winter, spring and early summer. Water moved through the floodplain via a network of braided
floodrunner channels, some of which terminated in lakes or swamps (eg Moira Lake, Douglas Swamp). Since
development, banks and regulators have been installed along the river and throughout the floodplain for river
regulation and to optimise redgum forestry.
The current (and benchmark) environmental watering scenario relies predominantly on achieving higher river
flows in the winter/spring season, which enable the “commence to flow” of various floodrunner creeks and
some regulated offtakes. Some offtake regulators commence to flow at much lower levels (eg the Mary Ada
regulator at approximately 3,500 ML/day), while other offtakes (eg Low Sandy Creek at 12,700 ML/day)
commence to flow at higher levels than the river capacity constraint.
Water savings from the proposed works are achieved principally by reducing “overwatering” of vegetation
communities caused by inadequate and obsolete infrastructure for releasing or holding water within the park.
The reduction of overwatering reduces the volume required to achieve environmental outcomes and reduces
evaporation by reducing the area inundated. Some proposed works (especially the Aratula Creek/Low
Sandy/Bullatale Channel package) enable environmental watering of a floodplain creek system at much lower
river flow levels than would be required with baseline/benchmark infrastructure. An overview of locations of
proposed structures is given in Figure 2-5. The proposed works are summarised below, while technical
feasibility and engineering considerations are considered in Chapter 8 and Appendix B. Commonwealth
funding is sought for capital works for all the infrastructure proposed below. Ownership, operation and
maintenance are detailed in Chapter 10.
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Figure 2-5. Overview of proposed works at Millewa

2.5

Aratula Creek system and Low Sandy Creek off-take regulator

The Low Sandy Creek is an effluent creek from the River Murray, leaving the Murray at the eastern end of
Millewa forest (Figure 2-6). The creek flows into the Aratula system, which flows from east to west across the
National Park. The current level of inlet from the River Murray does not allow flows to enter until 12,700 ML/d
at Yarrawonga. There is currently no regulator at the Low Sandy Creek offtake channel. A block bank was
constructed to a higher level (probably in the 1980s), but in the 2011 floods was blown out to the current level
(NSW OEH pers. comm.), which has stabilised to reflect geomorphic response to constant irrigation season
flows in the River Murray.
There are insufficient east-west flows in this eastern portion of Millewa, reducing habitat and refuge for smallbodied native fish. Two-dimensional hydraulic modelling with baseline (2009) infrastructure does not show the
eastern Aratula system inundated until 25,000ML/d (Appendix E Barmah-Millewa Environmental Water
Management Plan (MDBA 2012d)).
The proposal is to lower the commence-to-flow level of the Low Sandy Creek offtake to 10,500 ML/d. This will
involve excavating the channel entrance at the River Murray bank and along Low Sandy Creek to the road
crossing off the river along the creek. A rock ramp spillway would be installed at the river Murray offtake and
the road causeway across Low Sandy Creek would be replaced by a box culvert with regulator gates. The gates
would be operated fully up when managed to deliver flows into eastern Millewa (and in flood conditions) and
fully down when not delivering flows. This proposal will deliver improved environmental outcomes in eastern
Millewa, in particular for small bodied fish, drought refuge and lower level flows. It should be viewed as a
package with the Aratula creek / Bullatale supply channel measures below.

2.6

Aratula Creek system and the Bullatale Supply Channel

The Aratula Creek system is a complex of creeks flowing from east to west across the eastern portion of the
National Park, along the floodplain, in parallel with the Murray (Figure 2-6). It evolves into the Toupna Creek
complex, which eventually drains into Douglas Swamp, while a northern branch of effluents drain westwards
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to the Edward River. Aratula is fed by several flood runners, some being effluents from the Murray (including
Low Sandy Creek above) and others emerging from the floodplain.
The Aratula Creek system is disrupted at lower flow levels by the Bullatale supply channel (also referred to as
“Lower Toupna Creek” in some reports). This channel is artificial (but co-opts channelized natural creeks in
sections) and flows south to north, from the Bullatale offtake regulator on the River Murray, to private land
north of the Park and eventually to the Bullatale Creek. The channel is run by the Bullatale Trust and has
operated for around 100 years. It supplies domestic, stock and irrigation water to the properties midway along
Bullatale Creek (which flows east-west, across private land north of the park). The current landholder supply is
3
estimated at 170ML/d (based on estimated 1m /second flow through the pipes) to 300ML/d (including
unregulated inflow from other creeks).
The guiding principle for this proposal is that the existing regulated water supply for landholders is not
disrupted and that there are no detrimental impacts on reliability of supply of water to the holders of water
access rights that are not offset or negated.
At the moment, any attempt to deliver managed environmental flows (between approx. 10-15,000 ML/d at
Yarrawonga) to the eastern portion of Millewa, results in the east-west flows being (passively) diverted to the
north by the Bullatale channel. Higher level flows up to minor flood level overtop the channel banks. Under the
benchmark scenario, environmental water requirements are not achieved here until much higher level flows.
The proposal is to achieve better environmental outcomes for the Aratula Creek system (with less
environmental water) in the 10-15 000 ML/d range. Several options have been considered to achieve this, with
some options discounted after analysis. The full suite of options considered was:
1) Base option – install sills on channel banks at a height that preserves existing water supply levels
a)

Install sills on the east and west banks of the Bullatale channel at the Aratula Creek intersection, to
allow flows to pass east to west along Aratula Creek.

b) In addition, install fixed sills on western bank of channel to prevent leakage of water supply flows and
unseasonal overwatering of forest to the west of the channel
c)

the existing bridge crossing of the channel at Seven Mile Creek would require replacement with an
embankment and box culvert of adequate capacity (as the existing structure forces water to spill
west).

2) Additional Option
a)

Upgrade the Bullatale offtake and channel to enable it to deliver both landholder supplies and
environmental flows to the west (with the above proposed offtake structure at Low Sandy Creek
providing flow to the forest east of the channel). The existing offtake regulator structure would need
to be replaced by one with adequate capacity for environmental flows and the landholder supply. This
new regulator structure would need to consider the requirements for fish passage.

3) Option not favoured - Install a structure (submerged culvert or siphon) to transfer Aratula Creek east-west
flows under the Bullatale channel, without disrupting the supply to landholders. LiDAR analysis showed
this is physically possible, but likely unviable, because of lack of adequate fall downstream (to the west) in
the Aratula Creek from east to west, maintenance difficulties (large woody debris and sedimentation) and
not favoured by landholders.
4) Option not favoured - Pipe the Bullatale channel south-north – not considered in detail, due to cost,
capacity required and not favoured by the Bullatale landholders
Under all options the existing bridge crossing of the channel at Seven Mile Creek would require replacement
with an embankment and box culvert of adequate capacity (as the existing structure forces water to spill
west). In addition, fixed crest sills would be installed at several points along the west bank of the channel, to
prevent spill unless above channel capacity.
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The Additional Option (2) to supply environmental water along the Bullatale supply channel would also require
an enduring agreement between the NPWS and the Bullatale Trust. In initial consultations, the landholders
expressed that they are comfortable with such an arrangement for river-equivalent flows up to 15, 000 ML/d,
provided their supply of up to 300 ML/d is not disrupted.
Operation and maintenance of the Channel and regulator are vested in the Trust, with an occupational permit
and easement through the National Park. A structure crossing the channel would be vested in the NSW OEH
National Parks and Wildlife Service. A memorandum of understanding with the Trust may be necessary to deal
with common issues. A potential replacement offtake regulator would be vested in the Trust, but accompanied
by an agreement for shared operation with NSW OEH. A fishway could be vested in NSW OEH NPWS. The fixed
crest spillways and any upgrade of the Seven Mile Creek bridge crossing would be vested in NSW OEH.
OEH is in ongoing consultation with the Bullatale Creek landholders and the Trust. Alluvium met twice with
OEH and the landholders to discuss the options for managing environmental flows between 10-15,000 ML/d
(Yarrawonga) across this eastern portion of Millewa. Generally, the landholders were open to a range of ideas
provided their water supply was not disrupted. The options above were discussed in general terms and the
options selected reflect the landholders’ preferences.
The option to supply environmental water along the Bullatale supply channel would also require an enduring
agreement between the NSW OEH National Parks and Wildlife Service (NSW OEH) and the Bullatale Trust. This
is discussed in Chapter 10.
Further analysis of the options and selection of preferred conceptual designs, is discussed in Chapter 8 and
Appendix B.
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Figure 2-6. Aratula Creek and Bullatale Supply Channel (Toupna Regulator) and site of Low Sandy Creek (east of image)
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Douglas Swamp
Douglas swamp is a mosaic of open water, swamp, rush and reed land, surrounded by river redgum. It is fed
from the east, mainly by Toupna Creek, but drains freely through a number of culverts and bridges on its
western and south-western boundary (Figure 2-7).
The proposal is to replace a number of the culverts with fixed crest causeways and box culverts so that water
can be held in the swamp up to a pre-determined level. A new regulator would be installed at the road
crossing on Millewa River Road allowing the Swamp to be filled or drained according to environmental
objectives.
Under benchmark conditions, it would appear that environmental water requirements for Douglas Swamp are
not achieved. This would require higher flows to either constantly surcharge the swamp, compensating for the
constant loss of water through the existing culverts, or to back up from the Edward River. Under the proposal,
less water would be required to achieve the water requirements of the swamp, as the water can be held or
drained according to objectives.
Pigsty
Pigsty creek is a flood runner connecting to the Edward River in the north of the National Park (for full location
and other details see Chapter 8 and Appendix B). The existing structure at the junction is a degraded 0.9m
diameter pipe, with the remains of a timber reinforced bank. The structure allows water to move more or less
freely from the Edward River. This increases unseasonal watering of the Pigsty Creek channel and increases
environmental water required to be delivered along the Edward River to achieve in-channel or downstream
environmental objectives.
The proposal is to replace the existing structure with a culvert and regulator to be operated in the open or
close position according to environmental objectives. This would allow active management to either hold
water in pigsty creek, or to exclude water from the creek and hold it in the river. This proposal would reduce
the water required in Edward River to meet environmental water requirements for refuge and fish passage as
well as for downstream objectives. It would improve environmental outcomes for Pigsty Creek by reducing
unseasonal watering.
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Figure 2-7. Douglas Swamp

Little Edward River
The Little Edward River is an anabranch of the Edward River (for full location and other details see Chapter 8
and Appendix B). There are two sites on the western bank of the Little Edward that allow water to break out of
the river and overwater a flood runner system. These breakouts commence at Little Edward river flows of 1300
ML/d (southern breakout) and 1600ML/d (northern breakout). The breakout water enters the flood runner
system and then re-enters the Edward River north of Buchanan's regulator.
The proposal is to install fixed crest sills at the two breakout locations that will both commence to flow at
1700ML/d. The sills will likely be a line of sheet piles engaging with high ground at the banks either side of the
breakout location. In addition, it is proposed to install a sheet pile weir and regulator at the re-entry point. This
will enable flows to be held in the Edward River, or when environmental objectives require, for water to be
held in the flood runners. This proposal will enable achievement of in-channel and drought refuge
environmental water requirements in the Little Edward River, with less water than in the benchmark scenario,
because the structures will prevent loss of water at the breakout locations.
Reedbeds South, Gulpa Creek and Channel
The Gulpa Creek channel is a linear modification of Gulpa Creek, which provides water supply to irrigated areas
near Mathoura (Figure 2-8). Between the channel and Warwick Creek to the south is an area called ‘The
Reedbeds’. This area (approximately 300 ha) is permanently wet during the irrigation season, owing to failure
breaches of the supply channel banks. Ecologically this disrupts the cues for native species (waterbirds, fish)
and increases invasion of alien species (carp and willow).
This group of proposed supply measure works will:
•

•

Install a series of fixed crest sills (probably 4) along the south side of the channel which will only
allow water to spill over into Reedbeds South when levels are above normal supply levels (i.e. when
naturally or deliberately supplied with medium flow levels), and

Reinstate the south embankment at a low point colonised by willows and provide a drainage outlet
for a swamp on the northern side by building up the bank and installing a regulator.
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Figure 2-8. Gulpa Creek and channel and Warwick Creek

Warwick Creek
Warwick Creek (Figure 2-8) is disconnected from Gulpa Creek by a blockbank and only flows when the bank is
overtopped. In order to support the creek ecosystem and support small bodied fish, it is proposed to install a
sheet pile regulator where Warwick Creek meets Gulpa Creek and Channel. This structure can be used to
prevent flows from Gulpa Creek entering Warwick Creek, to retain water in Warwick Creek (e.g. for drought
refuge) and to supply water into Warwick Creek. The proposal is to install a sheet-pile weir from bank to bank,
with a number of vertical aluminium gates, for operation fully open or fully closed. Note that it is not proposed
to supply water to Reedbeds South from Warwick Creek, since the Creek levels would not allow this.
Moira Lake regulator and channel
Moira Lake is a natural system of mixed open water and reedbeds (Moira grass, Phragmites, Juncus and
sedgeland), surrounded by river redgum forest (Figure 2-9). The lake and swamp provides extensive habitat for
waterbirds and fish. The lake is filled from two regulators at offtakes to the north, on the River Murray. The
Lake can also be filled or emptied by the Moira Creek Regulator, just off the River Murray southeast of the
Lake, depending on river levels. The existing Moira Creek Regulator is an aged dropboard structure, is difficult
to manage and leaks water from the lake to the river. More detail is provided at Chapter 8 and Appendix B.
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The southern edge of the lake is bisected by the linear Moira supply channel, which is open to the River
Murray (no regulator). The channel breaches at several places on the south bank during the irrigation season
or in high river flows, where there is no adequate bank. This causes unseasonal overwatering of the southern
(and cut-off) portion of the lake (Figure 2-9).
The proposal is to:
•

install fixed crest sills or stop-board regulators in the southern and northern bank of the channel,
and

•

replace the existing Moira Lake Regulator with a structure allowing more active management of lake
levels.

The proposed replacement of the Moira Lake Regulator will allow more active management of Moira Lake
levels to respond to natural cues in river flows, while preventing ingress of high summer irrigation flows. Layflat gates with river level sensors are proposed, which will allow responsive emptying of Moira Lake, whenever
the river falls below summer irrigation supply levels, as well as fish passage. The hydrologic and environmental
benefits are described in qualitative terms (see chapters 5 and 6), since the difficulties with managing the
present structures are not reflected in the benchmark model.
Moira Lake and Moira Channel were the subject of intensive investigation as part of a Moira Lake
Rehabilitation Plan in the 1990s and 2000s (DWR 1993, MDBC 1995, DWE 2009). This plan included proposals
for a Moira Lake Drainage Channel, including a siphon under the irrigation supply channel, leading to a release
to the River Murray at an Algeboia Regulator. This rehabilitation plan is NOT part of the proposal in this
business case.

Figure 2-9. Inundation levels for southern portion of Moira Lake and site of Moira Lake Regulator and Moira Channel
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3
3.1

Ecological values of the sites
Approach to assessing ecological values, objectives, benefits and impacts

This chapter has been compiled primarily from existing information during a short period in July 2015. The
three SDL business case locations have been well studied by previous authors with significant ecological survey
work, environmental water monitoring programs and land use investigations underpinning our knowledge of
these systems (see MDBA 2012a; MDBA 2012b; MDBA 2012c, MDBA 2012d, Wassens et al. 2012; Harrington
and Hale 2011; Wassens et al. 2011; Wen et al. 2011; MCMA 2009). This knowledge base is supplemented by
floodplain vegetation mapping undertaken over the last five years (Powell et al. 2012; Bowen et al. 2011;
Bowen and Simpson 2010), NSW and Australian Government biodiversity databases, and the extensive local
knowledge of OEH and NPWS operational staff. Due to time, access and seasonal constraints only limited field
investigations were undertaken as part of developing the ecological chapters of the business case. Staff from
Biosis Pty Ltd inspected proposed works sites in Millewa Forest on 9 July 2015. No detailed ecological site
assessment or site inspections were undertaken at Yanga. However, Biosis is familiar with Lowbidgee
ecological values through previous detailed work on the Nimmie-Caira.
Defining environmental assets and terminology
In the environmental water sphere, the terms environmental asset, ecological asset and habitat type are often
used interchangeably but essentially they are tangible ecological values that meet the criteria for identifying an
'environmental asset' as set out in the Basin Plan. The Water Act 2007 (Commonwealth) defines
environmental assets as including water-dependent ecosystems, ecosystem services, and sites with ecological
significance.
The following overarching water-dependent ecological values occur in the business case supply measure areas
(Yanga and Millewa):
•

riverine and floodplain forests, woodlands and shrublands

•

sedgelands and freshwater marshes

•

natural channels, creeks and billabongs

•

natural lakes

•

colonial waterbird rookeries and foraging sites.

These values are the focus for defining environmental (ecological) assets, understanding environmental water
requirements, scoring of ecological elements and setting of ecological objectives and targets. On this basis,
classification and aggregation of vegetation and hydrological features is used to describe important habitat
types for water-dependent biota. These vegetation or hydrological features can be spatially defined and
support distinct groups of taxa that warrant conservation and that will benefit from the provision of
environmental flows or improved water management.
In the context of an SDL adjustment business case, environmental assets need to be aligned with a description
of ecological values and 'ecological elements' to allow for an environmental equivalence test by the MDBA
during the adjustment process. Twelve ecological elements from broad vegetation, waterbird and fish
ecological classes are used in the equivalence test to represent the range of biotic flow requirements (Overton
et al. 2014):
•

bitterns, crakes and rails

•

general abundance and health – all waterbirds

•

breeding – colonial-nesting waterbirds

•

breeding – other waterbirds

•

woodlands: River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)
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•

forests: River Red Gum (E. camaldulensis)

•

forests and woodlands: Black Box (E. largiflorens)

•

shrublands

•

tall grasslands, sedgelands and rushlands

•

benthic herblands

•

short-lived/small-bodied fish

•

long-lived/large-bodied fish.

MDBA and CSIRO have trialled the method, establishing spatial extent of ecological elements for SDL
equivalence testing using spatial data and area scaling factors. This is referred to as ecological element scoring
and the extent of these elements is measured using an aggregation of various datasets. The description of
environmental assets that we have adopted in this business case can be readily aligned with the ecological
elements method that underpins the equivalence test for proposed supply measures.
It should be noted that in some instances the spatial data underlying the MDBA's ecological elements may
need refining, especially where it relies on large scale vegetation mapping produced with limited groundchecking. For example, ecological element mapping for Millewa forest was observed to over simplify the
natural variation in River Red Gum communities when recently inspected. Many areas mapped as 'woodland
element', that have a lower flood frequency, more closely aligning to 'forest element' with a higher flood
frequency. For Yanga and Nimmie-Caira, further analysis is required to map ecological elements and it is
expected this work will commence shortly.
Vegetation mapping used in this business case
Vegetation mapping has been undertaken across the Murray and Riverina regions by the NSW Government at
various scales and using a number of classification systems over the past 30 years. The accepted system of
vegetation classification in NSW is a hierarchy that incorporates vegetation formations, classes and plant
community types (PCTs) (OEH 2014). A Plant Community Type (PCT) is the lowest level in the hierarchy and
the relationships to other levels of the hierarchy can be interrogated through the NSW Vegetation Information
System (VIS) classification database (OEH 2014).

3.2

Yanga ecological values

Yanga National Park is part of the semi-arid Lower Murrumbidgee River floodplain (the 'Lowbidgee'), located
between Maude and Balranald (Wen et al. 2011). The Lowbidgee is the Murrumbidgee River's major wetland
system (Kingsford and Thomas 2001) and its geographic extent is captured in the Lower Murrumbidgee
Floodplain boundary. The floodplain is estimated to be 350,000 hectares but the extent of regular inundation
has been drastically reduced through reduced river flows and floodplain development for irrigated agriculture
(MCMA 2009). The Lowbidgee is recognised as a nationally important wetland in the Directory of Important
Wetlands in Australia (Environment Australia 2001) and is also a hydrological indicator site in the Murray
Darling Basin (MDBA 2012a). The Lowbidgee is also significant for migratory birds under several international
conventions and agreements. Yanga National Park was gazetted in February 2007 and covers an area of
66,734 hectares (Wen et al. 2011).
Water-dependent floodplain vegetation and habitat types
The water-dependent environmental assets relevant to the supply measures include aggregations of
vegetation communities and hydrological features, these are summarised below and described in more detail
at the end of this chapter.
Vegetation communities
• River Red Gum forests and woodlands
•

Black Box woodlands

• Lignum shrublands
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•

Mid-floodplain Shrublands (inundation tolerant)

•

Floodplain marshes (sedgelands, reedbeds, rushlands and wet grasslands)

Hydrological features
• Natural quaternary lakes (deflation basins)
•

Natural river and creek channels

The most recent and relevant vegetation mapping to PCT level was completed to draft stage by Bowen and
Fontaine (2014) and this mapping identifies 17 native PCTs in Yanga (Figure 3-1). This recent work builds on
mapping completed by Bowen and Simpson (2010). The diverse vegetation and hydrological features present
provide critical habitat or refuge for wetland biota. A description of the PCTs, their habitat type, and
corresponding ecological element are shown in Table 3-3.
Although Yanga is not formally Ramsar listed, a wetland Ecological Character Description (ECD) has been
prepared for Yanga National Park and describes 12 Ramsar wetland types (Wen et al. 2011). Each wetland
type can be grouped into the habitats types and PCTs. In many cases wetland types are embedded in a
complex mosaic of native vegetation and their extent is not clearly or easily defined. Ramsar wetland types
recorded in Yanga include:
•

Freshwater, tree-dominated wetlands

•

Shrub dominated wetlands

•

Seasonal/intermittent freshwater lakes (over eight hectares)

•

Permanent rivers/streams/creeks

•

Permanent freshwater marshes/pools (under eight hectares)

•

Seasonal/intermittent/irregular rivers/streams/creeks

•

Seasonal/intermittent freshwater marshes/pools on inorganic soils

•

Seasonally flooded agricultural land

•

Irrigated land

•

Water storage areas

•

Canals and drainage channels, ditches

•

Ponds.

•

Water-dependent flora and fauna species

Flora
There are over 300 native flora species recorded in Yanga including a range of aquatic, floodplain and
terrestrial species from various plant functional groups (Wen et al. 2011). A search of the NSW Bionet
database reveals 622 flora species have been recorded within 5 km of the national park. Dominant flooddependent species include River Red Gum, Black Box, Lignum Duma florulenta, River Cooba Acacia
stenophylla, Spike sedges Eleocharis spp., Rushes Juncus spp. and various grass and forb species. Flooddependent flora is associated with floodplain forests, woodlands, shrublands, marshes and natural lakes.
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Figure 3-1. Yanga National Park vegetation map
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Fauna
Yanga provides a range of important floodplain wetland habitats. These habitats include forests, shrublands,
lakes, rivers and creek channels and have historically supported large colonial nesting waterbird sites. Yanga is
well known as a breeding site for Egrets and Herons amongst flooded River Red Gum forest. Although some
studies have shown declines in waterbird numbers (Kingsford and Thomas 2004), over 60 species of waterbirds
have been observed roosting, feeding and nesting/breeding in Yanga National Park (Wen et al. 2011). Various
studies (e.g. Kingsford and Porter 2006) have recorded a range of bird groups, including:
•

Ducks and Allies

•

Grebes

•

Pelicans, Cormorants, and Darters

•

Heron, Ibis and Spoonbills

•

Hawks and Eagles

•

Cranes, Crakes, Rails, Water Hens, and Coots

•

Shorebirds

•

Gulls and Terns

•

Woodland birds dependent on healthy floodplain vegetation (e.g. Regent Parrot)

Over 270 fauna species have been recorded in Yanga National Park including 25 mammals, 24 reptiles 11
amphibians, 13 Fish and 210 birds (Wen et al. 2011). Of these, the species summarised in Table 3-1 are
considered to be water-dependant. Table 3-1 also describes native and introduced fish species that have been
recorded in Yanga.
Important plant, bird, fish, and frog species
Yanga National Park is known to, and predicted to support a range of internationally, nationally and state listed
threatened species and ecological communities (Wen et al. 2011). Threatened species and communities listed
under the commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC) or as
endangered under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC) or Fisheries Management Act
1994 (FM Act) that have been recorded in Yanga include:
•

Australasian Bittern Botaurus poiciloptilus – endangered, EPBC; endangered TSC

•

Southern Bell Frog Litoria raniformis – vulnerable, EPBC; endangered TSC

•

Regent Parrot Polytelis anthopeplus monarchoides – vulnerable, EPBC; endangered, TSC

•

Spotted-tailed Quoll Dasyurus maculatus – endangered, EPBC; vulnerable, TSC

•

Silver Perch Bidyanus bidyanus – critically endangered, EPBC; vulnerable, FM

•

Murray Hardyhead Craterocephalus fluviatilis – endangered EPBC; critically endangered FM

•

Murray Cod Maccullochella peelii – vulnerable, EPBC

•

Freshwater Catfish Tandanus tandanus – Endangered population, FM

•

Flat-headed Galaxias Galaxias rostratus – critically endangered, FM

•

Mossgiel Daisy Brachyscome papillosa – vulnerable, EPBC; vulnerable, TSC

•

Winged Peppercress Lepidium monoplocoides – endangered, EPBC; endangered, TSC

•

Menindee Nightshade Solanum karsense – vulnerable, EPBC; vulnerable, TSC

•

Slender Darling Pea Swainsona murrayana – vulnerable, EPBC; vulnerable, TSC
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Table 3-1. Fish and water-dependent frog, mammal and reptile species known from Yanga National Park
Scientific name

Common name

Native fish
Bidyanus bidyanus

Silver Perch

Craterocephalus fluviatilis

Murray Hardyhead

Craterocephalus stercusmuscarum fulvus

Unspecked Hardyhead

Galaxias brevipinnis*

Climbing Galaxias*

Hypseleotris spp.

Western Carp Gudgeon

Leiopotherapon unicolor

Spangled Perch

Maccullochella peelii

Murray Cod

Macquaria ambigua

Golden Perch

Melanotaenia fluviatilis

Murray-Darling Rainbow Fish

Nematalosa erebi

Bony Bream

Philypnodon grandiceps

Flat-headed Gudgeon

Retropinna semoni

Australian Smelt

Tandanus tandanus

Freshwater Catfish

Introduced fish
Carassius auratus

Goldfish

Cyprinus carpio

Carp

Gambusia holbrooki

Gambusia

Misgurnus anguillicaudatus

Oriental Weatherloach

Perca fluviatilis

Redfin Perch

Crinia parainsignifera

Eastern Sign-bearing Frog

Crinia signifera

Common Eastern Froglet

Crinia sloanei

Sloane's Froglet

Litoria peronii

Peron's Tree Frog

Litoria raniformis

Southern Bell Frog

Litoria rubella

Desert Tree Frog

Lymnodynastes dumerilii

Eastern Banjo Frog

Lymnodynastes fletcheri

Long-thumbed Frog

Lymnodynastes interioris

Giant Banjo Frog

Lymnodynastes tasmaniensis

Spotted Grass Frog

Neobatrachus sudelli

Burrowing Frog

Pseudophryne bibroni

Bibron's Toadlet

Frogs

Reptiles
Chelodina longicollis

Eastern Long-necked Turtle

Emydura macquarii

Murray Turtle

Mammals
Hydromys chrysogaster

Water Rat

Myotis macropus

Southern Myotis

* Noted as a translocated species in Wen et al. 2011.
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•

Leucochrysum albicans var. tricolor – endangered, EPBC

•

Bush Stone-Curlew Burhinus grallarius – endangered, TSC

•

White-browed Treecreeper Climacteris affinis – endangered, TSC

Yanga also includes the endangered aquatic ecological community in the natural drainage system of the lower
Murray River catchment listed under the Fisheries Management Act 1994. There are also a number of nonflood dependant threatened ecological communities recorded or predicted to occur within Yanga. These are:
•

Buloke woodlands of the Riverina and Murray-Darling depression bioregions

•

Weeping Myall woodlands.

Conservation significance and agreements
Yanga National Park, part of the Lowbidgee floodplain, is recognised for its national and international
ecological values and conservation significance. As a result, the site was gazetted as a National Park in
February 2007 (Wen et al. 2011). Yanga also provides critical habitat for various flora and fauna species,
including species that are listed as threatened at a state and/or national level, and migratory birds that are
listed under international conservation agreements. International agreements that require governments to
protect and conserve habitats important to the conservation of migratory birds include the Japan-Australia
Migratory Bird Agreement (JAMBA 1974), the China-Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (CAMBA 1986), and
the Republic of Korea-Australia Migratory Bird Agreement (ROKAMBA). Australia is also a signatory to the
Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals (Bonn Convention 1983) that obliges
countries to cooperate to prevent any species with a distribution within their jurisdiction from becoming
endangered. As the area supports so many significant species, the Lowbidgee is also recognised as a nationally
important wetland in the Directory of Important Wetlands in Australia (Environment Australia 2001).
Vital ecological functions
Yanga National Park and the Lowbidgee floodplain provide a number of significant ecosystem benefits and
services that have been document in an ECD for the park (Wen et al. 2011). These include:
•

regulating services such as maintaining regional water quality

•

groundwater replenishment

•

flood control

•

climate regulation

•

maintaining biodiversity

•

supporting threatened flora and fauna species, endangered ecological communities and migratory
bird species protected by international agreements.

Yanga also supports large stands of primary producers and provides an important source of food, spawning
ground and nursery sites for fish (Wen et al. 2011).
Provision of vital habitat
Yanga comprises many environmental assets, providing a diverse range of habitat types for flora and fauna
species. In addition to the provision of high quality habitat, Yanga is also an important refuge site during
periods of drought. Given the diverse environmental assets present, Yanga provides breeding, nesting, and
nursery sites as well as significant foraging grounds for birds, fish, frog, reptile and mammal species (Wen et al.
2011). Yanga is also a stronghold for the nationally threatened Southern Bell Frog and provides vital breeding
and dispersal habitat (DEC 2005).
As Yanga forms part of a larger system (the Lowbidgee floodplain) it is a key connection in the landscape for
dispersal and movement of species, providing migratory routes for both aquatic and terrestrial species. The
diverse structural nature of the area also results in the provision of structural habitat diversity. For example,
River Red Gum forests not only provide habitat for various nesting and roosting species, they also supply
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adjacent aquatic habitat with shade and large woody debris, vital to providing different habitat types within
the aquatic environment.
Description of current ecological condition
Although Yanga contains significant vegetation, habitat and wetland types and supports a highly diverse biota,
the park is considered to be highly stressed as a result of reduced flooding (Wen et al. 2009; Wen et al. 2011).
The Lowbidgee floodplain has a dynamic flooding history that has been altered by river regulation (Hardwick
and Maguire 2012; MCMA 2009), with agricultural production (cropping and grazing) the dominant
surrounding land use (Wen et al. 2011). With the majority of water resource development on the
Murrumbidgee River upstream (Kingsford and Thomas 2001), the decline in health of the Lowbidgee floodplain
demonstrates the importance for protection of high conservation value wetland habitats (Kingsford and
Thomas 2004). Although Yanga has now been declared a National Park, most of the significant flora and fauna
present depend on environmental flows that are part of a larger, connected system. Historically, the overallocation and over-consumption of water, together with the impacts experienced by prolonged drought have
led to the decline of the riverine, wetland and floodplain ecosystem of the Lowbidgee (MCMA 2009). Yanga
also has a long history of grazing and timber production which have shifted the structure and diversity of all
habitat types in the park.

3.3

Millewa ecological values

The Millewa Forest is located on the floodplain of the Murray River, approximately 33 kilometres south of
Deniliquin and covers an area of some 38,000 hectares (Figure 3-2). It comprises the eastern portion of the
NSW Central Murray Forests Ramsar site (Harrington and Hale, 2011). The Barmah Forest is located in Victoria
immediately south of the Millewa Forest, south of the Murray River. Collectively, the Millewa Forest and
Barmah Forest are referred to as the Barmah-Millewa Forest and function as a single eco-hydrological system.
Although very similar in structure and function, for the purpose of this document, we refer to the NSW
Millewa Forest area only as this is where the supply measure proposals are located.
Water-dependent floodplain vegetation and habitat types
The Millewa Forest is dominated by River Red Gum forest and woodland with lower elevation more frequently
flooded areas supporting floodplain marshes. Deeper creek channels, drainage depressions and oxbow
lagoons provide reed bed areas, sedgelands and wet grasslands. Higher, less frequently flooded areas of the
floodplain support Black Box, and small sandy soil areas such as levees, old channels, dunes and lunettes
support Cypress Pine Callitris glaucophylla woodland (MDBA 2012c; Harrington and Hale 2011). The Millewa
Forest is also characterised by open grassland plains, including large area of Moira Grass Pseudoraphis
spinescens, that form a significant resource for colonial breeding waterbirds (MDBA 2012c).
The water-dependent environmental assets of Millewa include aggregations of vegetation communities and
hydrological features, these are summarised below and described in more detail at the end of this chapter.
Vegetation communities
• River Red Gum forests and woodlands
•

Black Box woodlands

•

Floodplain marshes (sedgelands, reedbeds, rushlands and wet grasslands)

Hydrological features
• Natural river and creek channels
•

Natural lakes.

Eleven PCTs were identified in the Millewa Forest and were mapped for the Murray Darling Basin Authority
(Bowen et al. 2011). A description of the PCTs, their habitat type, and corresponding ecological element are
shown in Table 3-3.
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Figure 3-2. Millewa Forest vegetation map

The ECD for the NSW Central Murray Ramsar site describes six Ramsar wetland types present in the Millewa
Forest (Harrington and Hale 2011). Each wetland type can be grouped into the habitat types and PCTs
summarised later in this chapter. In many cases wetland types are embedded in a complex mosaic of native
vegetation and modified land and extent is not clearly or easily defined. Ramsar wetland types recorded in
Millewa include:
•

Permanent rivers/streams/creeks

•

Seasonal/intermittent/irregular rivers/streams/creeks

•

Seasonal/intermittent freshwater lakes (over eight hectares)

•

Seasonal/intermittent freshwater marshes/pools on inorganic soils

•

Freshwater, tree-dominated wetlands

•

Canals and drainage channels, ditches.

Water-dependent flora and fauna species
Flora
There are over 300 native flora species recorded in the Millewa Forest including a range of aquatic, floodplain
and terrestrial species (Harrington and Hale 2011).
Fauna
The Millewa Forest provides foraging, shelter and breeding habitat for a number of nationally and
internationally significant populations of water-dependant fauna, such as waterbirds and fish. Waterbirds are
often considered a flagship group for the condition of wetlands as different species require different
components of the landscape for feeding and breeding (Kingsford 2014). Leslie (2001) reports approximately
54 waterbird species have been recorded breeding in the Barmah-Millewa Forest. According to the ECD, over
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60 waterbird species have been recorded at the Ramsar site, including 11 species listed under the EPBC Act as
migratory species and listed under international migratory agreements (Harrington and Hale 2011). The
groups of wetland birds recorded at the site include:
•

13 species of Ducks and Allies

•

3 species of Grebes

•

6 species of Pelicans, Cormorants, and Darters

•

14 species of Heron, Ibis and Spoonbills

•

2 species of Hawks and Eagles

•

9 species of Cranes, Crakes, Rails, Water Hens, and Coots

•

12 species of Shorebirds

•

3 species of Gulls and Terns

•

5 species of other birds dependant on healthy floodplain vegetation (e.g. Superb Parrot)

The habitat types that these waterbirds depend on include shallow water, emergent vegetation, mudflats and
deeper open water. These habitat types provide feeding opportunities such as vegetation, invertebrates, fish
and other animals (Harrington and Hale 2011).
The Barmah-Millewa Forest system is considered to provide significant habitat for native fish conservation,
with a high species diversity recorded in the area (King et al. 2007). A total of 17 native fish species and eight
introduced fish species (Table 3-2) have been recorded in the system (Harrington and Hale 2011; King et al.
2007). Many of these native fish species utilise a variety of habitats for residence and recruitment during flood
and non-flood conditions (King et al. 2007).
In addition to waterbirds and fish, the Millewa Forest and wetland systems support a number of other water
dependant fauna. There are seven species of amphibian listed in the ECD as being present in the wetland
systems of the Ramsar site (Harrington and Hale 2011). It is likely that there are more species located in the
Millewa wetlands however, as more recently, McGinness et al. (2014) recorded nine frog species in the
adjoining Barmah Forest. Frog species recorded in the system are documented in Table 3-2.
The area is also known to support three species of freshwater turtle, Broad-shelled River Turtle Chelodina
expansa, Eastern Long-necked Turtle Chelodina longicollis and Murray Turtle Emydura macquarii; and a
number of other reptile species (Harrington and Hale 2011). Several wetland dependant mammals are
recorded in the area, including Water Rat Hydromys chrysogaster, Platypus Ornithorhynchus anatinus, and
Southern Myotis Myotis macropus (Harrington and Hale 2011). Floodplain habitats such as in Millewa Forest
are also becoming increasingly known for their role in providing critical habitat for non-water dependant
species such as the Yellow-footed Antechinus Antechinus flavipes, due to high cover of fallen timber and the
structural diversity of ground habitat (Lada et al. 2008).
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Table 3-2. Water dependent fauna species recorded from Millewa Forest
Scientific name

Common name

Bidyanus bidyanus

Silver Perch

Craterocephalus fluviatilis

Murray Hardyhead

Craterocephalus stercusmuscarum fulvus

Unspecked Hardyhead

Gadopsis marmoratus

River Blackfish

Galaxias brevipinnis

Climbing Galaxias

Hypseleotris spp.

Carp Gudgeon

Maccullochella macquariensis

Trout Cod

Maccullochella peelii

Murray Cod

Macquaria ambigua

Golden Perch

Macquaria australasica

Macquarie Perch

Melanotaenia fluviatilis

Murray-Darling Rainbow Fish

Mordacia mordax

Short-headed Lamprey

Nannoperca australis

Southern Pygmy Perch

Nematalosa erebi

Bony Bream

Philypnodon grandiceps

Flat-head Gudgeon

Retropinna semoni

Australian Smelt

Tandanus tandanus

Freshwater Catfish

Native fish

Introduced fish species
Carassius auratus

Goldfish

Cyprinus carpio

Carp

Gambusia holbrooki

Gambusia

Misgurnus anguillicaudatus

Oriental Weatherloach

Oncorhynchus mykiss

Rainbow Trout

Perca fluviatilis

Redfin Perch

Salmo trutta

Brown Trout

Tinca tinca

Tench

Crinia parainsignifera

Plains Froglet

Crinia signifera

Common Eastern Froglet

Crinea sloanei

Sloane's Froglet

Litoria peronei*

Peron's Tree Frog*

Lymnodynastes dumerilii

Eastern Banjo Frog

Lymnodynastes fletcheri

Barking Marsh Frog

Lymnodynastes tasmaniensis

Spotted Marsh Frog

Neobatrachus sudelli

Common Spadefoot

Pseudophryne bibroni

Bibron's Toadlet*

Chelodina expansa

Broad-shelled River Turtle

Chelodina longicollis

Eastern Long-necked Turtle

Emydura macquarii

Murray Turtle

Frogs

Reptiles
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Scientific name

Common name

Eulamprus tympanum

Water Skink

Hydromys chrysogaster

Water Rat

Myotis macropus

Southern Myotis

Ornithorhynchus anatinus

Platypus

Mammals

*Recorded by McGinness et al. 2014 at sites on southern side of the Murray River in Barmah Forest

Important plant, bird, fish, and frog species
Various state, nationally and internationally listed threatened species are recorded or predicted to occur
within five kilometres of the Millewa Forest study area. Threatened species and communities listed under the
Commonwealth EPBC Act, the NSW TSC Act or the FM Act recorded at Millewa includes:
•

Curlew Sandpiper Calidris ferruginea – critically endangered EPBC; endangered TSC

•

Silver Perch Bidyanus bidyanus – critically endangered EPBC; vulnerable FM

•

Flat-headed Galaxias Galaxias rostratus – critically endangered FM

•

Regent Honeyeater Xanthomyza Phrygia –endangered EPBC; endangered TSC

•

Swift Parrot Lathamus discolour –endangered EPBC; endangered TSC

•

Murray Hardyhead Craterocephalus fluviatilis – endangered EPBC; critically endangered FM

•

Murray Cod Maccullochella peelii – vulnerable EPBC; vulnerable FM

•

Trout Cod Maccullochella macquariensis – endangered EPBC; endangered FM

•

Turnip Copperburr Sclerolaena napiformis – endangered EPPBC; endangered TSC

•

Australasian Bittern Botaurus poiciloptilus –endangered EPBC

•

Superb Parrot Polytelis swainsonii –vulnerable EPBC; vulnerable TSC

•

Floating Swamp Wallaby Grass Amphibromus fluitans – vulnerable EPBC; vulnerable TSC

•

Australian Bustard Ardeotis australis – endangered TSC

•

Bush Stone Curlew Burhinus grallarius – endangered TSC

•

White-browed Treecreeper Climacteris affinis – endangered TSC

•

Southern Myotis Myotis macropus – vulnerable TSC

•

Sloane's Froglet Crinia sloanei – vulnerable TSC.

The endangered aquatic ecological community in the natural drainage system of the lower Murray River
catchment listed under the NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994 occurs within Millewa Forest and there are
also a number of non-flood dependant threatened ecological communities recorded or predicted to occur.
These include:
•

Buloke woodlands of the Riverina and Murray-Darling depression bioregions

•

Grey Box Eucalyptus microcarpa grassy woodlands and derived native grasslands of south-eastern
Australia

•

Seasonal herbaceous wetlands (freshwater) of the temperate lowland plains

•

White Box Yellow Box Blakely's Red Gum woodland.
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Conservation significance and agreements
The Millewa Forest comprises the eastern portion of the NSW Central Murray Forests Ramsar site. The site
was nominated as a Wetland of International Importance under the Ramsar Convention in 2002 and was
officially listed in 2003 (Harrington and Hale 2011). Ramsar wetlands are considered to be of international
significance and so Australia is a signatory to bilateral migratory bird agreements, initiatives and conventions
for the conservation of migratory birds mentioned previously. This is particularly relevant for proposals in
Millewa as there are a number of migratory birds listed in the agreements that have been recorded in the
Millewa Forest (Harrington and Hale, 2011).
Ramsar wetlands are also recognised as a matter of national environmental significance under the EPBC Act,
and as such, are protected under Commonwealth legislation. In addition to comprising part of the NSW
Central Murray Forests Ramsar site, the Millewa Forest was gazetted in 2010 as part of Murray Valley National
Park by the NSW government.
Vital ecological functions
The Millewa Forest contains part of the largest remaining River Red Gum forest and provides a mosaic of
wetland habitats, supporting various flora and fauna species. Millewa contains a number of significant
wetland and habitat types that support ecological functions including:
•

Habitat for feeding and breeding of significant waterbirds and other water dependant fauna

•

Supports various threatened species listed under IUCN Red List as well as Commonwealth and state
legislation

•

Provision of important migratory routes between riverine, wetland and floodplain habitats for fish
spawning and recruitment

•

Maintenance of ecological connectivity

•

Ecosystem services such as organic carbon storage, water supply, groundwater recharge,
maintenance of flow regimes, flood control

•

Provision of seed and egg banks

•

Structural diversity of habitat e.g. fallen timber, logs, leaf litter, hollows etc.

Provision of vital habitat
The Barmah-Millewa Forest supports the largest remaining River Red Gum forest in Australia and forms the
largest and most intact freshwater floodplain system along the Murray River (MDBA 2011). Floodplain and
wetland habitats of the Millewa Forest play an important role in providing a number of vital habitat functions.
The Millewa Forest provides refuge for native water-dependant species during periods of drought, provides
important movement pathways, and provides various feeding, nesting, breeding, roosting and nursery sites for
various biota. Other important aspects include:
•

Important site for colonial nesting waterbirds – regularly supports thousands of waterbirds

•

Floodplain woodlands remain some of the largest and most continuous rangeland vegetation types
in south-eastern Australia. Permanent river and wetlands provide significant drought refuge for
terrestrial fauna in the semi-arid region where habitat loss and degradation is widespread
(Fitzsimons et al. 2014; McGinness et al. 2010)

•

Significant breeding site for native fish – e.g. provides migratory routes between habitat in the
Murray River, anabranches and floodplains and is considered important for recruitment of native
fish (King et al. 2007)

•

Grassy wetland habitat provides important breeding sites for amphibians (McGinness et al. 2014)

•

Floodplain communities are of great importance for the persistence, productivity and diversity of
woodland birds
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•

The longitudinal and distributary nature of floodplain river systems connects a range of habitats at
multiple scales providing dispersal and foraging routes in a fragmented landscape (McGinness et al.
2010).

Description of current ecological condition
Historically, there have been significant changes to flow regimes within the Millewa Forest as a result of
surrounding land use pressure such as irrigation, stock and domestic water use, clearing and infrastructure
associated with development of the surrounding area. The Millewa Forest contains a large number of water
regulating structures designed to minimise unseasonal flooding during the irrigation season and to allow water
into the forest during winter and spring (Harrington and Hale 2011). River regulation is believed to have led to
the deterioration of the Millewa wetland system (Gawne et al. 2011). Altered water regimes are considered to
have had a significant impact on water-dependant flora and fauna, particularly on colonial nesting waterbirds
(Leslie 2001) and native fish (King et al. 2009). There is strong evidence of a continuing decline in the BarmahMillewa Forest ecosystem condition (Gawne et al. 2011).
From 2000 to 2010 the Millewa Forest experienced prolonged drought. During that time, only one medium
sized flood event occurred (in 2005) where only approximately half of the floodplain was inundated. In 200809 and 2009-10 small volumes of environmental water was released into the system, however some areas of
the floodplain had not flooded since the 1990s. Unseasonal, widespread and above average rainfall broke the
drought in 2010-11 and Millewa Forest experienced the greatest inundation extent for a decade (MDBA
2012c).
In addition to the pressures of on-going river regulation, altered flow regimes and periods of drought, the
Millewa Forest has also been used as a working forest for timber harvesting and grazing (Harrington and Hale
2011). Agricultural production is a dominant land use in the area immediately surrounding Millewa Forest
with substantial clearing and modification of the landscape. This has resulted in increased pressure from
introduced plant and animal species in the system. In 2010 however, the Millewa Forest was gazetted as part
of the Murray Valley National Park. These alterations to land tenure have resulted in major land use changes
including a restriction on logging and grazing activities in the area (Harrington and Hale 2011).

3.4

Summary of environmental assets

A summary of the environmental assets across the two supply measure locations is provided in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3. Summary of environmental assets (expressed as habitat type and hydrological features) across the two supply measure locations and relevance to ecological elements scoring
process.
Environmental asset

Contemporary Characteristics

Associated Ecological Element (from
Overton et al. 2014) at any point in time

Location

Lignum shrublands

Variable shrubland ranging from 1 to 4 m tall that grows on heaviest Grey
Vertosol soils on the lowest parts of the floodplain. Dominated by Tangled
Lignum Duma florulenta (syn. Muehlenbeckia florulenta) with a diversity of
wetland and terrestrial flora species depending on water regime. Lignum
Shrubland provides critical habitat for colonially nesting waterbird breeding.
Includes plant community type (PCT): 17 & 240

Bitterns, Crakes and Rails
General abundance and health – all
waterbirds
Breeding – Colonial-nesting waterbirds
Breeding – other waterbirds
Shrublands

Yanga National Park

River Red Gum forests and
woodlands

Open forest to woodland dominated by River Red Gum Eucalyptus camaldulensis
with flood-dependent sedgey understorey on wetter sites and terrestrial grassy
understorey on less frequently flooded sites. Occurs on clay soils along drainage
lines and low floodplain.
Includes plant community type (PCT): 2, 7, 9, 10 & 11

Bitterns, Crakes and Rails
General abundance and health – all
waterbirds
Breeding – Colonial-nesting waterbirds
Breeding – other waterbirds
Woodlands: River Red Gum Eucalyptus
camaldulensis
Forests: River Red Gum Eucalyptus
camaldulensis

Yanga National Park
Millewa Forest

Black Box woodlands

Open woodland dominated by Black Box Eucalyptus largiflorens with variable
understorey ranging from flood-dependent wetland species to flood-tolerant
chenopods. Occurs on grey clay soils along drainage lines and in depressions on
the low and mid-floodplain.
Includes plant community type (PCT): 13 & 15

Bitterns, Crakes and Rails
General abundance and health – all
waterbirds
Forests and Woodlands: Black Box
Eucalyptus largiflorens
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands

Yanga National Park
Millewa Forest

Mid-floodplain shrublands

Inundation tolerant Shrublands dominated by Nitre Goosefoot Chenopodium
nitrariaceum on light grey clay soils grading from Vertosols to Sodosol.
Includes plant community type (PCT): 160

Shrublands

Yanga National Park

Floodplain marshes

These are open seasonally flooded or semi-permanent wetland habitats
dominated by Spike-sedge Eleocharis spp., Cane-grass Eragrostis spp., Common

Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands

Yanga National Park

Vegetation communities
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Environmental asset

Contemporary Characteristics

Associated Ecological Element (from
Overton et al. 2014) at any point in time

Reed Phragmites australis, Moira Grass Pseudoraphis spinescens and Rushes
Juncus spp.
Includes plant community type (PCT): 12, 336, 996, 182

Location
Millewa Forest

Hydrological features
Natural lakes

Natural lakes include features of quaternary Aeolian origin with associated
easterly lunettes or lakes formed by constriction of river flows. These lakes are
episodic in nature and alternate between wetland and terrestrial states. They
typically have an annual/transient flora on the lake bed and are surrounded by
forest, woodland or Aeolian shrubland.
Includes plant community type (PCT): 238, 336

Bitterns, Crakes and Rails
General abundance and health – all
waterbirds
Breeding – other waterbirds
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands
Benthic Herblands
Short-lived/small-bodied fish
Long-lived/large-bodied fish

Yanga National Park
Millewa Forest

Natural river and creek
channels

Natural channels include the stream bed and banks of major waterways and
smaller unnamed creeks, flood runners, anastomosing channels and billabongs
(cut-off meanders) of the floodplain.

General abundance and health – all
waterbirds
Benthic Herblands
Short-lived/small-bodied fish
Long-lived/large-bodied fish

Yanga National Park
Millewa Forest
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3.5

Environmental water requirements

Each environmental asset has a specific watering regime to maintain health and ecological processes. These
are summarised in Table 3-4 based on ecological drivers related to maintaining vegetation and vigour, or
facilitating breeding, feeding and dispersal habitat for a range of water-dependent biota. These requirements
have been taken from published material (MDBA 2012a; MDBA 2012b; MDBA 2012c; MDBA 2012d; Harrington
and Hale 2011; Roberts and Marston 2011; Rogers and Ralph 2011; SKM 2011). Environmental water
requirements were also determined through consultation and discussions with local OEH staff, including Rick
Webster and James Maguire.
The proposed hydrological regime and operating regime (see Chapter 5) and ecological benefits of the
proposal (see Chapter 6) are consistent with these environmental water requirements.
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Table 3-4. Environmental asset water requirements for two business case locations
Environmental asset
and location

Primary ecological driver

Frequency
(% of years)

Duration
(months)

MAX

MIN

MAX

MIN

Timing

Comments relevant to supply measure

Yanga National Park
River Red Gum forests
and woodlands

Vegetation health and vigour
Waterbird breeding

90%

40%

5

3

Winter to spring

Aim to achieve bird breeding events three years out of 10
Maintain and improve flood-dependent understorey vegetation

Black Box woodlands

Vegetation health and vigour

20%

10%

3

1

Spring

To maintain tree health, flowering and habitat structure through
inundation of Black Box woodland

Lignum shrublands

Vegetation health and vigour

80%

20%

12

3

Spring to
summer

Complex of red gum forest and lignum will benefit from managed flows
Regenerating Lignum shrubland on western side of Waugorah Rd will
benefit from Duck Nest and Crazy Creek works

Floodplain marshes

Vegetation health and vigour
Waterbird breeding
Frog breeding and dispersal

100%

80%

8

4

Winter to spring

Desired outcome is to re-establish a drying phase and manage
encroachment of Typha and Phragmites. Annual inundation for waterbird
foraging and frog breeding habitat. Also important for small to mediumbodied fish populations during river-floodplain exchange
Control River Red Gum seedling/sapling encroachment in open seasonal
wetland habitats

Mid-floodplain
shrublands

Vegetation health and vigour

30%

10%

1

0.5

Spring to
summer

Regenerating shrubland on western side of Waugorah Rd will benefit
from Duck Nest and Crazy Creek works

Natural river and
creek channels

Refuge sites for fish, frogs and
turtles

100%

80%

8

1

-

Waugorah Creek works likely to improve connectivity between river
channel and several floodplain wetlands

River Red Gum forests

Vegetation health and vigour
Waterbird breeding

90%

40%

5

3

Winter to spring

Reduce ponding and unseasonal inundation in forest habitats by lifting
sill levels in major channels and effluents
Maintain forest health for non-water dependent threatened species such
as Superb Parrot, Squirrel Glider, Barking Owl and Koala

River Red Gum
woodlands

Vegetation health and vigour

50%

30%

4

1

Winter to spring

These areas only likely to benefit from larger flood events beyond
environmental watering capacity

Black Box woodlands

Vegetation health and vigour

20%

10%

3

1

Spring

These areas only likely to benefit from larger flood events beyond
environmental watering capacity

Floodplain marshes

Vegetation health and vigour
Waterbird breeding

100%

80%

8

4

Winter to spring

Desired outcome is to re-establish a drying phase in marshes by removal
of unseasonal summer flows. This will also assist in managing

Millewa Forest
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Environmental asset
and location

Primary ecological driver

Frequency
(% of years)

Duration
(months)

MAX

MAX

MIN

Timing

Comments relevant to supply measure

MIN

Frog breeding and dispersal
Refuge sites for fish, frogs and
turtles

encroachment of Giant Rush Juncus ingens, Typha and Phragmites.
Also provide some level of annual inundation for waterbird foraging and
frog breeding habitat
Also important for small to medium-bodied fish populations during riverfloodplain exchange
Control River Red Gum seedling/sapling encroachment in open seasonal
wetland habitats

Natural river and
creek channels

Vegetation health and vigour
Fish and frog breeding and
dispersal
Refuge sites for fish, frogs and
turtles

100%

90%

8

1

-

Re-establish semi-permanent nature of creeks and flood runners to
provide drought refuge for fish, frogs and turtles.

Natural lakes

Waterbird breeding
Frog breeding and dispersal
Refuge sites for fish, frogs and
turtles

100%

90%

8

4

-

Desired outcome is to maintain and increase open water habitats and
remove unseasonal summer flows into Moira Lake
Re-establishing drying regime annually for Carp control and improvement
in aquatic herbland vegetation
Control River Red Gum seedling/sapling encroachment in open water
habitats
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4

Ecological objectives and targets

Overarching watering objectives have been established for the Basin Plan and for the Murray and
Murrumbidgee environmental assets. Environmental water management plans have also been compiled for
public land and the assets in the Murray and Murrumbidgee systems. This SDL adjustment business case
reflects the objectives and desired outcomes of both the Basin Plan and the more specific local water
management arrangements. Site-specific objectives based on desired ecological outcomes for assets at each
location largely reflect those articulated at the Basin Plan level.
Long-term watering plans are also being developed by Basin states and these plans will further refine and
articulate regional and local objectives for environmental water delivery. NSW OEH is the lead agency
developing the NSW LTWPs.

4.1

Basin-wide objectives

The Basin Plan provides a coordinated approach to water use across the Murray Darling Basin and has been
developed under the Water Act 2007 (Commonwealth). It aims to provide integrated management of the
Basin water resources in a way that promotes the objectives of the Water Act 2007. In the context of a
healthy working Basin, the Basin Plan contains four high-level environmental objectives/outcomes (MDBA
2011, pp. 22):
•

to protect and restore water-dependent ecosystems of the Basin

•

to protect and restore the ecosystem functions of water-dependent ecosystems

•

to ensure that water-dependent ecosystems are resilient to risks and threats

•

to ensure that environmental watering is co-ordinated between managers of planned
environmental water, owners and managers of environmental assets, and holders of held
environmental water.

At a finer scale, the Basin Plan Environmental Watering Plan sets out 22 subsidiary environmental objectives.
The MDBA has used these detailed objectives to determine ecological targets, environment water
requirements and ultimately Environmentally Sustainable Level of Take (ESTL) for the basin as a whole.
The Basin-wide ecological targets are that there are improvements in:
•

flow regimes including the following flow components; cease to flow events, low flow season base
flows, high flow season base flows, low flow season freshes, high flow season freshes, bankfull flows
and over bank flows

•

hydrologic connectivity between the river and floodplain and between hydrologically connected
valleys

•

floodplain and wetland types including the condition of priority environmental assets and priority
ecosystem functions

•

condition of the Coorong and Lower Lakes ecosystems and Murray Mouth opening regime

•

condition and diversity of native water dependent vegetation

•

recruitment and populations of native water dependent species, including vegetation, birds, fish and
macro invertebrates.

Ultimately, the levels to which these ecological objectives or targets are met are dependent on environmental
flow decisions made at a regional and local scale. The set of Basin-wide environmental objectives and
ecological targets developed by the MDBA have been applied at a finer scale to develop site-specific objectives
for individual key environmental assets. Objectives documented by the MDBA that are relevant to the
environmental assets of the three locations subject to this business case are outlined in the following sections.
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4.2

Regional objectives

The overarching objectives and targets for Yanga National Park, which is part of the Lowbidgee floodplain, are
captured in several Basin Plan documents and summarised in Table 4-1. The justification for these objectives
and targets is highlighted in the previous chapter of the business case and also summarised in Table 4-1.
The overarching objectives and targets for Barmah-Millewa, which is part of the Murray region, are captured in
several Basin Plan documents and summarised in Table 4-2. The justification for these objectives and targets is
highlighted in the previous chapter of the business case and also summarised in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-1. Site-specific objectives for Yanga National Park environmental assets derived from Lower Murrumbidgee Floodplain Basin Plan objectives and targets (source MDBA 2010a, pp.
695 and MDBA 2012a)
Overarching Lowbidgee objectives
(MDBA 2010a)

Relevant environmental assets

Relevant targets

Values/justification

To protect and restore ecosystems
that support migratory birds listed
under relevant international
agreements (MDBA env. asset
Criterion 1)

River Red Gum forests and woodlands
Floodplain marshes
Lignum shrublands
Natural river and creek channels

Provide conditions conducive to successful breeding
of colonial nesting waterbirds (MDBA 2010a)
Provide a flow regime which supports the habitat
requirements of waterbirds and is conducive to
successful breeding of colonial nesting waterbirds
(MDBA 2012a).

To protect and conserve natural or
near-natural, rare or unique waterdependent ecosystems (in their
current state) (MDBA env. asset
Criterion 2)

All relevant Yanga asset types:
River Red Gum forests and woodlands
Floodplain marshes
Lignum shrublands
Black Box woodlands
Mid-floodplain shrublands
Natural river and creek channels

Maintain 100% of the current extent of permanent
and semi-permanent wetland communities in good
condition (MDBA 2010a)
Maintain 95% of the current extent of river red gum
communities in good condition (MDBA 2010)
Maintain 65% of the current extent of floodplain
wetland vegetation in good condition (MDBA 2010a)
Provide a flow regime which ensures the current
extent of native vegetation of floodplain and wetland
communities is sustained in a healthy, dynamic and
resilient condition (MDBA 2012a)
Provide a flow regime which supports recruitment
opportunities for a range of native aquatic species
(e.g. fish, frogs, turtles and invertebrates) (MDBA
2012a)
Provide a flow regime which supports key ecosystem
functions, particularly those related to connectivity
between the river and the floodplain (MDBA 2012a).

Important breeding and nesting sites for
colonial nesting waterbirds (herons, egrets,
cormorants) and cryptic wading birds such as
Lewin's Rail, Spotted Crake, Baillon's Crake
(Maher 1990; Maher 2006)
Northern Yanga wetlands are critical Southern
Bell Frog recruitment site (Wassens et al. 2008).
Important sites for threatened Australasian
Bittern and Painted Snipe
Habitat for various aquatic fauna including fish
and frogs
The Two Bridges sites contain diverse wetland
vegetation communities

To protect and restore waterdependent ecosystems that provide
vital habitat (MDBA env. asset
Criterion 3)
To protect and restore waterdependent ecosystems that support
Commonwealth-, state- or territorylisted threatened species and
communities (MDBA env. asset
Criterion 4)
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Table 4-2. Site-specific objectives for Millewa forest environmental assets derived from Murray region Basin Plan objectives and targets (source MDBA 2010a, pp. 611 and MDBA 2012c)
Overarching Murray objectives
(MDBA 2010)

Relevant environmental assets

Relevant targets

Values/justification

To conserve the Ramsar site
consistent with its ecological
character, and to protect and restore
ecosystems that support migratory
birds listed under relevant
international agreements (MDBA env.
asset Criterion 1)
To protect and conserve natural or
near-natural, rare or unique waterdependent ecosystems (in their
current state) (MDBA env. asset
Criterion 2)
To protect and restore waterdependent ecosystems that provide
vital habitat (MDBA env. asset
Criterion 3)
To protect and restore waterdependent ecosystems that support
Commonwealth-, state- or territorylisted threatened species and
communities (MDBA env. asset
Criterion 4)
To protect and restore waterdependent ecosystems that support,
or are capable of supporting,
significant biodiversity (MDBA env.
asset Criterion 5)

River Red Gum forests and woodlands
Floodplain marshes
Natural river and creek channels
Natural lakes

Maintain 100% of the current extent of freshwater
meadows or shallow freshwater marshes in good
condition (MDBA 2010a)
Maintain 100% of the current extent of Moira Grass
plains in good condition (MDBA 2010a)
Maintain 100% of the current extent of red gum
forest in good condition (MDBA 2010a)
Maintain 100% of the current extent of red gum
woodland in good condition (MDBA 2010a)
Provide conditions conducive to successful breeding
of colonial nesting waterbirds (MDBA 2010a).
Provide a flow regime which ensures the current
extent of native vegetation of the riparian, floodplain
and wetland communities is sustained in a healthy,
dynamic and resilient condition (MDBA 2012c)
Provide a flow regime which supports the habitat
requirements of waterbirds and is conducive to
successful breeding of colonial nesting waterbirds
(MDBA 2012c)
Provide a flow regime which supports recruitment
opportunities for a range of native aquatic species
(e.g. fish, frogs, turtles, invertebrates) (MDBA 2012c)
Provide a flow regime which supports key ecosystem
functions, particularly those related to connectivity
between the river and the floodplain (MDBA 2012c).

Significant breeding site for colonial waterbirds
including Eastern Great Egret, Intermediate
Egret, Little Egret, Cattle Egret, Nankeen Night
Heron, Australasian Bittern, Brolga, Blue-billed
Duck and Freckled Duck
Warwick Creek is ideal habitat for small-bodied
native fish
River Red Gum forest is traditional nesting site
for Eastern Great Egrets
Flows support habitats for native fish and
turtles
Red Gum forest supports Superb Parrot, Barking
Owl, Koala and Squirrel Glider populations
Semi-permanent wetlands provide important
native fish nurseries
Moira Creek is the primary outlet of the lake
into the Murray River, providing habitat for
Murray Cod and Trout Cod; and supplies water
to the Moira Grass Plains
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5
5.1

Baseline benchmark and proposed hydrology and operating rules
Yanga

Overview
The floodplain within Yanga National Park has relied heavily on overbank flooding from high Murrumbidgee
River flows that originate in the upper catchment. River regulation has altered the hydrology of this area
significantly reducing the occurrence of overbank inundation events (Kingsford and Thomas 2001).
Redbank Weir has been built and operated on the Murrumbidgee River, to assist with the supply of water for
consumptive purposes. Water has been distributed into the Yanga area from this weir pool via 1AS and 1ES
Regulators (Figure 1-2, Figure 2-1, Figure 2-2). Water can also enter Yanga from the adjacent Nimmie-Caira
floodways via Tala Lake, Waugorah creek from Nap Nap station to the east, and the Fiddlers-Uara Creek
system (Figure 1-2, Figure 1-3, Figure 2-1, Figure 2-3). However, such flows have been limited by agricultural
development in the Nimmie-Caira area and largely associated with major flow / flood events. The recent
government purchase of the Nimmie-Caira has created a landscape-scale opportunity to improve
environmental watering of the southern Lower Murrumbidgee floodplain, including the Yanga area.
The analysis in this chapter draws on MDBA technical reports (MDBA 2011, MDBA 2012a, MDBA 2012e), and a
number of NSW OEH & NPWS unpublished documents, maps, satellite images and notes, as well as a field
inspection on 2 July 2015. RERP infrastructure is documented in reviews of environmental factors produced by
NPWS (2008, 2009). In addition, Nimmie-Caira information draws on the Nimmie-Caira SDL adjustment supply
measure business case (NSW DPIW 2015).
Baseline conditions
Definition of baseline (and therefore benchmark) operating conditions is fundamental to the reference
framework for SDL adjustment (see Box 1-1). Yanga station was acquired by the former Department of
Environment and Conservation in 2005 and gazetted largely as the Yanga National Park (now the Yanga
precinct of Murrumbidgee Valley National Park) in 2007. Baseline conditions adopted for this project thus
reflect the management of the landscape as a National Park.
Prior to 2005, the land and water was managed for red gum production. Water was delivered into Yanga
National Park via the IAS and IES regulators located near Redbank Weir or via overbank flows in larger flood
events. Watering of red gum forest within Yanga station was by a fill and spill arrangement, sequentially
watering in a north-south direction. The schematic in Figure 5-1 represents this historic arrangement, with
water intended to spill from one ‘block’ to another via overland flows. It is understood that the frequency,
timing and duration of watering was targeted to maximise red gum production.
The baseline condition (2009) for the adjoining Nimmie-Caira irrigation area was operation as an irrigation area
under a tiered watering regime (detailed in NSW DPIW 2015). The natural supply of water to the Yanga area
has been altered by the development and operation of the Nimmie-Caira (in addition to the overall historical
impacts of river regulation). Water to, and through, the Nimmie-Caira has been managed and distributed
through a combination of protected land floodways and constructed irrigation channel systems and bays. The
irrigation system was established based on the harvesting and use of water from the Murrumbidgee River,
available to Nimmie-Caira after regulated allocation needs had been met. This water was harvested and stored
on the landscape in protected lands (floodways) behind constructed embankments and in irrigation bays.
Diversions into the system were highly controlled and volumes reaching floodways and swamps were
managed through landholder management decisions, under a ‘tiered’ watering regime.
Under baseline conditions, water entered the Nimmie-Caira system through regulators located near Maude, or
via overbank flows in larger flood events, and moved westward towards Tala Lake. It is understood that land
owners in the Nimmie-Caira accepted water, whenever available, and water in excess of needs was stored at
various sites through the landscape with the intention to maximise use within the Nimmie-Caira area.

`

Figure 5-1. Flow schematic in Yanga Station during red gum production pre-2005 (before the land was acquired) - source
OEH unpublished papers, dated 2000.

`

Over the irrigation cropping period in the Nimmie-Caira, it is understood that very limited water passed
through the Nimmie-Caira to Yanga. Water that could be physically captured was captured in the floodways
and the associated cross floodway embankments and associated storage wetlands within the Nimmie-Caira
area. In some respects, the loss of water from Nimmie-Caira to the Yanga area would have been considered
(under the philosophy of the scheme’s operation) as a failure of the operational intent which was to harvest,
store and use as much water as possible for irrigation. Tala Lake in Yanga National Park was used as a storage
when all other storages within the Nimmie-Caira were at capacity.
Two important developments post-date the baseline scenario (and therefore post-date the benchmark
scenario as well). In 2012, an amendment to the Murrumbidgee Water Sharing Plan, formalised water delivery
arrangements for the “Lowbidgee”, including Nimmie-Caira. This amendment created “Lowbidgee
Supplementary” class of water entitlement, which has different allocation or access rules to the
Murrumbidgee Regulated River Supplementary Water entitlements. Land and water associated with the
Nimmie-Caira irrigation area was purchased in 2013 as part of the Nimmie-Caira System Enhanced
Environmental Water Delivery Project with the intention to return the water to the system for ecological
outcomes and the land for both productive use and ecological outcomes.
Benchmark conditions
The Basin Plan benchmark scenario reflects land and water management conditions at 30 June 2009 (i.e.,
baseline), but with recovery of 2,750 GL/yr (long-term average) of water access entitlements as held
environmental water. The benchmark condition therefore reflects the post-2005 acquisition of Yanga station
and gazettal largely as Yanga (now part of Murrumbidgee Valley) National Park. The Benchmark also assumes
the continued operation of the Nimmie-Caira as an irrigation area and limited potential for supply of water to
the Yanga National Park via the Nimmie-Caira.
For various reasons (see NSW DPIW 2015), the benchmark modelling for the Lower Murrumbidgee floodplain
resulted in less environmental water being provided to the floodplain (including Yanga and Nimmie-Caira),
despite the environmental water recovery. Resolution of this issue is beyond the scope of this business case.
However, the information below is provided to assist interpretation of this business case alongside resolution
of the Lower Murrumbidgee benchmark issues.
Benchmark conditions (baseline plus environmental water recovery) should show water delivered to Yanga
from flows through the IES and IAS regulating structures and distributed across the park by overland flows
sequentially from the north to south. The main flow paths to the key swamps and open water bodies from the
two regulators are shown in Figure 1-2, Figure 1-3, Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3, and are also described in Table
5-1. Under benchmark condition, there would be also almost complete capture of flows within the NimmieCaira irrigation area and very limited flow passing through to Yanga National Park. However, it should be noted
that in more recent years, before and since acquisition of the Nimmie-Caira area, there has been more
frequent watering of the southern section of Yanga National Park via the Nimmie Caira Irrigation supply
network, through ad-hoc agreements with landholders.
A number of infrastructure works have been undertaken in Yanga National Park following acquisition of the
park between 2005 and 2010 to improve environmental watering under the Rivers Environmental Restoration
Program (RERP) (NPWS 2008, 2009; see Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3). The aim of RERP has been to reduce the
decline in river and wetland health in western regions of NSW, which includes the Lowbidgee Floodplain and
Yanga National Park. In particular, the works in Yanga National Park have been aimed at achieving more
effective water management at key swamps. The benchmark condition adopted for Yanga National Park for
this assessment (and therefore the two-dimensional hydraulic modelling undertaken) has included the RERP
works. However it is understood that the site-specific flow indicators defined at Maude Weir by MDBA do not
account for the RERP works in Yanga National Park.
Chapter 2, Figure 1-2, Figure 1-3 and Box 2-1 provide further context on environmental water management
and delivery to Yanga National Park, as a practical reflection of benchmark conditions. However, it is not clear
whether the MDBA’s benchmark model run and associated assessment of site-specific flow indicators, was
able to fully reflect the actual practice of environmental water delivery at 30 June 2009.

`
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The MDBA assessment of flood inundations associated with the site-specific flow indicators (Figure 5-2) show
that a large proportion of Yanga National Park appear to be inundated with volumes between 175-400 GL (at
Maude weir) occurring at a frequency of 55-70 % of years (Table 5-2). This is inconsistent with hydrologic
modelling of benchmark conditions, with the additional in-channel flows to meet the SFI targets at Maude
largely being passed through to the Murray River without diversion. Further, any revision of the frequency and
area of inundation under the benchmark modelling will need to reflect water management in the park since
acquisition.
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Table 5-1. Key wetland sites and sizes and water distribution
Wetland

Wetland volume
(ML)

Wetland area
(Ha)

Regulator

Distribution

Shaw's Swamp

3200

200

1ES

IES via Shaw's Swamp regulator

Waugorah lake

960

60

1ES

Shaw's Swamp regulator and/or Waugorah
creek via Pollen Creek

River Paddock
Swamp

640

40

1ES

Direct from River

Hoblers Lagoon

160

10

N/A

Direct from River

North Stallion
Swamp

1600

100

1ES

Waugorah Creek via Maude Weir and NimmiePollen system

Top Creek
Swamp

2400

150

1ES

Waugorah Creek via Nimmie-Pollen system

Top
Narockerwell
Swamp

6000

500

1ES and IAS

IES via Bruton's Bridge Regulator and/or 1AS
with twin Bridges regulator closed

Piggery lake and
Little Piggery

2288

150

IAS

1AS via Twin bridges regulator. Piggery Bridge
regulator must remain closed to avoid flows
into Tarwille swamp.

Narkungerie
Swamp

2300

200

1AS

1AS via The Avenue and Piggery lake. Piggery
Bridge regulator must remain closed to avoid
flows into Tarwille swamp.

River Smyths

1725

150

1AS

1AS via The Avenue and Piggery lake and
Narkungerie swamp. Piggery Bridge regulator
must remain closed to avoid flows into Tarwille
swamp.

Breer swamp

6000

500

1AS

1AS via The Avenue and Piggery lake and
Narkungerie swamp and River Smyths. Piggery
Bridge regulator must remain closed to avoid
flows into Tarwille swamp.

Breer creek
swamp

12,000

1000

IAS

1AS via The Avenue and Piggery lake and
Narkungerie swamp and River Smyths and Breer
Swamp into Breer Creek.

Egret swamp

1800

150

1AS

1AS via The Avenue and Piggery lake and
Narkungerie swamp and River Smyths and Breer
Swamp

Tarwille Swamp

2400

200

1AS

IAS with Twin Bridges and Piggery Bridge
regulators fully open

Tala swamp

15,200

800

IAS

1AS with Twin Bridges and Nimmie-Caira
system (via Tala lake and Woolshed Creek
regulator)

Devils Creek
Swamp

2,400

200

1AS

1AS and Nimmie-Caira system (via Tala lake
and/or Uara Creek) with Devils Creek regulator
closed

Yanga Lake

35,086

1324

1AS

Direct from Murrumbidgee River via Yanga
Creek regulator or via 1AS (Piggery and
Woolshed WMA) and/or Nimmie-Caira system
(via Tala lake and/or Uara Creek).

`

Figure 5-2. MDBA assessed extent of inundation in Yanga based on the Lower Murrumbidgee River Floodplain sitespecific flow indicators (SFIs)

`

Table 5-2. Site-specific ecological targets and associated flow indicators for the Lower Murrumbidgee River Floodplain (Reproduced from MDBA 2012)
Site-Specific Ecological Targets

Site-Specific Flow Indicators

Without-development and baseline
event frequencies

Event
(flows gauged at Maude Weir)

Total inflow volume
required (GL)
Provide a flow regime which ensures the current extent of
native vegetation of floodplain and wetland communities
is sustained in a healthy, dynamic and resilient condition.
Provide a flow regime which supports the habitat
requirements of waterbirds and is conducive to successful
breeding of colonial nesting waterbirds.
Provide a flow regime which supports recruitment
opportunities for a range of native aquatic species (e.g.
fish, frogs, turtles and invertebrates).
Provide a flow regime which supports key ecosystem
functions, particularly those related to connectivity
between the river and the floodplain.

`

Timing

Frequency-proportion of years
event required to achieve
ecological target (%)
Low
uncertainty

High
uncertainty

Proportion of years
event occurred
under modelled
withoutdevelopment
conditions (%)

Proportion of
years event
occurred under
modelled
baseline
conditions (%)

175

July–September

75

70

N/A

68

270

July–September

70

60

N/A

57

400

July–October

60

55

N/A

52

800

July–October

50

40

N/A

39

1,700

July––November

25

20

N/A

18

2,700

May–February

15

10

N/A

9
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Proposed conditions
The management and operation of the National Park and environmental watering have led NSW OEH to
identify a range of improvements to achieve more efficient and effective environmental water delivery and
improved environmental outcomes. The proposed arrangement of environmental works and measures has
been developed, based on identification of environmental assets, ecological objectives, watering requirements
and environmental water demands. The proposal has been developed through investigations, consultations
and field inspections.
The proposal aims to achieve a more efficient and effective management of environmental water in the Park
achieving better ecological outcomes with reduced water use. The proposal consists of watering via natural
overland flow paths but with a number of infrastructure works detailed in Chapters 2 and 8.
The proposed works aim to better manage existing environmental watering via 1AS and 1ES regulators,
together with distribution of larger flows proposed from the Nimmie-Caira area.
An interim proposed environmental watering regime has been developed (Table 5-3) for the purposes of
developing the supply measure. The proposed regime is “interim”, because the enduring watering regime will
be defined as part of the Murrumbidgee Long-term Watering Plan being developed by NSW OEH. The
proposed interim regime builds on existing practice by NSW OEH, using 1AS and 1ES regulators, as well as
more recent practice (but not included in the benchmark) of watering via Nimmie-Caira. Confirmation of flow
and duration figures will require further modelling and analysis, which is expected to commence shortly.
The proposed environmental watering regime for the Nimmie-Caira area (Table 5-4) recommends large flows
(1,500 ML/day) in two major floodways in 40% of years to support bird breeding events and 14% of years for
black box watering. The Nimmie-Caira proposal will result in additional flows into Yanga NP, in the order of
1500 ML/day for a 22-66 day period. These flows will provide significant beneficial inundation that is difficult
to achieve with diversions from 1AS and 1ES alone. The proposed Nimmie-Caira watering regime is provided
for comparison. The demands in the proposed Nimmie-Caira flow regime does NOT explicitly optimise
outcome for Yanga. Modelling of the SDL adjustment, which is expected to commence shortly, will confirm the
combined requirement at Maude Weir.
The conceptual designs for the proposed works are described in more details in Chapter 8 and Appendix B. The
rationale connecting environmental water objectives, requirements, operating regime and design criteria for
infrastructure, is provided in Appendix C.
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Table 5-3. Proposed interim Yanga environmental watering regime, developed for the purposes of developing the supply measure. The enduring watering regime will be defined as part of
the Murrumbidgee Long-term Watering Plan being developed by NSW OEH.

NOTE: Confirmation of volumetric water demand and watering regime flows and durations will be confirmed in the modelling to inform SDL adjustments.
Event types: Ecological targets,
water resource conditions

Occurrence of flow event

Watering regime

Maximum
occurrence

Minimum
Occurrence

Lakes, swamps and creeks,
southern Bell Frog and small
bodied fish, drought refuge and
annual maintenance flows
Targeting north Yanga
Low flows, dry conditions, low
allocations

100%
(every year)

90%
(almost every
year)

Bird breeding, red gum
inundation events, targeting
north and south Yanga
Medium flows, medium
conditions, medium allocations

75%
(3 in every
4 years)

40%
(2 out of every
5 years)

70 days of 600 ML/day from the 1AS regulator
70 days of 200 ML/day from the 1ES regulator
70 days of 200 ML/day from the Wagourah regulator
22 days of 1,500 ML/day followed by 66 days of 100 ML/day from the NimmieCreek regulator
24 days of 1,500 ML/day followed by 66 days of 100 ML/day from the South Caira
regulator

Black box inundation events,
targeting north and south Yanga
High flows, wet conditions, full
allocations

33%
(1 in every
3 years)

14%
(once every
7 years)

70 days of 600 ML/day from the 1AS regulator
70 days of 200 ML/day from the 1ES regulator
70 days of 200 ML/day from the Wagourah regulator
34 days of 1,500 ML/day followed by 56 days of 600 ML/day from the NimmieCreek regulator
40 days of 1,500 ML/day followed by 50 days of 600 ML/day from the South Caira
regulator

35 days of 600 ML/day from the 1AS regulator
21 days of 100 ML/day from the 1ES regulator
(Note flows are average. Both regulators would start with higher flows, then
subside as the relative head reduced. )
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Table 5-4. Proposed Nimmie-Caira environmental watering regime and watering demands (NSW DPIW2015) with key flow events relevant to Yanga National Park highlighted.
NOTE water demand figures do not include analysis of additional volumes required to inundate Yanga.
Event

Occurrence of flow event

Water demand for
minimum watering
requirement
(GL/year)

Watering regime

Maude weir: 3 GL
Total: 3 GL
(Additional 2 GL for offline
ground tanks)

12 days of 100 ML/d from the Nimmie Creek regulator
15 days of 100 ML/d from the South Caira regulator

Maximum occurrence

Minimum Occurrence

Southern Bell Frog
and small bodied fish
annual maintenance
flows

100%
(every year)

95%
(almost every year)

Rookery Lignum
health events

75%
(3 in every 4 years)

50%
(every 2nd year)

Maude weir: 46 GL
Total: 46 GL

35 days of 600 ML/d from the Nimmie Creek regulator
42 days of 600 ML/d from the South Caira regulator

Bird breeding, lignum
watering and red
gum inundation
events

75%
(3 in every 4 years)

40%
(2 out of every 5 years)

Maude weir: 82 GL
Waugorah creek regulator:
12 GL
Total: 94 GL

22 days of 1,500 ML/d followed by 66 days of 100 ML/d from the
Nimmie Creek regulator
24 days of 1,500 ML/d followed by 66 days of 100 ML/d from the South
Caira regulator

Black box inundation
events

33%
(1 in every 3 years)

14%
(once every 7 years)

Maude weir 175 GL
Waugorah creek regulator:
72 GL
Total: 247 GL

34 days of 1,500 ML/d followed by 56 days of 600 ML/d from the
Nimmie Creek regulator
40 days of 1,500 ML/d followed by 50 days of 600 ML/d from the South
Caira regulator
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Additional 2 GL for offline ground tanks could potentially be supplied by
either groundwater or from Maude Weir via stock domestic system.
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Two-dimensional hydraulic modelling
Two-dimensional hydraulic modelling has been undertaken to examine the extent of inundation achieved
under the benchmark and proposed conditions, and enable comparison to the MDBA’s estimated extent of
inundation for each of the site-specific flow indicators.
The two-dimensional hydraulic modelling results show that it takes several weeks for water to move from the
1AS and 1ES regulators down to the mid-extent of Yanga National Park. For example, after 4 weeks at the
maximum inflow rate of 600ML/d at 1AS and 200 ML/d through 1ES, water still has not reached Tala Lake
(Figure 5-3). A key implication is that it is not possible to inundate the southern extent of Yanga National Park
with flow from the Yanga regulators (1AS and 1ES) - even after 22 weeks with maximum inflow rates through
at 1AS and 1ES, there is limited inundation of the southern extent (Figure 5-4). This suggests that the
environmental water requirements of the southern extent of Yanga National Park cannot be fully achieved
unless flows are provided through the Nimmie-Caira system.
The effectiveness of the proposed SDL adjustment works is largely associated with recognising that incoming
flows from the Nimmie-Caira area would provide water for the environmental assets in Yanga. For instance,
modelling of flows (in this business case) from the Nimmie-Caira comprising 200 ML/d from Waugorah Creek
and 1,500ML/d from the Wendouree Floodway (via Monkem Creek) and 1,500ML/d from the Eastcourt
Floodway (via Talpee Creek) over three weeks:
•

improves the watering in the Northern section of Yanga National Park (Figure 5-5; Figure 5-6),
including by reducing overwatering, and

•

provides effective and efficient watering to the southern extent of the Yanga National Park (Figure
5-5; Figure 5-6) that is otherwise difficult to achieve through the 1AS and 1ES regulators (Figure 5-4)
- watering can be achieved through much of the southern extent of the Yanga National Park.

Alternatively, similar inundation extents can be obtained by incorporating the high flows from the NimmieCaira (i.e. 1500 ML/d from both floodways, 800 ML/d from Waugorah creek and 350 ML/d from Lower Uara)
over the shorter duration of just two weeks (Figure 5-7).
Note that further analysis will be carried out on the flow relationships between the Maude weirpool offtakes
(at which Nimmie-Caira flows cited above are measured) and the flows at the boundary between NimmieCaira and Yanga.
Significantly, these higher proposed flows via the proposed Nimmie-Caira measure, can inundate double the
area, in a fifth of the time. The ecological benefits of these hydrological and hydraulic outcomes are described
in Chapter 6. This much quicker inundation provides the prospect of using significantly less environmental
water per event without adversely impacting on the overall duration of inundation necessary to achieve
ecological outcomes. This modelling included unchanged flows through 1AS and 1ES.
Together, these results show that the proposed works together with inflows from the Nimmie-Caira area will
adequately water the target Yanga vegetation communities in order to achieve the desired extent of
inundation of the Lowbidgee 400 GL and 800 GL SFIs (Figure 5-2) – an outcome that would not be possible
under the benchmark conditions.
Further analysis is expected to commence shortly, to conduct scenario modelling with shorter durations of
flows (or lesser volume of flow) through 1AS and 1ES. This would allow assessment of whether the same (or
better) environmental outcomes can be achieved at northern Yanga wetlands, with a lesser volume of
environmental water. (As with all supply measures, this is not about reducing the current portfolio of
environmental water, but rather reducing the remaining environmental water to be recovered.)
Note that there is no proposal to reduce the current watering regime below what is required for objectives at
the northern Yanga wetlands. Rather, there is an opportunity to consider whether the additional water
targeted to southern Yanga wetlands can be delivered more efficiently via Nimmie-Caira, rather than over
much longer timeframes through northern Yanga.
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Figure 5-3. Spatial extent of flow inundation after 4 week flow through 1AS of 600ML/d and 200 ML/d through 1ES
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Figure 5-4. Spatial extent of flow inundation after 22 week flow of 600ML/d at 1AS and 200 ML/d at 1ES
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Figure 5-5. Comparison of spatial extent of flow inundation at Northern part of Yanga National Park with and without
Nimmie-Caira flows (1,500 ML/d from both floodways and 200 ML/d from Waugorah creek).
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Figure 5-6. Spatial extent of flow inundation after 3 week flow from Yanga regulators (600 ML/at IAS and 200 ML/d at
IES) and Nimmie-Caira (1500 ML/d in floodways and 200 ML/d at Waugorah creek).
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Figure 5-7. Spatial extent of flow inundation after 2 week flow from Yanga regulators (600 ML/at IAS and 200 ML/d at
IES) and Nimmie-Caira (1500 ML/d from both floodways, 800 ML/d from Waugorah creek and 350 ML/d from Lower
Uara).
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Yanga 1AS leakage
Analysis was also carried out to estimate the extent of inundation arising from leakage of the 1AS regulator
during summer when the regulator is intended to be fully closed. The analysis was based on topography in
Yanga downstream of the 1AS regulator inlet using the high-resolution digital terrain model (DTM) of the
region. The analysis adopted the topographic assessment approach rather than detailed 2D hydraulic
modelling due to time constraints. The results therefore only provide a relatively precursory estimate of
inundation extent.
Under the benchmark conditions (i.e. 1AS regulator closed but subject to leakage) the 1AS regulator has been
estimated to leak at a rate of approximately 30 ML/d (Table 5-5). Over the summer period this corresponds to
a total leakage and through-flow of approximately 5,400 ML. This 5,400 ML passes southwards along the inlet
channel towards the Twin Bridges regulators. For the purposes of this assessment the Twin Bridges regulators
were assumed to experience negligible leakage during summer when their only inflow is from leakage at 1AS
regulator. This assumption has been validated to some degree by the results of this analysis, which indicate
that the leakage from 1AS is likely to lead to a total head on the upstream side of the Twin Bridges regulators
of 0.5 m or less, this is considered to be a relatively low hydraulic head and not likely to drive major leakage
through these regulators. The assessment also assumed that the banks of the inlet channel prevent these low
flows from passing eastward i.e. all leakage through 1AS is directed towards the Twin Bridges Regulators.
Table 5-5. Leakage parameters at 1AS regulator
Factor

Value

Rate of leakage through 1AS (ML/d)

30

Duration of leakage through 1AS (days)

180

Total leakage per year through 1AS (ML)

5,400

Evapotranspiration rate (ML/ha/month)

1.6

Initial seepage rate (ML/ha/month)

2.0

The topographic analysis also identified that the leakage inflow of 5,400 ML through 1AS is expected to
inundate approximately 180 ha between Twin Bridges Regulators and 1AS regulator (Table 5-6). The estimated
extent of inundation accounts for the water losses associated with evapotranspiration and initial seepage
which are estimated to total 1,800 ML and 200 ML respectively during the summer period. The volume of
water remaining across the 180 ha inundated area at season’s end is therefore estimated to be 3,400 ML (i.e.
5,400 ML inflow minus 2,000 ML evaporation and initial seepage). The corresponding water level elevation for
the 180 ha inundation zone is approximately 66.6 m AHD.
Table 5-6shows the approximate area of each vegetation community affected by the inundation arising from
leakage through 1AS, demonstrating that the river red gum forest and grassy woodlands are the principal
community affected. These areas are overwatered to the extent of the areas inundated. Over time, the
negative impacts of this overwatering are likely to include redgum dieback and vegetation change.
In summary, the proposal to upgrade the 1AS regulator to prevent leakage during summer will achieve
approximate water savings of 5,400 ML per year and prevent unseasonal inundation of approximately 175 ha
of river red gum communities.
Table 5-6. Area of inundation by vegetation/physical unit from leakage at 1AS regulator
Vegetation / physical unit

Area inundated (ha)

River red gum forest

140

River red gum grassy woodland

34

Channel / watercourse

5

Flood-dependent woodland

1

Non flood-dependent floodplain vegetation

<1
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Figure 5-8. Estimated extent of inundation arising from leakage of the 1AS regulator during summer
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5.2

Millewa

Millewa hydrology overview
The River Murray as it flows through the Barmah-Millewa forest (Figure 5-9), is characterised by limited
channel capacity. The Cadell Tilt geological uplift, to the west of the forest, causes the River to change course
to the south, as well as the bifurcation of the river northwards into the Edward River and the flooding of the
floodplain above flows of about 10,400ML/d (at Yarrawonga) due to limited channel capacity (MDBA 2012c).
Before development, water moved onto the floodplain once the river capacity constraint was breached,
usually in winter, spring and early summer (MDBA 2012c, 2012d). Water moved through the floodplain via a
network of braided floodrunner channels, some of which terminate in lakes or swamps (eg Moira Lake,
Douglas Swamp).
In the twentieth century, banks and regulators were installed along the river and throughout the floodplain for
river regulation and to optimise redgum forestry. From the 1930s, the forest water channel network was
developed by installation of many banks and regulators, and in some cases construction of artificial channels.
In many cases these structures have been installed to hold water supply deliveries in the Murray and Edward
River channels up to channel capacity and to prevent overwatering and unseasonal watering of floodplain
vegetation communities (MDBA 2012d).
More recently (1990s-2009) structures have been installed to manage environmental watering and objectives.
Some elements of The Living Murray (TLM) program had commenced by 2009 (baseline) but in the case of
Millewa forest, the only TLM-funded structures were three fishways (Steven’s weir, Gulpa Creek Regulator and
Edward River Regulator (MDBA 2012d)). These are assumed not to affect the hydrology of Millewa for the
purposes of this report. No other major structures have been installed since 2009. Therefore the baseline
model scenario is assumed to include all existing structures.
The current (and benchmark) environmental watering scenario relies predominantly on achieving higher river
flows in the winter/spring season, which enable the “commence to flow” of various floodrunner creeks and
some regulated offtakes. Some offtake regulators commence to flow at much lower levels (eg the Mary Ada
regulator at approximately 3,500 ML/day), while other offtakes (eg Low Sandy Creek at 12,500 ML/day)
commence to flow at higher levels than the river capacity constraint. In eastern Millewa the dominant
floodplain flow path if from east to west along braided flood runners. From the Edwards River bifurcation, this
changes to a predominant flow path from south to north along the Edwards River, and from north to south
along the Murray River.
The baseline hydrological model scenario (conditions at 2009) is outlined by MDBA (2010b, 2012e), together
with benchmark (full water recovery to achieve the SDL, with baseline conditions). The environmental water
requirements used to range-find for the benchmark are detailed in (MDBA 2012c). These are summarised
below in Table 5-7 and Figure 5-10 The Yarrawonga weir gauge is the relevant hydrological indicator site.
A two dimensional hydraulic model is available (Water Technology 2009). The model is assumed to include all
existing structures, equating to baseline and benchmark scenarios. Water Technology has already run
inundation scenarios for these benchmark conditions. The implications of these results are discussed below.
An overview of the proposed structures and their objectives is provided in Chapter 2, while full details of
technical feasibility, option selection and conceptual designs are provided in Chapter 8 and Appendix B.
Environmental water requirements of the target vegetation communities and other biota are described in
Chapters 3, 4 and 6. Hydrologic modelling (using the Integrated Water Quality and Quantity Modelling (IQQM)
platform) of the evaporative water savings to be gained from the proposed structures is presented in Table 5-9
and the specific results are discussed under each site heading below.
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Figure 5-9. Extent of inundation in Millewa based on site-specific flow indicators (SFIs). Inundation areas for SFI 35,000
ML/d, 50,000 ML/d and 60,000 ML/d are not shown.
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Figure 5-10. Flows required to inundate selected vegetation communities for Barmah–Millewa Forest (Source: Victorian
Department of Sustainability and Environment 2008; GHD 2009; MDBA analysis of data in Water Technology 2009;
reproduced from Figure 3 of MDBA 2012c).
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Table 5-7. Site-specific ecological targets and associated flow indicators for Barmah–Millewa Forest (reproduced from Table 5 of MDBA 2012c)
Site-Specific Ecological Targets

Site-Specific Flow Indicators

Without development and baseline event
frequencies

Event

Provide a flow regime which ensures
the current extent of native
vegetation of the riparian, floodplain
and wetland communities is
sustained in a healthy, dynamic and
resilient condition
Provide a flow regime which supports
the habitat requirements of
waterbirds and is conducive to
successful breeding of colonial
nesting waterbirds
Provide a flow regime which supports
recruitment opportunities for a range
of native aquatic species (e.g. fish,
frogs, turtles, invertebrates)
Provide a flow regime which supports
key ecosystem functions, particularly
those related to connectivity between
the river and the floodplain

Frequency – proportion of
years event required

Proportion of years
event occurred under
modelled without
development
conditions (%)

Proportion of
years event
occurred under
modelled baseline
conditions (%)

Flow required
(measured at
Yarrawonga; ML/d)

Duration^

Timing

Low
uncertainty
(%)

High
uncertainty
(%)

12,500

10 weeks total
(with 7 day min)

June to November

80

70

87

50

16,000

14 weeks total
(with 7 day min)

50

40

66

30

25,000

6 weeks total
(with 7 day min)

50

40

65

30

35,000

1 month total
(with 7 day min)

40

33

54

25

50,000

3 weeks total
(with 7 day min)

30

25

39

17

60,000

2 weeks total
(with 7 day min)

25

20

34

15

15,000

5 months total
(with 7 day min)

30

30

44

11

Preferably winter/spring
but timing not
constrained to reflect
that high flows are
dependent on occurrence
of heavy rainfall and will
be largely unregulated
events
June to December

^ Duration is expressed both as a total and minimum duration, allowing multiple smaller flow events that met the minimum duration criteria to comprise a successful event. Minimum durations are therefore a subset of total
duration and should not be read independently. MDBA analysis showed that if a minimum duration is not specified and individual events must meet the total duration criteria, this resulted in a significantly reduced proportion of
years.
Note: Multiplication of the flow rate by the duration and frequency (proportion of years event required) does not translate into the additional volume of water the site needs to be environmentally sustainable. This is because
part of the required flow is already provided under baseline conditions. Additional environmental water required is the amount over and above the baseline flows.
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Aratula / Low Sandy and Bullatale channel
The two-dimensional hydraulic model runs under benchmark conditions (Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12) show
that flows at 13,000 and 15,000 ML/d at Yarrawonga do not achieve inundation in the Aratula Creek System,
with the exception of some inundation in the vicinity of the Bullatale Channel, which is passively diverted
northwards in the 15000ML/d scenario. The next flow scenario modelled with baseline/benchmark conditions
was 25000 ML/d, which shows considerable inundation along the floodplain of the Aratula system east and
west of the Bullatale Channel (Figure 5-13).
The proposed works (See Chapters 2 and 8 for detail) aim to achieve flows within channel along the Aratula
system in the 10-15,000 ML/d range, in the appropriate regime as per the environmental water requirements
(see Chapter 4 and 6 and Appendix B). To achieve equivalent environmental watering of this area under the
benchmark scenario would appear to require a flow somewhere between 15,000 and 25,000ML/d (Appendix E
MDBA 2012d, Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13), so for indicative purposes it might be 20,000ML/d. At this flow
level (10,000 above channel capacity), not only would the opportunity occur less, more environmental water is
required to create the opportunity.
In addition, the proposed measure would reduce the overwatering of summer regulated flow into the forest,
which currently occurs by spill over the western banks of the Bullatale Channel. This investigation (Table 5-8)
used LiDAR assessment to calculate area inundated and calculated 717 ML for 6 months (i.e. over summer
only). DPI Water calculated evaporative savings of 1406 ML (presumably per year) for this measure, using
IQQM (Table 5-9).
•

Table 5-8

Table 5-8. Calculation of evaporative savings by preventing unseasonal watering west of Bullatale Channel
Initial water level (cm AHD)
Initial water storage volume (ML)

9,980
439.67

Rate of leakage (ML/d)
Duration of leakage (days)

30
180

Initial water area (m2)

274,825

Total leakage (ML)

5,400

Initial water area (ha)

27.48

Total leakage (m3)

5,400,000

ET over 6 months (ML)
Initial seepage over 2 weeks (ML)

264
14

Water loss volume (ML)

278

Water use over 6 months

717

1. Reduce the losses of 717 ML/yr
2. Reduce the unseasonal watering of 27.5 ha of River Red gum Grassy tall open forest
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Figure 5-11. Two-dimensional hydraulic model output of flows of 13 000ML/d at Yarrawonga, with all Victorian
regulators closed and all NSW regulators open. Infrastructure would be as per the baseline and benchmark models. The
Bullatale channel can be seen as the furthest east

Figure 5-12. Two-dimensional hydraulic model output of flows of 15 000ML/d at Yarrawonga, with all Victorian
regulators closed and all NSW regulators open. Infrastructure would be as per the baseline and benchmark models. The
Bullatale channel can be seen as the furthest east yellow shading. No inundation has occurred east of the channel
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Figure 5-13. Two-dimensional hydraulic model output of flows of 25 000ML/d at Yarrawonga, with all regulators open.
Of the three baseline/benchmark scenarios modelled, this is the lowest flow to inundate the floodplain east of the
Bullatale Channel. (Source Appendix E Barmah-Millewa environmental Water Management Plan (MDBA 2012)
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Table 5-9. Outputs of Integrated Water Quality and Quantity Modelling (IQQM) of evaporative savings from proposed works in Millewa (Murray Valley National Park)
Project Site Location
Millewa NP (Murray Valley)

Gulpa Creek Wetland Complex:
1.1 Reed Beds South
1.2 Warwick Creek Regulator

Current Condition

Operational Rules (post works)

Modelling Assumptions

Modelling Results

Summer regulated
flow breaks into the
wetland.

Commence to flow into wetland would
be when flows @ Gulpa Creek
regulator reach 400ML/d
New regulator would be designed to
operate at most water levels within
Gulpa Creek. This structure would only
be opened to maintain water levels
within the creek when targeting flow
to maintain small bodied fish habitat.

Wetland : 2300 ML at 94.8m AHD. Now
gets water when Gulpa Creek > 80 ML/d.
Future CTF> 350 ML/d
Wetland: Consists of Warwick Creek of
168 ML at 94.6m AHD and overflows into
swamps. Now gets water when Gulpa
Creek > 95 ML/d. Future regulator is closed
in accordance with criteria for wetland
diversion match SFI downstream of
Yarrawonga Weir.

Evaporative savings 1 740
ML
Evaporative savings 100 ML

Little Edward River Outlet

Summer regulated
flow breaks into the
wetland at 1300
ML/d.

Fixed crest sills would be overtopped
once flows in the Edward River @ the
Edward River regulator exceed
1600ML/d

White Swamp: 308 ML at 93.0m AHD
including supply channel. Gets water when
Edward Offtake > 150 ML/d. Future
regulator is closed in accordance with
criteria for wetland diversion match SFI
downstream of Yarrawonga Weir. Raised
the structure to be overtopped once flows
in the Edward River exceed 1600ML/d at
the Edward River regulator)

Evaporative savings 194 ML

Moira Creek Regulator

Summer regulated
flow breaks into the
wetland.

New regulator would only be open
during unregulated flow events below
Yarrawonga Weir or to drain water
from the lake once the Murray River
has dropped to winter operating level.

The regulator is already used to control
flows to and from lake particularly during
summer. Regulator intake is deduced to be
at 92.7m AHD (flow in Murray River at site
5060 ML/d). In future regulator is used in
accordance with criteria for wetland
diversion match SFI downstream of
Yarrawonga Weir.

See 4

South Moira Lake

Summer flow breaks
out from the lake.

Fixed crest sills would be overtopped
once flows below Yarrawonga exceed
10300ML/d

The fixed crest is deduced to be at 93.45m
AHD (Lake full capacity is 6336 ML and
flow in Murray River at site is 7000 ML/d).
This is considered to be equivalent to the

Evaporative savings 202 ML
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Project Site Location
Millewa NP (Murray Valley)

Current Condition

Operational Rules (post works)

Modelling Assumptions

Modelling Results

flow of 10 300 ML/d at Yarrawonga
Toupna Cr Douglas Swamp Wetland
Complex

Eastern Millewa
Low Sandy

Lower Toupna Creek (i.e. Bullatale
Channel)

Summer regulated
flow breaks into the
wetland.

New infrastructure would remain
closed during drought refuge flows into
the Toupna Creek system via the Mary
Ada or Pinchgut regulators. During
unregulated events below Yarrawonga
all infrastructure would be fully open.

Toupna Creek storage set at 970 ML and
Doulas Swamp: is 183 ML at 95.5m AHD.
Now the system gets water when Murray
at Tocumwal > 10600 ML/d. Future
regulator is closed in accordance with
criteria for wetland diversion match SFI
downstream of Yarrawonga Weir.

Ecological (area not
calculated). Evaporative
savings 87 ML

Low Sandy Creek
offtake from River
Murray does not
commence to flow
until 12,700ML/day

New regulator would be opened to
allow environmental flows into the
eastern end of Millewa forest. These
flows would varying sizes but would
only occur if the base flow within the
Murray River is at least 10300ML/d at
Yarrawonga. Regulator would remain
closed if Murray River is operating at
10 300ML/d at Yarrawonga with no
environmental water in the system.
The regulator would be fully open
during unregulated events below
Yarrawonga Weir.
Fixed crest sills would be overtopped
when flows within Murray River exceed
10 300ML/d below Yarrawonga.

Lower Toupna and Bullatale supply
channel storage is set at 144 + 472 ML.
Now the system gets water when Murray
at Tocumwal > 5 500 ML/d. The water
overflows into the channel when Murray
at Tocumwal > 11 000 ML/d. Future
regulator is closed in accordance with
criteria for wetland diversion match SFI
downstream of Yarrawonga Weir.

Evaporative savings 1406 ML

Summer regulated
flow from the
Bullatale Channel
breaks into the
forest whenever
Murray at Tocumwal
> 5000 ML/d

Black Swamp/Pig Sty Creek Culvert
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Included in 6.1 Low Sandy

Bullatale supply channel is included in 6.1
New regulator would be closed during
all flow events except for unregulated
events below Yarrawonga when flows
below Edward River regulator exceed
1700ML/d

Black Swamp: 160 ML at 92.0m AHD
including supply channel.. Now gets water
when Edward Offtake > 150 ML/d. Future
regulator is closed in accordance with
criteria for wetland diversion match SFI
downstream of Yarrawonga Weir.

Evaporative savings 70 ML
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Douglas Swamp
The Aratula and Toupna Creek systems feed into Douglas Swamp (Figure 2-7). The swamp currently loses
water above a certain level through culverts on the west and southwest. Replacing these with a regulator and
sills will enable active management of water levels in the lake to target environmental objectives, for example
holding water for breeding events.
The operating rules for the new regulator are that it would remain closed during drought refuge flows into the
Toupna Creek system via the Mary Ada or Pinchgut regulators to hold water in Douglas Swamp. During
unregulated events below Yarrawonga and above 15000 ML/d at Yarrawonga all infrastructure would be fully
open.
Pigsty creek and Little Edward River
The Edward River diverges from the Murray to flow north, with many anabranches, braided channels and flood
runners created by the limited channel capacity, flat floodplain and the constriction of the Cadell Tilt to the
west. The Edward River flows at around 1600 ML/d bankfull (Rick Webster OEH pers. Comm.). Many regulators
and banks have been installed along the Edward River to (originally) enable passage downstream of water
orders in spring and summer and (more recently) to prevent unseasonal overwatering of the floodplain.
Water breaks out (westward) of the Little Edward River anabranch, causing unseasonal overwatering of
redgum forest. These breakouts are at 1300 ML/d (south) and 1600 ML/d (north) which then run back into the
Edward River. At Pigsty, a flood runner is overwatered unseasonally. The proposed works will install sills at the
two Little Edward breakouts at 1700 ML/d, a sill and regulator at the re-entry point and a sill and regulator at
the entry to Pigsty. The proposed works will provide a more natural wetting and drying regime for the affected
areas, above 1700ML/d, reduce evaporative losses and reduce losses of environmental water. Further detail
on the proposed works can be found in Chapter 8 and Appendix B.
DPI Water calculated evaporative savings (presumably annual) of 194ML for the Little Edward (with a sill at
1600ML/d level) and 70ML for Pigsty (Table 5-9). The operating rules for the new regulator at the escape/reentry point on the Little Edward River (just north / downstream of existing regulator offtake 42) would be
closed during irrigation season but open during all unregulated / high flows.
Gulpa Creek/Channel and Warwick Creek
Gulpa Creek has been channelized for irrigation supply to the Mathoura district, but is also used to water
environmental assets in the area (Figure 2-8). The channel is supplied by a regulator at the Murray. The “Reed
Beds” area south of the channel is overwatered by spill from the channel. The proposed works will install fixed
crest sills to retain water in the channel at its design capacity, while allowing inundation of reed beds above
that capacity. Evaporative savings of 1,740 ML (assumed per year) have been estimated for this measure
(Table 5-9).
Warwick Creek (Figure 2-8) is currently banked off from the Gulpa Channel. Installation of a regulator at the
entrance to Warwick Creek will allow retention of water in the creek for small bodied fish. Achieving this
objective under baseline / benchmark conditions would require overtopping the bank. DPI Water calculated
evaporative savings 100 ML (assumed per year) from this measure (Table 5-9). The operating rules for the new
regulator at Warwick Creek would be to open on natural cues, to maintain water levels within the creek for
small bodied fish habitat, and closed during unseasonal irrigation flows.
Moira Lake Regulator and Channel
Moira Lake is watered from two regulators and Channels to the north east on the Murray. It is drained to the
south east via the Moira Lake Regulator into the Moira Channel and then back to the Murray River (Figure 2-9).
The regulator currently leaks water from the lake or (under high river conditions) from the river to the lake.
The proposed replacement regulator would prevent that leakage and allow more flexible active management
of lake levels and fish passage.
The Moira Channel (Figure 2-9), which is effectively an extension of the Murray River across the southern end
of Moira Lake to the licensed diversion point for the Moira Irrigation Trust, leaks through bank breaches into
the southern portion of Moira Lake. Installation of fixed crest sills at channel capacity will prevent this.
Evaporative savings were calculated by DPI Water to be 202ML (assumed per year – Table 5-9).
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Moira Lake Operating Regime
The current Moira Lake operating regime has been provided by OEH and is detailed in NSW State Forests and
DLWC (1996), with higher level objectives in MDBA (2012d). The current and proposed operating regime are
summarised in Table 5-10. The implications for design of the new structure are detailed in Chapter 8 and
Appendix B.
Table 5-10. Operating regime for Moira Lake and Moira Lake Regulator
Season

Natural regime

Current operating regime (source
NSW State Forests and DLWC 1996)

Proposed operating regime

Winter

Fill lake for 3-5
months

Fill from unregulated flows and
environmental watering via
Regulators 27 (cutting creek) and 28.

Fill from unregulated flows and
environmental watering via
Regulators 27 (cutting creek) and
28.
When unregulated flows are high
enough, fill by opening Moira Lake
Regulator.

Spring

Fill Lake for 3-5
months

Fill from unregulated flows and
environmental watering via
Regulators 27 (cutting creek) and 28.

Fill from unregulated flows and
environmental watering via
Regulators 27 (cutting creek) and
28.
When unregulated flows are high
enough, fill by opening Moira Lake
Regulator.

Summer

Lake drains and
evaporates Dec-Feb

Moira Lake Regulator closed. Lake
drops by evaporation only

Drain via new Moira Lake Regulator
when lower river levels permit (eg
when Menindee Lakes online).
Otherwise new Moira Lake
Regulator closed and lake drops by
evaporation only.
Apply fish passage operating
requirements in section 5.3

Autumn

Probably dry most
years

Moira Lake Regulator closed until
regulated high irrigation supply-flows
drop.
Then open regulator and drain lake
(if not evaporated during summer).
Either
open whole structure and install carp
screens and turtle ramps, or
open part of structure and drain via
carp trap

Drain via new Moira Lake Regulator
when lower river levels permit (eg
when Menindee Lakes online).
Otherwise new Moira Lake
Regulator closed and lake drops by
evaporation only.
Apply fish passage operating
requirements in section 5.3

Proposed hydrology and model outputs for Millewa
Hydraulic 2-dimensional model outputs are presented at Figure 5-14, Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16. The model
was configured with the proposed infrastructure and operating rules. For the purposes of this business case,
the model was also configured to run with all Victorian regulators closed (in order to push all available water
to Millewa on the NSW side). The modelling results shows the extent of inundation through the Millewa
Forest. However, the results do not show significant increase in area inundated arising from the works. The
analysis of areas of vegetation types inundated also reflects this (Figure 6-3) similar extent of inundation. The
model results are discussed in terms of three areas.
Area 1: Proposed structures addressing overwatering and leakage: The reason for the similar watering extent
between benchmark and proposed is that the majority of proposed structures in the Millewa aim to reduce
localised overwatering. In many cases the hydraulic 2-dimensional model does not address practical and local
subtleties associated with more efficient system operation or the leakage of structures, banks and regulators.
Therefore, the model outputs do not fully represent the outcomes of current leakage and of replacement
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structures. A water balance model is considered the best method to address the water savings for the SDL
adjustment process. A hydrologic water balance model has been used to assess leakage from the Bullatale
Channel. For other sites in Millewa, an IQQM model was used to calculate the water savings. For leakage from
the Bullatale Channel and Moira Channel, a topographical assessment was also used to calculate the areas
affected. While the hydraulic two-dimensional model does not reflect these practical operational issues,
correction of the model is not considered an efficient use of resources at this point.
Area 2: Aratula and Low Sandy: The Aratula and Low Sandy proposals should achieve in-channel watering of
these creek systems (based on long sections). However, the modelling found that the objective of being able to
inundate the floodplain was unachievable due to the levels in the forest and creek system.
Area 3: Moira Lake and Warwick Creek: The installation of the proposed new regulators at Moira Lake and at
Warwick Creek similarly is not expected to show inundation results in the model outputs. This is not a fault of
the model. Rather the ecological objectives targeted by the proposals are not related to areas inundated.
For all the proposed structures, the expected environmental benefits are described qualitatively in Chapter 6.

Figure 5-14. Extent of inundation after 28 days at 12,500 ML/d
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Figure 5-15. Extent of inundation after 40 days at 14,000 ML/d

Figure 5-16. Extent of inundation after 15 days at 18,000 ML/d
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5.3

Operating rules for regulators and fish passage

Table 5-11 proposes operating rules for fish passage across the proposed regulators. These will be refined
when the project moves to full design stage. Chapter 8, Appendix B and C consider the implications for
structure design and technical feasibility.
Table 5-11. Proposed operating rules for proposed regulators – fish passage
Type of regulator and size class of fish

Proposed Operating Rules

Small regulators and small fish
e.g. Low Sandy Ck, Bullatale channel,
Douglas Swamp, Warwick Ck

Maintain very small head loss (<50 mm) across the regulator at steady state
Operate regulators as either ‘open’ or ‘shut’ not in a ‘regulating’ mode
Cue small fish to leave the floodplain in late summer with a small drop (max.
0.15 m for 1-2 days) in tailwater at the initial recession of flows
Provide a long recession of flows to stimulate fish to leave the floodplain (water
level drop by 0.25 m/day)
If fish are observed stranded below the regulator provide flows for fish passage
or other mitigating actions
Add small amounts of water to floodplain refuges to prevent complete drying

Large regulators and large fish
e.g. Moira Lake, Yanga 1AS

Operate regulators within the operational range of the fishway, especially in
spring and early summer
Provide adequate depth in the tailwater plunge pool
Cue fish to leave the floodplain in late spring or early summer with a small drop
(max. 0.15 m for 1-2 days) in tailwater at the initial recession of flows
Implement floodplain recession plan

Carp management at large regulators
e.g. Moira Lake and Yanga 1AS

Where possible fill the floodplain in winter (May-July) to reduce carp spawning
events
On floodplain fill event consider using screens
Minimise floodplain inundation in summer
On floodplain recession consider using fishway carp cages
Carp move off the floodplain last so shutting the fishway at the last phase of the
recession can be considered and managed adaptively
Communicate with commercial fishers during floodplain recession phase to
maximize carp removal opportunities
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6
6.1

Anticipated ecological outcomes
Approach

Delivery of an appropriate water regime to river and floodplain environmental assets is a critical mechanism in
achieving maintenance, improvement and rehabilitation. The water regimes or requirements for most of the
flood-dependent flora and fauna species or vegetation communities in the three supply measure locations are
well documented in the literature (e.g. Brandis et al. 2009; Rogers and Ralph 2011, Roberts and Marston
2011). These requirements are also summarised in various natural resource management plans, monitoring
reports, discussion papers and previous consultant's reports for the Lowbidgee, mid-Murrumbidgee and
Murray regions.
The anticipated ecological outcomes of implementing the supply measure has been analysed based on
achieving suitable water regimes for environmental assets and likely benefits, or adverse impacts, to waterdependent biota. This analysis is based on:
•

desktop studies

•

discussions with OEH/NPWS staff

•

preliminary inspections of Millewa forest and Yanga National Park

•

two-dimensional hydraulic modelling of the benchmark and proposed hydrological regime (see
Chapter 6)

•

spatial assessment of unseasonal over-watering, using LiDAR, and

•

comparison of spatial outputs from modelling and LiDAR assessment, with site-specific flow
indicators (SFIs) and environmental water requirements provided by MDBA

•

Quantitative and qualitative inferences about benefits that aligns with MDBA's ecological elements
approach (Overton et al. 2014).

Both locations where works are proposed have been subject to various site and functional level disturbance
due to historical land uses and changes to flow regimes. The approach has therefore been to identify
ecological objectives for target environmental assets, as summarised in previous chapters, and design
proposed infrastructure and operating regimes aligned with those objectives in order to derive an ecological
benefit.
The supply measure also has the associated risk of creating adverse ecological impacts where changes to local
water regimes are proposed or where site disturbance will be required to implement the works proposed in
the measure. On this basis, potential adverse ecological impacts are presented at two scales, firstly at the site
level associated with construction of the supply measure (e.g. vegetation removal), and secondly at the
functional level associated with operation of the supply measure (e.g. negative consequences for the target
environmental assets or assets in other reaches/systems).
Where significant knowledge gaps have been identified, in our understanding of values, objectives, benefits or
impacts, these are addressed in the project risk assessment. Filling these knowledge gaps and fully quantifying
ecological outcomes will require further detailed investigations during implementation of the project.

6.2

Anticipated ecological benefits – Overall summary

The supply measure proposed within Yanga and Millewa is aimed at improving the ecological health and
function of highly significant floodplain environments. All three locations provide important habitat for a
number of significant species and ecological communities which have been documented in the preceding
chapters of this business case. The complex of supply measure works sites at Yanga and Millewa Forest are
essentially proposed to re-establish more natural wetting and drying cycles to these floodplain environments.
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There are significant ecological benefits to the function and extent of floodplain habitats associated with these
works. These benefits include improving foraging and breeding habitat quality for colonial nesting waterbirds,
providing drought refuge sites for native wetland fauna, sustaining and improving dispersal between riverine,
wetland and floodplain habitat, maintaining ecological connectivity, and increasing structural diversity of
habitats. The proposed works are likely to benefit many taxonomic groups including birds, frogs, fish and
reptiles. At a functional level, it is anticipated there will be significant improvements in the health and vigour
of River Red Gum forests and woodlands, Black Box woodlands, Lignum shrublands and floodplain marshes,
particularly in Yanga National Park (Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2).
Within Yanga National Park, the main advantage of the proposal is the ability to build upon incoming flows
from the Nimmie-Caira. For example, the modelling results do not show, nor were they expected to show a
significant benefit in terms of inundation area of vegetation types associated with the proposed SDL
adjustment works in Yanga National Park from Yanga regulators (e.g. 600ML/d at 1AS and 200 ML/d through
1ES) (compare first and second columns in Figure 6-1). Two-dimensional hydraulic modelling also suggests that
neither the benchmark nor the proposal can achieve an equivalent level of red gum watering as suggested in
the MDBAs 400 GL SFI mapping.
Importantly, however, the proposal does allow a significant improvement in Red Gum inundation extent across
Yanga by enabling incoming flows from the Nimmie-Caira to be utilised in Yanga. The proposed works more
than double the area of Red Gum that is inundated in the 40% of years that the Nimmie-Caira red gum
watering event is provided to Yanga, relative to the inundation that can be provided through inflows from 1AS
and 1ES under the benchmark conditions (compare first and second columns in Figure 6-2). The area of
blackbox inundated can also be greatly increased under the proposal, as the incoming flows from NimmieCaira in 14% of years leads to much more blackbox inundation than is possible through inflows from 1AS and
1ES under the benchmark conditions (compare first and third columns in Figure 6-2). The area of inundation
under the proposal can almost reach that suggested by the MDBAs 800 GL SFI mapping (compare third and
fourth columns in Figure 6-2).
The improvement in the health and vigour of vegetation communities in Millewa is not as significant in
quantitative area terms (Figure 6-3). Benefits are therefore described in site-specific and qualitative terms
later in this chapter.
A summary of the anticipated overall ecological benefits to environmental assets, and their associated waterdependent biota, is provided below in Table 6-1.
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~40% of years

~55% of years

Figure 6-1. Comparison of inundated area by vegetation community in Yanga for existing and proposed works at a flow
duration of 13 weeks.

Note: The flows represented in Figure 6-1. Comparison of inundated area by vegetation community in Yanga
for existing and proposed works at a flow duration of 13 weeks.Figure 6-1 are as follows: For first and second
column the Yanga regulators are 600 ML/d at 1AS and 200 ML/d at 1ES; for third column flows are as mapped
by MDBA for SFIs up to and including 400 GL.
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~40% of years

14% of years

Figure 6-2. Comparison of inundated area by vegetation community in Yanga for existing and proposed works (including
high flows from Nimmie-Caira) for equivalent flow volumes (120 GL)

Note: The flows represented in Figure 6-2 are as follows: For first column the Yanga regulators are 600 ML/d at
1AS and 200 ML/d at 1ES; for second column(i.e. redgum watering events) flows from Nimmie-Caira are 1,500
ML/d from both floodways and 200 ML/d at Waugorah creek; for third column (i.e. Black Box watering events)
flows from Nimmie-Caira are 1,500 ML/d from both floodways and 200 ML/d at Waugorah creek; for fourth
column flows are as mapped by MDBA for SFIs up to and including 800 GL.
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Figure 6-3. Comparison of inundated area by vegetation community in Millewa for existing and proposed work at three
flow rates – 12,500 ML/d, 14,000 ML/d and 18,000 ML/d.

Benefits to waterbirds
The significant impact of river regulation on waterbirds is most evident in the Lowbidgee wetlands and
Barmah-Millewa Forest within the Murray-Darling Basin (Lau 2014). It is also becoming increasingly apparent
that reduction in river flows and alteration of flooding is also contributing to the decline of many woodland
bird species that depend on these systems for habitat (McGinness et al. 2010; Lau 2014). To address declines
in waterbirds and woodland birds, a network of connected, healthy and resilient wetlands is required. Diverse
wetland networks support a range of habitat specialisations including piscivorous birds such as the Australian
Pelican Pelecanus conspicillatus and cormorants; herbivores such as the Black Swan Cygnus atratus; smallinvertebrate feeders such as the Pink-eared Duck Malacorhynchus membranaceus, migratory shorebirds and
large wading birds that feed on a range of invertebrates and vertebrates, such as the White-faced Heron
Egretta novaehollandiae, Australian White Ibis Threskiornis molucca and Eastern Great Egret Ardea alba (Lau
2014).
Waterbird breeding habitat requirements also differs for various species. For example, Cormorants, Egrets
and Herons build stick nests in trees beside or overhanging water. Lignum shrublands, trampled rushes and
reeds provide nesting platform habitat for Ibis species, and Australian Pelicans often build their nests on
islands surrounded by deep water. Regardless of differences in nesting habitat requirements, many colonial
breeding waterbirds require flooding to initiate breeding (Lau 2014). The supply measure works proposed for
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Yanga and Millewa will contribute to the maintenance and improvement of key waterbird habitats in the
Murray-Darling Basin.
Benefits to native fish
Recent studies have shown that wetlands are highly productive habitats (Beesley et al. 2011) and native fish
species utilise a variety of riverine, wetland and floodplain types for habitat and recruitment during flood and
non-flood conditions (King et al. 2007). Fish communities utilising floodplain wetlands are both spatially and
temporally diverse in their community composition and their response to flooding (Beesley et al. 2011).
Flooding plays a key role in maintaining habitat connectivity for a variety of fish residing and recruiting on the
floodplain. It is also provides an influx of nutrients and prey in receding floodwaters to permanent
waterbodies such as lakes, river and creek channels (King et al. 2007). Restoration efforts for conservation
should focus on water delivery into these habitats and the transfer of productivity derived from wetlands back
into main river and creek channels (Beesley et al. 2011). Undertaking the proposed supply measure works in
Yanga and Millewa, is likely to improve the productivity, habitat, connectivity and diversity of riverinefloodplain ecosystems and benefit native fish species.
Benefits to frogs and reptiles
The wetland habitats of Yanga and Millewa are also known to support a variety of frog species (see Harrington
and Hale 2011; Wassens et al. 2011; Wen et al. 2011; McGinness et al. 2014). Frogs have varying habitat
requirements for breeding and dispersal, and riverine-floodplain ecosystems provide a diverse range of
terrestrial, lotic and lentic habitats (Wassens and Maher 2011 cited in McGinness et al 2014). The proposals
included in the supply measure have the potential to affect the reproduction and survival of several significant
frog species, including the nationally threatened Southern Bell Frog Litoria raniformis (Yanga) and the state
vulnerable Sloane's Froglet Crinia sloanei (Barmah-Millewa). Just as waterbirds are considered a flagship
group for the condition of wetlands (Kingsford 2014), frogs are becoming increasingly recognised as an
indicator and target for wetland health and managing environmental flows (McGinness et al. 2014). The reestablishment of semi-permanent floodplain wetland habitats and increased river-floodplain connectivity is
also likely to benefit all three species of turtle that occur across the supply measure locations.
Benefits to wetland vegetation health
River Red Gum forests dominate the three supply measure locations. River Red Gums are prolific seeders,
with natural regeneration largely dependent on the natural flooding cycles of river systems. River Red Gums
are known to out-compete many other flora species present in the system, however flood inundation kills
saplings and maintains the extent of open marsh habitats within riverine forests. Floodplain marshes are
critical environmental assets within the supply measure areas, containing species such as Moira Grass, Giant
Rush, Common Reed, Cumbungi, Water-ribbons, Water Primrose, Water Pepper, Ribbonweed and the
threatened Floating Swamp Wallaby Grass (Harrington and Hale 2011). Re-establishing more natural wetting
and drying cycles in these wetlands will help restore balance to the systems and lead to more healthy and
resilient ecosystems with open water and reduced River Red Gum encroachment. Improved floodplain
vegetation health and vigour will also benefit many terrestrial species, such as woodland birds, that rely on
productive forest and woodland habitats in the dry climate of southern Basin. Re-establishment of seasonal
drying regimes at the three supply measure locations will also assist with managing Carp populations.
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Table 6-1: Anticipated ecological benefits to habitat condition and taxa from proposed supply measure
Environmental
assets

Waterbird
breeding and
foraging

Frogs &
reptiles

Native fish

Vegetation
health &
vigour

Justification of anticipated benefit

Lignum shrubland

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Flora:
Lignum is adapted to a flooding and drying regime with a rapid response to flooding through growth
of new stems and development of leaves, flowers and seed production. Large numbers of seeds are
often produced and can be widely distributed by floodwaters due to their buoyancy
Fauna:
Lignum is a preferred breeding sites for all species of Ibis which tend to be most sensitive to drop in
water level or wetland drying – the deeper the water, the longer the period that suitable conditions
are likely to exist and the longer the birds are able to nest. Colonial waterbirds such as Ibis and
Egrets will generally breed successfully if water surrounds their nests. Lignum is also important
breeding habitat for other waterbirds and is used to support and conceal nests, e.g. Freckled Duck
depends on Lignum shrublands for breeding
Southern Bell Frog will use flooded Lignum shrubland.

River Red Gum
forests and
woodlands

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Flora:
Appropriate water regime will maintain tree health and flood-dependent understorey vegetation
Flood timing affects the success of germination and establishment – frequent flooding controls
prolific regeneration and encroachment into open water habitats
Fauna:
Nesting and foraging waterbirds and woodland birds are dependent on River Red Gum forests
Aquatic fauna (e.g. Eastern Long-necked Turtle, Murray Turtle, native fish species) reliant on influxes
of vegetation, woody debris and invertebrates from receding floodwaters out of forests

Black Box
woodland

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Flora:
Health and regeneration of Black Box stands is reliant upon an adequate water supply
Fauna:
Seasonally flooded Black Box habitats can provide feeding habitat for a large number of waterbirds
and woodland birds, including Freckled Duck
Frogs also benefit from seasonally flooded woodland or Black Box stands along creeks and flood
runners.
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Environmental
assets

Waterbird
breeding and
foraging

Frogs &
reptiles

Native fish

Vegetation
health &
vigour

Justification of anticipated benefit

Mid-floodplain
shrublands

Yes

No

No

Yes

Flora:
Occasional flooding will maintain health of Nitre Goosefoot shrubland but they will not tolerate
prolonged inundation
Fauna:
Flood tolerant shrublands on the upper floodplain can support waterbird breeding sites during large
flood events

Floodplain marshes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Flora:
Threatened Floating Swamp Wallaby Grass Amphibromus fluitans grows mostly in permanent
swamps- needs wetlands which are at least moderately fertile and have some bare ground,
conditions which are produced by seasonally-fluctuating water levels
Fauna:
Flooded Moira Grass plains are highly significant breeding and feeding habitats for colonial breeding
waterbirds such as Egrets, Herons, Spoonbills and Marsh Terns
Marshes provide important habitat and food source for frog species dependant on submerged
vegetation in still, shallow water for breeding habitat (e.g. Sloane's Froglet) and species dependent
on seasonally flooded areas with pooled water (e.g. Southern Bell Frog).
Wetland and riparian habitats provide spawning sites, shelter, feeding sites for native fish and
variation in water depths provided by marshes are important for fish diversity and invertebrate
productivity.

Natural lakes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Flora:
Maintaining seasonal drying regime will encourage establishment of aquatic vegetation
Fauna:
Important feeding habitat for piscivorous birds (e.g. Pelicans, Cormorants)
Important feeding habitat for Southern Myotis (a bat that feeds by raking feet over pooled water to
catch invertebrates and small fish)
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Environmental
assets

Waterbird
breeding and
foraging

Frogs &
reptiles

Native fish

Vegetation
health &
vigour

Justification of anticipated benefit

Natural river and
creek channels

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Fauna:
Important feeding habitat for piscivorous birds (e.g. Pelicans, Cormorants);
Aquatic fauna (e.g. Eastern long-necked turtle, Murray turtle, native fish species) reliant on influxes
of vegetation and invertebrates from receding floodwaters
Environmental watering increases the abundance of the total fish community by increasing
recruitment potential.
Method and timing of water delivery affect the colonising potential of fish and their ability to
successfully spawn and recruit
Benefits to short-term fish abundance will be maximised if water is sourced from either the river or
large permanent creeks, and delivered via regulated or unregulated channels
Important habitat for some mammals (e.g. Southern Myotis, Water Rat) dependent on rivers and
creeks for feeding
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6.3

Anticipated ecological benefits – site specific

The next layer of detail in describing the supply measure benefits has been to drill down to the site (wetland)
level and where possible quantify, or at least describe, the anticipated ecological benefits from implementing
each of the elements of the supply measure. Benefits at the overall environmental asset level were described
above and we have previously established that environmental assets can be readily aligned with the 12
ecological elements used by the MDBA when testing environmental equivalence of a proposed supply measure
(see Table 6-1). To facilitate an approach consistent with MDBA, the quantification or description of benefit at
the site level is aligned with the 12 ecological elements of Overton et al. (2014). Where possible, the benefits
are also described in terms of the Basin Plan Environmental Watering Requirements (EWRs - MDBA 2011,
2012a, b, c) and site-specific flow indicators (SFIs – MDBA 2011, 2012a, b, c and spatial layers provided by
MDBA to Alluvium).
We understand the full assessment, modelling and implementation of the ecological equivalence scoring
method will be carried out as part of the next stage of the business case evaluation process. The project team
can provide inputs to this evaluation process in the form of spatial data depicting increased inundation areas
or technical feedback on the accuracy of the spatial data that underpins each ecological element modelled at
supply measure sites.
The site level ecological benefits are described for each set of works proposed as part of the supply measure at
each location in Table 6-2 and Table 6-3.
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Table 6-2. Yanga (Murrumbidgee Valley National Park) ecological benefits of proposal
Site or group of sites

Benchmark before proposed measure

Proposal ecological benefits

1AS group
(1AS regulator
replacement, Twin
Bridges regulator gates
and bank, Piggery
Bridge regulator,
Tarwille Swamp banks,
Tarwille-Cattleyards
regulator)

Site: 1AS regulator

New regulator with new operating rules (potentially with enhanced capacity)

Operational issues affecting ecological values:
Constrained capacity to up to 600 ML/d (higher for short
periods if surcharge weir pool)
Difficulty actively managing for SFIs 175 GL, 300 GL, 400
GL, 800 GL (total volume – see MDBA 2012a)
Require long duration flows through 1AS to achieve
inundation areas for SFIs: 175 GL, 300 GL, (total volume –
see MDBA 2012a; for evidence regards long duration
requirement, see modelling outputs in Chapter 7)

Benefits to ecological elements:
Small-bodied fish – assumed increase in frequency of suitable flows will lead to increase of
condition from poor to moderate (Overton et al. 2014, see pp 74-77)
River Red Gum forest and woodland – assumed marginal improvement in condition from
prevention of unseasonal watering
River Red Gum forest and woodland – assumed marginal improvement in condition from
increased ability to actively manage for lower SFIs.
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands - assumed marginal improvement in condition
from increased frequency and duration of wetland inundation will tend to drive recovery of
condition to moderate or good (Overton et al. 2014 pp 63-66)
General abundance and health – all waterbirds - assumed marginal improvement in condition
from improved inundation duration from increased regulator capacity – but would be as
contribution to regional outcome (Overton et al. 2014 pp 29-32)
Bitterns, Crakes and Rails - – SFI probably sustained more frequently at 800 GL (total volume
– see MDBA 2012a), from improved inundation duration from increased regulator capacity
(SFI Overton et al. 2014 Table 2-5)
Breeding – colonial-nesting waterbirds - – SFI d (800 GL total) probably sustained more
frequently from improved inundation duration from increased regulator capacity (SFI Overton
et al. 2014 Table 2-8), potentially improving condition from small to moderate breeding
events

Ecological considerations/issues:
Leakage of 1AS structure attracts native fish and carp
Estimated volume of leakage up to 5,400 ML/year (see
Chapter 6 this report). Estimated area of unseasonal
watering 175 ha of River Red Gum forest and woodland

Operation rules of 1AS to match small-bodied fish requirements:
1AS new regulator would be opened to allow environmental flows into the northern end of
Yanga
When possible, the regulator would be closed as high flows or environmental flows recede,
ideally in 2 or 3 open/shut sequences, to allow fish dispersal back to the river (however this
less important at this site because flows recede southward away from 1AS, unless the river is
high)
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Site or group of sites

Benchmark before proposed measure

Proposal ecological benefits

Sites: Twin Bridges regulator gates and bank, Piggery
Bridge regulator, Tarwille Swamp banks

Benefits to ecological elements:
Similar to 1AS, increased flow capacity at regulators and better retention (duration and
depth) of flows in swamps at known depths will have benefits similar to those described for
River Red Gum forest and woodland, Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands and
Breeding – other waterbirds

Operational issues affecting ecological values:
Difficulty in actively managing flows
Constrained capacity at Twin Bridges and Piggery
regulators will be alleviated by new gates
Spill-over from swamp water management areas inhibits
targeted water management (Twin Bridges and Tarwille
banks to be alleviated by fixed crest sills at known levels)
SFIs – inundation equivalent to 175GL, 270GL, 400GL total
flows Lower Murrumbidgee floodplain SFIs

SFIs – inundation equivalent to 175GL, 270GL, 400GL total flows Lower Murrumbidgee
floodplain SFIs

Ecological considerations/issues:
Constrained flows, leakage and sill levels currently impact
on ability to manage vegetation health and vigour,
waterbird breeding and flows to River Red Gum and marsh
communities.
Sites: Tarwille-Cattleyards regulator
Operational issues affecting ecological values:
Low-medium flows cannot be retained in Tarwille Swamp.
Medium-high flows will breakout along this flow path, but
culvert inadequate
Ecological considerations/issues:
Current conditions impact on ability to manage vegetation
health and vigour, waterbird breeding in River Red Gum
and marsh communities.
SFIs likely 175 GL, 270 GL total flows
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Benefits to ecological elements:
Better retention (duration and depth) of flows in swamps at known depths and ability to
accommodate and manage higher flows from the east (see Nimmie-Caira below) will benefit:
River Red Gum forest and woodland
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands
Bitterns, Crakes and Rails
Breeding – Colonial waterbirds
Breeding – other waterbirds
Inundation equivalent to Lower Murrumbidgee floodplain SFIs 175GL, 270GL, 400GL
See also Nimmie-Caira flows below – increased area inundation.
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Site or group of sites

Benchmark before proposed measure

Proposal ecological benefits

1ES group
(Bruton's, Shaw's
regulators, Waugorah
Creek/North Stallion
block bank and
regulator, culvert
between North
Stallion and Waugorah
Lake, culvert between
Waugorah Lake and
Shaw's swamp,
regulator on Top Creek
Swamp block bank)

Sites: Bruton's and Shaw's

Marginal increase in capacity of Bruton's regulator will give marginal improvement in
duration of inundation of Topnarrockwell and Shaw's swamps respectively
Waugorah Creek Regulator replacement (Nimmie-Caira SDL adjustment measure) will allow
lower environmental flow into Waugorah Creek and direct to North Stallion (and at higher
flows to Waugorah Lake).
SFIs – Likely 175 GL, 270 GL, 400 GL (but see Nimmie-Caira flows below)

Operational issues affecting ecological values:
Difficulty in actively managing flows
Constrained capacity (to be alleviated by new gates)
Waugorah Creek – no flow except in flood situations
North Stallion swamp – only able to be watered via
irrigation channels – see Chapter 6. Until recently North
Stallion swamp was not receiving an appropriate water
regime causing tree decline (lack of watering)
Ecological considerations/issues:
Current conditions impact on ability to manage open
water habitats, drought refuges, vegetation health and
vigour and waterbird breeding in River Red Gum and
marsh communities.
SFIs – currently only likely 175 GL

Duck Nest Creek
(Historical) and Crazy
Creek Channel
(Waugorah Road
crossing)

Sites: Duck Nest Creek flow path barriers and road crossing
Operational issues affecting ecological values:
No natural flows except in large flood events (e.g. 201112)
Historical Duck Nest Creek channel alienated by artificial
Crazy Creek Channel and irrigation (bays and levees)
No SFIs achieved downstream of road/channel crossing
Ecological considerations/issues:
Flows from Waugorah Creek into Duck Nest system are
restricted and pushed north by irrigation development
resulting in Lignum and River Red Gum community decline
and lack of natural regeneration.
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Benefits to ecological elements:
River Red Gum forest and woodland – increased frequency and duration of flows likely to
improve condition from poor to moderate
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands – increased frequency and duration of flows likely
to improve condition from poor to moderate
Shrubland – increased area of inundation likely (with Nimmie-Caira flows) – likely to improve
condition from poor to moderate
Bitterns, Crakes and Rails – increased area of inundation likely (with Nimmie-Caira flows) –
likely to improve condition from poor to moderate
Breeding – colonial waterbirds – increased area of inundation likely (with Nimmie-Caira flows)
– likely to improve condition from poor to moderate
Breeding - other waterbirds – increased area of inundation likely (with Nimmie-Caira flows) to
improve condition from poor to moderate, increased frequency and duration of SFIs 175, 270,
400 also likely to improve condition from poor to moderate
Benthic Herblands – likely to improve condition as a result of creating open water habitats in
Waugorah Swamp.
Decommissioning of artificial channel and re-connection of historical Duck Nest Creek (along
with Nimmie-Caira infrastructure and flows) will reinstate flow path, hydrologic connectivity
and assist with rehabilitating shrubland and herbland (Lignum) west (downstream) of road
crossing.
SFIs – 175GL, 270GL, 400GL, 800GL
Benefits to ecological elements:
River Red Gum forests and woodlands – (with Nimmie-Caira flows) increase in area,
frequency and duration of inundation expected to improve condition from poor to moderate
Shrubland – (with Nimmie-Caira flows) increase in area, frequency of inundation expected to
improve condition from poor to moderate
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Site or group of sites

Benchmark before proposed measure

Proposal ecological benefits

Proposed inflows from
Nimmie-Caira SDL
adjustment supply
measure
(along flow paths of
Waugorah, Duck Nest ,
Monkem, Pee Vee and
Uara Creeks)

Sites: various sites throughout Yanga

Ability to provide higher flow SFIs more often, in shorter timeframe and from several flow
paths, leading to much increased area, frequency and duration of SFI inundation. Relevant
SFIs are 400 and 800 GL, potentially 1700 GL.

Operational issues affecting ecological values:
Only inflows in large flow events (e.g. 2011-12).
Environmental flows from Yanga 1AS and 1ES regulators
require long timeframe to build up inundation southwards
through Yanga.
Under benchmark, some very low level flows from
irrigation/stock and domestic channels, but was depended
on channel wetting for former Nimmie-Caira landholders.
Environmental flows from Nimmie-Caira into Yanga
required agreement from Nimmie-Caira landholders to
withhold from irrigation or storage, and rarely occurred.
Ecological considerations/issues:
Prior to Nimmie-Caira acquisition, higher SFIs achieved
only in very high flood flows and this influenced most
inundation dependent ecosystems in the Park.
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Benefits to ecological elements:
River Red Gum forest and woodland – increased area inundated from 5,219ha with 22 weeks
Yanga flows only, to 11,266 ha with only 4.5 weeks of Nimmie-Caira flows (SFIs 175, 270, 400
and 800 GL) likely to improve condition from poor to moderate or good
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands – increased area inundated from 154 ha with 22
weeks Yanga flows only, to 203 ha with only 4.5 weeks of Nimmie-Caira flows (SFIs 175, 270,
400 and 800 GL) likely to improve condition from poor to moderate or good
Shrubland – increased area inundated from 27 ha with 22 weeks Yanga flows only, to 249 ha
with only 4.5 weeks of Nimmie-Caira flows and about 500 ha with further increased flows
(SFIs 400 and 800 GL)– likely to improve condition from poor to moderate or good
Bitterns, Crakes and Rails - – increased area, frequency and duration of inundation (SFI 800
GL) likely to improve condition from poor to moderate or good
Breeding – colonial waterbirds – increased area, frequency and duration of inundation (SFI
800 GL) likely to improve condition from poor to moderate or good
Breeding - other waterbirds – increased area, frequency and duration of inundation (SFIs
175GL, 270GL, 400 GL, 800 GL) likely to improve condition from poor to moderate
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Table 6-3. Millewa (Murray Valley National Park) ecological benefits of proposal
Site or group
of sites

Benchmark before proposed measure

Proposal ecological benefits

Eastern
Millewa
Aratula Creek
system

Site: creeks/flood runners east of Bullatale Supply Channel

Inundation of creeks from 10,500 ML/d, when proposed regulator at Low Sandy open (note
modelling showed no overbank floodplain inundation here until closer to 25,000 ML/d)
SFI – creek channels expected to be inundated at 12,500 ML/d

Operational issues affecting ecological values:
No inundation of creeks east of Bullatale Supply Channel until River Murray
greater than 15,000 ML/d at Yarrawonga (could be as high as 18-20,000 ML/d
– see Chapter 7)
SFI – no inundation at 12,500 ML/d
Ecological considerations/issues:
No (or poor/infrequent) opportunity for small-bodied fish recruitment in this
network of floodplain creeks

Benefits to ecological elements:
Short-lived/small-bodied fish – assumed increase in frequency of suitable flows will lead to
increase of condition from poor to moderate (Overton et al. 2014, see pp 74-77)
Other ecological benefits:
groundwater benefits River Red Gum forest and woodland
carbon cycling
Operation rules of Low Sandy to match small-bodied fish requirements:
Low Sandy new regulator would be opened to allow environmental flows into the eastern
end of Millewa forest. These flows would be of varying sizes but would only occur if the
base flow within the Murray River is at least 10,500 ML/d at Yarrawonga.
The regulator would remain closed if Murray River is operating at 10,500 ML/d at
Yarrawonga with no environmental water in the system.
The regulator would be fully open during unregulated events below Yarrawonga Weir.
When possible, the regulator would be closed as high flows or environmental flows recede,
ideally in 2 or 3 open/shut sequences, to allow fish dispersal to the river (however less
important at this site, because flows recede westward away from Low Sandy)

Site(s): Forest west of Bullatale Supply Channel
Operational issues affecting ecological values:
Unseasonal watering of forest west of Bullatale Channel (see Table 5-8), area
affected is 27 ha
Estimated annual volume: 280 ML evaporation and seepage; 460 ML storage
of inundated area (over 6 months irrigation season)
Ecological considerations/issues:
Unseasonal watering of River Red Gum forest and woodland leading to
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Benefits to ecological elements:
Natural drying when no environmental flows or unregulated high flow events.
27 ha of River Red Gum forest and woodland to benefit
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Site or group
of sites

Benchmark before proposed measure

Proposal ecological benefits

altered understorey composition.
Site(s): Aratula and Toupna creek systems west of Bullatale Supply Channel
Operational issues affecting ecological values:
Limited capacity to distribute flows in Aratula and Toupna creek systems east
and west of Bullatale Channel until flows much greater than 15,000 ML/d at
Yarrawonga.
Potential loss of environmental flows northwards in Bullatale Channel
SFI: 12, 500 ML/d - 15,000ML/d
Ecological considerations/issues:
No ability to deliver environmental water to forest and creek systems west of
Bullatale Supply Channel and potential loss of environmental flows into the
Supply Channel

Improved capacity to direct environmental flows east to west along Aratula and Toupna
creek systems from 10,500ML/d at Yarrawonga.
Benefits to ecological elements:
Short-lived/small-bodied fish (approximate 4 km) – assumed increase in frequency of
suitable flows will lead to increase of condition from poor to moderate (Overton et al. 2014,
see pp 74-77)
River Red Gum forest and woodland – no increase in area inundated, but vigour of trees
along creeks may be improved
Douglas Swamp - (downstream - see below)
Other ecological benefits:
Hydrological connectivity (although limited by continued presence of south-north supply
channel
Operating rules of Bullatale Channel optional new regulator to benefit Short-lived/smallbodied fish, River Red Gum forest and woodland, Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and
Rushlands, and Benthic Herblands at Douglas Swamp:
The fixed crest sills on Bullatale Channel banks would be overtopped when flows within
Murray River exceed 10,500 ML/d below Yarrawonga.
The optional new regulator for the Bullatale Channel offtake would be open when delivering
supply flows to the Bullatale Creek Trust (see Chapter 8) during the irrigation season and
when required for stock and domestic flows.
The regulator would be opened for environmental flows above 10,500ML/d at Yarrawonga
(when targeted to eastern Millewa) and would admit up to 1000ML/d for this purpose.
(See Chapter 6 for further detail of operating rules)
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Site or group
of sites

Benchmark before proposed measure

Proposal ecological benefits

Douglas
Swamp

Site: Douglas Swamp

Increased duration of inundation at SFIs 12,500, 14,000, 15,000

Operational issues affecting ecological values:
SFI – 12,500 & 15,000 ML/d (Yarrawonga) limited inundation duration

Benefits to ecological elements:
River Red Gum forest and woodland – improved frequency and duration of wetland
inundation will tend to drive recovery of condition to good (Overton et al. 2014 pp 48-50)
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands – improved frequency and duration of wetland
inundation will tend to drive recovery of condition to moderate or good (Overton et al.
2014 pp 63-66)
Short-lived/small-bodied fish - assumed increase in frequency and duration of wetland
inundation will lead to increase of condition from poor to moderate or from moderate to
good (Overton et al. 2014, see pp 74-77)
General abundance and health – all waterbirds – assumed recovery from poor to moderate,
or from moderate to good – but would be as contribution to regional outcome (Overton et
al. 2014 pp 29-32)
Bitterns, Crakes and Rails - – SFI probably sustained more frequently at 15,000ML/d, since
water now able to be retained in Douglas Swamp; likely condition improvement from poor
to medium or good (SFI Overton et al. 2014 Table 2-5)
Breeding – colonial-nesting waterbirds – SFI c (15,000 ML/d for 42 days) probably sustained
more frequently, since water can now be retained in Douglas Swamp (SFI Overton et al.
2014 Table 2-8), potentially improving condition from small to moderate breeding events
Fixed crest sills to retain operating level in swamp to benefit the ecological elements above

Ecological considerations/issues:
Current regime has led to loss of semi-permanent wetlands within the forest
that provide critical habitat for waterbirds, fish, frogs, turtles and wetland
vegetation, and also act as drought refuge.
Note vegetation mapping shows Douglas Swamp as River redgum forest with
sedge-dominated understorey (Figure 15 this report, based on mapping by
NSW OEH (Bowen et al 2011). This has been interpreted here as both
ecological elements of “River redgum forest” and “Tall-grasslands and
sedgelands” (Overton et al 2014).

Other ecological benefits:
Drought refuge
Pigsty &
Little Edward
River

Site: flood runners and forest in vicinity of Pigsty and Little Edwards River
Operational issues affecting ecological values:
Unseasonal watering due to high summer flows and low sill levels
Ecological considerations/issues:
River Red Gum forest and woodland affected by unseasonal water and
encroachment of Cumbungi (Typha spp.)
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Benefits to ecological elements:
River Red Gum forest and woodland - natural drying when no environmental flows or
unregulated high flow events reducing impacts of overwatering on these vegetation
communities
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Site or group
of sites

Benchmark before proposed measure

Proposal ecological benefits

Gulpa
Channel and
Reed Beds

Site: southern side of Reed Beds

Restoration of 12,500 and 15,000 ML/d SFIs

Operational issues affecting ecological values:
Unseasonal watering due to high summer flows in Gulpa Channel and low sill
levels

Benefits to ecological elements:
River Red Gum forest and woodland - natural drying when no environmental flows or
unregulated high flow events reducing impacts of overwatering on these vegetation
communities
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands – natural drying when no environmental flows or
unregulated high flow events. Reduced overwatering.

Ecological considerations/issues:
Marshland and open water affected by unseasonal watering, current water
regime also encourages Carp and willow (Salix spp.) invasion.
Warwick
Creek

Site: Warwick Creek
Operational issues affecting ecological values:
No inundation until bank overtopped (at 400 ML/d in Gulpa – Rick Webster
OEH pers comm)
SFI: Likely not inundated at 12,500 ML/d

Moira
Channel

Inundation from 12,500 ML/d in spring, when targeted by environmental flow (and in
unregulated high-flow events)
SFI – creek channel expected to be inundated at 12, 500 ML/d –
Benefits to ecological elements:
Short-lived/small-bodied fish – assumed increase in frequency of suitable flows will lead to
increase of condition from poor to moderate (Overton et al. 2014, see pp 74-77)

Ecological considerations/issues:
Current bank across the creek stops delivery of environmental water. The
creek is potential drought refuge for fish and turtles.

Other ecological benefits:
Drought refuge

Site: areas of Moira Lake north and south of the Moira Supply Channel

Restoration of 12, 500 and 15, 000 ML/d SFIs

Operational issues affecting ecological values:
Unseasonal watering due to high summer flows in Moira Supply Channel and
low sill levels

Benefits to ecological elements:
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands (including Moira Grass) – natural drying when no
environmental flows or unregulated high flow events. Reduced overwatering.
Benthic Herblands – likely to improve condition as a result of wet and dry phase in lake.

Ecological considerations/issues:
29.6 ha of open water and marsh affected by unseasonal water which
encourages Carp and reduced wetland vegetation diversity, health and vigour
(including Moira Grass plains)
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Site or group
of sites

Benchmark before proposed measure

Proposal ecological benefits

Moira
Regulator
replacement

Site: entire Moira Lake

New regulator with new operating rules.
Lay flat gates with river/channel level sensors to allow draining of lake responsively
whenever summer river levels drop below bankfull and allow fish passage

Operational issues affecting ecological values:
Difficulty actively managing lake levels.
Leakage from existing regulator.
Lake regulator closed during irrigation season
Lake and Regulator must be maintained at similar height to Moira Channel,
due to bank weakness
Ecological considerations/issues:
Impact especially in very dry sequences (e.g. displacement of Moira Grass by
Giant Rush encroachment during millennium drought, Rick Webster OEH pers.
comm.)
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Benefits to ecological elements:
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands (including Moira Grass) – natural drying when no
environmental flows or unregulated high flow events, assumed to lead to lead to increase of
condition from poor to moderate or moderate to good (Overton et al. 2014 pp63-67),
especially in drought conditions.
Benthic Herblands – likely to improve condition as a result of wet and dry phase in lake.
Benefit to fish in being able to return to river from lake more often
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6.4

Potential adverse ecological impacts

Adverse ecological impacts have been considered on two levels and at different spatial and temporal scales;
these are site level impacts and functional level impacts. Site level impacts relate mostly to short-term
changes to the immediate areas surrounding the proposed works sites. For example, native vegetation
removal and soil disturbance will be required at most works sites to allow for access and construction
activities. Most of these site level impacts will be contained in discrete locations where impacts can be readily
documented and mitigated against.
Functional adverse impacts relate to changes to habitat quality and ecosystem function as a result of changes
to the existing water regime resulting from the supply measure. Such impacts are less readily predicted and
documented without significant investigation and monitoring. Intensive investigation of functional level
impacts was beyond the scope and timeframe for business case preparation. On this basis, our evaluation of
functional level impacts has relied on the scientific literature for relevant species and habitats, experience
from other environmental watering projects and intervention monitoring, and the knowledge of local OEH and
NPWS staff.
Each site level and functional level impact is described below and a summary of the potential occurrence of
these impacts at each location is provided in Table 6-4. The potential for these impacts to occur will need to
be mitigated at the detailed design and approvals stage of the project.
Site level adverse impacts
Native vegetation removal and habitat disturbance
In most locations removal of native trees, shrubs and ground layer species will be required to construct the
proposed supply measure. Native vegetation removal is likely to be limited to the immediate surrounds of the
works sites and to any access tracks that need to be constructed and upgraded. The scale of vegetation
removal at most sites is likely to be minimal (e.g. <0.1 hectares), except where established regrowth of River
Red Gums and marsh vegetation occurs in Millewa forest and Yanga. The major site level impacts associated
with native vegetation removal and habitat disturbance include potential loss of habitat trees, disturbance to
breeding and nesting activities of wetland and woodland species, temporary fragmentation of habitat and
potential removal of threatened flora species. Native vegetation removal will need to assessed and quantified
at the project approvals stage and mitigation measure to minimise impacts established.
Introduction of weeds and pathogens
Construction activities will require machinery and equipment to be brought into forest and wetland
environments. Although all three sites have a long history of productive land uses such as grazing, logging and
irrigation, there is still a significant risk of introducing or spreading high threat weeds and pathogens that will
cause adverse ecological impacts. The most important species to manage include wetland and aquatic weeds
such as Lippia Phyla canescens and Arrowhead Sagittaria spp. Frog populations are also susceptible to the
introduction and spread of chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis. Appropriate vehicle, machinery
and materials hygiene protocols will need to be established at the construction phase to manage the risks of
introducing and/or spreading weeds and pathogens.
Sedimentation (soil disturbance)
Soil disturbance and sedimentation of nearby waterways and wetlands is a short-term impact associated with
local soil disturbance for construction. Sedimentation can be managed by designating construction to the
summer-autumn period, ceasing construction during flood events and installing appropriate sediment control
measures at the works site level. Post-construction rehabilitation through soil stabilisation and reestablishment of vegetation cover is also critical to control of ongoing sediment point sources.
Functional level adverse impacts
Blackwater events
Blackwater events can occur following the flooding of riverine forests which has been preceded by a drought
or dry period that has resulted in an excessive accumulation of vegetative material; primarily leaves. The
vegetative material then enters the waterways, where it is broken down by microorganisms consuming the
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organic carbon. These microorganisms rapidly increase in abundance and can deplete the dissolved oxygen
levels in the water. The depleted dissolved oxygen, in conjunction with the introduction of additional
chemicals leaching from the vegetative material, creates a hostile environment for other aquatic organisms.
The supply measure will lead to the re-establishment of a drying cycle in some locations and an increase in
semi-permanent wetland habitats in other locations. Increase flows along flood runners in floodplain forests
will assist in managing leaf litter accumulation and provide moisture for in-situ biological activity and leaf
breakdown on the forest floor. However, in other locations, where the current regime has led to proliferation
of River Red Gums and Cumbungi, the drying of these communities may lead to vegetation stress and an
increase of litter accumulation. Subsequent flooding of these areas may result in localised blackwater events.
Blackwater in Yanga can be controlled by keeping environmental flows on the park through regulating
structures and is only likely to become an issue with return flows to the Murrumbidgee River in large flood or
unregulated flow events.
Barriers to movement/dispersal
The installation of instream or floodplain infrastructure regulating the flow of water through the landscape has
the potential to impede the movement of organisms between, riverine, wetland and floodplain, habitats. The
movement between these habitats is often a critical component of the life histories of flora and fauna
occurring in or adjacent to riparian and wetland communities. To overcome potential barrier effect, structures
will either be passive or have fish passage installed; these will be considered at the detailed design stage.
Operating rules will also need to incorporate fish exit strategies at the end of environmental watering events.
Inappropriate water regime
The Murray and Murrumbidgee rivers currently undergo an inverted water regime, with higher flows during
warmer months and lower flows during cooler months. The species and communities that are associated with
wetlands and riverine habitats have evolved and adapted to a hydrological regime that would typically have
been dominated by intermittent higher flows during cooler months and low or cease to flow events during
warmer months. The return of inundation patterns that better mimic the natural historical flow regimes is the
intention of the supply measure. However, some of the vegetation communities that have been favoured by
the current flow regime may be adversely affected by the proposed supply measure. For example, increased
seasonally-appropriate flooding and the re-establishment of a drying phase is likely to decrease the cover and
extent of species such as Giant Rush and Cumbungi in parts of Millewa forest.
Ponding
The accumulation of water upstream of proposed structures may result in ponding of water to a greater extent
than currently occurs where free drainage is allowed through unregulated pipes and culverts. This ponding
could result in the transformation of littoral habitats becoming lentic habitats, and thus favouring a different
suite of aquatic flora and fauna species. This increase in extent of ponding has the potential to reduce the
availability of suitable habitat for some threatened species, although it may also provide habitat that suits
other threatened species. As the current system represents a regulated and/or modified aquatic community,
these changes should be recognised, however the overall end result while different may not be negative. The
re-establishment of semi-permanent wetland habitats on the floodplain through managed flows will benefit a
range of aquatic fauna.
Alteration to breeding, dispersal, recruitment habitat
Alterations to breeding, dispersal and recruitment habitat may occur through changes to habitat structure and
overall connectivity as identified in the sections above. These alterations may be negligible for some species;
however some alterations arising from the proposed works may exclude species from occupying some
habitats. An example of this would be improvements to efficiency of regulatory structures and channels. The
leaking of water that currently occurs through regulating structures of channels has created semi-permanent
wetland habitats that are suitable for numerous wetland specialist species. Prevention of this leakage and
introduction of a distinct drying phase would reduce the extent of suitable habitat for wetland specialists,
which may impact on breeding and dispersal and ultimately ongoing successful recruitment. However, this is
likely to be countered by the re-establishment of semi-permanent wetland habitats elsewhere on the
floodplains as a result of delivering environmental flows.
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Impacts on threatened species and ecological communities
Habitats within the Yanga and Millewa have all been demonstrated to regularly support a diversity of rare and
threatened flora and fauna species. The likelihood of threatened species occurring at or near proposed works
sites, or in habitats that will be affected by supply measure, has been assessed based on habitat requirements,
database records and this likelihood implies the relative value of a site for a particular species.
Threatened species with the highest likelihood of occurrence and that may be impacted by site level
disturbance include Mossgiel Daisy and Winged Peppercress at Yanga, Southern Bell Frog at Yanga, and
Sloane's Froglet and Floating Swamp Wallaby-grass at Millewa. Threatened species that have the greatest
potential to be impacted by changes to habitat and ecosystem function as a result of the supply measure
include Southern Pygmy Perch (aquatic habitats) at Millewa, Superb Parrot (disturbance to nesting and
breeding sites) at Millewa, and waterbirds such as Australasian Bittern (disturbance to nesting and breeding
sites) at all sites. The significance of impacts to threatened species will need to be considered at the detailed
design and approvals stage through site surveys and appropriate mitigation measures will be required.
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Table 6-4. Summary of potential site-level and functional adverse ecological impacts for three supply measure locations
and works sites

Significant impacts on threatened species/comms.

Alteration to breeding, dispersal, recruitment habitat

Ponding

Inappropriate water regime

Barriers to movement/dispersal

Functional level Justification

Blackwater events

Sedimentation

Introduction of weeds and pathogens

Site level

Native vegetation removal & habitat disturbance

Location and
works
site/complex

Yanga National Park

No

Increasing structure height and holding water back on the
floodplain from this structure may cause some localised ponding
Upgraded regulating structure between river, creek and
floodplain will need to include operating rules to allow for fish
and aquatic fauna passage; operate either fully opened or fully
closed

No

Increasing structure height and holding water back on the
floodplain from this structure may cause some localised ponding
Upgraded regulating structure between river, creek and
floodplain will need to include operating rules to allow for fish
and aquatic fauna passage; operate either fully opened or fully
closed

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Shaw's

Limited vegetation removal required for regulator upgrade and
access
Upgraded regulator will assist in managing environmental water
entering the forest and will re-establish a drying phase to almost
permanently wet areas
Existing wet conditions favour permanent wetland specialists that
will be disadvantaged by re-establishment of drying cycle south of
1AS
Threatened Southern Bell Frog may use existing semi-permanent
water on the floodplain and new watering regime needs to
consider this species
Threatened Mossgiel Daisy may be present near works areas
Upgraded regulating structure between river, creek and
floodplain will need to include fish passage or operating rules to
allow for fish and aquatic fauna passage

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Bruton's Bridge

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

1AS regulator
replacement
1ES regulator
replacement
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Significant impacts on threatened species/comms.

Alteration to breeding, dispersal, recruitment habitat

Ponding

Inappropriate water regime

Barriers to movement/dispersal

Functional level Justification

Blackwater events

Sedimentation

Introduction of weeds and pathogens

Site level

Native vegetation removal & habitat disturbance

Location and
works
site/complex

Yes

Limited vegetation removal required for bridge, bank and
structure upgrades
Upgraded structures will assist in managing environmental water
by keeping it on the floodplain either east or west of the
structures, this will re-establish a drying phase
Existing wet conditions favour permanent wetland specialists that
may be disadvantaged by re-establishment of drying phase
Threatened Southern Bell Frog may use existing semi-permanent
water on the floodplain and new watering regime needs to
consider this species
Threatened Mossgiel Daisy may be present near works areas
Upgraded regulating structure between floodplain wetlands will
need to include fish passage or operating rules to allow for fish
and aquatic fauna passage
Significant benefits can be achieved for managing bird breeding
events (threatened and migratory species) between Two Bridge
and 1AS regulator, this needs to be considered in operating rules

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Two Bridges
South and Two
Bridges North

Installation of causeways on Woolshed bank unlikely to require
vegetation removal.
Main purpose of these works is for improving road access to other
structures for environmental water delivery to other
environmental assets (e.g. Tala Lake)

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Woolshed Creek
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Significant impacts on threatened species/comms.

Alteration to breeding, dispersal, recruitment habitat

Ponding

Inappropriate water regime

Barriers to movement/dispersal

Functional level Justification

Blackwater events

Sedimentation

Introduction of weeds and pathogens

Site level

Native vegetation removal & habitat disturbance

Location and
works
site/complex

?

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tarwille Swamp

Limited vegetation removal required for sills and structures along
track
Improved structures will assist in managing environmental water
by achieving appropriate depth across Tarwille Swamp and spilling
water into areas of forest south of the swamp.
Drying phase will be maintained or re-establish by these works in
combination with operation of structures north of the swamp
Existing wet conditions favour permanent wetland specialists that
may be disadvantaged by re-establishment of drying phase
Threatened Southern Bell Frog may use existing semi-permanent
water on the floodplain and new watering regime needs to
consider this species
Threatened Mossgiel Daisy may be present near works areas
Significant benefits can be achieved for managing bird breeding
events in Tarwille (threatened and migratory species), this needs
to be considered in operating rules
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Significant impacts on threatened species/comms.

Alteration to breeding, dispersal, recruitment habitat

Inappropriate water regime

Ponding
Yes

Limited vegetation removal required for structures and works
New operating regime will rely on water delivered from NimmieCaira via Waugorah Creek
Changes to delivery of stock and domestic water to Waugorah
Creek will fundamentally shift the aquatic habitats that have
developed in the creek as a result of current operating regime (i.e.
permanent water); this may displace fish, frogs and turtles
Existing conditions favour permanent wetland specialists that will
be disadvantaged by re-establishment of drying cycle
New/modified structures and banks in Waugorah Creek and
between North Stallion Swamp and Waugorah Lake will need to
include fish passage or operating rules to allow for fish and
aquatic fauna passage – to be confirmed
Threatened Southern Bell Frog may use existing semi-permanent
water in Waugorah Creek and new watering regime needs to
consider this species
Threatened Mossgiel Daisy may be present near works areas
Significant benefits can be achieved for floodplain vegetation
health and provision of other drought refuge in North Stallion
Swamp and Waugorah Lake as a result of these works.

Yes

Barriers to movement/dispersal

Functional level Justification

Blackwater events

Sedimentation

Introduction of weeds and pathogens

Site level

Native vegetation removal & habitat disturbance

Location and
works
site/complex

Limited vegetation removal required for new structure on
Bronzewing Drive
New operating regime will allow water to be held back on the
floodplain to water drought stressed Red Gum-Lignum complex
Existing conditions allow drying and this will be maintained
through operation of this structure
New/modified structure along track will need to include operating
rules to allow for fish and aquatic fauna passage; operate either
fully opened or fully closed – to be confirmed
Threatened Southern Bell Frog may use existing semi-permanent
water in Waugorah Creek and new watering regime needs to
consider this species
Threatened Mossgiel Daisy may be present near works areas.

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Waugorah Creek
structures and
North Stallion
inlet works

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tarwille
Cattleyard pipe
upgrade
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Significant impacts on threatened species/comms.

Alteration to breeding, dispersal, recruitment habitat

Ponding

Inappropriate water regime

Barriers to movement/dispersal

Functional level Justification

Blackwater events

Sedimentation

Introduction of weeds and pathogens

Site level

Native vegetation removal & habitat disturbance

Location and
works
site/complex

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Crazy Creek
channel – Duck
Nest Creek banks
and culvert

Limited vegetation removal required for new structure at
Waugorah Road and to breach banks in former irrigated
cropping/farming land
These works will re-activate the Duck Nest Creek systems for
major environmental flow events or flood events coming through
the Nimmie-Caira; this system is fed by Waugorah Creek in the
Nimmie-Caira.
Potential for significant rehabilitation of Lignum shrubland
Threatened Mossgiel Daisy may be present near works sites

Millewa Forest

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Gulpa Creek
wetland complex
(Reed Beds and
Warwick Creek)

Significant vegetation removal required along channel for access
and construction with Red Gum and reeds/rushes (regrowth) to
be impacted
Construction works will need to avoid disturbance to wetland bird
colonies in Willows and Red Gums
Passive sills to be installed will facilitate passage for fish and
propagule movement to Reed Beds and creek
Regulator at Warwick Creek will be operated to allow fish passage
Sills will prevent summer irrigation water entering southern side
of Reed Beds from existing channel
Existing conditions favour permanent wetland specialists that will
be disadvantaged by re-establishment of drying cycle to southern
Reed Beds
Threatened Floating Swamp Wallaby-grass likely to be present
near works areas
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Significant impacts on threatened species/comms.

Alteration to breeding, dispersal, recruitment habitat

Ponding

Inappropriate water regime

Barriers to movement/dispersal

Functional level Justification

Blackwater events

Sedimentation

Introduction of weeds and pathogens

Site level

Native vegetation removal & habitat disturbance

Location and
works
site/complex

No

Works mostly restricted to main access road but significant
disturbance will be required for bridge upgrade at Clay Island
Road
Delivery of environmental water (and changes to its use) to
previously unregulated areas may lead to localised blackwater
New structures could have potential barrier effect and fish
passage operating rules will be required, especially where culverts
will become fixed crest causeways
Holding water in Douglas Swamp and Toupna Creek may change
current conditions but likely to lead to overall benefit by creating
semi-permanent wetland habitat and drought refuge
Terrestrial species that have established in Douglas Swamp will be
disadvantaged

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Douglas Swamp

Low Sandy Creek and Bullatale channel works sites will require
vegetation removal
Regulating structures will need to include fish passage or
operating rules to allow for fish exit
Delivery of environmental water to previously unregulated areas
may lead to localised blackwater
Construction works will need to avoid disturbance to threatened
woodland bird and fauna habitats (e.g. Superb Parrot, Koala)

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Aratula Creek
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Significant impacts on threatened species/comms.

Alteration to breeding, dispersal, recruitment habitat

Ponding

Inappropriate water regime

Barriers to movement/dispersal

Functional level Justification

Blackwater events

Sedimentation

Introduction of weeds and pathogens

Site level

Native vegetation removal & habitat disturbance

Location and
works
site/complex

Yes

Significant vegetation removal required along the channel for
access and construction with Red Gum and reeds/rushes
(regrowth) to be impacted
Construction works will need to avoid disturbance to wetland bird
colonies and migratory species, including White-bellied Sea Eagle
Passive sills to be installed will facilitate passage for fish and
propagule movement into the southern portion of the lake
Sills will prevent summer irrigation water entering Moira Lake
from Moira supply channel
Existing conditions may favour permanent wetland specialists or
opportunistic species that will be disadvantaged by reestablishment of drying cycle to the lake (e.g. reduction in extent
of Giant Rush)
Threatened Floating Swamp Wallaby-grass is likely to be present
near works areas
New regulating structure on Moira Creek will need to include fish
passage or operating rules to allow for fish exit from lake when
used as a drainage point for environmental flows to the lake

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Moira Lake

Limited vegetation removal required for regulators and crossings
New regulating structure between Edwards River and creek will
need to include fish passage or operating rules to allow for fish
passage as existing conditions allow free movement of aquatic
fauna through the pipe connected to the Edwards River
Delivery of environmental water (and changes to its use) to
previously unregulated areas may lead to localised blackwater
Existing conditions favour permanent wetland specialists in creeks
and flood runners that will be disadvantaged by re-establishment
of drying cycle to this part of the forest

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pigsty
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Significant impacts on threatened species/comms.

Alteration to breeding, dispersal, recruitment habitat

Ponding

Inappropriate water regime

Barriers to movement/dispersal

Functional level Justification

Blackwater events

Sedimentation

Introduction of weeds and pathogens

Site level

Native vegetation removal & habitat disturbance

Location and
works
site/complex

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Little Edwards
River

Possible significant vegetation removal required for access to
Little Edwards River structures
New regulating structure between Little Edwards River and
creek/floodplain will need to include fish passage or operating
rules to allow for fish passage
Delivery of environmental water (and changes to its use) to
previously unregulated areas may lead to localised blackwater
Existing conditions favour permanent wetland specialists in creeks
and flood runners that will be disadvantaged by re-establishment
of drying cycle to this part of the forest
Little Edwards River may support threatened Floating Swamp
Wallaby-grass
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7

Assessment of risks and impacts of the operation of the measure

7.1

Risk assessment overview and framework

This section considers operational risks that could impact on the effectiveness of the project and values of the
two supply measure areas. Priority risks have been highlighted through a risk assessment process that has
rated the level of initial risk and residual risk after mitigation.
Operational risks for each of the two elements of the supply measure have been assessed in broad categories:
Ecological risks and impacts may include:
•

Native vegetation removal & habitat disturbance

•

Introduction of weeds and pathogens

•

Sedimentation

•

Blackwater events

•

Barriers to movement / dispersal

•

Inappropriate water regime

•

Inappropriate Ponding

•

Alteration to breeding, dispersal, recruitment habitat

•

Impacts on threatened species

Social and economic risks and impacts may include:
•

Adverse cultural heritage impacts (damage to artefacts, loss of engagement with indigenous
stakeholders)

•

Loss of access due to inundation

Functionality / engineering risks and impacts may include:
•

Proposed flow regimes unattainable

•

Under performance of structures (poor operability regulators / fishways)

This risk assessment was completed in line AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009. This is a widely adopted and robust
framework for these types of projects (Table 7-1and Table 7-2) and has been applied to be consistent with
earlier SDL adjustment business cases.
A full risk assessment workshop was not feasible in the time available for the project, but is not essential for a
Phase 2 assessment. Further consideration of risks and mitigation will occur at implementation.
Table 7-1. ISO Risk Matrix
Consequence
Likelihood

Minor

Moderate

Severe

Catastrophic

Remote

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Low

Unlikely

Very Low

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Possible

Low

Moderate

High

High

Likely

Low

Moderate

High

Very High

Almost certain

Moderate

High

Very High

Very High
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Table 7-2. Definitions of the levels of risk
Very Low

There is no reasonable prospect the project objectives will be affected by the event

Low

The event is a low priority for management but risk management measures should be considered

Moderate

The risk is a moderate priority for management. Risk management measures should be undertaken.

High

The risk is a high priority for management. There is a reasonable likelihood it will occur and will have
harmful consequences. Risk management is essential.

Very High

The risk is a very high priority for management. It is likely to occur and will have very harmful
consequences. Risk management is essential.

Operational risks have been identified and assessed throughout the early stages of this project. This
experience, as well as experience from other environmental watering projects, has informed the risk
assessment and proposal of mitigation efforts.
A risk assessment of each of the project proposals follows.

7.2

Yanga

The primary risks associated with the Yanga project have been grouped into ecological, social and economic,
and functionality risks.
Table 7-3 highlights the key operational risks for the proposal and suitable mitigation options.
Residual risks
There are 5 priority risks where residual risk is moderate for this proposal that should require additional
consideration. These are:
•

Loss of access due to inundation

•

Flooding of floodplain outside Yanga and Nimmie-Caira

•

Proposed flow regimes unattainable with proposed structures

In all cases, these risks are readily mitigated and further detailed consideration during implementation will be
able to address the risks.
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Table 7-3. Risk assessment and mitigation of the operational risks of the Yanga project
No.

Description of threat

Likelihood

Consequence

Initial risk

Mitigation

Residual risk

Unlikely

Moderate

Low

Limited vegetation removal required generally for works
in Yanga National Park.

Low

Resolution

ECOLOGICAL RISKS
Site level
1

Native vegetation removal &
habitat disturbance

If and where required, native vegetation removal should
be assessed and quantified at the project approvals
stage and mitigation measures taken. Works should be
avoided during bird breeding and nesting periods
2

Introduction of weeds and
pathogens

Possible

Moderate

Moderate

Appropriate vehicle, machinery and materials hygiene
protocols will need to be established at the construction
phase to manage the risks of introducing and/or
spreading weeds and pathogens.

Low

3

Sedimentation

Likely

Moderate

Moderate

Designating construction to the summer-autumn period
and ceasing construction during flood events.
Installing appropriate best practice sediment control
measures at the works site level.
Soil stabilisation and re-establishment of vegetation
cover during site.

Low

Possible

Moderate

Moderate

Blackwater in Yanga can be controlled by keeping
environmental flows in the park through regulating
structures (only likely to become an issue with return
flows to the Murrumbidgee River in large flood or
unregulated flow events)
Adopt mitigation measures in Baldwin et al 2011

Low

Functional level
1

Blackwater events

Already a consideration in OEH and CEWH
environmental water planning and management. Ensure
existing risk mitigation protocols are followed.
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No.

Description of threat

Likelihood

Consequence

Initial risk

Mitigation

Residual risk

2

Barriers to movement /
dispersal

Likely

Severe

High

Adopt fish passage measures for infrastructure where
feasible.

Low

Resolution

Adopt operational approaches to mitigate fish impacts
(minimising head of water; regulator gates fully open or
fully closed; open/close sequences on flood recession)
3

Inappropriate Ponding

Very low

Moderate

Low

Current system is a regulated and/or modified aquatic
community. Whilst localised ponding may result in
changes in habitat, the overall end result may not be
negative.
(relevant at Shaws, Brutons Bridge, Waugorah Creek and
North Stallion and Tarwillie Cattleyard pipe)

Low

4

Alteration to breeding,
dispersal, recruitment habitat

Unlikely

Moderate

Moderate

Objective for proposed measure is to enhance breeding,
dispersal and recruitment.

Low

Existing environmental water planning and operational
procedures unlikely to produce negative impact
5

Impacts on threatened species

Unlikely

Moderate

Low

Whilst potential exists for impacts on threatened species
at site level during construction, detailed environmental
impact assessment during implementation will address
this risk.

Low

Existing environmental water planning and operations
actively consider and aim to enhance threatened
species: unlikely to produce negative impact

Appropriate mitigation
measures are required
at the detailed design
stage to further reduce
residual risk.

SOCIAL & ECONOMIC RISKS
Adverse cultural heritage impacts:
1

Artefacts are damaged or lost
due to construction activities

Possible

Severe

High

Cultural heritage approval processes and proactive
engagement with Indigenous stakeholders. Minimise
construction footprint at work sites.
Desktop cultural heritage assessment accompanies this
business case. Further site investigation will be
undertaken as part of implementation.

Low

2

Loss of engagement with
indigenous stakeholders

Possible

Moderate

Moderate

Early and ongoing consultation and cultural heritage
approval processes. Part of ongoing National Park
engagement with indigenous traditional owners.

Low
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No.

Description of threat

Likelihood

Consequence

Initial risk

Mitigation

Residual risk

Resolution

Third party impacts:
1

Loss of access due to
inundation

Possible

Severe

High

Further consideration during implementation of flooding
risks to access. Augmentation of roads if necessary.
Existing notification process in advance of high
environmental flows and natural flooding
(Very few private landholders require access across
Yanga)

Moderate

2

Flooding of floodplain outside
Yanga and Nimmie-Caira

Possible

Severe

High

Further consideration in detailed design and
implementation of any flooding risks.
Existing notification process in advance of high
environmental flows and natural flooding

Moderate

Lesser risk than sending
flows along
Murrumbidgee River
itself

FUNCTIONALITY / ENGINEERING RISKS
1

Proposed flow regimes
unattainable with proposed
structures

Possible

Severe

High

Undertake additional survey and modelling to verify
outcomes prior to final design and construction.

Moderate

Commission additional
survey as part of
detailed design and
implementation

2

Geotechnical risks compromise
the project

Possible

Moderate

Moderate

Provision is made for geotechnical testing, laboratory
analysis and reporting

Low

Commission
geotechnical survey as
part of detailed design
and implementation

3

Designs deficient due to
insufficient or incorrect data

Possible

Severe

High

Undertake additional survey at sites where this is critical.

Low

Commission additional
survey as part of
detailed design and
implementation

4

Works do not meet design
objectives

Possible

Severe

High

Undertake formal commissioning of projects upon
completion.
Undertake site verification during target flow events to
assess performance.

Low

Formalise and program
project verification as
part of detailed design
and implementation.
Allow for some site
modifications on
commissioning.
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No.

Description of threat

Likelihood

Consequence

Initial risk

Mitigation

Residual risk

5

Costs exceed approved funds
due to errors or omissions or
because of costly mitigation
requirements

Possible

Severe

High

40% contingencies factored into cost estimates.
Provision for additional investigations / modelling /
design is factored into estimates.

Low

6

Unforseen delays in project
delivery due to flooding or
weather or access conditions.

Possible

Minor

Low

Contingencies for flooding, weather are factored in.

Low

7

Unforseen delays in project
delivery due to approval
processes or conflict with
stakeholders

Unlikely

Moderate

Low

Communication plans and approvals processes will be
put in place.

Very Low
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7.3

Millewa

The primary risks associated with the Millewa project have been grouped into ecological, social and economic,
and functionality risks.
Table 7-4 highlights the key operational risks for the proposal and suitable mitigation options.
Residual risks
There are 6 priority risks where residual risk is moderate for this proposal that should require additional
consideration. These are:
•

Native vegetation removal & habitat disturbance

•

Blackwater events

•

Alteration to breeding, dispersal, recruitment habitat

•

Proposed flow regimes unattainable with proposed structures

In all cases, these risks are readily mitigated and further detailed consideration at Implementation will be able
to address the risks.
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Table 7-4. Risk assessment and mitigation of the operational risks of the Millewa (Murray Valley NP) project
No.

Description of threat

Likelihood

Consequence

Initial risk

Mitigation

Residual risk

Resolution

Mitigation measures to
be recommended at
the project approval
stage

ECOLOGICAL RISKS
Site level
1

Native vegetation removal &
habitat disturbance
(Significant vegetation removal
required at several sites)

Likely

Moderate

Moderate

Native vegetation removal should be assessed and
quantified at the project approval stage.
Avoid works during bird breeding and nesting periods.

Moderate

2

Introduction of weeds and
pathogens

Possible

Moderate

Moderate

Appropriate vehicle, machinery and materials hygiene
protocols will need to be established at the construction
phase to manage the risks of introducing and/or
spreading weeds and pathogens.

Low

3

Sedimentation

Likely

Moderate

Moderate

Designating construction to the summer-autumn period
and ceasing construction during flood events.
Installing appropriate best practice sediment control
measures at the works site level.
Soil stabilisation and re-establishment of vegetation
cover during site.

Low

Possible

Moderate

Moderate

Recent experience (end of drought 2011) suggests
greater risk of blackwater at Millewa than Yanga.
Specifically areas that have not received frequent flow
are at risk, such as eastern Millewa.

Moderate

Functional level
1

Blackwater events

Risks should be
assessed and mitigated
on a site by site basis.

Consideration should be given at the project approval
stage for delivery of environmental water to previously
unregulated areas particularly with River Red Gums or
Cumbungi communities (the drying of these
communities may lead to vegetation stress and an
increase of litter accumulation resulting in localised
blackwater events from subsequent flooding).
Adopt mitigation measures in Baldwin et al 2011
Already a consideration in OEH and CEWH
environmental water planning and management. Ensure
existing risk mitigation protocols are followed.
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No.

Description of threat

Likelihood

Consequence

Initial risk

Mitigation

Residual risk

Resolution

(Relevant to Douglas Swamp, Aratula Creek, Pigsty and
Little Edwards River)
2

Barriers to movement /
dispersal

Likely

Severe

High

Adopt fish passage measures for infrastructure where
feasible

Low

Adopt operational approaches to mitigate fish impacts
(minimising head of water; regulator gates fully open or
fully closed; open/close sequences on flood recession)
3

Inappropriate water regime

Remote

Severe

Moderate

Existing environmental water planning and operational
procedures unlikely to produce inappropriate water
regime.

Very Low

Objective for proposed measure is to improve water
regime
4

Inappropriate Ponding

Very low

Moderate

Low

Current system is a regulated and/or modified aquatic
community. Whilst localised ponding may result in
changes in habitat, the overall end result may not be
negative.
Objective for parts of proposed measure is to pond
water, but as part of a more natural wetting and drying
regime.

Low

Existing environmental water planning and operational
procedures unlikely to produce inappropriate ponding
(Relevant to Douglas Swamp, Arutula Creek and Pigsty)
5

Alteration to breeding,
dispersal, recruitment habitat

Likely

Moderate

Moderate

Objective for proposed measure is to enhance breeding,
dispersal and recruitment.
Existing environmental water planning and operational
procedures unlikely to produce negative impact
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No.

Description of threat

Likelihood

Consequence

Initial risk

Mitigation

Residual risk

Resolution

6

Impacts on threatened species

Unlikely

Moderate

Low

Whilst potential exists for impacts on threatened species
at site level during construction, detailed environmental
impact assessment during Implementation will address
this risk.

Low

Appropriate mitigation
measures are required
at the detailed design
stage to reduce residual
risk.

Existing environmental water planning and operations
actively consider and aim to enhance threatened
species: unlikely to produce negative impact
SOCIAL & ECONOMIC RISKS
Adverse cultural heritage impacts:
1

Artefacts are damaged or lost
due to construction activities

Possible

Severe

High

Cultural heritage approval processes and proactive
engagement with Indigenous stakeholders. Minimise
construction footprint at work sites.
Desktop cultural heritage assessment accompanies this
business case. Further site investigation will be
undertaken as part of implementation.

Low

2

Loss of engagement with
indigenous stakeholders

Possible

Moderate

Moderate

Early and ongoing consultation and cultural heritage
approval processes. Part of ongoing National Park
engagement with indigenous traditional owners.

Low

Third party impacts:
1

Loss of access due to
inundation

Possible

Moderate

Moderate

Risk is moderate, because constructed road network
well established, no private property access at risk. Risk
only applies to park visitors and workers.
Further consideration in Implementation of flooding
risks to access. Augmentation of roads if necessary.
Existing notification process in advance of high
environmental flows and natural flooding

Low

2

Impact on irrigation, stock and
domestic water supplied via
channels through the park

Remote

Severe

Low

Likelihood considered remote, because works at
Bullatale Channel, Gulpa Channel and Moira Channel are
specifically designed to maintain supply, while
preventing impacts on ecological values.
OEH & NPWS will continue to engage with adjacent
landholders and easement operators

Low

FUNCTIONALITY / ENGINEERING RISKS
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No.

Description of threat

Likelihood

Consequence

Initial risk

Mitigation

Residual risk

Resolution

1

Proposed flow regimes
unattainable with proposed
structures

Possible

Severe

High

Undertake additional survey and modelling to verify
outcomes prior to final design and construction.

Moderate

Commission additional
survey as part of
detailed design and
implementation

2

Geotechnical risks compromise
the project

Possible

Moderate

Moderate

Provision is made for geotechnical testing, laboratory
analysis and reporting at critical sites, esp. Moira
regulator, Bullatale new regulator

Low

Commission
geotechnical survey as
part of detailed design
and implementation

3

Designs deficient due to
insufficient or incorrect data

Possible

Severe

High

Undertake additional survey at sites where this is critical.

Low

Commission additional
survey as part of
detailed design and
implementation

4

Works do not meet design
objectives

Possible

Severe

High

Undertake formal commissioning of projects upon
completion.
Undertake site verification during target flow events to
assess performance.

Low

Formalise and program
project verification as
part of detailed design
and implementation.
Allow for some site
modifications on
commissioning.

5

Costs exceed approved funds
due to errors or omissions or
because of costly mitigation
requirements

Possible

Severe

High

40% contingencies factored into cost estimates.
Provision for additional investigations / modelling /
design is factored into estimates.

Low

6

Unforseen delays in project
delivery due to flooding or
weather or access conditions.

Possible

Minor

Low

Contingencies for flooding, weather are factored in.

Low

7

Unforseen delays in project
delivery due to approval
processes or conflict with
stakeholders

Possible

Moderate

Moderate

Communication plans and approvals processes will be
put in place.

Low
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8

Technical feasibility, design and fitness for purpose

This section summarises the infrastructure requirements to support the SDL initiatives. The infrastructure
components are described in more detail, together with any options considerations, in Appendix B.

8.1

Yanga

The works proposed for Yanga deliver improved ecological outcomes, whilst providing savings by reducing
“overwatering” of vegetation communities, currently caused by inadequate and obsolete infrastructure for releasing
or holding water within the park. Other savings are achieved by increasing capacity of structures to manage
environmental water. The sites are shown in Figure 8-1.

Figure 8-1. Northern part of Yanga NP, showing proposed works locations

8.1.1 Yanga 1ES offtake regulator
1ES is an existing regulator on a flood runner from the Murrumbidgee River approximately 12km upstream from
Redbank Weir. It delivers flows into the Shaw's Swamp/Waugorah Lake wetland complex (via Shaw's Regulator)
and/or into the Top Narrockwell WMA (via Bruton's Regulator). It was constructed in 1950 (Beck, 2010).
The proposal is to replace the existing structure with a similar structure, but with a lower sill and improved
regulators. The gate widths will remain the same, but the lower sill will provide better commence-to-flow (CTF)
outcomes, and facilitate improved flow discharge at normal Redbank Weir pool levels. Lay flat gates will allow
regulation of flows into Yanga NP. The gates will be powered by a solar array with manual back-up facility. The
system will be connected for remote operation / monitoring.
A vertical slot fishway (VSF) is proposed for the site, with the maximum headwater – tailwater difference
approximately 1 metre. The VSF will operate when the gates are closed, providing a small downstream flow to
replenish the refuge pools, and facilitating upstream passage into the Murrumbidgee River when conditions are
suitable. A carp capture facility (carp cage) can be provided on the fishway, to be confirmed at implementation.
The cost estimate for a replacement structure and fishway for 1ES is

`
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8.1.2 Bruton's Bridge regulator
Bruton's Bridge Regulator is a 2 gate regulator that controls flow from 1ES to Tala Lake. When flow is directed
through Bruton's Bridge regulator, the Shaw’s regulator on the other floodplain branch is generally closed for
efficient flow delivery. Further detail on the existing structure is provided in Appendix B and NPWS (2009).
The existing gates, which are mounted on twin box culverts, cannot be lifted up to the culvert soffit, and thus
reduce the discharge capacity at this site. The proposed works will install new gates and frame mounted on
the existing culverts. This arrangement will ensure that the flow capacity through these regulators will match
or exceed that of the 1ES regulator.
The gates will operate as closed except when delivering water into Yanga from 1ES, when they will be fully
opened. Under this operational protocol there should be minimal fish passage issues at this site.
The cost estimate for these works is
8.1.3 1AS regulator
This is an 8 Gate regulator to control flows from Murrumbidgee River (Redbank weir pool) into Yanga NP. It
also keeps Murrumbidgee flows out of Yanga when being delivered downstream. The existing stop log
arrangement allows a high degree of leakage, and the access and manual operation components do not
comply with current OHS standards. Further there is reported leakage under / through the apron, calling into
question the integrity of the existing structure.
The proposal is to replace 1AS with a new structure incorporating lay flat gates and a fishway. The new
structure will have a lower sill allowing earlier commence to flow (CTF) level, and facilitating improved flow
discharge at normal Redbank Weir pool levels. The proposed new structure will have 6 lay flat gates, each 2.7
m wide. This configuration reduces the number of piers required and the operational complexity. The gates
will be powered by a solar array with manual back-up facility. The system will be connected for remote
operation / monitoring.
A vertical slot fishway (VSF) is proposed for the site, with a maximum headwater – tailwater difference of
approximately 1.5 metre. The VSF will operate when the gates are closed, providing a small downstream flow
to replenish the refuge pools, and facilitating upstream passage into the Murrumbidgee River when conditions
are suitable. A carp capture facility (carp cage) can be provided on the fishway, to be confirmed at
implementation. A “Pit-tag” monitoring device can also be incorporated into the fishway, to be confirmed at
implementation.
We have provided for passage across the structure via a bridge deck spanning between the piers of the
structure. The cost estimate for the new 1AS structure, including fishway and bridge deck, is
8.1.4 Western drainage area
The western drainage area waters Tala Lake and intermediate wetlands / swamps. A series of relatively minor
upgrade works facilitate more efficient water delivery to, and/or management of, targeted environmental
assets. The western drainage area is fed from either 1AS or Bruton’s Bridge regulators, or both.
Twin Bridges – North and South
Twin Bridges regulators are located on the Twin Bridges Swamp and consist of 3 Gate and 5 Gate regulators
using stop logs mounted in a frame that can be lifted as a vertical gate arrangement. They regulate flow from
1AS to Tarwille Swamp and Tala Lake. The stop log arrangement has high leakage rates. Further detail on the
existing structures is provided in Appendix B and NPWS (2008).
The proposal is to replace regulator doors on both bridges to raise capacity, & prevent leakage, still using the
existing box culverts that the gates are mounted on. In addition, it is proposed to increase bank height
between the two bridges by approximately 0.5 m and provide designated rock-ramp spill points, so that bypass
flows are better managed. No remote connection is proposed at this stage. Gates will generally operate on a
fully closed / fully open basis, and fish passage will be facilitated with suitable operational management rules.
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The cost estimate for Twin Bridges upgrade is
Tarwille Cattleyards
The proposal here is to replace the existing road pipe culvert with twin box culverts and regulators. This will
greatly increase the capacity to pass flows past this point, as well as reduce loss of environmental water for
low-medium flows from the 1AS or Bruton's regulators.
The cost estimate for these works is
Tarwille Swamp flow controls
This covers a series of regulators and embankments that control flows from Tarwille Swamp. The works will
facilitate the management of water levels in Tarwille Swamp at the preferred level for nesting.
The cost estimate for works at four sites is
Woolshed Floodway Sills
This proposal is to install a series of fixed crest sills to manage inflows to Tala Swamp and prevent excessive
watering of Tala Lake. The fixed crest sill will have a rock ramp spillway on the downstream side. This rock
ramp will provide suitable conditions for upstream fish passage during a flow event.
The cost estimate for these works is
8.1.5 Eastern drainage area
The Eastern drainage area includes Shaw’s Swamp, Waugorah Lake, North Stallion Swamp, Ducks Nest Creek
system, and Waugorah Creek. It is fed from 1ES regulator and/or the Waugorah Regulator.
The proposed works are a series of culvert upgrades, blockbank removals, and improvement of
interconnections and discharge capacities to facilitate more efficient delivery of water to targeted
environmental assets.
Historical Duck’s Nest Creek
The historical Duck’s Nest Creek (HDNC) intersects Crazy Creek (an artificial channel for irrigation, stock and
domestic water supply) at Waugorah Road crossing . Crazy Creek is an artificial channel that is now redundant.
The project will decommission this waterway by installing block banks in Crazy Creek on both sides of the
historical Duck’s Nest Creek and will remove the existing bank that has been installed in the HDNC channel.
Costs for this are estimated to be approximately

.

Waugorah Creek at North Stallion
The existing block bank creates a pool for stock and domestic use, and allows diversion to North Stallion
Swamp, but interrupts flow in Waugorah Creek. It is proposed to replace the existing block bank with a new
regulator. The regulator will be a sheet pile structure with two vertical gates each 1.5 m wide and 2.0 m high.
The cost estimate for the works is
North Stallion Inlet
This is currently a very low capacity pipe culvert through an embankment with a gate. It is proposed to remove
this structure and control flow via the new regulator on Waugorah Creek and a low level levee to direct flow
into North Stallion Swamp.
Cost for removal of structure and construction of levee would be in the order of
Waugorah Lake – North Stallion Swamp
These two waterbodies are connected by a single pipe. It is proposed to replace the pipe culverts with box
culverts with larger capacity. No regulators are proposed.
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The cost estimate is
Shaw's Swamp / Waugorah Lake
The existing culvert between these two waterbodies has limited capacity and there are currently no controls to
hold water in either of the Lakes. It is proposed to upgrade the culvert and provide a regulator to match the
flow capacity at Shaw's Inlet regulator.
The cost estimate for the proposed works is $0.26 million.
Summary of costs for Yanga
Construction and project costs for Yanga are summarised in Table 8-1.
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8.2

Millewa

8.2.1 Overview
The proposed works for Millewa constitute part of the supply measure, in that they are expected to deliver
improved ecological outcomes, whilst providing savings in the amount of environmental water required. The
savings are achieved principally by reducing “overwatering” of vegetation communities, currently caused by
inadequate and obsolete infrastructure for releasing or holding water within the park. The reduction of
overwatering reduces the volume required and reduces evaporation by reducing the area inundated. Some
proposed works (especially the Aratula Creek/Low Sandy/Bullatale Channel package) enable environmental
watering of a floodplain creek system at much lower river flow levels than would otherwise be required.
8.2.2 Eastern Millewa
Aratula Creek and Bullatale supply channel
The Aratula Water Management Area is bisected by the supply channel for the Bullatale Land Owners Group.
Flow in the Bullatale supply channel runs from south to north, from the Murray River, through the National
Park, leaving the park just north of the Aratula Creek (Figure 8-2Figure 8-2. Eastern Millewa proposals). This
flow provides consumptive water supply for the Bullatale landowners or is discharged into Bullatale Creek. In
this scenario the western WMA is missing out on the watering it would otherwise have if the supply channel
were not in place.
The guiding principle for this proposal is that the existing water supply for landholders is not disrupted.
The proposal is to achieve better environmental outcomes for the Aratula Creek system (with less
environmental water) in the 10-15 000 ML/d Murray River flow range. Several options have been considered
to achieve this, with some options discounted after analysis. The full suite of options considered is detailed in
Appendix B. The preferred options are:
1) Base option – install sills on channel banks at a height that preserves existing water supply levels
a)

Install sills on the east and west banks of the Bullatale channel at the Aratula Creek intersection, to
allow flows to pass east to west along Aratula Creek.

b) In addition, install fixed sills on western bank of channel to prevent leakage of water supply flows and
unseasonal overwatering of forest to the west of the channel
c)

the existing bridge crossing of the channel at Seven Mile Creek would require replacement with an
embankment and box culvert of adequate capacity (as the existing structure forces water to spill
west).
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Figure 8-2. Eastern Millewa proposals
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2) Additional Option
a)

Upgrade the Bullatale offtake regulator and channel to enable it to deliver both landholder supplies
and environmental flows to the west (with the above proposed offtake structure at Low Sandy Creek
providing flow to the forest east of the channel). The existing offtake regulator structure would need
to be replaced by one with adequate capacity for environmental flows and the landholder supply. This
new regulator structure would need to consider the requirements for fish passage, removing
constraints at the current bridge crossing. The channel will need to be broadened and deepened at
the offtake. It will also require the installation of regulators or fixed sills (with fixed sills being the
preferred approach) along the left bank of the channel to allow environmental flows to be diverted
into the western portion of the Aratula WMA. The eastern WMA would be watered by lowering the
CTF in Low Sandy Creek (at the Murray River) to effect more regular watering and greater volumes.
NSW fisheries legislation requires consideration of fish passage requirements, as part of this proposal.
Full details are provided in Appendix B.

Cost Estimate
The base option works are estimated to cost
and fishway are estimated to cost an additional
estimates.

and the optional regulator replacement, channel works
(approximate). Appendix B provides full detailed cost

Low Sandy Creek
The proposal is to lower the CTF threshold in Low Sandy Creek by 0.6 m. This will require excavation of the
channel for approximately 70 metres from the entrance.
A regulator will be located on the existing road some 400 m downstream of the inlet point. It will consist of
box culverts supporting vehicle traffic, and vertical gates, with 3 No vertical penstock gates, each 2.7 m wide x
2.3 m high. The gates will be operated in a totally closed, or totally open, position. The regulator flow capacity
will approximately match the capacity of Lower Sandy Creek so that there are no significant impacts on fish
passage. The regulators will be open as the default position, and only closed when regulated flows are being
delivered downstream in the Murray River and it is desired to exclude them from Low Sandy Creek.
The cost estimate for the regulator and the sill lowering works is approximately
detailed cost estimates).

(see Appendix B for full

8.2.3 Central Millewa - Douglas Swamp
Douglas Swamp (Figure 8-3) includes a mosaic of open water rush-beds surrounded by a locally significant
stand of river red gum forest. The forest is a traditional nesting site for eastern great egrets.
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Figure 8-3. Douglas Swamp

Douglas Swamp has an inundation area of 183 ha and is fed by Toupna Creek. It freely drains through a
number of culverts and bridge structures under the road on the western boundary.
The proposal is to replace a number of the culverts with fixed crest spillway arrangements so that water can be
held in the swamp up to a pre-determined level. A regulator would be installed at the existing bridge near Clay
Island Road as the main point of drainage for the Swamp. An option for a regulator, rather than a fixed crest
sill, is also considered for the northernmost site.
Fixed crest sills
Each sill would be approximately 10 metres in length. The sills can be established on the upstream side of the
road with spilled water still discharged via the existing culverts.
At low flows fish passage upstream over the sills will not be feasible, particularly as downstream flows are
inadequate until the culvert is surcharged. At medium to high flows the sill quickly drowns out, as its flow
capacity is greater than that of the culvert. In this case it doesn’t present a barrier to fish movement.
Downstream fish passage is not affected by the sill structure.
Regulator
The existing bridge near Clay Island Road intersection is in poor condition and would be unsuitable for
retrofitting a water control structure. Accordingly we propose that a weir be installed upstream of the bridge,
with a series of gates that will allow the Swamp to be drained when they are opened. The weir sill will be set at
the current waterway invert level. The regulators will be vertical penstock gates that are operated in open or
closed mode only and, thereby, will present a barrier to fish movement.
The summary cost for 4 fixed sill installations and a regulator structure at the southern outlet is
With the additional regulator at the north end of the site the cost increases to
.

.
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8.2.4 North Millewa
Little Edward River
Little Edward River is an anabranch of the Edwards River. There are 2 break-out points that Commence-toFlow (CTF) at flow rates in the Little Edward of 1300 ML/d (Site 1) and 1,600 ML/d (Site 2) (Figure 8-4).

Figure 8-4. Map showing break-outs from Little Edwards River and the re-entry point to the Edwards River.
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The proposal is to install fixed crest sills in the break-out locations, set so that flows break out only at flow
rates greater than 1,700 ML/d. In this way the frequency of floodplain inundation during regulated flow events
can be reduced, and water is not ‘lost’ from Little Edward River.
Sills can be a line of sheet piles across the channel engaging sufficiently high ground on the banks. The location
of the weir/sill will be important as large tree roots will need to be avoided. A rock ramp can be provided on
the downstream side of the sill to prevent downstream scour and facilitate some level of fish passage up to
drown-out flows.
The re-entry point will have a sheet pile weir and regulator installed. This will allow water to be held on the
floodplain or drained to the Edwards River. It will also prevent water from the Edwards River being lost to this
floodplain area during regulated flow delivery.
An estimate for the cost of these works is
Pigsty
This site has an existing 0.9 m diameter pipe that connects flows in the Edwards River and the local tributary.
The pipe historically had some form of gate regulator on it, but that has long disappeared. Under the current
arrangement, when regulated flows are sent down the Edwards River they are shared with the tributary via
the pipe, leading to inefficiencies in water use. The existing regulator is in a state of disrepair and requires
upgrade / replacement.
It is proposed to replace it with 2 No 1.5 m x 1.5 m box culverts with vertical gates mounted on the upstream
(Edwards River) side. This will greatly increase the discharge capacity when the gates are open. It will also
facilitate improved conditions for fish migration at low to medium flows when there is minimal drop across the
culverts.
The cost estimate is
8.2.5 West Millewa
This covers a series of works proposals on and near Gulpa Creek.

Figure 8-5. Gulpa Creek / Channel Southern Reed Beds – proposed watering
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Reed Beds, Gulpa Creek and Channel
The Gulpa Creek has been channelized and straightened, to serve as an irrigation and stock and domestic
supply channel. The South Reed Beds cover approximately 300 ha and are currently permanently wet during
the irrigation season, due to breaches through bank failures, which result in uncontrolled watering of the
southern area, with consequent overwatering and associated water delivery inefficiencies (Figure 8-5)..
The re-establishment of a more natural wetting and drying cycle will significantly enhance the productivity of
the wetland. To enable this, works are required to build up the bank, install fixed crest sills and install one
regulator to manage flows into the reed beds at a low point. It is proposed that a simple vertical regulator 1.5
m x 1.5 m be installed. The regulator will be operated as fully closed or fully open. Fish passage will only be
affected until the water levels in the Creek and Reed beds equalise.
It is also proposed to install a series of fixed crest sills that will allow water into the south reed beds only when
flows in the channel exceed a nominated value (i.e. above the normal supply level). These will be required at
approximately 4 locations and will be 10 metres long and 0.3 m deep.
A cost estimate for the proposed works is

.

Warwick Creek
A structure is proposed to regulate flows into Warwick Creek at the northwest end of the Reed Beds to
•

prevent flow from the channel entering Warwick Creek

•

retain water in Warwick Creek (e.g. drought refuge), or to

•

supply water into Warwick Creek.

The ability to manage flows into and out of Warwick Creek, including channel regulated flows, will enable
improved ecological outcomes for the Creek and better efficiencies in water delivery.
The proposal is to install a sheet pile weir from bank to bank, with a number of 3 x 2.5 m wide vertical
aluminium gates that will allow flows to be managed at this location. The system will be operated in Open /
Closed mode only. In this case we believe that no additional provision for fish passage will be required.
A cost estimate for the regulator structure is
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8.2.6 South Moira Lake
The southern portion of Moira Lake is bisected by the Moira supply channel (Figure 8-6). Moira Lake is fed
from offtakes at regulators 27, 28 in the north and there is a regulator at the south east end that controls
levels in the Lake and facilitates draining of the Lake.

Figure 8-6. Inundation levels for southern portion of Moira Lake

Moira supply channel
The Moira supply channel is connected directly to the Murray River and is not affected by the Moira Lake
regulator. However the channel effectively cuts off the southern portion of the Lake. There currently exist a
number of breaches in the Southern bank. It appears these breaches are the result of inadequate attention to
construction of a southern embankment, during construction of the Moira Channel, rather than embankment
failure (Rick Webster OEH pers comm) The consequence has been that the southern Lake is constantly wet
during the irrigation season, and has little opportunity to dry out in accordance with natural wetland regimes.
The outcome is not desirable for environmental objectives, and not efficient in terms of water usage.
The proposal is for stop board structures that can be opened or shut, with the number of boards removed
dictating the inflow rate. The supply channel has a design top of bank of 94.0 m AHD and is up to 2.0 m deep.
Based on the above we propose that the sill of the new regulators be set at 93.0 m AHD and the top at 94.0 m
AHD. The regulator itself will consist of 2 No 1.0 m wide panels, each with 5 x 0.2 m aluminium stop boards.
The rationale behind selection of a stop board structure is described in Appendix B.
A cost estimate for the proposed works is

.

Moira Lake Regulator
The proposal is to replace the existing regulator. The objective is to reduce the leakage through the existing
structure and allow more efficient operation to actively and responsively manage lake levels to match natural
seasonal cues in river levels.
The existing regulator is currently a sheet pile structure with 12 bays of stop logs, each 1.8 m wide (see Error!
Reference source not found.). The logs leak substantially making it difficult to hold water in the Lake.
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Figure 8-7. Moira Lake Regulator

Further, the procedure required to install and remove the stop logs does not conform to current OHS
requirements. The access platform is also in need of upgrading to meet OHS standards (Error! Reference source
not found.).

Figure 8-8. Access platform for Moira Regulator

New regulator
It is proposed to replace the existing regulator with a new regulator that will incorporate:
•

Sheet pile weir

•

2 x lay flat gates that will allow overshot discharge of water from the Lake when Murray River levels
are lower than Lake levels.
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•

10 x vertical penstock gates that will operate in open / closed mode to allow passage of water into,
or out of Moira Lake.

The operating levels will be:
• Top of weir/regulator = 94.0 m AHD (same as existing)
• Sill = 92.5 m AHD (existing sill = 92.25 m AHD)
Lay flat and vertical penstock gates will be 1.8 m wide x 1.5 m high.
The conceptual arrangement is illustrated at Error! Reference source not found..

RL 94.0 m AHD

Carp cage /
management at
this gate

Lay flat gates

Figure 8-9. Conceptual layout of new Moira Regulator

There will need to be a vertical slot fishway to facilitate passage of fish into the Lake during periods when the
Lake is held full and the River level is lower than the Lake. Water level difference of up to 1.0 m can be
expected.
There is a carp harvesting program that is currently undertaken at the existing regulator. It should be feasible
to install a carp cage or similar structure on the fishway or one of the vertical gate openings that could be
operated on its own for this purpose. The arrangement could be made to suit flow into, or out of, the Lake.
Operation
The gates will be powered by a solar array to be located in a suitable site adjacent to the structure. The lay flat
gates will be programmed in response to water levels that are measured upstream and downstream by water
level sensors.
The vertical gates will respond to open / close signals and will not be used to regulate specific flows. If required
it may be possible to achieve a degree of regulation based on the number of gates that are opened. It is not
clear at this time under what circumstances this may be advantageous. This approach may also create
unsuitable conditions for upstream fish passage through the opening, in terms of velocity and head loss.
It is not intended that the vertical gates be operated as partially opened because:
•
•

The gates would then be operating as undershot gates with impacts on fish species passing through
the gates
The gates would be within the stream flow and will be subject to impact damage from floating debris.

Cost estimate
A cost estimate for the works required for a new regulator and fishway for Moira Lake on Moira Creek is
.
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8.2.7 Summary of Millewa works costs
The works costs are summarised in Table 8-2. We have also shown an allowance for project management costs
for these works.
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9

Complementary actions and interdependencies

The project is located within the Basin Plan’s NSW Murray (SS14) and Murrumbidgee (SS15) surface water
Sustainable Diversion Limit (SDL) resource units.

9.1

Yanga

The most significant complementarity is between the Yanga element of this supply measure and the NimmieCaira proposed measure. Fundamentally, these should be treated as one proposal, albeit spread between two
business case documents. The high flows resulting from the proposed changes to infrastructure and operating
conditions in Nimmie-Caira will deliver significant environmental benefits, within the Nimmie-Caira area and
throughout Yanga National Park. As described in Chapters 2, 5 and 6, it is asserted that the combination of this
measure and the Nimmie-Caira measure offers the opportunity to achieve considerably improved
environmental outcomes from baseline/benchmark model scenario conditions (prior to acquisition of NimmieCaira), for the Lower Murrumbidgee Floodplain. Full verification of this prospect will require further hydraulic
modelling and hydrological modelling by NSW DPI Water and MDBA.
In addition, at lower flow levels, the replacement of the Waugorah Creek offtake regulator (in the NimmieCaira supply measure) will allow significant efficiencies in lower level environmental flow delivery to northeastern Yanga (the Waugorah-North Stallion area).
Should the Nimmie-Caira measure not proceed, the Yanga element of this measure would still provide
significant environmental benefit and moderate environmental water savings compared to benchmark during
lower and medium flow events. The Yanga element of this measure is not dependent on the Nimmie-Caira
measure, with the exception of Waugorah Creek and Duck’s Nest Creek.
The proposed Yanga-Nimmie-Caira works would complement the other Murrumbidgee supply and constraint
measure proposals. In particular, the Murrumbidgee Computer Aided River Management (CARM),
Murrumbidgee constraints relaxation, and Yanco Regulator proposals would provide additional flows to the
Lowbidgee area and, in the case of CARM, an ability to target additional flows when environmentally
appropriate.

9.2

Millewa

Similarly, other River Murray supply and constraint measure proposals will be complementary with this
proposal for Millewa National Park. The other proposals that are likely to complement this supply measure
include the Murray Constraints relaxation, and measures that will increase the volume of water that can be
managed for outcomes in the Millewa NP such as the Hume Dam airspace, callable River Murray Increased
Flows (from the Snowy Scheme), and modification to the Barmah Millewa Environmental Water Allowance
rules.
The proposed works in the Millewa element of this supply measure are targeted at the 10-15,000ML/d
(Yarrawonga) flow range (including the Bullatale Supply Channel augmentation for Aratula Creek Flows). These
proposed measures do not depend on higher flow proposals being considered elsewhere.
There are significant synergies between the proposed works and parallel projects at regional sites under the
The Living Murray (TLM) and other SDL initiatives. However, the benefits and outcomes assessed under this
initiative are separate from the outcomes sought at these other locations.
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10 Costs, benefits and funding arrangements
Environmental costs and benefits are outlined in Chapter 6. Individual infrastructure projects are developed
and costed in Chapter 8. This chapter summarises project capital costs, provides commentary on operational
and maintenance costs and funding, as well as providing qualitative commentary on social and economic costs
and benefits. Note that a full, formal, quantitative cost-benefit analysis is not required by the Phase 2
Guidelines (MDBA 2014 p26).

10.1 Yanga – capital, operations and maintenance costs and funding
Cost summary
The estimated costs for the construction of works, including appropriate contingency allowances and project
management costs necessary to implement the proposal, are $10.3 million (GST exclusive). Commonwealth
funding is sought for this.
Detailed costing for each project is provided in Chapter 8. The overall costs are summarised in Table 10-1.

Operation and maintenance
Structures and regulators
Structures 1AS and 1ES are owned and operated by Water NSW. Historically they were operated to provide
water to irrigators downstream of these sites (i.e., on the Yanga floodplain). Now that the land is owned by the
Crown and there is no downstream irrigation or agriculture, the function of these structures is to maintain the
height of Redbank weirpool, manage environmental flow delivery into Yanga National Park and/or prevent
overwatering of the Park during delivery of regulated flows to the downstream reaches of the Murrumbidgee
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River. Due to their role in managing weirpool heights, operational and maintenance costs for 1ES and 1AS are
recovered via water access licence fees. Operational and maintenance costs are not expected to change
significantly, following completion of the proposed structures. Whilst the proposed structures are more
technologically sophisticated that existing structures, any increased maintenance and power costs, could be
expected to be offset by reduced labour costs in opening and closing the structures.
The other proposed works are all on assets that NPWS already own, operate and manage. Operation and
maintenance of these proposed structures can be readily integrated with NPWS existing operation and
maintenance, which is carried out by on-site National Parks staff. It is proposed that a reasonable assumed
cost for any increased operation and maintenance might be 0.5 equivalent full-time staff member, with oncosts. This would be a maximum of approximately $100,000 / year. NPWS anticipate that this can be
accommodated within existing budgets.
Fishways
Vertical Slot Fishways are proposed for 1AS and 1ES. These fishways will require operational input and regular
maintenance to function properly. In addition a monitoring program to assess performance will be required,
with results provided to NSW Fisheries to verify fishway performance. OEH will seek a sharing of costs with
NSW Fisheries for the monitoring component.

10.2 Millewa - – capital, operations and maintenance costs and funding
Cost summary
The estimated costs for the construction of works, including appropriate contingency allowances and project
management costs necessary to implement the proposal, are approximately $21 million (GST exclusive).
Commonwealth funding is sought for this.
Detailed capital costs for each aspect of the proposed works are provided in Chapter 8 and Appendix B. The
overall costs are summarised in Table 10-2.
Operation and maintenance
Structures and regulators
Ownership of the works currently resides in number of Authorities. Most of the proposed works will be owned,
operated and maintained by the NSW NPWS.
The Bullatale Channel is owned by NPWS, but operated by the Bullatale Trust, under a Permissive Occupancy
easement arrangement. The Bullatale Regulator is owned and operated and maintained by the Bullatale Trust.
A key aspect of the project on the Bullatale channel is to develop an operational protocol that guarantees the
landowners delivery of regulated supply water at no less than existing levels, whilst allowing OEH to provide
environmental water delivery to the floodplain forest. Whilst there has been discussion, the details of such an
agreement would need to be developed and formalised. Likewise the responsibility for maintenance of the
channel, previously solely borne by the landowners, would need to be shared in accordance with an agreed
arrangement.
The existing Moira Lake Regulator is owned, operated and maintained by MDBA and Water NSW under the
River Murray joint venture agreement. This arrangement is proposed to continue for the proposed
replacement regulator.
Under existing arrangements between MDBA (River Operations), Water NSW and NPWS, staff of NPWS receive
alerts to open or close regulation structures within Millewa. Where high flows are expected above River
Murray channel capacity (10,400 ML/day at Yarrawonga), NPWS staff will travel through the park by vehicle,
opening all structures. If vehicle access is not feasible or high risk, staff will access the structures by boat.
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Existing operational costs are funded by arrangements under the River Murray joint venture between the
Commonwealth, NSW, Victoria and South Australia. These existing arrangements have the following
implications for operation and maintenance of the proposed structures for Millewa:
•

Operation of the structures can be readily integrated with existing practical arrangements involving
NPWS field staff

•

Access to structures for operation is not a limiting factor

•

NPWS considers that flood risks with causeway and culvert structures can be safely managed within
existing protocols, and

•

Funding for operation and maintenance of the proposed structures should be considered as part of
arrangements for the joint venture.

The balance of the projects has been developed with a view to keeping operation and maintenance
requirements to a minimum. Thus fixed crest sills have been adopted, rather than mechanical regulators,
wherever these can achieve the desired outcomes. Most of the regulator works are based on fully open or fully
closed operational approach as they are operated on a seasonal, rather than daily basis. The regulators will
require periodic inspection and maintenance (approximately annual).
The exception is Moira Lake where an automated gate system is proposed to optimise the outcomes at this
site. The system will require periodic maintenance and a commitment to respond to alarms that are broadcast
from the site upon operational failure. Solar power supply and batteries have the potential to be objects of
vandalism. Whilst design will provide a level of protection there may need to be some provision for
replacement of components.
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Operational costs are estimated as follows:
•

Bullatale Channel Regulator replacement (additional option) - $50,000 / year (based on 0.25
equivalent full time staff with on-costs), to be borne by the Bullatale Trust or (if utilised for
environmental watering) shared with NSW OEH (NPWS).

•

Moira Lake Regulator - $50,000 / year (based on 0.25 equivalent full time staff with on-costs), to be
borne by the joint venture

•

All other structures - $50,000 / year (based on 0.25 equivalent full time staff with on-costs), to be
borne by NPWS.

Fishways
A vertical slot fishway is proposed for the new regulator on Bullatale Supply Channel. This fishway will require
operational input and regular maintenance to function properly. In addition a monitoring program to assess
performance will be required, with results provided to NSW Fisheries to verify fishway performance. OEH will
seek a sharing of costs with NSW Fisheries for the monitoring component. The fishway is proposed for
operation and maintenance by NPWS, even though the accompanying new regulator will be owned, operated
and maintained by the Bullatale Trust (including an agreement with NPWS on supply of environmental flows).

10.3 Qualitative social and economic benefits and costs
The principle economic and social benefits are from increasing the SDL (i.e. reducing the environmental water
recovery target) and therefore enabling continued access to water for consumptive purposes and economic
activity, such as agricultural production. In addition, improved environmental outcomes across the Basin are
likely to deliver benefits for recreational fishing, water quality and tourism. The Bullatale Trust landholders
would benefit from new replacement assets (regulator and channel sills and culverts), in exchange for agreeing
to facilitate environmental flows in eastern Millewa. Improved efficiency in environmental watering will
benefit all water users by reducing losses from the system. Aboriginal cultural benefits may accrue from
improving the condition of rivers and wetlands.
The proposed works and measures will accrue costs for construction, project management, operation and
maintenance. Construction and project management costs are proposed to be funded by the Commonwealth
under the SDL adjustment mechanism, subject to approval by BOC, MDBA and the Department of the
Environment, as an eligible supply measure. The funding envelope for SDL adjustment projects is already
approved by the Commonwealth in order to optimise environmental, social and economic outcomes in the
implementation of the Basin Plan. Operation and maintenance costs will be borne by either the State of NSW
(on-park structures) or by water users (Bullatale Trust or for Water NSW structures, recovered from all water
licensees, including environmental water holders.
Environmental benefits and impacts are described in Chapter 6. Note that a full, formal, quantitative costbenefit analysis is not required by the Phase 2 Guidelines (MDBA 2014 p26).
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11 Project governance and project management arrangements
11.1 Stakeholder management strategy
Yanga
The stakeholders for the Yanga proposal are:
•

NSW OEH National Parks and Wildlife Service

•

NSW OEH Environmental water governance

•

NSW DPI Water (formerly Office of Water), both as lead water agency and as Nimmie-Caira owner
and proponent

•

Water NSW (formerly State Water)

•

NSW DPI Fisheries

•

MDBA

•

Commonwealth DoE (funding)

•

Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder (CEWH)

•

Adjacent landholders

•

Balranald Council

•

Traditional owners

NSW agencies and MDBA have been consulted during the development of this business case. The
Commonwealth will be consulted as part of the SDL Adjustment Advisory Committee (SDLAAC) convened by
MDBA. Adjacent landholders, traditional owners and the Balranald Council are all represented on a National
Park working group. These stakeholder groups will be consulted directly by NSW OEH National Parks as part of
their ongoing stakeholder liaison.
As the Proposal proceeds, NSW OEH will continue to engage with these stakeholders, including in the planning,
design and regulatory assessment phases. Stakeholder consultation for purely on-park works proposals that do
not involve third parties, will be treated in the same way as other on-park works, with existing Parks
stakeholder and neighbour engagement.
Millewa
The stakeholders for the Yanga proposal are:
•

NSW OEH National Parks and Wildlife Service

•

NSW OEH Environmental water governance

•

NSW DPI Water (formerly Office of Water), both as lead water agency and as Nimmie-Caira owner
and proponent

•

Water NSW (formerly State Water)

•

NSW DPI Fisheries

•

MDBA (as lead agency for the Basin Plan and SDL adjustment, as well as river operator for the
Murray and environmental water holder for the Living Murray)

•

Commonwealth DoE (funding)

•

Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder (CEWH)
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•

Bullatale Trust landholders

•

Moira and Gulpa channel scheme landholders

•

Deniliquin Council

•

Traditional owners

NSW agencies and MDBA have been consulted during the development of this business case. NSW OEH is in
ongoing consultation with the Bullatale Trust landholders, including as part of the development of this
proposal. The Commonwealth will be consulted as part of the SDL Adjustment Advisory Committee (SDLAAC)
convened by MDBA. Traditional owners, Moira and Gulpa channel landholders and the Deniliquin Council will
be consulted directly by NSW OEH National Parks as part of their ongoing stakeholder liaison.
For the Bullatale Channel works, as indicated throughout the text of this document, the only options selected
are those that are agreed in principle with the Bullatale Trust landholders. Options not agreed were only
retained for comparative purposes, in order to explain why they were not selected and did not proceed.
As the Proposal proceeds, NSW OEH will continue to engage with these stakeholders, including in the planning,
design and regulatory assessment phases. Stakeholder consultation for purely on-park works proposals that do
not involve third parties, will be treated in the same way as other on-park works with existing Parks
stakeholder and neighbour engagement.

11.2 Legal and regulatory requirements
Most of the legal and regulatory requirements of the proposals are considered in following parts. No legislative
amendments or changes to on-stream river operating rules are required as part of this proposal. A detailed
desktop cultural heritage and historic heritage assessment is provided as Appendix D to this business case.
Implementation of the Murrumbidgee and Murray Valley National Parks SDL Adjustment Supply and
Constraint Measure will be subject to the usual applicable approvals processes. Approvals refer to
environmental and planning consents, endorsements and agreements required from government agencies
arising from legislative of other statutory obligations. The following legislation is potentially relevant to supply
measures:
•

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Commonwealth);

•

Native Title Act 1995 (Commonwealth);

•

NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act);

•

NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995

•

NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994

•

NSW Native Vegetation Conservation Act 2003

•

NSW Crown Lands Act 1989; and

•

NSW Water Management Act 2000.

The main considerations for potentially applicable approvals and the relevant determining authority are
presented in Table 11-1. The proposed replacement Moira Lake Regulator may need to be approved by the
Basin Officials Committee, under the River Murray joint venture arrangements. Whilst it is proposed that
capital costs be funded by the Commonwealth, operations and maintenance will need to be covered by the
joint venture.
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Table 11-1 Summary of possible Commonwealth and State approvals (NSW DPI Water 2014)
Works requiring approval

Approval required

Legislation

Determining Authority

Potential impacts to Matters
of National Environmental
Significance

Determination under the
EPBC Act 1999 if the action
constitutes a significant
impact to MNES.

Commonwealth
Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999

Commonwealth
Department of the
Environment

All works

Decision on whether or not
the project needs to be
assessed under an
Environment Effects
Statement.

NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995
NSW Fisheries Management
Act 1994

NSW Office of
Environment and
Heritage
NSW Department of
Trade and Investment

All works

Planning Permit assessment
and consent process for the
entire project

Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979

NSW Planning and
Infrastructure

All works

Public Land Managers
Consent

Crown Lands Act 1989

NSW Lands

Any listed threatened or
protected flora or fauna
potentially impacted upon
by project footprint

Permit to harm or remove
protected flora or fauna

NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995
NSW Fisheries Management
Act 1994

NSW Office of
Environment and
Heritage
NSW Department of
Trade and Investment
(NSW Fisheries)

Damage to or clearing of
native vegetation

Authority to clear or harm
native vegetation

NSW Native Vegetation
Conservation Act 2003

NSW Trade and
Investment
(NSW Local Land Services)

Work and access approvals
in relation to water
diversions and use

Works associated with
control structures, banks
regulators

NSW Water Management
Act 2000

NSW DPI Water

Creation of easements,
licences or leases

Creation of easements,
licences or leases across
crown land that also relates
to any permits or authorities
under legislation that relates
to the management or
regulation of water

Crown Lands Act 1989

NSW Department of
Primary Industries (Lands)

The NSW government, led by the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, is the project proponent and as a
public authority the proposal would be permissible without development consent and would be assessed
under Part 5 of the EP&A Act (see Figure 11-1)
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Figure 11-1. Approvals pathway under Part 5 of the EP&A Act 1979 (GHD 2014)

The statutory approvals for the project are considered straight forward for environmental works projects. The
construction components will require assessments, consents and approvals which can take time. It is
anticipated that the proposed works are consistent with legislation outcomes and so should pass without
undue delays.

11.3 Biodiversity and heritage protection
This section provides an overview of potential key biodiversity and heritage protection legislation and
government policy relevant to works associated with supply measures. The purpose is not to describe the
legislation and policy in detail and guidance provided here does not constitute legal advice.
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth)
The EPBC Act applies to developments and associated activities that have the potential to significantly impact
on Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES) protected under the Act. The MNES relevant to the
project include:
•

Threatened flora species

•

Threatened fauna species

•

Threatened ecological communities

•

Migratory species

•

Wetlands of international importance (Ramsar sites)

An assessment of potentially significant impacts on threatened or migratory species, ecological communities
or Ramsar wetlands would be required as part of the detailed design and project approvals process. The Mid
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and Lower Murrumbidgee and Murray River wetlands are known to support widespread populations of EPBC
Act listed species, including Southern Bell Frog. The implications of changes to flow regimes and construction
works would need to be identified and assessed against the Act's Significant Impact Criteria through a referral
to the Australian Government Department of the Environment.
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW)
The EP&A Act was enacted to encourage the proper consideration and management of impacts of proposed
development or land-use changes on the environment (both natural and built) and the community. The Act is
administered by the NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure. Certain government entities are
deemed a determining authority of the EP&A Act under Section 110 of the Act and is assumed that the
proposal would be assessed under Part 5 of the Act. As such under Section 111 of the Act the determining
authority has a duty to consider the environmental impacts of an activity and is required to “take into account
to the fullest extent possible all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment” arising from the
proposal. The project is likely to require preparation of a Review of Environmental Factors (REF) if impacts to
the environment are not considered significant.
Sections of the EP&A Act of primary relevance to the natural environment are considered further below in
relation to the current proposal.
Assessment of Significance (Section 5A)
Section 5A of the EP&A Act requires proponents and consent authorities to consider if a development will have
a significant effect on threatened biota listed under the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 and the
Fisheries Management Act 1994. Section 5A (and Section 9A of the TSC Act) outlines seven factors that must
be taken into account in an Assessment of Significance (formally known as the “7-part test”). Where any
Assessment of Significance (AoS) determines that a development will result in a significant effect to a
threatened biota, a Species Impact Statement (SIS) is required.
The proposed works may alter water regimes and modify habitats, which could result in changes to habitat
quality and impacts on species and ecological communities. The aim of SDL projects is to improve
environmental watering and these projects are likely to result in a net benefit to water-dependent biota. The
requirement for assessments of significance will need to be identified during the detail design and
investigation phase.
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (NSW)
The TSC Act provides for the protection and conservation of biodiversity in NSW through the listing of
threatened biota; key threatening processes; and critical habitat for threatened biota.
The Mid and Lower Murrumbidgee wetlands are known to support threatened biota, or habitat for them.
Impacts to the threatened biota must be assessed through the AoS process under Section 5A of the EP&A Act.
Habitat critical to the survival of an endangered or critically endangered species, population or ecological
community can be identified under the TSC Act and listed on the Register of Critical Habitat kept by the OEH.
Refinement of the project requirements needs to be undertaken to determine if any areas of critical habitat
may be subject to impacts associated with proposed supply measures.
A licence to harm/pick/damage habitat of a threatened species, population or community or damage critical
habitat is unlikely to be required, however the completion of an AoS for each relevant species or ecological
community would support the project approval documentation.
State Environmental Planning Policies (Part 3 Division 2) (NSW)
State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs) outline policy objectives relevant to state wide issues. A number
of SEPPs are likely to be relevant to the project and would be identified during detailed design and planning.
Fisheries Management Act 1994 (NSW)
The FM Act provides for the protection and conservation of aquatic species and their habitat through NSW.
Impacts to threatened species, populations and communities listed under the FM Act must be assessed
through the AoS process under Section 5A of the EP&A Act.
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A licence to harm/pick/damage habitat of a threatened species, population or community or damage critical
habitat is unlikely to be required however the completion of an AoS for each relevant species or ecological
community would support the project approval documentation. SDL adjustment projects are considered to
generally benefit native fish species.
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
The Mid and Lower Murrumbidgee and Murray River wetlands contain significant aboriginal cultural heritage.
The supply measure described in this business cannot proceed without further assessment as the potential of
locating Aboriginal sites during the proposed works is moderate to high. Known Aboriginal sites are located on
floodplains and near creeks and rivers in similar landforms to the area indicating potential for unrecorded sites
to be present. The heritage values of these sites and areas of potential may be at risk of impact from the
proposed supply measure works. Proposed works areas will need to be assessed in accordance with the Code
of Practice for the archaeological investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales (DECWW 2010).
Historic heritage
Further investigations will be required during the detailed design phase to determine the impacts on any
known historical heritage item. For state listed items a Statement of Heritage Impacts will be required under
the NSW Heritage Act 1977 if works are in the immediate vicinity.

11.4 Project governance, management, risk assessment, development and delivery
Governance and project management arrangements will ensure the project is delivered on time, within budget
and against all key objectives. Project management will rest with NSW OEH NPWS, with the exception of
structures owned, operated or vested in Water NSW. Both organisations are experienced in delivering large
and complex works projects, involving multiple stakeholders and active risk management.
NSW has now established peak interagency arrangements to coordinate and assist delivery of Murray-Darling
Basin and Commonwealth funded projects. These are conducted according to NSW Government project
management standards. OEH and Water NSW are experienced in the project management of planning,
permits and approvals, as well as detailed survey and design. Project management of construction is most
likely to be procured, following established practice of both agencies.
On this basis, once capital funding is approved, it is expected that the works can be delivered by the close of
2019.
Risk assessment of project development and delivery is included in the risk assessment chapter 7 of this
business case.
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Appendix A Structure and components of a Phase 2 Business Case and where each is addressed in this document
Section

Sub-Section

Key Content

Relevant
Component
of Phase 2
Assessment
Guideline

Summary of Business Case

All, 4.1

1.1 Context and
content of this
Business Case

Introduction and context

-

1.2 The Basin
Plan SDL
adjustment
mechanism

Description of the assumptions underlying the
baseline, benchmark and proposal

3.1, 3.3, 4.1,
4.5.1, 4.9

1.3 Relationship
with the
Nimmie-Caira
supply measure

Description and explanation of which elements are
contained in each of the two business cases and how
they should be assessed together

4.1, 4.9

1.4 Mechanism
for
environmental
water savings

Explanation of the mechanism to achieve
environmental water savings

3.1, 4.1, 4.5

1.5 Phase 2
Assessment
Guidelines

This table – outlining which parts of this Business
Case address which parts of the Phase 2 Guidelines

-

2.1 Locations,
proponent and
definitions

Describes the 2 elements for the supply measure of
this business case, the implementing entities and
other relevant definition information

4.1

2.2 Viability and
eligibility of the
proposal

Describes each of the works and other measures
proposed, eligibility as a supply measure and
whether Commonwealth funding is sought

3.1, 4.1, 4.8,
4.10

2.3 Yanga
project
overview

Overview of the works and measures proposed and
their rationale

4.1

2.4 Millewa
project
overview

Overview of the works and measures proposed and
their rationale

4.1

3.1 Yanga

Environmental assets , Ecological values

4.2

3.2 Millewa

Environmental assets , Ecological values

4.2

4.1 Yanga

Ecological objectives and targets, Environmental
water requirements
(see also Appendix B)

4.3, 4.5.2

4.2 Millewa

Ecological objectives and targets, Environmental
water requirements
(See also Appendix B)

4.3, 4.5.2

5.1 Yanga

Describes the baseline, benchmark and proposed
hydrologic and hydraulic scenarios; Presents twodimensional hydraulic modelling of the outcomes of
the proposal, including the outcomes on Yanga of
higher flows proposed in the Nimmie-Caira supply
measure; describes environmental water savings

4.5.1 and
4.6

Executive summary
1 Introduction

2. Project Details

3 Ecological assets

4. Ecological objectives and
targets

5.
Baseline/benchmark/proposed
hydrology and operating rules
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Section

Sub-Section

Key Content

5.2 Millewa

Describes the baseline, benchmark and proposed
hydrologic and hydraulic scenarios; Presents twodimensional hydraulic modelling of the outcomes of
the proposal; describes environmental water savings

5.3 Operating
rules for
regulators and
fish passage

Presented for each of the 2 areas
(See also Appendix B)

4.5.2 and
4.6

6.1 Approach

Explanation of the approach to describing ecological
outcomes, in quantitative and qualitative terms

4.4.1

6.2 Anticipated
ecological
benefits –
overall
summary

Describes the ecological benefits in terms of
ecosystem types and groups of biota

4.4.1

6.3 Anticipated
ecological
benefits – site
specific

Describes site-specific ecological benefits
quantitative and qualitative terms, including with
reference to the ecological elements of the method
(Overton et al 2014)

4.4.1

6.4 Potential
adverse
ecological
impacts

Identifies potential adverse ecological impacts and
how these can be mitigated

4.4.2

7.1 Risk
assessment
overview and
framework

Describes the approach and standards used

4.7

7.2 Yanga

Assessment of risks and mitigation for Yanga

7.3 Millewa

Assessment of risks and mitigation for Millewa

8 Technical feasibility and
fitness for purpose

Sub section for
each of the 2
areas

Technical feasibility and fitness for purpose;
overview of technical and engineering
considerations, option assessment, conceptual
designs and costs.
Appendix B provides full details of technical
feasibility, fitness for purpose, conceptual designs
and costing

4.8, 4.10

9 Complementary actions and
interdependencies

Sub section for
each of the 2
areas

Overview of complementarity, including with
Nimmie-Caira proposed supply measure

4.9

10 Costs, benefits and funding
arrangements

10.1 Yanga –
capital,
operations and
maintenance
costs and
funding

Funding arrangements, capital costs, operating and
maintenance costs for implementation of the
proposal

4.10

6. Anticipated Ecological
Outcomes

7 Assessment of risks and
impacts
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Section

Sub-Section

Key Content

Relevant
Component
of Phase 2
Assessment
Guideline

10.2 Millewa capital,
operations and
maintenance
costs and
funding

Funding arrangements, capital costs, operating and
maintenance costs for implementation of the
proposal

4.10

10.3 Qualitative
social and
economic
benefits and
costs

Brief description of social and economic costs and
benefits

4.10

11.1
Stakeholder
management
strategy

Described for each of the 2 areas

4.11.1

11.2 Legal and
regulatory
requirements

Summary of NSW and Commonwealth legal and
regulatory requirements, to be addressed at
implementation

4.11.2

11.3
Biodiversity and
heritage
protection

Specific summary of biodiversity and heritage
protection legal and regulatory requirements, to be
addressed at implementation

4.11.2

11.4 Project
governance,
management,
risk
assessment,
development
and delivery

Summary of NSW arrangements for project
governance, management, delivery and proposed
timeframe

4.11.3,
4.11.4

Appendix B Technical
feasibility, design and fitness
for purpose
(Separate document &
electronic file)

For each of the
two areas

Full documentation of the technical and engineering
considerations, objectives, option selection,
conceptual designs and costings

4.8, 4.10

Appendix C Tables relating
environmental watering
requirements and objectives to
watering regime, operating
regime and design criteria
(Separate document &
electronic file)

For each of the
two areas

Provides a “line of sight” between these elements of
the business case

4.3, 4.5, 4.6,
4.8

Appendix D1 & D2 Heritage
Constraints Assessments
(Separate document &
electronic files)

For each of the
two areas

Desktop assessment of heritage constraints

4.7, 4.11.2

11 Project Governance and
project management
arrangements
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1
1.1

Technical feasibility, design and fitness for purpose
Yanga National Park

The proposed works for Yanga deliver improved ecological outcomes, whilst providing savings by reducing
“overwatering” of vegetation communities, currently caused by inadequate and obsolete infrastructure for releasing
or holding water within the park. Other savings are achieved by increasing capacity of structures to manage
environmental water. The sites are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Northern part of Yanga NP, showing proposed works locations

1.1.1 Yanga 1ES offtake regulator
1ES is an existing regulator on a flood runner from the Murrumbidgee River approximately 12km upstream from
Redbank Weir (see Figure 2). It delivers flows into the Shaw's Swamp/Wagourah Lake wetland complex (via Shaw's
Regulator) and/or into the Top Narockwell WMA (via Bruton's Regulator). It was constructed in 1950 (Beck, 2010).
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Figure 2. 1ES Regulator

The structure is owned and operated by Water NSW, and the two stop log bays, each 1.8 metres wide, have a
maximum flow capacity of 500 ML/d until the floodplain starts to fill, when the capacity is reduced to approximately
200ML/d when Redbank Weir is full.
The stop log arrangement allows a high degree of leakage, and the access and manual operation components do not
comply with current OHS standards.
An initial proposal was to decommission 1ES and control the weir pool level at Shaw's Regulator and Bruton's
Bridge. However preliminary investigation suggests that these latter two structures would control the Redbank weir
pool only to a lower level than is achievable with the 1ES structure. Accordingly we propose that the structure be
upgraded or replaced.
While a visual assessment of the existing concrete wing walls, abutments and aprons indicate they appear to be in
reasonable condition, there are some advantages that can be achieved from construction of a new structure. It can
be seen in Figure 2 that the sill level is sitting relatively high. It is anticipated that the new structure could be built
with a sill at a lower level, thereby allowing a lower commence to flow (CTF) level, and facilitating improved flow
discharge at normal Redbank Weir pool levels. It is proposed to lower the sill by 0.3 metres. This will mean that the
gate height will need to be 1.8 m to maintain the same regulated level.

Operation
The regulator is open to deliver flows into Yanga NP. On completion of flow delivery the regulators are closed.
However some regulation of flow to effect a floodplain recession plan will be required (see fish requirements). The
gates will be powered by a solar array with manual back-up facility. The system will be connected for remote
operation / monitoring.

Fish requirements
Fish movement into floodplain wetlands is dominated by small-bodied species, particularly in spring and summer at
low and regulated stable flows. Fish movement into floodplain creeks and large wetlands occurs in spring and
includes large-bodied species (e.g. golden perch, Murray cod) as well as small-bodied fish species and these fish can
become trapped in off-channels habitats at floodplain regulators without fish passage.
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For 1ES the following operational constraints need to be applied for fish considerations:
•

The regulator must be gradually closed (i.e. 0.25 m/day max. fall in downstream level) according to a
floodplain and fish escape and floodplain recession plan.

•

The regulator must be overshot type (also called “lay flat gates”, see Figure 3), or operated in open or
shut only mode where open has the regulator clear of the water surface.

•

Head loss for fish passage needs to be kept low (i.e. < 50 mm)

•

Refuge pools need to be maintained during periods when the regulator gates are closed.

•

A floodplain recession plan will need to be developed.

Figure 3. Lay flat gates in similar configuration to that proposed for 1ES.

A vertical slot fishway (VSF) is proposed for the site. While the gates are 1.8 m high, the headwater – tailwater
difference is never expected to be more than approximately 1 metre.
The VSF will operate when the gates are closed, providing a small downstream flow to replenish the refuge pools,
and facilitating upstream passage into the Murrumbidgee River when conditions are suitable. The VSF will be
particularly in play during the recessional phase of flow delivery.

Carp control
Allow for carp capture facility (carp cage) on fishway exit.

Cost estimate
A cost estimate has been prepared for a replacement structure and fishway for 1ES, and is shown in Table 1.
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Notes on cost estimate:
•

Coffer dam works are based on in-channel earth embankments, or similar, and assume that works are
undertaken outside the regulated flow season. Depending on seasonality and level of acceptable risk, there
may be a need to review this cost.

1.1.2 Bruton's Bridge regulator
Bruton's Bridge Regulator is a 2 gate regulator that controls flow from 1ES to Tala Lake. When flow is directed
through Bruton's Bridge regulator, the Shaw’s regulator on the other floodplain branch is generally closed for
efficient flow delivery.
The existing gates are mounted on twin box culverts and are shown in Figure 4. However the gates reduce the
capacity of the culverts as they cannot be lifted up to the culvert soffit. The proposed works will replace the gates
with new gates and frame mounted on existing culverts that provide for full vertical travel of the gates. Two new
aluminium gates 2.5 m wide on new frames are proposed. This arrangement will ensure that the flow capacity
through these regulators will match or exceed that of the 1ES regulator.

Operation
4 NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, November 2015

The gates will operate as closed except when delivering water into Yanga from 1ES, when they will be fully opened.

Figure 4. Bruton's Bridge Regulators showing gates near maximum opening.

Fish passage
Provided that the gate is operated in ‘Open’ or ‘Closed’ modes and is not used to regulate flows, there should be
minimal fish passage issues at this site.

Cost estimate
A cost estimate has been prepared for replacement gates and is shown in Table 2.

Notes on cost estimate:
•

Coffer dam works are based on in-channel earth embankments, or similar. Depending on seasonality and
level of acceptable risk, there may be a need to review this cost.

1.1.3 Shaw's Regulator
At Shaw’s Regulator, NSW OEH required a check of whether flow capacity was compromised by the gates or culvert
levels. Shaw's Regulator consists of 2 No 2.5 m wide x 2.0 m deep box culverts with vertical gates. Whilst the gates
do partially block the culverts, the flow capacity is still in excess of 1ES. Culvert levels were not surveyed. However,
even if they were installed slightly lower than expected, a minor siphon effect would occur, but the culvert is of
adequate capacity to pass the flows. Therefore flows at this point can be adequately managed. No further works are
proposed for Shaw's regulator.
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1.1.4 1AS regulator
This is an 8 Gate regulator to control flows from Murrumbidgee River (Redbank weir pool) into Yanga (Figure 5). It
also keeps Murrumbidgee flows out of Yanga when being delivered downstream. 1AS is owned by Water NSW. It
has a maximum capacity of approximately 600 ML/d when completely opened and Redbank Weir is full.
Like 1ES, the stop log arrangement allows a high degree of leakage, and the access and manual operation
components do not comply with current OHS standards. Further there is reported leakage under / through the
apron, calling into question the integrity of the existing structure.

Figure 5. 1AS Regulator

Therefore the proposal is to replace 1AS with a new structure incorporating lay flat gates and a fishway. A concept
design was developed by Price Merritt Consulting in 2010 (Figure 6) in which the sill level was lowered allowing
earlier commence to flow (CTF) level, and facilitating improved flow discharge at normal Redbank Weir pool levels.
This will mean that the gate height will need to be increased to 1.8 m to maintain the same regulated level.
The proposed new structure will have 6 lay flat gates, each 2.7 m wide. This configuration reduces the number of
piers required and the operational complexity.

Figure 6. Proposed 1AS replacement structure (Price Merritt Consulting, 2010)
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Operation
The regulator is open to deliver flows into Yanga NP. On completion of flow delivery the regulators are closed.
However some regulation of flow to effect a floodplain recession plan will be required (see fish requirements).
The gates will be powered by a solar array with manual back-up facility. The system will be connected for remote
operation / monitoring.

Fish requirements
Fish movement into floodplain wetlands is dominated by small-bodied species, particularly in spring and summer at
low and regulated stable flows. Fish movement into floodplain creeks and large wetlands occurs in spring and
includes large-bodied species (e.g. Golden perch, Murray cod) as well as small-bodied fish species and these fish can
become trapped in off-channels habitats at floodplain regulators without fish passage.
For 1AS the following operational constraints need to be applied for fish considerations:
•

The regulator must be gradually closed (i.e. 0.25 m/day max. fall in downstream level) according to a
floodplain and fish escape and floodplain recession plan
• The regulator must be overshot type, or operated in open or shut only mode where open has the regulator
clear of the water surface
• Head loss for fish passage needs to be kept low (i.e. < 50 mm)
• Refuge pools need to be maintained during periods when the regulator gates are closed
• A floodplain recession plan will need to be developed.
A vertical slot fishway (VSF) is proposed for the site. While the gates are 1.8 m high, the headwater – tailwater
difference is never expected to be more than approximately 1.5 metre.
The VSF will operate when the gates are closed, providing a small downstream flow to replenish the refuge pools,
and facilitating upstream passage into the Murrumbidgee River when conditions are suitable. The VSF will be
particularly in play during the recessional phase of flow delivery. A carp capture facility (carp cage) will be provided
on the Fishway exit.

Access
The Price Merritt design provided passage across the structure and we have incorporated the same provision in this
design. However the passage is via a bridge deck spanning between the piers of the structure.

Cost estimate
A cost estimate for the new 1AS structure, including fishway and bridge deck, is shown in Table 3.
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Notes on cost estimate:
•

Coffer dam works are based on in-channel earth embankments, or similar, and assume that works are
undertaken outside the regulated flow season. Depending on seasonality and level of acceptable risk, there
may be a need to review this cost.
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1.1.5 Twin Bridges – North and South
Twin Bridges regulators are located on the Twin Bridges Swamp and consist of 3 Gate and 5 Gate regulators using
stop logs mounted in a frame that can be lifted as a vertical gate arrangement (Figure 7). They regulate flow from
1AS to Tarwille Swamp and Tala Lake. The stop log arrangement has high leakage rates.

Proposed works
The proposal is to replace regulator doors on both bridges to raise capacity, & prevent leakage, using existing box
culverts. In addition, it is proposed to increase bank height between the two bridges by approximately 0.5 m and
provide designated rock-ramp spill points.

Operation
Gates will generally operate on a fully closed / fully open basis. However on floodplain recession the gates must be
managed to a floodplain recession plan. This will require that there is less than 0.25 m/day fall in water level during
this phase. It may be possible to achieve this by opening a limited number of gates at a time. No remote connection
is proposed at this stage.

Figure 7. Twin bridges – South Bridge

Fish requirements
Fish movement into floodplain wetlands is dominated by small-bodied species, particularly in spring and summer at
low and regulated stable flows. Fish movement into floodplain creeks and large wetlands occurs in spring and
includes large-bodied species (e.g. golden perch, Murray cod) as well as small-bodied fish species and these fish can
become trapped in off-channels habitats at floodplain regulators without fish passage.
For Twin Bridges the following operational constraints need to be applied for fish considerations:
•
•
•
•
•

The regulator must be managed for fall in downstream level of less than 0.25 m/day, or whatever value is
determined in a floodplain and fish escape and floodplain recession plan
The regulator must be operated in open or shut only mode where open has the regulator clear of the water
surface
Head loss for fish passage needs to be kept low (i.e. < 50 mm)
Refuge pools need to be maintained during periods when the regulator gates are closed
A floodplain recession plan will need to be developed.

Cost estimate
A cost estimate has been prepared and is provided in Table 4.
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Notes on cost estimate:
•

Coffer dam works are based on in-channel earth embankments, or similar. Depending on seasonality and
level of acceptable risk, there may be a need to review this cost.

1.1.6 Tarwille Cattleyards
The proposal here is to replace the existing road pipe culvert (see Figure 8) with twin box culverts and regulators.
This will greatly increase the capacity to pass flows past this point, as well as reduce loss of environmental water for
low-medium flows from the 1AS or Bruton's regulators.
Whilst the actual flow capacity of the new regulators has not been determined (in the absence of invert levels and
hydraulic modelling) the two new culverts (each 1.5 m w x 1.2 m h) will increase flow capacity at this site by 2 to 3
times the current capacity.

Figure 8. Tarwille Cattleyards culvert

Fish passage will be enhanced by managing the hydraulic conditions within the culvert, using baffles and roughened
surfaces. The regulators will be a vertical penstock type gate that will be operated as fully open or fully closed.
Operating system will be pneumatic or hydraulic and they will be manually operated (no remote operational
provision).

Cost estimate
A cost estimate has been prepared and is provided in Table 5.
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1.1.7 Tarwillie Swamp flow controls
This covers a series of regulators and embankments that control water levels in Tarwillie Swamp.
Tarwillie Swamp is an egret nesting site with an average bed level of 64.6 m AHD. To maintain suitable conditions for
nesting the water depth needs to be maintained at approximately 0.9 metres deep. The following proposed works
will facilitate this. They are set out as follows:
•

Site 26A - some scour issues; provide rock protection to maintain sill level

•

Site 26 - doesn't align well with watercourse. Introduce new pipe (26B) and rock protection.

•

Site 27A - block pipe and build causeway at RL 65.5

•

Site 29A - Check capacity of box culverts . Set invert at 65.5 m so that they are not engaged earlier.

There is no fish passage requirement at these sites.

Cost estimate
A cost estimate has been prepared and is provided in Table 6.
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1.1.8 Woolshed Floodway Sills
This proposal is to install a series of fixed crest sills to manage inflows to Tala Swamp and prevent excessive
watering of Tala Lake. The fixed crest sill will have a rock ramp spillway on the downstream side. This rock ramp will
provide suitable conditions for upstream fish passage during a flow event.
A section showing the arrangement is provided in Figure 9. This is a generalised concept that will need to be
adapted based on actual survey information to be obtained from the site.

~ 30 m

Ex Road Level

Figure 9. Fixed crest spillways at Woolshed. Section along road (Top), and section through spillway (Bottom)

Cost estimate
A cost estimate has been prepared and is provided in Table 7.

1.1.9 Historical Duck’s Nest Creek
The historical Duck’s Nest Creek (HDNC) intersects Crazy Creek (an artificial channel for irrigation, stock and
domestic water supply) at a Wagourah Road crossing . The distribution of flow is blocked or at high flows, the
channel bank would blow out, with a proportion of the flow being lost down Crazy Creek Channel.
Crazy Creek is an artificial channel that can be made redundant. The project will decommission this waterway by
installing block banks in Crazy Creek on both sides of the historical Duck’s Nest Creek and will remove the existing
bank that has been installed in the HDNC channel.
The culvert under Wagourah Road is judged to be of adequate capacity to pass flows of Duck’s Nest Creek.
Costs for this work are entirely attributable to earthwork costs and are expected to be in the order of
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.

1.1.10 Wagourah Creek at North Stallion
The existing block bank creates a pool for stock and domestic use, and allows diversion to North Stallion Swamp.
However it interrupts flow in Wagourah Creek which must overtop the block bank to move downstream.
It is proposed to replace the existing block bank with a new regulator. When the regulator is in the closed position it
allows diversion to North Stallion Swamp. In the open position it allows flow through to Top Creek Swamp. This
arrangement can also facilitate reverse flow back into Wagourah system if conditions are suitable.
Fish passage provisions are not required at this site.
The regulator will be a sheet pile structure with two vertical gates each 1.5 m wide and 2.0 m high. The gates will be
hydraulic or pneumatically driven and operated at site. The flow capacity should, thereby, match the Waghoura inlet
regulator on the Murrumbidgee River.

Cost estimate
A cost estimate has been prepared and is provided in Table 8.
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1.1.11 North Stallion Inlet
This is currently a pipe culvert through an embankment with a gate (Figure 10). The pipe culvert has very low
capacity and it is proposed to remove this structure and control flow via the new regulator on Wagourah Creek and
a low level levee to direct flow into North Stallion Swamp.
Cost for removal of structure and construction of levee would be in the order of

Figure 10. North Stallion Inlet

1.1.12 Wagourah Lake – North Stallion Swamp
These two waterbodies are connected by a single pipe. It is proposed to replace the pipe culverts with box culverts
with larger capacity. No regulators are proposed.
The box culverts will be 2.4 m wide x 1.2 m high. This is expected to provide a discharge capacity of more than
double the existing pipe.

Cost estimate
A cost estimate has been prepared and is provided in Table 9.
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1.1.13 Shaw's Swamp / Wagourah Lake
The existing culvert between these two waterbodies has limited capacity and there are currently no controls to hold
water in either of the Lakes. It is proposed to upgrade the culvert and provide a regulator to match the flow capacity
at Shaw's Inlet regulator. Gates are to be provided to manage flows in both directions. The regulators will normally
be open. They will only be closed to reduce loss of water from Wagourah Lake or to hold water in Shaw's Swamp.
Twin culverts will be installed, each 2.5 m x 2.5 m with vertical regulator gates, matching the size of those at Shaws
inlet regulator. Actual capacity will need to be verified when survey data (including existing invert levels) is available.

Cost estimate
A cost estimate has been prepared and is provided in Table 10.
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1.1.14 Total costs for Yanga
A summary of total costs for Yanga works is provided in Table 1-11.
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1.2

Millewa (Murray Valley National Park)

1.2.1 Overview
The majority of the works proposed for Millewa are expected to deliver improved ecological outcomes, whilst
providing savings in the amount of environmental water required. The savings are achieved principally by
reducing “overwatering” of vegetation communities, currently caused by inadequate and obsolete
infrastructure for releasing or holding water within the park. The reduction of overwatering reduces the
volume required and reduces evaporation by reducing the area inundated. Some proposed works (especially
the Aratula Creek/Low Sandy/Bullatale Channel package) enable environmental watering of a floodplain creek
system at much lower river flow levels than would be required under benchmark conditions.

1.2.2 Eastern Millewa - Aratula Creek and Bullatale supply channel
Baseline conditions
The Aratula Water Management Area is characterised by a complex network of river offtake streams and
anabranches. These river offtake streams either distribute water from the Murray River directly onto the
forest floor, or distribute flow into larger streams. Aratula Creek is the main stream draining this section of the
forest.
The Aratula WMA is bisected by the supply channel for the Bullatale Land Owners Group, circled in yellow on
Figure 11. The channel runs north from the Murray River, through the National Park, leaving the park just
north of the Aratula Creek. The drainage in the Aratula WMA is predominantly east to west. Therefore the
supply channel separates the Park into east and west water management areas with major issues of
transferring flows across the channel. At present flows that enter the channel are, for the most part, conveyed
along the channel and out of the Park, eventually being part of the consumptive supply or being discharged
into Bullatale Creek. In this scenario the western WMA is missing out on the watering it would otherwise have
if the supply channel were not in place.

Figure 11. Aratula WMA showing location of supply channel
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The supply channel is gravity fed via a pair of 0.9 metre pipes installed in the natural levee of the Murray River
(Figure 12). The pipes have vertical regulator gates installed but anecdotal advice is that they are maintained in
the open position and may not have been operated for many years.
Discharge through the pipes will depend on a number of factors and is indeterminate at this stage:
• The slope of the pipe
• The losses due to debris build up at the entry
• Any siltation in the pipes or at the inlet or outlet
• Any losses at the gate regulators.
However a reasonable estimate of potential flow in the system would be that each pipe could convey
3
approximately 1 m /s, running full and assuming inlet control. That equates to approximately 170 ML/d for the
combined discharge of the two pipes. In addition, the Trust has historically benefitted from “unregulated”
inflows to the channel from floodrunners.
The commence to flow (CTF) for the Bullatale Supply Channel is 99.30 m AHD (SKM, 2005, Table 6-1).

Figure 12. Supply Channel at Aratula. Twin pipe inlets (left), and channel at outlet - looking downstream (right)

Options overview
The guiding principle for this proposal is that the existing water supply for landholders is not disrupted.
The proposal is to achieve better environmental outcomes for the Aratula Creek system (with less
environmental water) in the 10-15 000 ML/d Murray River flow range. Several options have been considered
to achieve this, with some options discounted after analysis. The full suite of options considered was:
1) Base option – install sills on channel banks at a height that preserves existing water supply levels
a)

Install sills on the east and west banks of the Bullatale channel at the Aratula Creek intersection, to
allow flows to pass east to west along Aratula Creek.

b) In addition, install fixed sills on western bank of channel to prevent leakage of water supply flows and
unseasonal overwatering of forest to the west of the channel
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c)

the existing bridge crossing of the channel at Seven Mile Creek would require replacement with an
embankment and box culvert of adequate capacity (as the existing structure forces water to spill
west).

2) Additional Option
a)

Upgrade the Bullatale offtake regulator and channel to enable it to deliver both landholder supplies
and environmental flows to the west (with the above proposed offtake structure at Low Sandy Creek
providing flow to the forest east of the channel). The existing offtake regulator structure would need
to be replaced by one with adequate capacity for environmental flows and the landholder supply. This
new regulator structure would need to consider the requirements for fish passage, removing
constraints at the current bridge crossing. The channel would need to be excavated broader and
deeper at the offtake. It will also require the installation of regulators or fixed sills (with fixed sills
being the preferred approach) along the left bank of the channel to allow environmental flows to be
diverted into the western portion of the Aratula WMA. The eastern WMA would be watered by
lowering the CTF in Low Sandy Creek (at the Murray River) to effect more regular watering and
greater volumes.

3) Option not favoured - Install a structure (submerged culvert or siphon) to transfer Aratula Creek east-west
flows under the Bullatale channel, without disrupting the supply to landholders. LiDAR analysis showed
this is physically possible, but likely unviable, because of lack of adequate fall downstream (to the west) in
the Aratula Creek from east to west, maintenance difficulties (large woody debris and sedimentation) and
not favoured by landholders.
4) Option not favoured - Pipe the Bullatale channel south-north – not considered in detail, due to cost,
capacity required and not favoured by the Bullatale landholders. A pipeline would require extensive
excavation in the forest, which may present additional and unacceptable levels of impact on cultural
heritage or the environment.
Base Option 1
This would involve providing a way for flows to be efficiently transferred across the channel with minimal
losses and without impacting the supply to landholders. This is an integrated package with the proposal to
lower the sill for Low Sandy Creek to allow CTF at lower Murray River levels and provide a greater volume of
water for the eastern and western parts of the Aratula WMA
We have investigated whether there is an opportunity to transfer flows at the downstream end of the supply
channel. This option would
•
•
•

allow a reconnection of existing drainage lines, thus reinstating the natural system to some degree
reconnect the eastern side of the park to the western, across the drainage channel, reducing
diversion of flows to Bullatale Creek
remove the need for the costly capital works and operational requirements associated with the
additional option of replacing the Bullatale offtake regulator

Base Option 1(a) – fixed crest sills on both Channel banks at intersection with Aratula Creek
At the location where Aratula Creek intersects with Bullatale Channel fixed crest sills are to be installed in the
Bullatale channel banks. The sills will be set at a level that ensures that the Bullatale landholder water is
delivered efficiently downstream, with the sill level set at a Bullatale channel capacity of approximately 350
ML/d. When flows in Aratula Creek are of adequate level and discharge, they will spill over the eastern sill and
into Bullatale channel. Then one of two scenarios will result:
(i) If Bullatale channel has no flow, or low flow, the discharge from Aratula Creek will fill the channel and
be directed north to Bullatale Creek. Only when the capacity of the channel is reached (~350 ML/d)
will the flow spill over the western sill and continue down Aratula Creek and the western floodplain
(ii) If Bullatale Creek is flowing full (~350 ML/d or more) the flow from Aratula Creek will spill into
Bullatale channel and be shared between Bullatale channel and downstream Aratula Creek. The
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actual proportional distribution is difficult to estimate, but it can be expected that Bullatale channel
would take a large share of the flow due to its greater depth, and flow velocity at this point. However
this can be compensated by making the length of the sill longer.
Whilst this approach does have drawbacks in terms of the sharing of water with Bullatale channel, it does have
the potential to significantly enhance the amount of water delivered to the western reach of Aratula Creek and
the western floodplain.
The actual sill levels, and relative flow distribution will need to be established following survey and hydraulic
modelling. Estimated costs for the spillways are provided at Table 12.

Base Option 1 (b) – fixed crest sills on western bank of Channel
When flows in the channel exceed the 325 ML/d the additional water is intended to be delivered onto the
western forest areas. To do this a series of spillways will be provided. These will involve forming a causeway on
the embankment at the designated level. We also propose that a rock ramp be provided on the downstream
side of the spillway. This will mitigate potential erosion issues at the discharge point, as well as facilitating fish
movement into the waterway. Estimated costs are provided at Table 13.
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Base Option 1(C) – Seven Mile Creek Crossing
At the Seven Mile Creek a low timber bridge across the channel currently provides a significant constraint to
flow. It is proposed to upgrade this to 6 x 1.5 m wide box culverts x 1.2 m high. Based on outlet control and a
head differential of 0.6 m, each culvert would have a capacity of approximately 350 ML/d. However, for design
flow event of 1,000 ML/d each culvert will have a discharge of approximately 170 Ml/d. This will result in an
average velocity through the culverts of approximately 1 m/s. This is considered satisfactory provided that the
culverts are prepared with suitable roughened surfaces or baffle arrangements that will provide slower flow
conditions across the hard surfaces.
A coarse filter will be provided upstream of the culverts consisting of driven timber piles at approximately 3 m
spacing (to be confirmed in next design phase). This will collect timber debris and facilitate removal of the
debris from the channel.
A cost estimate for this crossing is provided at Table 14.

Additional Option (2)(a) - upgrading the Bullatale offtake regulator and channel.
The existing regulator arrangement would be replaced under this option by lay flat gates with a minimum
capacity of 1,000 ML/d, and the sill be set so that commence to flow level; is unchanged. To enhance the
capacity of the channel for the 1,000 ML/d flow, it would need to be deepened so that the invert is no higher
than 99.3 m AHD (the CTF at the Murray River). It would also be widened to approximately 20 m at the base. A
series of spillways would be provided to deliver flows onto the western forest areas. These would consist of a
fixed sill on the embankment at the designated level.
It is estimated (pers. comm. OEH) that the environmental flow component that would need to be delivered at
the existing inlet would be about 700 ML/d. With the existing consumptive use requirement the inlet regulator
should be designed for a minimum of 1,000 ML/d, corresponding to a Murray River flow of 12,000 ML/d at
Yarrawonga. From Figure 13this equates to a level of approximately 101.0 m AHD, or slightly more than 1.5 m
above the existing CTF level.
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Figure 13. Murray River Flow Level relationships. Bullatale Channel is the same as Lower Toupna Creek (SKM, 2005)

Regulator concept
We would propose that the existing regulator arrangement be replaced by lay flat gates with this minimum
capacity, and the sill be set so that CTF is unchanged. A suitable arrangement is shown in Figure 14.

Road / Bridge

Lay Flat Gate

Inlet from Murray River

Figure 14. Inlet arrangement at supply channel - Aratula

For 5 lay flat gates x 2 m wide, when fully opened (laid flat) and with an upstream head of 1.0 m the capacity
through the gates is approximately 1,000 ML/d. Head loss through the gates is approximately 0.3 m.
A cost estimate for the inlet regulator, fishway provision and channel excavation is provided in Table 15.
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Fish passage
NSW fisheries legislation requires consideration of fish passage requirements for new structures of this size in
waterways and floodplains. For the Bullatale Channel proposed inlet regulator, we have considered three
options:
i.

A constructed vertical slot fishway

ii.

Manage fish passage by operational rules
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iii.

An offset by providing improved fish conservation at another site.

Option (i), a vertical slot fishway, could be provided at this site. The fishway will need to function for a water
level difference of up to 2.0 m, and the cost would be approximately
. Option (ii) is problematic,
because the potential variation in head at the offtake regulator is up to 2 m. The flow range within which the
regulator could provide fish passage (i.e., difference in head less than 0.25m) would be limited.
All options, and in particular option (iii), would need to be considered consistent with the NSW DPI Fisheries
(2013) Policy and guidelines for fish conservation and management. An offset (or “trade-off” in the language of
the guidelines), could only be considered where it is demonstrated that a fish passage solution at the site is not
cost-effective or practical. The detailed requirements for this would need to be worked through at the
“implementation” stage of the project. However, an offset would still require a budget for fish passage to be
attributed to this site. Offset sites would need to occur within the same catchment and regulated river, be
identified by NSW DPI as a high priority and derive equal or greater ecological benefit.

Bullatale Channel
From SKM (Table 6-2) the flow capacity of the Bullatale Channel (Lower Toupna Creek) is
•

173 ML/d for localised overtopping of bank

•

1,094 ML/d for wholesale overtopping.

Anecdotally the channel is understood to have a capacity of about 300 ML/d.
Typical sections along Bullatale channel are shown in Figure 15
5

4
3

2

Figure 15. Sections on Bullatale Creek

1

1

Table 16shows the channel properties for these selected cross-sections.
Table 16. Channel properties at selected cross-sections.
Section

Top Width

Bottom Width

Depth

Invert RL

Area

1

25

5

1.8

99.9

27

2

33

5

0.95

100.5

18

3

70

10

1.3

99

52

4

32

2

1.5

99

26

5

60

14

1.6

98.8

59

1
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To enhance the capacity of the channel, it will need to be deepened so that the invert is no higher than 99.3 m
AHD (the CTF at the Murray River). It will also be widened to approximately 20 m at the base.
Figure 16 shows that a channel with 20 m base width, 1.4 m depth, 4:1 bank slopes and a total fall of 1.0 m
across the 4.5 km of channel length, will have a flow capacity of 1,000 ML/d.

Bank Slope

4
31.2

1.4

20
MANNINGS
A
35.84
WP
31.5447
R
1.136166
n
S
V

0.05
0.000222
(R^0.66*S^0.5)/n

V

0.324351 m/s

Q

5.6

L
Excavation
4500 161280 m3

Channel Fall

1m

11.62 m^3/sec
1004 ML/d

Figure 16. Manning's calculations for channel capacity

With the channel running at 0.75 m depth the channel discharge is 337 ML/d. Therefore, by installing sills on
the west bank at 0.75 m those flows greater than 337 ML/d will be able to spill into the western portion of the
forest.
Assuming that the existing waterway occupies approximately half the volume of the proposed waterway, the
3
volume of additional earthworks required to enlarge the channel is estimated at 80,000 m .

Bullatale channel regulation
The design proposes that a regulator is not provided within the channel or at either of the existing crossing
sites. Whilst regulators at these points would enhance the ability to manage flows, they present a perceived
risk of interruption to Bullatale Landholders regulated supply. The design basis is that the regulated water has
priority delivery and that this is inherent in the design, rather than in the operational procedures.
Alternative approaches may be feasible if suitably negotiated but are not assumed at this stage.
Option 3 – not favoured – install a culvert or siphon structure under the Channel
On the field visit it appeared that the supply channel sits higher than the Aratula Creek where they cross (see
Figure 17 below).
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Figure 17. Supply channel in foreground. Aratula Creek beyond.

From the available LiDAR data we have compared the long sections of the Bullatale channel and the Aratula
Creek at the location where they intersect. The result is shown in Error! Reference source not found. Figure 18
below.

Figure 18. Long sections along Bullatale supply channel and Aratula Creek

In these sections flow is from right to left. While these sections are 2-D it is helpful to think of them in 3D with
the blue and green lines actually crossing perpendicular to each other.
It can be seen that, initially, there appears to be good prospects for passing Aratula Creek beneath the supply
channel as the downstream portion of Aratula Creek is 1 to 2 metres lower than the supply channel. However
the Aratula Creek invert level actually increases downstream meaning that the lower portion will simply form a
tailwater pool, and effective discharge will be reduced. This creates a number of significant issues for this
option:
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•
•
•

The system will effectively be a submerged siphon arrangement, with associated low flow velocities
through the culverts. This has the potential to result in sediment deposition in the culverts resulting in
high and difficult maintenance issues or reducing flow capacity over time
The site is subject to a high level of woody debris. Any of this material entering the siphon will be
easily trapped and very difficult to remove. This is a greater risk with the siphon arrangement than
with open-ended culverts.
The siphon will have lower capacity per discharge area (due to lower flow velocities) and thus
significantly more culverts would be required. This increases cost and complexity for this
arrangement.

Based on this we have not pursued this option further.
Option 4 - not favoured – pipeline
This option is described for comparative purposes only. It is understood that the Bullatale Trust landholders do
not favour this option.
A pipeline would deliver up to 300 ML/d (~ 3.5 m3/s) to the landowner supply channel at the downstream end
of the National Park. This would allow the portion of the supply channel within the park to be decommissioned
for landowner supply (if required it could be reconfigured to water NP assets).
Because of the flat grade it would not be practical to gravity feed from the inlet location to the supply point at
the north end of the NP. The grade is approximately 1 m in 4000 m (0.0003). Discharge capacity for a 900 mm
diameter pipe at this grade would be approximately 0.33 m3/s (28 ML/d) It would thus require more than 10
pipes to deliver the required water to the discharge point. Based on a nominal rate of
for supply and
lay this would 4000 m x 10 pipes x
.
It may be feasible to adopt this approach as a pumped (pressurised) pipe system. Adopting 2 x 750 mm
diameter DICL pipes with 10.0 metres of head loss, discharge per pipe is approximately 1.75 m3/s, with a
discharge velocity of 3 m/s.
Pipe cost and installation can be estimated at 4000 x 2 x
of the pump station and the on-going operational and maintenance costs.

To be added to this is the cost

We have not pursued this option any further on the basis that it is not supported by the landholders.
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1.2.3 Low Sandy Creek
Low Sandy Creek (Figure 19) is understood to be the first inlet point to feed Aratula Creek and the sill level
(CTF) is at RL 101.6 m AHD (SKM, 2005, Table 6-1). There are a number of other tributaries / runner creeks that
engage at higher Murray River flows.

Figure 19. Murray River at Low Sandy Creek inlet. Murray River flow estimated at 5,000 ML/d (24 Jun 2015)

Sill lowering
Lowering the CTF would be a matter of reducing the natural sill at this point by excavation. The sill can be
reduced to match the downstream invert of Low Sandy Creek
From SKM (2005 Table 6-2) the flow capacity of Sandy Creek (Site 6 stream) is
•

592 ML/d for localised overtopping of bank

•

921 ML/d for wholesale overtopping.

It is expected that the excavation work would need to extend approximately 70 metres downstream of the
Murray River bank as well as a number of other isolated high points in the waterway. The red dashed line in
Figure 28 represents the proposed invert level of approximately 101.0 m AHD. This is a lowering of the CTF
threshold of 0.6 m. This will bring the CTF down to around 6,500 ML/d in the Murray River, rather than 8,200
ML/d at present (based on interpolation of SKM, 2015, Figure 6-4).
From Figure 20 it can also be seen that breakouts from Lower Sandy Creek occur at approximately 103.0 m
AHD corresponding with a flow in the Murray River of 20,000 ML/d.
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Low point on
left bank

Figure 20. Long section – upper 400 m of Lower Sandy Creek.

Regulators
The regulator will be located on the existing road some 400 m downstream of the inlet point. It will consist of
box culverts supporting vehicle traffic, and vertical gates. The gates will be operated in a totally closed, or
totally open, position.
An initial concept is shown in Figure 21. This is based on 3 vertical penstock gates. The size of gates will be
103 – 101 = 2.0 m, say 2.3 m with freeboard.
The design objective is to match the flow capacity of Lower Sandy creek with the capacity of the regulator so
that no significant head loss (i.e. < 0.16 m) through the regulator occurs when the gates are fully open. The
regulator arrangement shown in Figure 21 has a discharge capacity of 850 ML/d which approximates the
channel capacity, therefore it meets the requirements.
The regulators will be open as the default position, and only closed when regulated flows are being delivered
downstream in the Murray River and it is desired to exclude them from Low Sandy Creek.
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Access Walkway

Top Gate RL 103.2

Top bank RL 103.5
2.7 m (TYP)

Sill RL 161.0

Timber piles

Murray
River

Figure 21. Initial concept arrangement – Low Sandy Creek

Fish passage
The regulators will be operated in the fully open, or fully closed, positions only.
Since the capacity of flow through the regulators (fully open) matches (approximately) the flow capacity of the
Creek there should be no barrier to fish passage during periods where the regulators are operated in the open
position.
When the regulators are closed it is to exclude regulated flows that are being conveyed in the Murray River. At
these times there is no flow in Low Sandy Creek and no fish passage is required.
The only fish passage risk that needs to be managed is the occasion where it is required to close the regulators
at a time when the Low Sandy Creek is running. Since this only applies in the regulated (Spring/Summer)
season, and regulated releases are supplied when natural flows are inadequate, the River level will normally be
low, and Low Sandy Creek dry, prior to regulated releases in the Murray River arriving at the site. Nevertheless
the circumstance can arise, and the risk is that fish migrate upstream towards the main river as the water level
starts to drop. If the gates are closed they are stranded and fish kills result.
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This can be managed through a floodplain recession plan that will determine a rate and pattern for gate
closure. It will also identify refuge pools that need to be maintained during periods when the regulator gates
are closed.

Cost estimate
As a guide we have prepared a cost estimate based on the vertical penstock gates and no fishway provision.
The estimate is shown in Table 17.
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1.2.4 Central Millewa - Douglas Swamp
Description
Douglas Swamp includes a mosaic of open water rush-beds surrounded by a locally significant stand of river
red gum forest. The forest is a traditional nesting site for eastern great egrets. The location is shown in Figure
22. Douglas Swamp..

Figure 22. Douglas Swamp.

Douglas Swamp is fed by Toupna Creek. It freely drains through a number of culverts and bridge structures
under the road on the western boundary (Figure 23. Culvert outlet at Douglas Swamp). Douglas Swamp has an
inundation area of 183 ha.

Figure 23. Culvert outlet at Douglas Swamp

Proposed works
The proposal is to replace a number of the culverts with fixed crest spillway arrangements so that water can be
held in the swamp up to a pre-determined level. A regulator would be installed at the existing bridge near Clay
Island Road as the main point of drainage for the Swamp. The works locations are shown in Figure 22.
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Ex culvert outlets
The precise locations for the fixed crest causeways have not yet been identified but it is expected that 4
locations would be required Figure 22. Each causeway would be approximately 10 metres in length.
Alternatively, if it is undesirable to introduce causeways into the existing road, sills can be established on the
upstream side of the road with spilled water still discharged via the existing culverts as per the concept
arrangement in Figure 24. The sills are again 10 m in length and are connected back to the road by earthen
bunds set at, or near to, the road level. the principal is that the discharge capacity over the sill will be greater
than the existing culvert capacity so that the spillway is not the limitation to discharge at the site. Also the well
between the sill and the road will fill up, in the case of a larger flow event, before water spills over the bund,
thus reducing the risk of bund failure.
Because it is draining a swamp, sudden high inflows will not occur, but will relate to a slow increase in swamp
water levels over the sill. Thus the ‘well’ will fill before any high flow velocities can be a threat to the
downstream culvert or road embankment.
We have developed the costings based on this second approach.
Fixed crest sill
Douglas Swamp

Ex culvert

Bund

Road

Figure 24. Concept arrangement at Douglas Swamp culvert outlet (Plan view).

Fish passage
At low flows fish passage upstream will not be feasible, particularly as downstream flows are inadequate until
the culvert is surcharged. at medium to high flows the sill quickly drowns out, as its flow capacity is greater
than that of the culvert. In this case it doesn’t present a barrier to fish movement.
Downstream fish passage is not affected by the sill structure.

Cost estimate
A cost estimate for each sill installation is shown in Table 18.
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New regulator at Bridge crossing
The existing bridge near Clay Island Road intersection is in poor condition and would be unsuitable for
retrofitting a water control structure (Figure 25 and Figure 26).

Figure 25. Existing bridge on main outlet from Douglas Swamp.

Figure 26. Existing bridge showing timber pile supports at skewed angle

Accordingly we propose that a weir be installed upstream of the bridge, with a series of gates that will allow
the Swamp to be drained when they are opened. The weir sill will be set at the current waterway invert level.
The regulators will be vertical penstock gates that are operated in open or closed mode only. The arrangement
is shown in Figure 27.
The regulator structure will be connected back to the road with an earthen bund, similar to the approach
shown in Figure 24. The design will allow for the regulator structure to be overtopped well before the bund is
overtopped, to reduce the risk of bund failure in a flood event.

Fish passage
Under the proposed operation regime of fully closed, or fully open, we do not see any requirement for
separate fish passage infrastructure.
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with penstock regulators

Figure 27. Indicative arrangement for regulators at Douglas Swamp.

Cost estimate
The estimated cost of the works is shown in Table 19.
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Summary Cost
The summary cost for 4 fixed sill installations and a regulator structure at the southern outlet is shown in Table
20.

There is the option to install a regulator at the northern crossing rather than a fixed crest sill. This would
enhance the ability to drain Douglas Swamp. The regulator arrangement and cost are assumed to be identical
to that for the southern outlet. A summary of the costs associated with this option is shown in Table 21.

Option 1 is preferred at this stage due to its lower operational requirements.
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1.2.5 North - Little Edward River
Little Edward River is an anabranch of the Edwards River. There are 2 break-out points that CTF at flow rates in
the Little Edward of 1300 ML/d (Site 1) and 1,600 ML/d (Site 2)(Figure 28 and Figure 29). A digital elevation
model (DEM) is available for the Little Edward.

Figure 28. Map showing break-outs from Little Edwards River and the re-entry point to the Edwards River.
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Figure 29. Break out Location 1 (Top) and Location 2 (Bottom) – Little Edward River

The proposal is to install fixed crest sills in the break-out locations, set so that flows break out only at flow
rates greater than 1,700 ML/d. In this way the frequency of floodplain inundation during regulated flow events
can be reduced, and water is not ‘lost’ from Little Edward River.
Sills can be a line of sheet piles across the channel engaging sufficiently high ground on the banks. The location
of the weir/sill will be important as large tree roots will need to be avoided. A rock ramp can be provided on
the downstream side of the sill to prevent downstream scour and facilitate some level of fish passage up to
drown-out flows.
The re-entry point (Figure 30) will have a sheet pile weir and regulator installed, similar to ones that are
currently in use on adjacent tributary channels (e.g. regulator 42 nearby Figure 31). This will allow water to be
held on the floodplain or drained to the Edwards River. It will also prevent water from the Edwards River being
lost to this floodplain area during regulated flow delivery. It is proposed to have 3 No 2,5 m wide x 2.0 m high
gates installed.

Figure 30. Re-entry channel (Location 3) – Little Edward River
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Figure 31. Existing sheet pile weir and regulator (No. 42) – Edward River

The actual levels required, and length of sills that need to be installed will need to be confirmed in the next
phase of the design, when survey information is able to be attained.

Flood impact
The upstream sill structures are low level structures that increase the commence to flow level for spills into the
floodplain. In higher flows and flood flows they are quickly drowned out and have no impact on flooding. Their
main function is to reduce the frequency of watering of the floodplain during regulated flow events. Likewise
the downstream structure, even if in the closed position, will quickly overtop and drown out in a flood event.

Cost estimate
An estimate for works costs is provided in Table 22. Cost estimate for works at Little Edwards sites.
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1.2.6 North - Pigsty
This site has an existing 0.9 m diameter pipe that connects flows in the Edwards River and the local tributary
(Figure 32). The pipe historically had some form of gate regulator on it, but that has long disappeared. Under
the current arrangement, when regulated flows are sent down the Edwards River they are shared with the
tributary via the pipe, leading to inefficiencies in water use. The existing regulator is in a state of disrepair and
requires upgrade / replacement. It is proposed to replace it with twin 1.5 m x 1.5 m box culverts with vertical
gates mounted on the upstream (Edwards River) side.

Figure 32. Location of Pigsty Regulator

The proposal is to replace the existing regulator with a new regulator. We propose that a box culvert be
installed with an aluminium vertical gate that can be used in the open or closed position. The culvert would be
long enough and the embankment widened to allow vehicle access across it to facilitate maintenance. A coarse
filter of timber piles would be installed on both sides of the culvert to capture woody debris and manage its
periodic removal.
The cost estimate is shown in Table 23.
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1.2.7 West Millewa - Reed Beds, Gulpa Creek and Channel
The Gulpa Creek has been channelized and straightened, to serve as an irrigation and stock and domestic
supply channel (Figure 33). The South Reed Beds cover approximately 300 ha and are currently permanently
wet during the irrigation season, due to informal bank breaches result in uncontrolled watering of the
southern area, with consequent overwatering and associated water delivery inefficiencies. The breaches are
caused by bank failure.
The re-establishment of a more natural wetting and drying cycle will significantly enhance the productivity of
the wetland (e.g. establishment of aquatic macrophytes, greater breeding success and survivorship for colonial
waterbirds), improve access for the control of willows, decrease carp populations and improve water quality
for the Gulpa Creek.

Figure 33. Gulpa Creek / Channel Southern Reed Beds – proposed watering

Embankment reinstatement
Works are required to reinstate the embankment of the channel and provide a drainage point for the Reed
Beds. Currently the south bank is low and colonised by willows (see Figure 34). The proposal at this location is
to build up the bank and install a regulator to manage flows.

Figure 34. Outlet channel from South Reed Beds

Regulator
It is proposed that a simple vertical regulator 1.5 m x 1.5 m be installed. The regulator will be operated as fully
closed or fully open.
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Fish passage will be affected during the initial period of drainage if the water level in the Reed beds is
significantly higher than that in Gulpa Creek. However this will be reduced as the water level in Reed Beds
drops, and no fish barrier will be apparent when the water levels equalise.
The capacity through the regulator will be dependent on the headwater and tailwater levels at any particular
3
3
time as well as the overall flow depth. Generally flows can be expected to range from 0.5 m /s to 1.5 m /s (for
0.5 m HW – TW diff). Since there will not be a time constraint on draining the Reed Beds, and a slow draw
down is preferred, this range of flows is considered satisfactory.

Fixed crest sills
It is proposed to install a series of fixed crest sills that will allow water into the south reed beds only when
flows in the channel exceed a nominated value (i.e. above the normal supply level). An example of the type of
sill is shown in Figure 35. We consider that these will be required at approximately 4 locations.

Figure 35. Fixed crest sill for South Reed Beds

With a 10 m base, 0.3 m depth and 3:1 side slope the capacity for each of the spillways will be approximately
240 ML/d (Figure 36). For 4 sill installations this will be a total capacity of approximately 960 ML/d. With a
volume of approximately 1800 ML it will take approximately 2 to 3 days to fill with Gulpa Creek levels 0.3 m
above the sill level. The design sill level is estimated to be 94.8 m AHD, but this needs to be confirmed.
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Figure 36. Sill capacity calculation using mannings
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Cost estimate
A cost estimate for the proposed works is shown in Table 24. Cost estimate for Reed Beds (excl Warrick Creek).

1.2.8 West Millewa - Warwick Creek
A structure is proposed to regulate flows into Warwick Creek at the northwest end of the Reed Beds (See
Figure 37). The structure can be used to prevent flow from the channel entering Warwick Creek, for retaining
water in Warwick Creek (e.g. drought refuge), or to supply water into Warwick Creek. The ability to manage
flows into and out of Warwick Creek, including channel regulated flows, will enable improved ecological
outcomes for the Creek, including for small-bodied native fish and support better efficiencies in water delivery.
Note that it is not proposed to water the Reed Beds via the Warwick Creek Regulator, as the levels of the Reed
Beds and in Warwick Creek are not suitable for this.
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Figure 31

Warwick Creek

Figure 37. Warwick Creek – the Gulpa channel is in the foreground with Warwick Creek hidden by reeds.

The proposal would be to install a sheet pile weir from bank to bank, with a number of vertical aluminium
gates that will allow flows to be managed at this location. The design of the structure and the costs will be
similar to the outlet structure as shown in Figure 31.
Given that the objectives are to exclude flow from entering (or leaving) Warwick Creek, or allow it to drain
freely, we anticipate that this system will be operated in Open / Closed mode only. In this case we believe that
no additional provision for fish passage will be required.
We propose that 3 x 2.5 m wide regulators be adopted. Flow through the regulator will depend on the
differential head and the overall depth. An indicative flow with minimal head differential and 1 m water depth
would be approximately 5 m3/s (430 ML/d).
A cost estimate for the regulator structure is provided in Table 25.
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1.2.9 South Moira Lake
The southern portion of Moira Lake is bisected by the Moira supply channel (Figure 38). Moira Lake is fed from
offtakes at regulators 27, 28 in the north and the Moira Lake Regulator at the south east end controls levels in
the Lake and facilitates draining of the Lake.

Figure 38. Moira Lake and Moira channel

The Moira supply channel is connected directly to the Murray River and is not affected by the Moira Lake
regulator. However the channel effectively cuts off the southern portion of the Lake. There currently exist a
number of breaches in the Southern bank. It appears these breaches are the result of inadequate attention to
construction of a southern embankment, during construction of the Moira Channel, rather than embankment
failure (Rick Webster OEH pers comm) The consequence has been that the southern Lake is constantly wet
during the irrigation season, and has little opportunity to dry out in accordance with natural wetland regimes.
The outcome is not desirable for environmental objectives, and not efficient in terms of water usage.
Twelve breaches are mapped in the channel to the south of Moira Lake, as shown in Figure 39. The channel is
shown in Figure 40.
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Figure 39. Inundation levels for southern portion of Moira Lake

Proposed regulators in southern bank
Given that the channel is connected directly to the Murray River it would be difficult to manage the flows into
the southern Moira Lake without some control of flows into the channel. This would require a major regulating
structure and may not be acceptable to the Moira channel owners / users. Alternatively the regulation of flows
into the southern Moira Lake area can be achieved by repairing and upgrading the channel left bank and
providing regulators within that bank.
The proposal is to install formal diversion systems that will allow controlled watering of the southern Moira
Lake, and prevent unseasonal watering and associated water losses. We propose that the regulators be stop
board structures that can be opened or shut, with the number of boards removed dictating the inflow rate.

Figure 40. Moira Channel – Informal break in left bank
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Figure 41. Moira Channel – Looking upstream. Southern Moira Lake on right.

The River Murray Level at Moira Creek for various flow rates is shown in Figure 42.

Figure 42. Water Level vs. Flow at Moira Creek (Murray River) (from MDBC, 1995)

From this chart, water levels at Moira Creek are 93.6 m for 8,000 ML/d, and 94.0 m for 9,300 ML/d. The top of
the Moira Creek regulator is 94.0 m AHD and Moira Lake bed level is understood to be approximately 92.8 m
AHD (MDBC, 1995). The supply channel has a design top of bank of 94.0 m AHD and is up to 2.0 m deep. Based
on the above we propose that the sill of the new regulators be set at 93.0 m AHD and the top at 94.0 m AHD.
The regulator itself will consist of 2 No 1.0 m wide panels, each with 5 x 0.2 m aluminium stopboards.
The capacity through this structure will depend on the water level in the Moira channel. It can be expected to
3
3
range from 0.3 m /s (0.2 m head) to 2.4 m /s (for 0.8 m head) at each structure. The flow rate will depend on
the number of boards removed. South Moira Lake is estimated to have a volume of approximately 650 ML. At
an inflow rate of 1.5 m3/s (130 ML/d) at each regulator site, it will require approximately 3 days to fill South
Moira Lake.

Regulator type
We have assumed segmented stop boards for these regulators, rather than vertical penstock gates. While the
latter allow the sills to be shut off during the period that South Moira Lake is to be drained/dried out, and
opened when watering is desired. However they have some significant disadvantages:
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•

•

•
•

They are undershot gates – if the headwater in the Moira Channel is high, large velocities and shear
stresses will be present as the flow passes below the gate. It is difficult to control the flows in these
circumstances as they are subject to the full head of water, and there is associated risk of scour
downstream of the gate. One of the PW comments referred to this issue.
Aquatic species of all sorts will be damaged/killed in passing through the gates. This may be avoided if
the gates are raised to be clear of the water surface but this may result in larger than desired inflows.
Fisheries NSW generally do not look favourably on any undershot regulator system that engages the
water column (i.e. is not lifted clear of the flow)
It is difficult to adjust and measure flow rates and quantities through the gates. With overshot (e.g.
stop boards) the flow rate can be simply related to the headwater level above the topmost board.
With undershot gates the discharge formula becomes very complex.
Vertical lift gates require support frames which are in the flood flow path, and are thus prone to
impact damage.

The proposed segmented stop boards are made from aluminium which has a number of advantages over
traditional timber stopboards:
•
•
•
•

they can be designed so that each board has a mass of less than 20 kg.
They do not rot or corrode
Because they aren’t timber they are no good for camp fires.
They don’t float so will not go far if left out inadvertently.

Whilst recycled aluminium does have a value, the same can be said of the vertical gates. The main issues to be
overcome are
•
•

Storage. We propose to provide a storage rack adjacent to the structure and
Security – some type of locking mechanism will be required that prevents unauthorised persons from
changing the board height.

They also have the advantage that there are no mechanical parts requiring servicing and the operation can be
done from a boat
The arrangement is shown in Figure 43 and an example in Figure 44. The left bank will require considerable
repair and upgrading to ensure its integrity and to avoid future breaches.

Figure 43. Stopboard regulator for Moira Channel left bank.
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Figure 44. Segmented aluminium stop boards

The stop board regulators will be provided at two locations on the left bank (Figure 45).

Figure 45. Stop board regulator locations on Moira Channels

Cost estimate
A cost estimate for the proposed works is shown in Table 26.
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1.2.10 Moira Lake Regulator
The proposal is to replace the existing regulator. The objective is to reduce the leakage through the existing
structure and allow more efficient operation to actively and responsively manage lake levels to match natural
seasonal cues in river levels.

Existing regulator
The regulator is currently a sheet pile structure with 12 bays of stop logs, each 1.8 m wide (see Figure 46). The
logs leak substantially making it difficult to hold water in the Lake.

Figure 46. Moira Lake Regulator

Further, the procedure required to install and remove the stop logs does not conform to current OHS
requirements. The access platform is also in need of upgrading to meet OHS standards (Figure 47).

Figure 47. Access platform for Moira Regulator
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New regulator
It is proposed to replace the existing regulator with a new regulator that will incorporate:
•
•

Sheet pile weir
2 x lay flat gates that will allow overshot discharge of water from the Lake when Murray River levels
are lower than Lake levels.
• 10 x vertical penstock gates that will operate in open / closed mode to allow passage of water into, or
out of Moira Lake.
The operating levels will be:
• Top of weir/regulator = 94.0 m AHD (same as existing)
• Sill = 92.5 m AHD (existing sill = 92.25 m AHD)
Lay flat and vertical penstock gates will be 1.8 m wide x 1.5 m high.
This is based on an assumed Moira Lake bed level of approximately 92.8 m AHD (MDBC, 1995). Note that the
new sill is higher than the existing sill so that gate heights are less and thus more economical. The sill is still 0.3
m below the Lake invert level so there is no issue with satisfactorily draining the Lake.
The conceptual arrangement is illustrated at Figure 48 and Figure 49.

RL 94.0 m AHD

Carp cage /
management at
this gate

Lay flat gates

Figure 48. Conceptual layout of new Moira Regulator

New Regulator
Coffer Dam

Figure 49. Possible arrangement for new Moira Lake Regulator
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Outflows / Draining Moira Lake
Lay flat gates provide ‘overshot’ discharge which is fish friendly for downstream passage of all life cycles of fish
through the gates. The lay flat gates can be used for controlled discharge from Moira Lake when downstream
water levels are suitable. This can be automated using water level sensors on each side of the regulator. This
approach will allow the efficient drawing down / draining of the Lake in the regulated irrigation supply season,
whenever river levels drop below unseasonal high supply levels. This will help to return the Lake to a more
natural drying cycle and reduce water losses. The discharge that can be achieved through the lay flat gates is
shown in Figure 50. This indicates that the discharge that can be achieved is dependent on the difference
between the Lake water level, and the downstream Murray River level.

Pool level above gate lip (m)
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Figure 50. Discharge from Lay Flat gates

During the season where the objective is to drain Moira Lake we recommend that the lay flat gates be
programmed to maintain a gate lip position approximately 0.1 metres above the downstream water level. This
means that whenever the Lake level is greater than 0.1 m above the downstream level discharge will take
place.

Inflows to Moira Lake
During unregulated periods Moira Lake water levels should be responding directly to River water levels. To
achieve this the 10 x 1.8 m wide vertical gates would be fully opened with the bottom of the gate clear of the
surface water level. The lay flat gates would be closed as they are not designed to facilitate inflows to the Lake.
The initial period of opening the gates in the unregulated season will be important, and represent operational
challenges:
•
•
•

If water levels in the channel are slightly greater than those in the Lake the gates can be fully opened
to allow inflow to the Lake.
If the channel level is much higher than the Lake and the gates are opened there is the potential for
very fast inflows until the levels equalise. This should be avoidable through operational management.
If channel levels are very high and the Lake low it may be better to fill from the north end of the Lake
until water levels across the regulator are in reasonable proximity.

Fish passage
During the unregulated season the gates will always be open and there will be equalisation of water levels in
the Lake and Murray River. There will be unrestricted passage during this period.
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During the regulated period of unseasonal flows in the Murray River the vertical gates will be closed, but the
lay flat gates will allow downstream fish passage from the Lake into the Murray River. No upstream fish
passage into the Lake will be available during these events.

Carp management
There is a carp harvesting program that is currently undertaken at the existing regulator. It should be feasible
to install a carp cage or similar structure on one of the vertical gate openings that could be operated on its
own for this purpose. The arrangement could be made to suit flow into, or out of, the Lake.
However the carp management would only be for the purposes of carp harvesting. As there is no exclusion of,
or barrier to, carp during the unregulated period when all the vertical gates are open, there will be no effective
management of carp numbers in Moira Lake through the management of the new regulator.

Operation
The gates will be powered by a solar array to be located in a suitable site adjacent to the structure. The lay flat
gates will be programmed in response to water levels that are measured upstream and downstream by water
level sensors.
The vertical gates will respond to open / close signals and will not be used to regulate specific flows. If required
it may be possible to achieve a degree of regulation based on the number of gates that are opened. It is not
clear at this time under what circumstances this may be advantageous. This approach may also create
unsuitable conditions for upstream fish passage through the opening, in terms of velocity and head loss.
It is not intended that the vertical gates be operated as partially opened because:
•
•

The gates would then be operating as undershot gates with impacts on fish species passing through
the gates
The gates would be within the stream flow and will be subject to impact damage from floating debris.

Cost estimate
A cost estimate for the works required for a new regulator for Moira Lake on Moira Creek is shown in Table 27.
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1.2.11 Summary of Millewa works costs
The works costs are summarised in Table 28. We have also shown an allowance for project management costs
for these works.
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Appendix C
Yanga proposed works:
Link from environmental water requirements, to site specific environmental objectives, operating rules and
design criteria

Table B1 Compendium of MDBA Basin Plan targets, environmental water requirements (EWRs), Site-specific flow indicators (SFIs), together with OEH objectives for each type of environmental asset at Yanga (Rick Webster pers comm).
Note that for ease of communication and presentation, this table includes only a representative subset of the environmental asset types from MDBA 2012a.
Environmen
tal asset and
location

Frequency
(% of years)

Duration
(months)

Timing

Relevant targets from MDBA (2010a & 2012a)

OEH objectives

Site-Specific Flow
Indicators (MDBA 2012a)

Without-development
and baseline event
frequencies

Event
(flows gauged at Maude
Weir)

MAX

MIN

MAX

MIN

Type A
Floodplain
marshes
Twin Bridges
swamp
Piggery Lake
Topnarrock
well swamp
Tarwille
Swamp
Wagourah
Lake

100%

80%

8

4

Type B
River Red
Gum forests
and
woodlands
North
Stallion
swamp
Top Creek
Swamp

90%

Type C
Lignum
shrublands
Duck’s Nest
Creek

80%

Type D
Black Box
woodlands

20%

40%

20%

10%

5

12

3

3

3

1

Frequency-proportion of years event required
to achieve ecological target (%)

Proportion of years
event occurred under
modelled baseline
conditions (%)

Total inflow volume
required (GL)

Timing

Low uncertainty

High uncertainty

(Not available for
“without
development” see
MDBA 2012a))

NA
(not analysed in MDBA
2012a)

NA

Winter
to
spring

Maintain 100% of the current extent of permanent
and semi-permanent wetland communities in good
condition
Provide a flow regime which ensures the current
extent of native vegetation of floodplain and
wetland communities is sustained in a healthy,
dynamic and resilient condition (MDBA 2012a)
Provide a flow regime which supports recruitment
opportunities for a range of native aquatic species
(e.g. fish, frogs, turtles and invertebrates)
Provide a flow regime which supports key
ecosystem functions, particularly those related to
connectivity between the river and the floodplain

Desired outcome is to reestablish a drying phase and
manage encroachment of Typha
and Phragmites. Annual
inundation for waterbird foraging
and frog breeding habitat. Also
important for small to mediumbodied fish populations during
river-floodplain exchange
Control River Red Gum
seedling/sapling encroachment in
open seasonal wetland habitats

NA
(not analysed in MDBA
2012a)

NA
(not analysed in MDBA
2012a)

NA
(not analysed in
MDBA 2012a)

Winter
to
spring

Maintain 95% of the current extent of river red
gum communities in good condition
Provide a flow regime which ensures the current
extent of native vegetation of floodplain and
wetland communities is sustained in a healthy,
dynamic and resilient condition
Provide a flow regime which supports key
ecosystem functions, particularly those related to
connectivity between the river and the floodplain

Aim to achieve bird breeding
events three years out of 10
Maintain and improve flooddependent understorey
vegetation

175

July–September

75

70

68

270

July–September

70

60

57

400

July–October

60

55

52

800

July–October

50

40

39

Maintain 65% of the current extent of floodplain
wetland vegetation in good condition
Provide a flow regime which supports key
ecosystem functions, particularly those related to
connectivity between the river and the floodplain

Complex of red gum forest and
lignum will benefit from
managed flows
Regenerating Lignum shrubland
on western side of Wagourah Rd
will benefit from Duck Nest and
Crazy Creek works

400

July–October

60

55

52

800

July–October

50

40

39

1,700

July––November

25

20

18

To maintain tree health,
flowering and habitat structure
through inundation of Black Box
woodland

800

July–October

50

40

39

1,700

July––November

25

20

18

2,700

May–February

15

10

9

Spring
to
summe
r

Spring

Maintain 65% of the current extent of floodplain
wetland vegetation in good condition
Provide a flow regime which ensures the current
extent of native vegetation of floodplain and
wetland communities is sustained in a healthy,
dynamic and resilient condition
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(not analysed in MDBA
2012a)

Table B2 Basin Plan EWRs (MDBA 2012a) for environmental asset types, aligned with proposed NImmie-Caira environmental watering regime and demands, aligned with Yanga environmental watering regime and demands
NOTE: Environmental watering will be implemented consistent with the Long-term watering plan and Annual environmental watering priorities, as published from time to time by NSW OEH.
Environmental
asset type
(MDBA 2012a)

Event typeNimmieCaira
terminology
(NSW Office
of Water
2015)

Occurrence of flow event
(NSW OoW 2015; MDBA
2012a in bold)
Maximum
occurrence

Minimum
Occurrence

Southern
Bell Frog and
small bodied
fish annual
maintenance
flows

100%
(every
year)

95%
(almost
every year)

Type B
River Red
Gum forests
and
woodlands
And
Type C
Lignum
shrublands

Rookery
Lignum
health
events

75%
(3 in every
4 years)
(75%)

Bird
breeding,
lignum
watering and
red gum
inundation
events

Type D
Black Box
woodlands

Black box
inundation
events

Type A
Floodplain
marshes

Water
demand for
minimum
watering
requirement
(GL/year)
NSW OoW
2015 for
Nimmie
Caira

Watering regime – NimmieCaira (NSW OoW 2015)

Maude weir:
3 GL
Total: 3 GL
(Additional 2
GL for offline
ground
tanks)

12 days of 100 ML/d from the
Nimmie-Creek regulator
15 days of 100 ML/d from the
South Caira regulator

50%
(every 2nd
year)
(55%)

Maude weir:
46 GL
Total: 46 GL

75%
(3 in every
4 years)
(75%)

40%
(2 out of
every
5 years)
(40%)

33%
(1 in every
3 years)
(25%)

14%
(once
every
7 years)
(10%)

Water demand

Watering regime

1AS
(Redbank Weir)

1ES
(Redbank Weir)

Wagourah Creek Regulator
(Redbank weir)

600 ML/d (limit of existing
capacity)

200 ML/d (limit of existing
capacity)

200 ML/d (capacity of new
replacement regulator as
proposed in Nimiie-Caira
business case)

12 days winter/spring

35 days of 600 ML/d from the
Nimmie-Creek regulator
42 days of 600 ML/d from the
South Caira regulator

600 ML/d
(increase capacity to 1000 ML/d
as part of proposal)

200 ML/d
(increase capacity to 300 ML/d
as part of proposal)

200 ML/d (capacity of new
replacement regulator as
proposed in Nimiie-Caira
business case)

35 days spring-early summer, with extra 60 days at
lower flows to sustain bird breeding

Maude weir:
82 GL
Wagourah
creek
regulator:
12 GL
Total: 94 GL

22 days of 1,500 ML/d followed
by 66 days of 100 ML/d from
the Nimmie-Creek regulator
24 days of 1,500 ML/d followed
by 66 days of 100 ML/d from
the South Caira regulator

600 ML/d
(increase capacity to 1000 ML/d
as part of proposal)

200 ML/d
(increase capacity to 300 ML/d
as part of proposal)

200 ML/d (capacity of new
replacement regulator as
proposed in Nimiie-Caira
business case)

35 days winter/spring, with extra 60 days at lower
flows to sustain bird breeding

Maude weir
175 GL
Wagourah
creek
regulator:
72 GL
Total: 247
GL

34 days of 1,500 ML/d followed
by 56 days of 600 ML/d from
the Nimmie-Creek regulator
40 days of 1,500 ML/d followed
by 50 days of 600 ML/d from
the South Caira regulator

600 ML/d
(increase capacity to 1000 ML/d
as part of proposal)

200 ML/d
(increase capacity to 300 ML/d
as part of proposal)

200 ML/d (capacity of new
replacement regulator as
proposed in Nimiie-Caira
business case)

40 days winter/spring, with extra 60 days at lower
flows to sustain bird breeding

Additional 2 GL for offline
ground tanks could potentially
be supplied by either
groundwater or from Maude
Weir via stock domestic system.

Table B3 Environmental water demand / regime, operating rules and design criteria for proposed structures at Yanga
Structure

Water demand / regime

Operating rules (environmental watering)

Operating rules (fish)

Design criteria

1AS Regulator

600 ML/d
(increase capacity to 1000 ML/d as part of
proposal)

Open for active environmental flow delivery
as per Table B2
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Operate regulator within operating range of
fishway, especially in spring or early summer
Ensure adequate depth in tailwater plunge pool
Cue fish to leave floodplain
Late spring / early summer (Oct – Dec)
Small drop (max. 0.15 m for 1-2 days) in
tailwater at the initial recession of
flows
Implement floodplain recession plan
Capture carp

Twin Bridges regulators and bank

Match to 1AS capacity

Open for active environmental flow delivery
as per Table B2
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Tarwille banks, sills, regulators

Match to 1AS capacity

Open for active environmental flow delivery
as per Table B2
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Tarwille Cattleyards regulator

Match to 1AS capacity

Open for active environmental flow delivery
as per Table B2
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

1ES Regulator

200 ML/d
(increase capacity to 300 ML/d as part of
proposal)

Open for active environmental flow delivery
as per Table B2
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to
stimulate fish to leave – 0.25m/day
Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to stimulate fish to
leave – 0.25m/day
Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to stimulate fish to
leave – 0.25m/day
Operate regulator within operating range of
fishway, especially in spring or early summer
Ensure adequate depth in tailwater plunge pool
Cue fish to leave floodplain
Late spring / early summer (Oct – Dec)
Small drop (max. 0.15 m for 1-2 days) in
tailwater at the initial recession of
flows
Implement floodplain recession plan

Increase capacity to 1000 ML/day by lowering sill level and increase gate
height to 1.8m
Ability to actively manage for environmental flows despite remote site
Vertical slot fishway
Ability to cue fish to leave floodplain with a small drop in tailwater (0.15m
for 1-2 days)
Ability to harvest carp
Stop or minimise leakage
6 x layflat (overshot) gates to augment fish passage
Tailwater difference always <0.15m
Powered by solar array with mains backup
Remote operation facility
Enable increased capacity to safe limit of exiting culvert (2 x 2.5mx2.5m
gates)
Enable ability to actively cue fish as per operating rules
Enable actively manage water to known levels and inundation areas, by
raising bank between regulators by 0.5m.

Brutons Regulator

Enable active environmental water delivery
to Topnarrockwell swamp

Open for active environmental flow delivery
as per Table B2
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Shaws Regulator

Enable active environmental water delivery
via either Wagourah Creek / North Stallion
/Wagourah Lake or via 1ES / Shaws /

Open for active environmental flow delivery
as per Table B2
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
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Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to
stimulate fish to leave – 0.25m/day
Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan

Enable ability to actively cue fish as per operating rules
Enable actively manage water to known levels and inundation areas, by
raising bank to 0.9m above centre of Tarwille swamp

Increase capacity of culvert (to 1.5m x 1.2m x 2.4m)
Ability to open or close
Vertical penstock gates
Baffles and roughness of culvert for fish
Hydraulic or pneumatic manual operation

Control weir pool to existing levels (exact AHD level TBC at phase 3)
Ability to actively manage for environmental flows despite remote site
Lower sill level by 0.3m to increase capacity and lower commence to flow;
will require increase gate height to 1.8m
Fish requirements:
Head loss <0.05m
Ability o cue fish to leave floodplain with a small drop in
tailwater
layflat (overshot) gates
vertical slot fishway
ability to harvest carp
Powered by solar array with mains backup
Remote operation facility
Enable active and marginally increased environmental flow delivery
Install 2 x new gates 2.5m wide on new frame
Enable cue fish as per operating rules

Existing structure judged to be adequate

Structure

Water demand / regime

Operating rules (environmental watering)

Operating rules (fish)

Wagourah Lake

per operating rules (fish) column

Shaws swamp / Wagourah Lake flow path

Enable active environmental water delivery
via either Wagourah Creek / North Stallion
/Wagourah Lake or via 1ES / Shaws /
Wagourah Lake

Open for active environmental flow delivery
as per Table B2
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Wagourah Lake / North Stallion flow path

Enable active environmental water delivery
via either Wagourah Creek / North Stallion
/Wagourah Lake or via 1ES / Shaws /
Wagourah Lake

Open for active environmental flow delivery
as per Table B2
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Wagourah blockbank regulator

Enable active environmental water delivery
via either Wagourah Creek / North Stallion
/Wagourah Lake or via 1ES / Shaws /
Wagourah Lake

Open for active environmental flow delivery
as per Table B2
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Duck’s Nest Creek / Wagourah Road culvert

Reinstate natural flow path for higher flows

Not applicable – no regulator or active
management required

Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to
stimulate fish to leave – 0.25m/day
Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to
stimulate fish to leave – 0.25m/day
Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to
stimulate fish to leave – 0.25m/day
Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to
stimulate fish to leave – 0.25m/day
Not applicable – no regulator or active
management required
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Design criteria

Enable active environmental water delivery via either Wagourah Creek /
North Stallion /Wagourah Lake or via 1ES / Shaws / Wagourah Lake

Enable active environmental water delivery via either Wagourah Creek /
North Stallion /Wagourah Lake or via 1ES / Shaws / Wagourah Lake

2

Sheet pile structure 20m x 6m x 150kg/m
2 x vertical gates 1.5m x 2m
Hydraulic or pneumatic manual operation
Design to match capacity of proposed Wagourah Creek Regulator (see
Nimmie-Caira Business Case)
Enable active environmental water delivery via either Wagourah Creek /
North Stallion /Wagourah Lake or via 1ES / Shaws / Wagourah Lake
Reinstate natural flow path by decommissioning and removal of block
banks (Crazy Creek artificial channel)

Table B4 Compendium of MDBA Basin Plan targets, environmental water requirements (EWRs), Site-specific flow indicators (SFIs), together with OEH objectives for each type of environmental asset at Millewa (Rick Webster pers
comm). Note that for ease of communication and presentation, this table includes only a representative subset of the environmental asset types from MDBA 2012c.
Environmen
tal asset and
location

Frequency
(% of years)

Duration
(months)

Timing

Relevant targets from MDBA (2010a & 2012a)

OEH objectives

Site-Specific Flow
Indicators (MDBA 2012c)

Without-development and
baseline event frequencies

Event
(flows gauged at
Yarrawonga)

MAX

MIN

MAX

MIN

Type A
Floodplain
marshes
Moira Lake,
Douglas
Swamp,
Reed Beds
South

100%

80%

8

4

Type B
River Red
Gum forests
and
woodlands
Eastern
Millewa
(Low Sandy,
Aratula,
Toupna
creeks),
Little
Edwards and
Pigsty)

90%

Winter
to
spring

Maintain 100% of the current extent of freshwater
meadows or shallow freshwater marshes in good
condition (MDBA 2010a)
Maintain 100% of the current extent of Moira Grass
plains in good condition (MDBA 2010a)
Provide conditions conducive to successful breeding of
colonial nesting waterbirds (MDBA 2010a).
Provide a flow regime which supports the habitat
requirements of waterbirds and is conducive to
successful breeding of colonial nesting waterbirds (MDBA
2012c)
Provide a flow regime which supports recruitment
opportunities for a range of native aquatic species (e.g.
fish, frogs, turtles, invertebrates) (MDBA 2012c)
Provide a flow regime which supports key ecosystem
functions, particularly those related to connectivity
between the river and the floodplain (MDBA 2012c).

40%

5

3

Winter
to
spring

Maintain 100% of the current extent of red gum forest in
good condition (MDBA 2010a)
Maintain 100% of the current extent of red gum
woodland in good condition (MDBA 2010a)

Provide a flow regime which ensures the current
extent of native vegetation of floodplain and
wetland communities is sustained in a healthy,
dynamic and resilient condition
Provide a flow regime which supports key
ecosystem functions, particularly those related to
connectivity between the river and the floodplain

Frequency-proportion of years
event required to achieve
ecological target (%)

Daily flow (ML/day)

Timing

Desired outcome is to reestablish a drying phase and
manage encroachment of Typha
and Phragmites. Annual
inundation for waterbird foraging
and frog breeding habitat. Also
important for small to mediumbodied fish populations during
river-floodplain exchange
Control River Red Gum
seedling/sapling encroachment in
open seasonal wetland habitats

12,500

Proportion of
years event
occurred
under
modelled
without
development
conditions
(%)

Proportion of
years event
occurred
under
modelled
baseline
conditions
(%)

87

50

66

30

Low
uncertainty

High
uncertainty

June-November
(10 weeks)

80

70

16,000

June-November
(14 weeks)

50

40

15,000

June-December
(5 months duration)

30

30

44

11

Aim to achieve bird breeding
events three years out of 10
Maintain and improve flooddependent understorey
vegetation

12,500

June-November
(10 weeks)

80

70

87

50

16,000

June-November
(14 weeks)

50

40

66

30

To maintain tree health,
flowering and habitat structure
through inundation of Black Box
woodland

NA – not affected by
proposals in this
business case

(Note “Type
C” Lignum
shrublands
not relevant)
Type D
Black Box
woodlands

20%

10%

3

1

Spring

Maintain 65% of the current extent of floodplain
wetland vegetation in good condition
Provide a flow regime which ensures the current
extent of native vegetation of floodplain and
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NA – not affected by
proposals in this
business case

NA – not affected by
proposals in this
business case

NA – not affected
by proposals in
this business
case

NA –
not
affecte
d by

Environmen
tal asset and
location

Frequency
(% of years)

Duration
(months)

Timing

Relevant targets from MDBA (2010a & 2012a)

OEH objectives

Site-Specific Flow
Indicators (MDBA 2012c)

Without-development and
baseline event frequencies

Event
(flows gauged at
Yarrawonga)

MAX

MIN

MAX

Daily flow (ML/day)

MIN

Frequency-proportion of years
event required to achieve
ecological target (%)

Timing

Low
uncertainty

Proportion of
years event
occurred
under
modelled
without
development
conditions
(%)

High
uncertainty
propos
als in
this
busines
s case

wetland communities is sustained in a healthy,
dynamic and resilient condition
Provide a flow regime which supports key ecosystem
functions, particularly those related to connectivity
between the river and the floodplain (MDBA 2012c).

Type E
Natural
rivers and
creek
channels
(Eastern
Millewa
(Low Sandy,
Aratula,
Toupna
creeks),
Little
Edwards and
Pigsty,
Warwick
Creek)

100

Type F
Open water
(Moira Lake)

100

90

90

8

8

1

4

-

-

Provide a flow regime which ensures the current extent
of native vegetation of the riparian, floodplain and
wetland communities is sustained in a healthy, dynamic
and resilient condition (MDBA 2012c)
Provide a flow regime which supports recruitment
opportunities for a range of native aquatic species (e.g.
fish, frogs, turtles, invertebrates) (MDBA 2012c)
Provide a flow regime which supports key ecosystem
functions, particularly those related to connectivity
between the river and the floodplain (MDBA 2012c).

Re-establish semi-permanent nature
of creeks and flood runners to
provide drought refuge for fish, frogs
and turtles.

Provide a flow regime which ensures the current extent
of native vegetation of the riparian, floodplain and
wetland communities is sustained in a healthy, dynamic
and resilient condition (MDBA 2012c)
Provide conditions conducive to successful breeding of
colonial nesting waterbirds (MDBA 2010a).
Provide a flow regime which supports the habitat
requirements of waterbirds and is conducive to
successful breeding of colonial nesting waterbirds (MDBA
2012c)
Provide a flow regime which supports recruitment
opportunities for a range of native aquatic species (e.g.
fish, frogs, turtles, invertebrates) (MDBA 2012c)
Provide a flow regime which supports key ecosystem
functions, particularly those related to connectivity
between the river and the floodplain (MDBA 2012c).

Desired outcome is to maintain and
increase open water habitats and
remove unseasonal summer flows
into Moira Lake
Re-establishing drying regime
annually for Carp control and
improvement in aquatic herbland
vegetation
Control River Red Gum
seedling/sapling encroachment in
open water habitats
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Proportion of
years event
occurred
under
modelled
baseline
conditions
(%)

12,500

June-November
(10 weeks)

80

70

87

50

16,000

June-November
(14 weeks)

50

40

66

30

12,500

June-November
(10 weeks)

87

50

80

70

June-November
(14 weeks)

66

30

50

40

30

30

44

11

16,000

15,000

June-December
(5 months duration)

Table B5 Basin Plan EWRs (MDBA 2012c) for environmental asset types, aligned with Millewa environmental watering regime
NOTE: Environmental watering will be implemented consistent with the Long-term watering plan and Annual environmental watering priorities, as published from time to time by NSW OEH.
Environmental asset type (MDBA 2012c)

Occurrence of flow event (MDBA 2012c)

Water demand
(ML/day at Yarrawonga)
(MDBA 2012c)

Watering regime

Maximum
occurrence

Minimum Occurrence

Type A
Floodplain marshes
Moira Lake, Douglas Swamp, Reed Beds South

100%
(every year)

75%
(3 years in every 4)

5,000 ML/day

Winter-spring
Fill from unregulated flows and environmental watering
Summer/Autumn:
Drain via new regulators when lower river levels permit (eg when Menindee Lakes online)

Type B
River Red Gum forests and woodlands
Eastern Millewa (Low Sandy, Aratula, Toupna
creeks), Little Edwards and Pigsty)

92%

40%

10-15,000 ML/day

Winter-spring – open regulators during unregulated flows or when creeks targeted by environmental watering
Summer/Autumn:
Drain via new regulators when lower river levels permit, or allow to evaporate (noting floodplain recession
requirements for fish passage)

Type E Natural rivers and creek channels
(Eastern Millewa (Low Sandy, Aratula, Toupna
creeks), Little Edwards and Pigsty, Warwick
Creek)

(not considered in
MDBA 2012c)

(not considered in
MDBA 2012c)

12,500-16,000 ML/day

Winter-spring – open regulators during unregulated flows or when creeks targeted by environmental watering
Summer/Autumn:
Drain via new regulators when lower river levels permit, or allow to evaporate (noting floodplain recession
requirements for fish passage)

Type F
Open water (Moira Lake)

(not considered in
MDBA 2012c)

(not considered in
MDBA 2012c)

5,000 ML/day

Winter-spring
Fill from unregulated flows and environmental watering via Regulators 27 (cutting creek) and 28
Summer/Autumn:
Drain via new Moira Lake Regulator when lower river levels permit (eg when Menindee Lakes online)
Otherwise Moira LKake Regulator closed and lake drops by evaporation only
(See Table 5-9 p102 of Business Case)

(Note “Type C” Lignum shrublands and “Type D”
blackbox woodlands not relevant to Millewa
proposal)
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Table B6 Environmental water regime, operating rules and design criteria for proposed structures at Millewa. All flows are River Murray at Yarrawonga, unless stated otherwise.
Structure

Water regime

Operating rules (environmental watering)

Operating rules (fish)

Design criteria

Low Sandy regulator

Enable commence to flow at 10,300ML/day
during unregulated and targeted
environmental flows

Open for active environmental flow delivery
as per Table B2
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Excavate offtake channel to 10,300 ML/day level
Install regulator as box culvert with vertical penstock gates at road
crossing.

Bullatale regulator and Channel

Enable commence to flow at 6,000ML/day
Enable delivery of up to 300ML/day
irrigation and stock and domestic supply
through to northern boundary of National
Park
Enable delivery of up 700ML/day
environmental water to west of channel
into Aratula and Toupna Creek systems
(Therefore total channel capacity
1000ML/day, when River Murray flows
12,000ML/day)
Ability to hold water in the swamp to a
suitable level (to be confirmed by survey)

Open for active environmental flow delivery
or irrigation / stock and domestic flow
delivery
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Operate regulator within operating range of
fishway, especially in spring or early summer
Ensure adequate depth in tailwater plunge pool
Cue fish to leave floodplain
Late spring / early summer (Oct – Dec)
Small drop (max. 0.15 m for 1-2 days) in
tailwater at the initial recession of
flows
Implement floodplain recession plan
Capture carp
Operate regulator within operating range of
fishway, especially in spring or early summer
Ensure adequate depth in tailwater plunge pool
Cue fish to leave floodplain
Late spring / early summer (Oct – Dec)
Small drop (max. 0.15 m for 1-2 days) in
tailwater at the initial recession of
flows
Implement floodplain recession plan
Capture carp

Douglas Swamp regulator

Remain closed during drought refuge flows
into the Toupna Creek system via the Mary
Ada or Pinchgut regulators to hold water in
Douglas Swamp.
Open for active environmental flow delivery
and during unregulated events.
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column
Open for active environmental flow delivery
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Little Edwards sills and regulator

Ability to hold water in Little Edwards up to
1700 ML/day (measured at Edwards River
offtake regulator)

Pigsty regulator

Ability to hold water in the Edwards River
or open to pass water into Pigsty

Open for active environmental flow delivery
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Gulpa Creek / Channel sills and regulator

Ability to hold water in Gulpa Creek to
determined level and prevent unseasonal
overwatering of Reed Beds

Open for active environmental flow delivery
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Warwick Creek Regulator

Enable active environmental water delivery
to Warwick Creek

Open for active environmental flow delivery
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column
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Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to stimulate fish to
leave – 0.25m/day
Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to stimulate fish to
leave – 0.25m/day
Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to stimulate fish to
leave – 0.25m/day
Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to
stimulate fish to leave – 0.25m/day
Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)

Provide regulator structure with 1000ML/day discharge capacity, with
commence to flow at 6000ML/day.
Provide fish passage
Excavate channel where necessary to enable 1000 ML/day capacity
Provide rock ramp spillways on western edge of channel to enable
environmental watering
Provide rock ramp spillways on east and west bank where Aratula Creek
and Bullatale Channel intersect.

Install rock ramp causeways and 1 regulator

Install sheet pile weirs to surveyed level of 1700ML/day (as measured at
Edwards River Offtake)
Install sheet pile weir with regulator gates at re-entry floodway to
Edwards River

Match capacity of pigsty channel
Install box culvert and regulator gates

Install fix-crest weirs to maximum irrigation / stock and domestic flow
capacity of Gulpa channel.
Install sheet pile regulator at low point.

Install sheet pile regulator at intersection with Gulpa channel

Structure

Water regime

Operating rules (environmental watering)

Operating rules (fish)
-

Moira Channel

Ability to hold water in Moira Channel to
determined level and prevent unseasonal
overwatering of South Moira Lake

Open for active environmental flow delivery
Otherwise closed, but with recession plan as
per operating rules (fish) column

Moira Lake Regulator

Winter-spring
Fill from unregulated flows and
environmental watering via Regulators 27
(cutting creek) and 28
Summer/Autumn:
Drain via new Moira Lake Regulator when
lower river levels permit (eg when
Menindee Lakes online)
Otherwise Moira LKake Regulator closed
and lake drops by evaporation only
(See Table 5-9 p102 of Business Case)

Winter/Spring:
Fill from unregulated flows and
environmental watering via Regulators 27
(cutting creek) and 28.
When unregulated flows are high enough, fill
by opening Moira Lake Regulator.
Summer:
Drain via new Moira Lake Regulator when
lower river levels permit (eg when Menindee
Lakes online).
Otherwise new Moira Lake Regulator closed
and lake drops by evaporation only.
Autumn
Drain via new Moira Lake Regulator when
lower river levels permit (eg when Menindee
Lakes online).
Otherwise new Moira Lake Regulator closed
and lake drops by evaporation only.
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Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to
stimulate fish to leave – 0.25m/day
Very small head loss <0.05m
Operate as either open or shut, but with
floodplain recession plan
Cue small fish to leave floodplain
Late summer (January – March)
Small drop – max 0.05m for 1-2 days
Large recession before close, to
stimulate fish to leave – 0.25m/day
Operate regulator within operating range of
fishway, especially in spring or early summer
Ensure adequate depth in tailwater plunge pool
Cue fish to leave floodplain
Late spring / early summer (Oct – Dec)
Small drop (max. 0.15 m for 1-2 days) in
tailwater at the initial recession of
flows
Implement floodplain recession plan
Capture carp
Carp move off the floodplain last so shutting the
fishway at the last phase of the recession can be
considered and managed adaptively

Design criteria

Install rock ramp spillways and dropboard regulators at spill points

Ability to open regulator responsively to periodic lower levels during
summer and autumn, as well to close responsively if river levels rise again
with irrigation deliveries
Ability to provide fish passage and potentially to capture carp.

Murrumbidgee SDLA – Project models
22 March 2016

1

Project model overview
This report describes:




The project model cases that have been developed
How the models were developed from the Adjusted Benchmark model
Key assumptions

The MDBA’s Benchmark model was altered to produce an Adjusted Benchmark model
(see note Murrumbidgee SDLA – Update of Benchmark Model, DHI, 2016). The Adjusted
Benchmark was then changed to include the proposed SDLA projects for the
Murrumbidgee. These include:






Water for Rivers projects post 2009 (tripartite projects including CARM)
Yanco Colombo Billabong modernisation project
Yanco Offtake project
Nimmie Caira project
Yanga National Park project

Individual project models were produced for each of the above, as well as a combined
overall model including all projects.

2

Project model development

2.1

Water for Rivers projects post 2009 (tripartite works)
This project includes a number of sub-projects which were carried out under the tripartite
agreement between NSW Office of Water, Water for Rivers and State Water. These
include:









Wilson Anabranch and associated losses
Beavers Creek existing offtake structure, and losses and return flows on the Beavers
/ Old Man Creek system
Augmented supply via Irrigation Corporations:
o Coleambally Irrigation Area escape drain operation and historical loss
provision, and
o Murray Irrigation Finley Escape drain operation,
Oak and Gras Innes Wetland losses on Bundidgerry Creek
Tributary utilisation for regulated orders (for CARM)
Yanco Offtake operation (for CARM)
Rainfall rejection from Murrumbidgee Irrigation (for CARM)

Prior to adding these tripartite projects, the Adjusted Benchmark model had been
produced to allow better representation of these changes between the Benchmark and
the post-project case. These changes are outlined in Murrumbidgee SDLA – Update of
Benchmark Model (DHI, 2016).
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The tripartite projects were added to the Adjusted Benchmark model to produce the postproject Tripartite works model. The significant changes to the model included:
















Wilson anabranch: adding a regulator that opens and closes the anabranch inlet on
a seasonal basis, and change of the outlet relationship to reflect the outlet gate
being left permanently open
Beavers Creek / Old Man Creek: Replacement of the old weir structure with new
gates, with these operated on a seasonal basis, and including some supplementary
flow sharing; addition of the Dog Fall and Old Old Man Creek anabranch structures;;
addition of the seasonal minimum flow target at the end of Old Man Creek
Coleambally Irrigation Area Drains: Change of the ordering priority through Yanco
Offtake, to provide a minimum 50 Ml/d through offtake, then to supply all additional
Yanco Creek orders through the CI drains until they are at full capacity
Murray Irrigation Finley Escape: Change of operation to alter drains flows in respond
to orders at Puckawidgee, with this reducing orders being passed up Billabong
Creek to the Yanco Offtake
Oak Creek and Gras Innes Regulators (Bundidgerry): Removal of these wetland
areas from the creek, to represent supply from environmental water volumes as
required
CARM tributary utilisation: change of the “available flow to use for orders” time
series, with more flow now available then in the Adjusted Benchmark, to reflect
better tributary forecasting
CARM Yanco Offtake Operation: Reduction of the seasonal oversupply factor
through Yanco Offtake from 1.25 to 1.20, to reflect improved operational information
on Yanco Billabong under CARM
CARM rainfall rejection: Reduction of orders into MI Main Canal at Berembed in
response to rainfall to represent improved river forecasting capacity under CARM
(Benchmark only reduces extractions, not orders)

These changes are implemented in the model BIDGDA3.sqq.
As part of the tripartite agreement, licences were granted to Water for Rivers for the water
savings produced by these projects. These included a 20,000 unit share High Security
licence and a 13,000 unit share General Security licence. These licences have been
added into the post-project model, and are placed in the model at two dummy irrigation
nodes immediately downstream of Blowering Dam (one for General Security and one for
High Security licences). These are the same nodes used to represent the pre-2009 Water
for Rivers projects in the Adjusted Benchmark, with the licence volumes increased to
include the additional tripartite projects licence.
The increased utilisation of Finley Escape also increases the volume coming through into
the Murrumbidgee Valley from the Murray. This additional volume has to be returned to
the Murray to ensure there is no net change in the intervalley trade balance. This is done
in the model by adding a dummy irrigation node downstream of Balranald. This node
orders and diverts a long-term average amount that is the same as the increase in Finley
Escape outflow. This dummy node effectively sets aside water from the allocation to
restore the IVT balance.
The addition of the projects also reduces the surplus flows within the system, including
reducing end of system flows at Balranald and Moulamein. In the model, this reduction in
surplus flow is linked to a reduction in dam releases, as unnecessary releases are
reduced. This produces an increase in storage in the model, and an associated increase
in allocations occurs. In the version of the post-project model provided, the allocation is
allowed to increase, and there are no specific nodes calling this retained surplus out of
the dams.
The projects also reduces the long-term average inflow to Lowbidgee by approximately
2,800 ML/yr compared to the Adjusted Benchmark case. This reduction has not been
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restored in the post-CARM case, as the combined model includes diversion into Nimmie
Caira and Yanga to satisfy environmental inundation targets.

2.2

Yanco Colombo Billabong modernisation project
This project includes a number of modifications to the Yanco Colombo Billabong system,
as outlined in the Effluents Business Case. These include:












DC800: Increase of the capacity of the Coleambally Irrigation drain DC800 from 50
ML/d to 100 ML/d
Lower Yanco Weir: A new weir to re-regulate flows
Colombo Weirs: Addition of re-regulation structures on Colombo Creek, at 8 Mile,
Chesneys Weir, Cocketdegong and Coonong Weir (these are modelled as one
combined weir in the model)
Murray Irrigation Berrigan Escape: Supply of up to 100 ML/d through Berrigan
Escape in response to orders. This is done in the model based on the remaining
order upstream of Finley Escape, though maintaining a minimum 60ML/d in the
creek upstream of Berrigan Escape
Hartwood Weir: Reconstruction of the weir to include re-regulation storage
Downstream of Yanco and Billabong confluence: A new weir to re-regulate flows
Wanganella: A new weir to re-regulate flows
Piccanniny diversion: Extraction of surplus flows at the end of Forest Creek, and
diversion of these through Piccanniny Creek back into Billabong Creek
Existing structures on Billabong Creek at Algudgerie and on Mid Yanco Creek:
Lowering of these fixed crest structures to reduce losses

These changes are implemented in the model BIDGEA9.sqq.
The utilisation of Berrigan Escape increases the volume coming through into the
Murrumbidgee Valley from the Murray, as was noted for the tripartite works projects for
Finley Escape. This additional Berrigan Escape volume also has to be returned to the
Murray to ensure there is no net change in the intervalley trade balance. The dummy
irrigation node downstream of Balranald created to balance the tripartite Finley Escape
additional flow is adjusted in the model to balance the combined increase in both Finley
and Berrigan Escapes.
The re-regulation structures in the model are represented using in-line storages. These
storages accumulate excess discharge. When the weir has reached a threshold stored
volume, it reduces the order being passed upstream by the amount it has stored. It
subsequently releases this on the appropriate day to supply the downstream order.
Existing fixed crest structures on the Mid-Yanco and at Algudgerie on Billabong Creek
are modelled as time series of evaporation losses. Different time series are used for the
Adjusted Benchmark and post-project models.

2.3

Yanco Offtake project
This project involves construction of a regulator on Yanco Offtake, as described in the
Business Case: Yanco Offtake SDL Adjustment Supply Measure (Alluvium, XXX). The
changes to the Adjusted Benchmark model are in the model BIDGMFE6.sqq
The offtake itself is implemented in the model by adding a control structure in the model,
with an assumed maximum diversion capacity for the structure.
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The approach in the Benchmark model to surplus flow sharing between the
Murrumbidgee River and Yanco Creek is changed in the post-project model. The surplus
flow diversion is determined by a new time series that specifies large diversions into
Yanco Creek, in order to achieve bankfull and overbank flows within the creek system.
This is specified in the Yanco Offtake Business Case.
The post-project model also includes a minimum flow time series downstream of the
Yanco Offtake. This minimum flow aims to preserve the flow regime in the creek when
river flows are less than 15,000 ML/d. It does this by extracting the Benchmark time
series of discharges through the offtake for river flows < 15,000 ML/d, and adding this as
minimum flow node referring to the extracted time series.

2.4

Yanga National Park 1AS regulator project
This project is described in the Business Case: Murray and Murrumbidgee Valley
National Parks SDL Adjustment Supply Measure (Alluvium, October 2015). One of the
measures proposed by this project is reconstruction of the Yanga 1AS regulator. The
Business Case estimates this leaks water from the river into Yanga National Park at an
average rate of approximately 5,400 ML/yr.
To model this the river loss between Maude Weir and Redbank Weir was changed. The
loss rate in the benchmark model is a constant 55 ML/d for all flows greater than 55ML/d.
This was reduced to 40 ML/d in the post-project model (which is equivalent to an annual
volume of 5,400 ML as flows do not fall below the 55 Ml/d threshold).
The changes to the Adjusted Benchmark model are in model BIDGFA2.sqq.

2.5

Nimmie Caira – Yanga National Park project
This project is described in the Business Case: Nimmie-Caira SDL Adjustment Supply
Measure (Alluvium, XXX). The Business Case identifies target environmental water
volumes inside Nimmie – Caira and Yanga National Park, which should be achieved on a
target inter-annual frequency.
The project is modelled by diverting additional volumes out of the river to try and achieve
these target volumes. Targets differ for different cases - the four cases considered were:








Nimmie Caira with no rehabilitation: Target environmental volumes based on Nimmie
Caira requirements, without any rehabilitation works of the floodplain inside Nimmie
Caira having been carried out (i.e. current configuration)
Nimmie Caira with rehabilitation: Target environmental volumes based on Nimmie
Caira requirements, with rehabilitation works of the floodplain inside Nimmie Caira
having been carried out
Nimmie Caira and Yanga National Park with no rehabilitation: Target environmental
volumes based on both Nimmie Caira and Yanga National Park requirements,
without any rehabilitation works of the floodplain inside Nimmie Caira having been
carried out (i.e. current configuration)
Nimmie Caira and Yanga National Park with rehabilitation: Target environmental
volumes based on both Nimmie Caira and Yanga National Park requirements, with
rehabilitation works of the floodplain inside Nimmie Caira having been carried out

The targets specified in the business case were simplified in order to make them
assessable in the model. The set of targets applied in the model were:
Table 1 Nimmie Caira and Yanga environmental water volume targets
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Supply Measure (GL) achieved in
Model Name percentile of years
95% tile 50% tile 40% tile 14% tile
BIDGA02
3
46
192
302
BIDGA03
3
46
290
414

Case

Nimmie Caira (no Rehab)
Nimmie Caira (with Rehab)
Yanga and Nimmie Caira (no
BIDGA04
rehab)
Yanga and Nimmie Caira (with
BIDGA05
Rehab)

26

46

248

664

26

46

346

774

In order to apply these targets in the model, the following approach was used:









Years in which SFI targets at Maude Weir are met in the model are identified – this is
taken as an indicator that sufficient flow may be available to divert water into Nimmie
Caira / Yanga to reach a watering target event
The volume of environmental water already diverted into Lowbidgee is calculated
from the Benchmark model run
The additional volume required to reach the target is then worked out in a
spreadsheet; this is done for each of the four target columns in Table 1
The additional volume required for the four targets is disaggregated into a daily
diversion series, based on the time series of surplus flows available according to the
Benchmark run results
The resulting time series is set as a diversion series in the project model
The project model is run, and it is checked whether the target volumes are achieved,
and whether the frequency of reaching these volumes is within the range specified in
the business case

The project model is modified from the Adjusted Benchmark model. It includes an
additional Lowbidgee floodplain storage that is separate to the “bucket” storages in the
benchmark model. All additional discharge to meet the target event volume is diverted
into the separate floodplain bucket.
Furthermore, it is assumed that none of the additional diverted flow to meet the
environmental targets returns to the Murrumbidgee River. It is assumed that the entire
volume is retained within Lowbidgee and eventually lost to the system.

3

Combined project model
The combined model includes all of the individual SDLA project model changes. As there
four different Nimmie-Caira and Yanga National Park cases, there are four different
versions of the combined project model file, as outlined in Table 2.
Table 2 Combined project model files

Case
Nimmie Caira (no Rehab)
Nimmie Caira (with Rehab)
Yanga and Nimmie Caira (no rehab)
Yanga and Nimmie Caira (with Rehab)

Model Name
BIDGCA2
BIDGCA3
BIDGCA4
BIDGCA5

The key issues and assumptions regarding the combined model are summarised here:
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The models do not include nodes to utilise any water “produced” by the projects,
instead any gain will result in an increased long-term allocation in the model
Changes to Finley and Berrigan escapes increase the amount of water diverted from
the Murray into Billabong Creek, and a dummy irrigation node downstream of
Balranald is used to balance the IVT
The water savings licences associated with the tripartite projects (including CARM)
are included in the model, and are added to dummy irrigation nodes situated
immediately downstream of Blowering Dam (these nodes also include the pre-2009
Water for Rivers project licences)
There is a small decrease in Lowbidgee diversions in the post-CARM model (2.8
GL/yr), however the combined model includes the Nimmie-Caira environmental
targets which override this
Yanco Offtake is modelled with a fixed low flow regime, which is based on the MDBA
Benchmark model discharge time series through the offtake (instead of specific low
flow targets at the offtake)
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1

Introduction

This report brings together additional investigations and assessments that integrate watering requirements
and inundation extents for the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga National Park areas adjoining the lower
Murrumbidgee River in southern NSW. The investigations and assessments have been undertaken to inform
the development of Sustainable Diversion Limit (SDL) Adjustment Supply Measure Business Cases. These are
being developed by the NSW Government under the provisions of the (Murray Darling) Basin Plan.
The additional investigations and integration of watering requirements included in the report comprise:
1.

Waugorah / Duck’s Nest: Additional investigations to identify the watering demands and
infrastructure requirements at Waugorah Creek offtake. The assessment has included the flow rates
required in the Murrumbidgee River and the scale of works at the offtake to achieve the required
watering, the scale of works required to direct water into the Duck’s Nest system and the extent of
inundation associated with these arrangements.

2.

Flood inundation extents: This task has included
o

Hydraulic modelling of a large scale watering / black box inundation event within the Yanga
area

o

Compilation of integrated inundation extents across the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga landscape
for proposed inundation events

3.

Integrated watering requirements: The estimation of the water demands associated with the
proposed integrated watering of the landscape. This has comprised the development and refinement
of a spreadsheet setting out the daily flow rates and total event based water demands.

4.

Ecological Elements spatial layers: Development of base ecological elements layers, replacing coarse
Basin-scale information for the subject areas, with more recently acquired, detailed information.

1

2

Waugorah Creek - Duck’s Nest system

2.1

Purpose of the additional investigations and analysis

The objective of this additional work was to further refine the feasibility and cost of providing water to Duck’s
Nest Creek from Waugorah Creek, via the proposed upgraded Waugorah Creek regulator on the
Murrumbidgee River at Mungery. (Note this report does NOT concern the 1ES regulator, sometimes also called
the Waugorah regulator).

2.2

Approach

The investigation requires an integrated analysis between three separate but related elements:
1.

The arrangements in Waugorah Creek system to achieve inundation of Duck’s Nest Creek

2.

The proposed configuration at the Waugorah Creek regulator necessary to achieve the proposed flow
rates and inundation of the Waugorah Creek and Duck’s Nest systems

3.

Flow rates required in the Murrumbidgee River to achieve discharges into Waugorah Creek via the
proposed Waugorah Creek regulator.

The approach has been confined to a first pass, desktop, sequential assessment of the proposed arrangements
with only limited integration between the elements. The implementation phase will require on-ground survey
to confirm levels and enable detailed design of works.
This component of the investigation was undertaken prior to the 2 dimensional hydraulic modelling set out in
section 3 of this report. Further iterations of the Waugorah – Duck’s Nest analysis with the results of the
hydraulic modelling would assist in the refinement of inundation extents, watering demands, Murrumbidgee
flow rates and infrastructure requirements.

2.3

Arrangements to achieve inundation of Duck’s Nest from Waugorah Creek

Duck’s Nest Creek is an abandoned (prior) course of the Murrumbidgee River in the vicinity of Waugorah
Creek. It lies perched on the floodplain. Prior to clearing and agricultural development, the system was
inundated via events through Nap Nap Station. For the purpose of this analysis and the SDL adjustment
process it is proposed that watering be achieved without reliance on flows from and through Nap Nap Station.
However as the Duck’s Nest system does not occupy the lowest part of the floodplain it is difficult to inundate.
Investigations by Biosis and others in the similarly perched areas of Uara Creek revealed the presence of
indigenous artefacts on and adjacent to the natural levees abutting the watercourse. Such assessments have
not been undertaken along the Duck’s Nest system, none the less such artefacts could be expected to be
present. Excavations in and or near the natural levees of Duck’s Nest, with the potential for such artefacts to
be present, may not be appropriate and would require significant further investigations. As a consequence
and for the purpose of this assessment into watering options for the Duck’s Nest system, only options that do
not require excavation of the natural levee of the Duck’s Nest Creek have been investigated
For the purpose of this assessment, we have used available LiDAR topographic survey to establish the water
level that would be needed on the floodplain near Waugorah Creek in order to provide effective flow
connection to the Duck’s Nest Creek. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 1 revealing that a water
level of RL 69.0 m AHD will provide the required connection to Duck’s Nest Creek.
At RL 69.0 m AHD it can be seen from Figure 1 that flows spread out across a portion of the floodplain, but are
contained by an existing levee on the western boundary of the Nimmie Caira area and higher ground to the
east. Discharge into Duck’s Nest Creek is the prominent discharge point with these constraints in place. It may
be necessary that any outlets or regulators in the western levee be maintained in the closed or a ‘choked’
position for flow into Duck’s Nest Creek to be achieved.

2

Inlet point –
Waugorah at
Mungery

Figure 1. Inundation of Waugorah and Duck's Nest Creeks at RL 69.0 m AHD

Elevation (m AHD)

A long section for an indicative flow path is shown in Figure 2. The red line in this figure is the RL 69.0 m level.
The brown line shows an indicative (consistent) hydraulic grade from a supply level of 69.5 m AHD at the
Murrumbidgee River to 69.0m at Duck’s Nest Creek.
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Figure 2. Indicative long section from Murrumbidgee River to Duck’s Nest Creek
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The existing regulator at the Waugorah Creek offtake (Figure 3) comprises a single gate structure
approximately 2.5 m wide x 2.5 m high. There are signs of scour around the sides of the structure. Due to its
limited capacity, and threats from erosion, it is proposed that the structure be replaced. The invert of the
existing regulator is not known.

Figure 3. Existing Regulator at Waugorah Creek

2.4

Arrangements at Waugorah Creek regulator to achieve flow rates

Based on available information we estimate the invert level of the existing regulator to be at approximately
68.8 m AHD. Significant excavation works would be required to lower the invert of the regulator. For the
purpose of this assessment, we propose that the invert of the regulator remain at its current elevation.
It is proposed that this regulator have the capacity to discharge 200Ml/d in 40% of years for a period of many
weeks and 800Ml/d in 14% of years, again for many weeks. To enable such flows we propose the adoption of a
structure comprising 4 x 1.8 m wide gates. The required water surface elevations in the Murrumbidgee River
required to achieve these flow rates are shown in Figure 4. (These assume a 0.1 m head loss through the
gates).

River WL (m AHD)

Waugorah Inlet Regulator - 4 x 1.8 m w gates
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Figure 4. Discharge values through Waugorah Inlet Regulator (Mungery) for Murrumbidgee River Water Levels

For targeted flows of 200 ML/d and 800 ML/d the corresponding Murrumbidgee River levels need to be 69.5 m
and 70.4 m AHD respectively.
A cost estimate for such a structure is provided in Table 1.
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2.5

Flow rate in Murrumbidgee to achieve proposed flow rates into Waugorah

An existing Mike 11 hydraulic model of the Murrumbidgee River was made available and used to develop a
rating table for the Murrumbidgee River at the location for the proposed Waugorah Creek regulator. The
rating table was developed to identify the minimum flow rates required in the Murrumbidgee River needed to
achieve the desired discharges through the regulator. This rating table is shown in Figure 5. A flow rate of
125m3/s (11,000ML/d) would be required in the Murrumbidgee River to achieve a flow of 200ML/d through
the proposed regulator (i.e. with a Murrumbidgee River water surface elevation of 69.5m AHD). A flow rate of
at least 170m3/s (15,000ML/d) would be required in the Murrumbidgee River to achieve a flow rate of
800ML/d through the proposed regulator (i.e. with a Murrumbidgee River water surface elevation of 70.4m
AHD) .
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Figure 5. Murrumbidgee River rating table at location of proposed Waugorah offtake

We have not undertaken a spells analysis to identify the occurrence of events that have the capacity to meet
these flow rates for extended periods of time (i.e. to meet intended watering requirements). A simple flood
frequency analysis reveals that flow events with these peak rates occur on a regular basis, and more frequently
than every 2 to 4 years (refer Figure 6).
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Figure 6 Flood frequency analysis for Murrumbidgee River downstream of Maude Weir (Station 410040
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Integrated inundation extents

3.1

Purpose of analysis

Inundation extents were developed for the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga National Park SDL adjustment Business
Cases. However there were gaps in the analysis and the inundation extents had not been combined to
represent integrated watering regimes across the landscape. In particular due to time constraints the
inundation extents for a major (black box) watering event in Yanga National Park had not been included into
the model runs undertaken for the Yanga National Park. This broader inundation extent is required for both:


the estimation of watering extents under the Benchmark and Proposed arrangements and



the identification of floodplain inundation extents for a number of base data intended for use in
subsequent ecological elements analysis.

3.2

Major event modelling

A two dimensional hydraulic model was used to simulate a flood in Redbank including Yanga National Park.
The model was run for the peak discharge of the 10 year ARI event.
The model used was based on a MIKE21 model of the Yanga National Park developed by SKM for the RERP
program in 2010. The model includes both Yanga National Park and North Redbank to correctly balance
floodwater volumes across the left and right bank floodplains of the Lower Murrumbidgee. The model includes
the flow controls present within the Yanga floodplain in 2010, including embankments (as forced breakpoints
taken from the 1m LiDAR data), regulator structures. It also includes an approximate representation of the
river channel in the 2D grid. In order to speed up the simulation time of the model, the existing model was
converted to a MIKE21FM (Flexible Mesh) GPU processing-enabled model. The bathymetry from the original
model was enforced, to minimise error in conversion from finite difference to flexible mesh.
The peak inflow at the upstream end of the model adopted for the run was identified from a flood frequency
analysis of historical flow records for the Murrumbidgee River. The flood frequency analysis for the flow record
downstream of Maude Weir (site 410040) was obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology Water Data Online
website. This analysis, which is based on a 40 year record, indicates that the 1 in 10 year flood event peak at
this point of the Murrumbidgee is approximately 24,200 ML/d (Figure 6).
The proposed flows through the Yanga regulators (1AS, 1ES and Waugorah) were extracted from the river
channel adjacent to the regulator and directed into the adjacent floodplain. The remaining river flow is
simulated in the simple 2D representation of the river channel in the model. Where the river discharge
exceeds bank capacity, the model allows water to spill out of the river and into the adjacent floodplain. Return
flows from the floodplain to the river may also occur further down the floodplain as the floodplain fills.
Open water evaporation and infiltration losses were not enabled in the model for this modelling. Field soil
surveys carried out for RERP indicate typical seepage saturated loss rates of 1-2 mm/hour within Yanga.
Boundary conditions adopted for the event include




3000Ml/d from Murrumbidgee River running into the Nimmie Caira from Maude Weir comprising


1500Ml/d through the northern floodway and out into Yanga through Tala Lake



1500Ml/d through the southern floodway comprising


100Ml/d down Uara Creek



1400Ml/d straight to Yanga through Tala Lake

800Ml/d from the Murrumbidgee River to be discharged via the Waugorah


200Ml/d to run down Waugorah (refer note below)
7




600Ml/d to run down the Ducks Nest system (refer note below)

800Ml/d from the Murrumbidgee River discharged via IAS and IES comprising


600Ml/d from 1AS



200Ml/d from IES

The peak depth map from the simulation is shown in Figure 7. This shows the peak outline for the event, with
the river flow reaching a steady peak.
Note: While a flow split of 600Ml/d for Duck’s Nest Creek and 200Ml/d for the Waugorah Creek was desired
for the purpose of the SDL adjustment proposal, this flow split was not ‘forced’ in the model. The actual flow
split between Duck’s Nest and Waugorah Creek and the inundation extents in these systems has been
identified through the model run.

Figure 7 Maximum depth outline for 1 in 10 year ARI flood event downstream of Maude Weir (source DHI)
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3.3

Integrated inundation layers

Integrated inundation layers for the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga National Park have been developed. The
integrated watering extents have been derived from three sources:


DHI modelling: performed November/ December 2015; 2D model; 10-year event from Murrumbidgee
(refer above)



WaterTech Pty Ltd modelling: performed July 2015; 2D model; multiple runs using regulators, for
Yanga SDL Business Case (Alluvium Consulting, RMCG and Biosis 2015)



Nimmie Caira SDL adjustment modelling: performed June 2015; 1D model, LiDAR analysis of fill areas;
for Nimmie SDL Business Case (NSW DPIW 2015)



Other adjustments necessary to reflect the use and development of the landscape

The information and analysis that has been used in the development of the integrated watering extents are set
out in Table 2. The watering extents are shown on the following pages (Figure 8 to Figure 15). Corresponding
spatial data will be provided to NSW DPI Water (see Appendix B).
Table 2. Analysis of benchmark and proposed environmental watering events for Yanga and Nimmie-Caira
Location

Event

Benchmark

Proposed

95%

3 week model run: 600 1AS, 100 1ES

3 week model run: 600 1AS, 100 1ES

[WaterTech modelling]

[WaterTech modelling]

22 week model run: 600 1AS, 100 1ES

3 week model run: 600 ML/d IAS, 200 ML/d IES,
1500 ML/d in floodways,

40%

[WaterTech modelling]

Yanga
14%

**Assumes that no watering enters Yanga from
Nimmie Caira flows

200 ML/d at Waugorah creek

DHI modelling as per section 3.2 of this report

DHI modelling as per section 3.2 of this report

[WaterTech modelling]

**Assumes that Nimmie Caira flows are
extended in duration to allow some flood flow
(600 Ml/d from floodways) to enter Yanga
95%

100 ML/d flow through each floodway (2
weeks duration) [Nimmie modelling]

Creek full, 100 ML/d flow through each floodway (2
weeks duration)
[Nimmie modelling]

50%

600 ML/d flow through each floodway (1
month duration)[Nimmie modelling]

600 ML/d flow through each floodway [Nimmie
modelling]

**Assumes that current operation is to water
via 600 Ml/d every second year
40%

600 ML/d flow through each floodway (2
month duration) [Nimmie modelling]

1,500 ML/d flow through each floodway; 100 ML/d
down Uara Creek [Nimmie modelling]
Plus Rehab areas, irrigation bays [Nimmie
modelling]

Nimmie
14%

600 ML/d flow through each floodway (2
month duration) [Nimmie modelling]

1,500 ML/d flow through each floodway; 100 ML/d
down Uara Creek [Nimmie modelling]

Plus Yanga backwater [DHI modelling]

Plus Rehab areas, irrigation bays [Nimmie
modelling]

Excluding rehab areas, irrigation bays,
blackbox area; regions likely to be prevented
from inundation by levees that are not
adequately represented in the hydraulic
modelling

Plus Black box area off southern floodway is
included ***Assumes water can be directed there
Plus Yanga backwater [DHI modelling]
***Yanga modelling used for Waugorah creek area
in preference to Nimmie modelling
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Note: There is a Black box area off the southern floodway included in the 14%, proposed Nimmie Caira
inundation extent. The inundation extent for this area assumes the following requirements are met:




Infrastructure requirements: block bank included at end of Nimmie Caira southern floodway
o

This would be used to divert flows into the Black box area

o

There may already be such a structure in place that requires modification

o

This is required as water should not enter this are for the 40% event, which has the same
flow rate (1,500 Ml/d)

Operational requirements: after the 1,500 Ml/d floodway flow down the southern floodway, the
structure (mentioned above) will be operated to send water (approximately 600 Ml/d) into this Black
box area

Note that these requirements were not discussed in the Nimmie Caira Business Case.
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Figure 8. Benchmark: 95% event

Figure 9. Proposed: 95% event
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Figure 10. Benchmark: 50% event

Figure 11. Proposed: 50% event
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Figure 12. Benchmark: 40% event

Figure 13. Proposed: 40% event
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Figure 14. Benchmark: 14% event

Figure 15. Proposed: 14% event
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Integrated watering requirements

4.1

Purpose

The SDL adjustment process requires identification of watering volumes to achieve the inundation extents for
the Benchmark and Proposed arrangements. It is proposed that much of Yanga National Park be supplied with
water via the floodways of the Nimmie-Caira. Such integrated watering may be designed to meet the
requirements of both the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga National Park. The location and volumes of the integrated
watering demands need to be identified to assist in the development and assessment of the SDL adjustment
Business Case for the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga supply measures.

4.2

Approach

A spreadsheet based model was developed to identify the watering requirements for the Nimmie-Caira area as
a component of the development of the Nimmie-Caira SDL adjustment Business Case (NSW DPIW 2015). This
spreadsheet analysis has been refined and further developed to include the watering demands for Yanga
National Park.

4.3

Outcomes

The spreadsheet based hydrologic model was used to identify the water demands to meet the integrated
watering requirements for Nimmie-Caira and Yanga. A summary outcome from the assessment is provided in
the following tables.
Note that there is no 50% event for the Yanga area.
Table 3. Volume required for integrated watering: Benchmark
Volume required from offtakes (GL)

Event
occurrence
(proportion of
successful
years)

Event
duration
months

Maude
Weir

95%

0.5

3

22

50%

1

46

N/a

40%

2

82

123

14%

2

81

Waugorah
creek

72

1AS/
1ES

72

Overbank
flows** Yanga

Overbank
flows** Nimmie
Caira

N/a

249

62

TOTAL

Area inundated
Ha

34

9,660

46

7,193

169

13,297

536

45,121

Table 4. Volume required for integrated watering: Supply Measure (Proposal)
Event
occurrence
(proportion of
successful
years)

Rehab
Event
areas duration
included months

Volume required from offtakes (GL)
Maude
Weir

Waugorah
creek

1AS/
1ES

Overbank
flows** Yanga

95%

N/a

0.5

3

23

50%

N/a

1

46

N/a

40%

No

3

180

12

40%

Yes

3

278

12

14%

No

3

230

72

72

249

14%

Yes

3

342

72

72

249

Overbank
flows** Nimmie
Caira

Area inundated
Ha
TOTAL

26

7,738

46

8,877

56

248

26,657

56

346

35,652

41

664

60,113

39

774

67,534

N/a
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** Overbank flows refer to any land within the Yanga or Nimmie-Caira area that is deemed to be inundated by
the overbank flows, as shown in the major event hydraulic modelling (performed by DHI). This area is then
converted to a volume by using the model results (area multiplied by depths for each cell result). In addition to
this volume, an allowance is made for losses.
At the request of DPI Water, the volumes discharged via overbank flows have been split into (allocated to) the
two project areas (Yanga and Nimmie-Caira). This split has been performed using the proportional volume to
fill (area multiplied by depth) shown in the modelling. For Benchmark the overbank water has been allocated
to the Yanga and Nimmie-Caira on an 80: 20 split (i.e. 80% Yanga and 20% Nimmie-Caira). For the proposal the
Yanga inundation extents do not change between the benchmark and the proposal and as a consequence the
volume allocated to Yanga have been assumed to be the same as that for the Benchmark volume. The
remaining volume of overbank flow required for watering under the proposal has been allocated to the
Nimmie-Caira area.
Notes:
1.
2.
3.

This approach to the allocation of overbank water does not represent how water moves between the
Yanga and Nimmie-Caira.
The watering volumes have not been split (allocated) between the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga for
releases made via the Maude Weir and Waugorah Creek regulator.
An increase in watering volume (over that presented in the Nimmie-Caira Business Case
development) has been identified for the proposed rehabilitation areas in the Nimmie-Caira. Some of
the increased volume is due to the volume to fill these areas and soil wetting (as per the Business
Case), and some of the additional volume is due to the evaporation over these areas. The evaporation
volume for these rehabilitation areas was not considered in the business case. However, this
assumption has been altered for this iteration to align with assumptions for the other wetland areas.

Spatial layers of the inundation extents have been provided in a raster format (see Appendix B). These rasters
were developed from the original polygons (shapefiles). The areas provided in the above tables are based on
the polygons (shapefiles). The rasters provided have a 20 m x 20 m cell size, therefore there may be some
minor and insignificant differences in areas between the quoted values above, and the spatial layers (rasters)
provided.

4.4

SFI equivalence

The flood extents and watering requirements set out in this report need to be referenced to site-specific flow
indicators (SFI’s) developed by the MDBA for the SDL adjustment process. The SFI’s developed by the MDBA
are set out in
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Table 5.
Table 6 sets out the relationship between the MDBA’s SFI’s for the Lower Murrumbidgee River and equivalent
events proposed for the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga areas.
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Table 5 Frequency of achievement of site-specific flow indicators (source MDBA unpublished information)
Proportion of successful years

Site

Target: high to low
uncertainty

Without
development

Baseline

Benchmark

175 GL volume over 3 mths

70 - 75%

94%

68%

95%

270 GL volume over 3 mths

60 – 70%

92%

57%

88%

400 GL volume over 4 mths

55 – 60%

92%

52%

82%

800 GL volume over 4 mths

40 – 50%

78%

39%

60%

1,700 GL volume over 5 mths

20 – 25%

56%

18%

26%

2,700 GL volume over 10
mths

10 – 15%

44%

9%

18%

Flow indicator

Lower
Murrumbidgee
Floodplain

Table 6 Nimmie Caira and Yanga SFI equivalents
SFI’s

Nimmie Caira - Yanga equivalent events

Flow indicator Benchmark
proportion of
GL
successful years

Event

GL

Proposed watering
requirements without
rehab areas
GL

Proposed watering
requirements with
rehab areas
GL

34

26

26

50%

46

46

46

40%

169

248

346

14%

536

664

774

175

95%

95%

270

88%

90%

400

82%

800

60%

1700

26%

2700

18%

Benchmark volume
requirements
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5

Ecological elements spatial layers

A set of revised ecological elements spatial layers have been developed for the Nimmie Caira and Yanga areas.
The reporting that accompanies the development of the ecological elements spatial layers is appended to this
report (Attachment A).
As requested by NSW DPI Water, the Total Floodplain Inundation layer included in this set of spatial layers,
matches the inundation extent for the proposed arrangements, for a 14% occurrence event, under the
proposed SDL adjustment arrangements.
This Total Floodplain Inundation spatial layer and the associated extent of watering does not include
inundation of an extensive area of blackbox vegetation within an area known as ‘The Fingerboards’. Prior to
settlement and development, this area of land, attached to the Yanga National Park would have been
inundated as a result of discharges from the Murrumbidgee River via the Fiddlers Creek system. Watering of
the Fiddlers Creek system has been interrupted as a result of land development (e.g. road and levee
construction) upstream of the Nimmie-Caira. The extent to which this area may receive water via overbank
inundation upstream of the Nimmie-Caira area has not been investigated and the extent to which additional
water or infrastructure may be required to achieve watering of ‘The Fingerboards’ has not been addressed or
resolved within the Nimmie-Caira and the Yanga SDL adjustment Business Cases.
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Attachment A
Biosis (2015)
Alternative spatial datasets for the environmental equivalence test:
Sustainable Diversions Limits business cases for Nimmie-Caira and
Yanga, NSW
Report prepared for Alluvium and NSW DPI Water
(Separate electronic file supplied to NSW DPI Water, with accompanying spatial data)
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Attachment B
Electronic data provided to NSW DPI Water
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Table 7 outlines the GIS files provided accompanying this report. For details on the modelling sources for the
inundation extents, refer to Table 2 above.
Table 7. GIS files provided to NSW DPI Water
Date

File name
inundationextent_nimmiecaira_14event_benchmark.asc

Inundation extent within Nimmie
Caira for 14% of years occurrence
event under Benchmark

inundationextent_nimmiecaira_14event_proposed_withoutrehab.asc

Inundation extent within Nimmie
Caira for 14% of years occurrence
event under Proposed, not
including optional rehabilitation
areas.

inundationextent_nimmiecaira_14event_proposed_withrehab.asc

Inundation extent within Nimmie
Caira for 14% of years occurrence
event under Proposed, including
optional rehabilitation areas.

inundationextent_nimmiecaira_40event_benchmark.asc

Inundation extent within Nimmie
Caira for 40% of years occurrence
event under Benchmark

inundationextent_nimmiecaira_40event_proposed_withoutrehab.asc

Inundation extent within Nimmie
Caira for 40% of years occurrence
event under Proposed, not
including optional rehabilitation
areas.

inundationextent_nimmiecaira_40event_proposed_withrehab.asc

Inundation extent within Nimmie
Caira for 40% of years occurrence
event under Proposed, including
optional rehabilitation areas.

inundationextent_nimmiecaira_50event_benchmark.asc

Inundation extent within Nimmie
Caira for 50% of years occurrence
event under Benchmark

inundationextent_nimmiecaira_50event_proposed.asc

Inundation extent within Nimmie
Caira for 50% of years occurrence
event under Proposed.

inundationextent_nimmiecaira_95event_benchmark.asc

Inundation extent within Nimmie
Caira for 95% of years occurrence
event under Benchmark

inundationextent_nimmiecaira_95event_proposed.asc

Inundation extent within Nimmie
Caira for 95% of years occurrence
event under Proposed.

inundationextent_yanga_14event_benchmark.asc

Inundation extent within Yanga
for 14% of years occurrence event
under Benchmark.

inundationextent_yanga_14event_proposed.asc

Inundation extent within Yanga
for 14% of years occurrence event
under Proposed.

inundationextent_yanga_40event_benchmark.asc

Inundation extent within Yanga
for 40% of years occurrence event
under Benchmark.

inundationextent_yanga_40event_proposed.asc

Inundation extent within Yanga
for 40% of years occurrence event
under Proposed.

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

Description
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inundationextent_yanga_95event_benchmark.asc

Inundation extent within Yanga
for 95% of years occurrence event
under Benchmark.

inundationextent_yanga_95event_proposed.asc

Inundation extent within Yanga
for 95% of years occurrence event
under Proposed.

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

15/12/2015

alt_lowermurrumbidgee_rehab_biosis.asc

15/12/2015

alt_lowermurrumbidgeeshrubs_biosis.asc

15/12/2015

alt_lowermurrumbidgeeveg_biosis.asc

15/12/2015

alt_lowermurrumbidgeewetlands_biosis.asc

15/12/2015

alt_totalfloodplaininundation_withoutrehab.asc

15/12/2015

alt_totalfloodplaininundation_withrehab.asc

Alternative ecological elements
layers.
Refer to Attachment A, Table 6.
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Attachment D: Amendment 1 – Murrumbidgee proposals
This amendment applies to the following proposals:
1. Nimmie-Caira Infrastructure Modifications Proposal
2. Improved flow management works at Murrumbidgee Rivers - Yanco Creek offtake
3. Modernising supply systems for effluent creeks
4. Computer Aided River Management
5.Murray and Murrumbidgee Valley National Parks
Note: this amendment applies to the Murrumbidgee component of the Murray and Murrumbidgee Valley National
Parks proposal. The Murray component, though retained in the notification, will not be modelled under the SDL
adjustment mechanism and as such will not form part of the M D BA’s adjustment determination.
The proposals are all incorporated in the NSW IQQM model of the Murrumbidgee River. This model has been
developed by NSW DPI and subsequently reviewed by MDBA modellers. The model is linked to the MDBA MSM
Bigmod as part of the overall modelling framework for the Southern Connected Basin.
The NSW projects Effluent Creeks and CARM have entitlements associated with them. NSW has confirmed that
the entitlements will be provided as a single unencumbered NSW General Security entitlement. An Inter Valley
Trade account will either be established or an existing account modified to mitigate any third party issues in terms
of reliability impacts for Murray downstream users.
SDLAAC has noted that the volume of the entitlements cannot be determined until the full modelling framework is
run on the final package of measures. As such the volumes will be determined in September 2017. MDBA modellers
have advised that the definition of the volumes will not impact on the outcome of the modelling framework (i.e. no
need for iteration).
A further amendment that defines the volumes and changes to any IVT account will be provided in September 2017.

Appendix A: Murrumbidgee model updated by NSW
The original Murrumbidgee Basin Plan Benchmark model for the SDL adjustment had a number of deficiencies
preventing the Murrumbidgee supply measures from being assessed in a sensible technical manner. MDBA received
the Murrumbidgee models from NSW which addressed deficiencies. The latest models (MDBA Trim No: D17/20418)
have been incorporated into the MDBA’s modelling framework (Rev No: 4625) to form a basis of modelling
assessment for SDL adjustment. The changes made to the model by NSW are well documented in the NSW DPI
Water reports.
MDBA has subsequently merged each of the Murrumbidgee SDLA project models into one combined model and
incorporated it into the modelling framework (Rev No: 4626).
The reports from NSW that describe these changes are set out in Attachment E.

Attachment D: Amendment 1 – Murrumbidgee proposals
Appendix B: Further changes made by MDBA
There are two specific changes made by the MDBA to improve model fitness, as follows:

Representing Water for Rivers
To model a reduction in the required annual release from the Snowy, extraction nodes from Blowering Dam have
been included by NSW. MDBA has adjusted Murrumbidgee entitlements and irrigation area so that the long term
average extracts are equal to the LTCE numbers of 96 GL for the Benchmark (ie prior to 2009) and 123.3 GL for the
SLDA model (post 2009) as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Water recovered through the Water for Rivers initiatives

Measures
Prior to
2009

Post
2009

HS

Water Purchase
On-farm reconfig
Coleambally conveyance
Mbidgee irrig (Barren Box Swamp)
Hay PID
Forest Ck
Total
Tripartite works

Conveyance

GS

LTCE
40.4
21.5

3.5
20.0
1.0
34.7
34.7
20.0

Total

20.0

24.5

61.9

0.0

13.0
13.0

25.7
13.7
3.4
19.3
1.0
33.0
96.0
19.0
8.3
27.3

Tributary utilisation
In consultation with NSW, MDBA has applied redeveloped tributary utilisation time-series from modelled tributary
inflows. Table 2 presents annual averages before and after the MDBA’s update.
Table 2: Annual average of tributary utilisation

Benchmark
As provided by NSW
(GL/yr)

Updated by MDBA
(GL/yr)

Gundagai - Wagga
Muttama upstream
Jugiong
Tumut downstream
Tumut upstream

319
32
197
207
290

288
32
197
207
290

Post CARM
Gundagai - Wagga
Muttama upstream
Jugiong
Tumut downstream
Tumut upstream

411
38
255
261
290

390
38
255
261
318

Appendix C: Spatial data describing the inundation extent associated with the Improved Flow
Management Works (Yanco Creek) proposal
To represent the impact of the Yanco Creek proposal on inundations areas, it is assumed that the area of the
floodplain affected by the Improved Flow Management Works (i.e. upstream of Yanco Creek) would reach the
inundation area associated with the Specific Flow Indictors (SFI) at a 10% lower flow threshold.
To illustrate, without Improved Flow Management works SFI 1 is associated with a flow of 26,850 ML/d for 45 days.

Attachment D: Amendment 1 – Murrumbidgee proposals
For the part of the floodplain affected by the works, SFI 1 would be considered successful if a flow of 24,621 ML/d
for an appropriate number of days is achieved.
The inundation areas associated which each SFI flow band have been split into that part affected by the works and
that part unaffected. This provides separate hydrological assessment units (HAUs) for the assessment of Ecological
Outcome scores. Total floodplain area affected and unaffected by the works is presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Total area (Ha) of the floodplain targeted by the Specific Flow Indicators, split in an area not affected by the works, and an area
affected by the work.

Mid Murrumbidgee Floodplain
Floodplain area not affected by works
Floodplain area affected by works
Total floodplain area

Inundation area (ha)
66942
26234
93176

The areas for the separate hydrological assessment units (HAU) are provided in Tables 4 and 5. The areas for the
specific flow thresholds represent the inundation area additional to the area already inundated by a lower flow
threshold.
Table 4: Inundation area (hectares) additional to the area already inundated by a lower flow threshold for hydrologic assessment units outside
the area impacted by the works.

Ecological Element
General health and abundance - all Waterbirds
Bitterns, crakes and rails
Breeding - Colonial-nesting waterbirds
Breeding - other waterbirds
Redgum Forest
Redgum Woodlands
Forests and Woodlands: Black Box
Lignum (Shrublands)
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands
Benthic Herblands
Short lived fish
Long lived fish

SFI Bands ML/day
26,850
34,650
44,000
6715.4
3770.8 15151.0
1538.2
290.4
551.3
6715.4
3770.8 15151.0
1538.2
290.4
551.3
2681.7
1211.3
4359.9
12.3
11.6
81.4
166.3
112.1
305.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
1525.6
285.9
507.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
1538.2
290.4
551.3
6715.4
3770.8 15151.0

63,250
41305.3
41.3
41305.3
41.3
402.7
12.4
48.4
0.0
40.6
0.0
41.3
41305.3

Table 5: Inundation area (hectares) additional to the area already inundated by a lower flow threshold for hydrologic assessment unit impacted
by the works

Ecological Element
General health and abundance - all Waterbirds
Bitterns, crakes and rails
Breeding - Colonial-nesting waterbirds
Breeding - other waterbirds
Redgum Forest
Redgum Woodlands
Forests and Woodlands: Black Box
Lignum (Shrublands)
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands
Benthic Herblands
Short lived fish
Long lived fish

24,621
15337.7
2411.2
15337.7
2411.2
10824.4
319.7
1732.4
0.0
2410.1
0.0
2411.2
15337.7

SFI Bands ML/day
31,522
39,912
3864.6
7031.3
211.9
227.3
3864.6
7031.3
211.9
227.3
2386.4
3958.3
141.4
186.2
539.9
871.9
0.0
0.0
211.9
227.3
0.0
0.0
211.9
227.3
3864.6
7031.3

56,700*
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

*The flow rate is beyond regulating capacity of the proposed works and therefore no additional benefits counted.

Appendix D: Spatial data describing the inundation extent for the Lower-Murrumbidgee reach
The figures below represent the inundated areas of the separate hydrological assessment units (HAU) for the
Nimmie Caira without rehabilitation scenario. The areas for the specific flow thresholds represent the inundation
area additional to the area already inundated by a lower threshold.

Table 6 Inundation areas in hectares for hydrologic assessment unis in the without rehabilitation scenario

Ecological Element
General health and abundance - all Waterbirds
Bitterns, crakes and rails
Breeding - Colonial-nesting waterbirds
Breeding - other waterbirds
Redgum Forest
Redgum Woodlands
Forests and Woodlands: Black Box
Lignum (Shrublands)
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands
Benthic Herblands
Short lived fish
Long lived fish

175
34,362.9
7,291.5
34,362.9
7,291.5
10,964.0
801.7
6,338.7
5,446.9
6,623.8
667.7
7,291.5
34,362.9

270
968.2
97.8
968.2
97.8
157.6
31.6
196.7
299.3
96.8
1.0
97.8
968.2

SFI Bands GL
400
800
1700
2700
4,777.0 26,705.4 28,624.4 16,561.3
376.6 1,120.7 1,065.5
543.6
4,777.0 26,705.4 28,624.4 16,561.3
376.6 1,120.7 1,065.5
543.6
673.8 5,832.0 4,022.7 1,188.5
188.4 1,049.9
830.0
311.1
917.8 7,387.7 7,646.3 3,289.0
1,111.4 4,388.8 7,945.2 6,446.8
373.9 1,063.9 1,021.3
532.7
2.7
56.8
44.2
10.9
376.6 1,120.7 1,065.5
543.6
4,777.0 26,705.4 28,624.4 16,561.3

Technical Notes on Updating the Murrumbidgee SDLA Benchmark
Model 2017
Introduction
In order to be able to simulate a number of Sustainable Diversion Limit adjustment (SDLA) proposals
it was necessary to increase the model resolution at various points in the Murrumbidgee. This
resulted in a number of different benchmarks and an inconsistency between the relative differences
when the results were compared. It was agreed with MDBA that NSW would build a single common
SDLA benchmark model for the Murrumbidgee so that the proposals can be assessed from a
common starting point.
In addition, the original Murrumbidgee Basin Plan Benchmark (SDL) model had a number of known
deficiencies so the opportunity was taken to fix these and add a number of improvements that were
material to the proposed SDLA projects. The deficiencies were primarily the quantum of water
recovery assumed from Nimmie-Caira and the double counting of water that was intended to go to
Lowbidgee but remained in the river and was also counted as flow past Balranald.

Changes Made
The changes that were made to the Murrumbidgee SDLA Benchmark IQQM are described below.
Baseline
The starting point for these changes was BIDGNX7 and BIDGDA3 which were created by DHI Water
and Environment (2016) from BIDG (The MDBA SDL). BIDG itself was based on DPI Water's WSP
model wsp05cue. As these files had previously been used by the MDBA we assumed that the
changes made were acceptable and no further checks were made.
BIDGNX7 and BIDGDA3 are designed to represent the Tripartite Projects1; BIDGNX7 represents the
before case and BIDGDA3 the after.
Reconfiguring the Nimmie-Caira High Flow Relationship
The Nimmie-Caira environmental watering requirements prepared by Alluvium were developed
based on estimates of volumes required to fill discrete areas and are hence expressed as an absolute
volume and do not consider if the water was part of a regulated delivery or overbank flow.
Previously the representation of Lowbidgee in the Murrumbidgee IQQM model was focused on
representing the diversions made into Nimmie-Caira, and overbank or high flow effluents were
generally treated as a loss for flow calibration purposes for the entire reach between Maude and
Balranald. In order to make a reasonable estimate of the amount of controlled delivery to NimmieCaira, there was a need to better represent the overbank behaviour around Lowbidgee.
The original work on this was done by DHI Water and Environment and involved reanalysing historic
data from the 1956, 1976 and 1984 flood events in the Murrumbidgee. From this an additional high
flow effluent relationship was derived as shown in Figure 1.

1

Wilson Anabranch and associated losses, Beavers Creek existing offtake structure, losses and return flows on
the Beavers / Old Man Creek system, augmented supply via Irrigation Corporations (Coleambally Irrigation
Area escape drain operation and Murray Irrigation Finley Escape operation), Oak and Gras Innes Wetland
losses on Bundidgerry Creek, and CARMS.

DPI Water, April 2017

Figure 1 New Lowbidgee High Flow Effluent

The flow from this additional high flow effluent is put into a storage representing the Lowbidgee
high floodplain. The return behaviour was based on the information in the 2012 business case
for the purchase of Nimmie-Caira that approximately 3000 ML/d can drain back from the
floodplain through Yanga to the river.
This new configuration was included in the SDLA benchmark and scenarios in a three-step process:
1. The configuration and parameters were copied from the DHI IQQM model (BIDGGA02)
to the DPI WSP model (WSP05CUE).
2. The parameters were tweaked so that the annual mean flow at Balranald was not
changed by adding the new configuration (WSP05CT).
3. The tweaked parameters and configuration was then copied into the SDLA benchmark
family of models.
The matching of annual mean flow at Balranald ensures that the water return behaviour of
Lowbidgee was not changed during efforts to describe at a higher resolution how flows behave
between the known flow points at Maude and Balranald
Increasing the Order Capacity at Old Man Creek Effluent to 60 000 ML/d
This change was made by WaterNSW as part of the Yanco Creek Regulator proposal modelling.
The original Benchmark model did not include a limit on demands in the Murrumbidgee River at
the Beavers Creek offtake. A limit of 30,000 ML/day was introduced at this point in the
Murrumbidgee as part of the Tripartite modelling (DHI). Under recent changes this has been
increased to 60,000 Ml/d in all models to allow environmental flow requirements downstream to
be achieved.
Fixing Non-mass-balancing KEA Nodes.
In the original MDBA SDL model the accounting for the Key Environmental Assets (KEA) was
DPI Water, April 2017

simulated by using a combination of:
1. Water removed from the river using a bulk-access licence node (3.4), driven by a time
series, and returned to the model below Balranald at a pumped return node (1.2).
2. A very large volume of water (1 TL/d) added back immediately below the 3.4 node using a
tributary node (1.0).
3. The water not required to return the flow back to what it was above the 3.4 node
was removed using a demand node (3.1).
It was discovered that this arrangement can cause a mass balance error due to the numerical
problem of subtracting one large floating point number from another large floating point
number. What happens is that the net effect is “lumpy” as IQQM uses floating point numbers
with about 7 significant digits and it was found that the node arrangement could add up to 40
GL/a to the river.
To fix this problem additional functionality was add to the IQQM to allow the flow going from a 3.4
node to a 1.2 node to be “intercepted” by a 1.0 node. This allowed us to remove the very large
inflow and extraction arrangement and removed the mass-balance problem.
Adjust Nimmie-Caira Diversions to Represent SFIs
One of the key deficiencies of the original SDL model was that despite there being water ordered
with the intent to inundate parts of the Lowbidgee floodplain, there was no additional water
being diverted into Nimmie-Caira.
To compound the problem the inclusion of a pair of KEA nodes ordering to below the NimmieCaira offtake resulted in a reduction of both the surplus flow available to be diverted and the
diversions into Nimmie-Caira by previously surplus flow now being accounted as regulated flow to
meet the KEA order.
The flow that was not diverted into Nimmie-Caira remained in the river and later flow past the
gauge at Balranald and was counted as meeting some or all of the environmental requirements
there and was double counted by an external process as achieving inundation outcomes in NimmieCaira.
Returning Nimmie-Caira and Redbank Diversions to WSP Level
The first step in adjusting the Nimmie-Caira diversions to represent the SFIs was to recalibrate the
offtake control functions such that the diversions into Nimmie-Caira and Redbank were returned to
the level prior to the introduction of the KEA nodes into the model. This was necessary as the
introduction of the KEA nodes had reduced the availability of surplus flow for use by Lowbidgee
and represented a third-party impact.
Moving the Maude and Balranald KEA Nodes
It was found during the re-calibration that there was not enough surplus available at Maude to
meet the SFI requirements (and enhanced Nimmie-Caira watering requirements) and the KEA
nodes had to be moved upstream of the Nimmie-Caira offtake so that flows are seen as surplus
(and therefore accessible) by the Nimmie-Caira offtake node rather than as a regulated delivery for
some other water user.
Initially only the Maude KEA was moved but it was found that this didn’t result in enough surplus so
the Balranald KEA was also moved. This required creating a new time series of requirements offset
from the original to account for the travel time between Maude Weir and Balranald. As there is
negligible irrigator development between Maude and Balranald it is expected that any water that
was originally ordered to pass Balranald and not required to meet the Nimmie-Caira SFI will still
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pass Balranald.
The changes preserve the intent of the KEA nodes to order volumes to the end of system
in a way that builds on existing flow events to achieve SFI flow targets.
Adjusting the Volume of Storage in Lowbidgee to Represent Removing the Irrigators.
The storage volume in Nimmie-Caira system is represented in the IQQM by:
1. A 50 GL “Stock and Domestic” storage that represents the initial “loss” of the
Nimmie-Caira system. That is, there has to be an inflow of at least 50 GL before
water will return to the river.
2. The Pendlebury Buckets: two storages in series with a capacity of 325 GL each
that represent the rest of the storage of the system.
3. A by-pass function around the Pendlebury Buckets. This function
represents the progressively higher return of water to the river as there is
more water stored in the Nimmie-Caira system. This is a linear function
that by-passes 0% when the buckets are empty up to 20% when the
buckets have a combined storage of 325 GL. Above 325 GL combined
storage all of the water will by-pass the buckets.
As irrigation in Nimmie-Caira has ceased in the SDLA benchmark it is necessary to adjust
the storage representing Nimmie-Caira to reflect that water will no longer be directed
into bunded paddocks. This is required as there is a fundamental shift in the way water
will behave in Nimmie-Caira; previously water was managed by moving it from
irrigation bay to irrigation bay in such a way as to maximize the infiltration of water into
the soil profile, whereas now water will be directed to areas in the floodways where it
can do the most benefit for the environment.
To estimate the current storage capacity of Nimmie-Caira the various watering options
in the Alluvium were reviewed and based on the largest scenario, which covered all of
the floodways with an inflow of 297 GL, it was decided to use a total storage of 250 GL.
The 250 GL was divided up into a 50 GL initial loss storage (the Alluvium report also
estimated the initial loss at 50 GL) and two storages of 100 GL. The surface areas were
adjusted to represent the area of the floodways. The by- pass function was also adjusted
to pass 20% at 200 GL storage in the Pendlebury Buckets and 100% above that level.
Meeting SFIs
The Nimmie-Caira access functions were then re-calibrated to represent the NimmieCaira diversions that would be required to achieve the inundation extent that was
intended by Basin Plan, and assuming that diversions to Nimmie-Caira would now occur
during the periods that the SFI conditions at Maude were being met. The re-calibration
was done on the understanding that:
1. The SFI diversion targets (Table 1) were defined as the minimum required.
2. The SFI diversions were the sum of the diversions made through the NimmieCaira offtake and the flow entering Lowbidgee through the original high-flow
effluent and the new high- flow effluent added as part of the high floodplain
representation.
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Table 1 MDBA SFIs for Nimmie-Caira

SFI

SFI Volume - Total inflow
volume past Maude Weir (GL)
over SFI period

SFI period

Total inflow volume (GL) into NimmieCaira over SFI period

1

175

Jul - Sep

21

2

270

Jul - Sep

33

3

400

Jul - Oct

43

4

800

Jul - Oct

80

5

1700

Jul - Nov

147

6

2700

May - Feb

241

The diversions into Redbank were kept at Water Sharing Plan levels while the re-calibration was
carried out.
As discussed, the original MDBA Basin Plan scenario double counted water diverted
into Nimmie- Caira as also achieving Balranald flow targets. NSW & MDBA agreed
that the best reflection of the intent of the plan was to actually divert the water
required to achieve the nominated inundation extent, and that this would
consequently reduce apparent Balranald flow outcomes.
Adjust Water Recovery from Nimmie-Caira
The water recovery in the original SDL modelling used a uniform 27% reduction in
irrigation diversions from all of the regulated and an assumed 27% reduction in the
diversions by the Nimmie- Caira irrigators. NSW & MDBA agreed that since the NimmieCaira purchase is well known, the entire Nimmie-Caira irrigation demand should be
removed, and the remaining irrigation nodes be adjusted higher to maintain the overall
27% reduction.
Quantum of Water Recovery from Nimmie-Caira
In the original MDBA SDL modelling the water recovery assumed to have been made
from Nimmie- Caira was reduced by 41 GL/a to represent existing environmental
outcomes within the Nimmie- Caira system based on MDBA’s interpretation of the
Basin Plan requirement that protects existing planned environmental water. NSW
disputes this interpretation as it causes the Basin Plan to assert an uncompensated
property right over environmental outcomes occurring on privately held land and
through the actions of a privately held water entitlement, and that this is not
permissible under the protects against 3rd party impacts. No agreement was able to be
reached between NSW and MDBA officers, however NSW modellers identified that in
the HEADS OF AGREEMENT: AN AGREEMENT SUPPORTING THE NIMMIE-CAIRA SYSTEM
ENHANCED ENVIRONMENTAL WATER
DELIVERY PROJECT it was agreed:
“to jointly seek a review by the MDBA of the Murrumbidgee SDL, taking into
account the Nimmie-Caira Entitlement, in the context of the next available
opportunity for review of SDLs. Until that review, the Commonwealth will treat
the ‘gap bridging’ volume of the Nimmie-Caira entitlement as 132.6 GL [/a]”.
No such review has been conducted, and in the absence of an overriding agreement,
this agreement has been assumed to represent the status quo and as a result is was
necessary to increase the long- term mean diversions of the irrigators by 91.6 GL/a.2
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Adjusting the Water Recovery
As there was little time available to do the water recovery adjustment it was decided to
speed up the process by only adjusting the Coleambally Irrigation Corporation’s and the
largest group of river irrigators’ (Hay to Maude--RP13) licences and areas. The resulting
changes made are summarised in Table 2.
2

NSW is continuing to pursue this issue with the MDBA

Table 2 Changes Made for Water Recovery

Before
CIA
RP13
KEA

After

Change

Entitlement
(GL)

Area
(Ha)

(ML/Ha)

Entitlement
(GL)

Area
(Ha)

(ML/Ha)

Entitlement
(GL)

Area
(Ha)

(ML/Ha)

150.2
23.7
908.1

35900
13000
-

4.2
1.8
-

379
45
658.1

85000
18000
-

4.5
2.5
-

+228.8
+21.3
-250

+49100
+5000
-

+0.3
+0.8
-

Subsequent discussions with MDBA officers identified that MDBA has automated tools to carry
out the required adjustments more broadly and it is expected that MDBA will use their own
system when constructing the SDLA package.
Adjust the Yanco Creek Calibration
In 2012 there was a re-calibration of the Yanco-Colombo-Billabong Creeks system carried out by DPI
Water. The aim of this re-calibration was to derive a set of loss functions that would produce loss
estimates that were similar in terms of rate per unit length between reaches. The re-calibration also
created a set of residual inflows that didn’t cover the full historic time span (1890-)
These loss parameters were adopted by DHI Water and Environment and a set of residual inflows
that would cover the time span required (1895-2009) were derived by Watermation. However
during this model update process there were a number of problems with this recalibrated
parameter set:
1. Not all of the re-configuration arising from the 2012 re-calibration were carried over to
the SDLA models.
2. The time-series residuals for the second reach of the Yanco Creek did not look plausible.
A desktop review of the calibrations was undertaken by Watermation and the changes adopted by
DPI water are described below.
Adding in Missing Effluent Running from Colombo to Yanco Creek
There is an effluent that leaves the Colombo Creek just upstream of the Morundah gauge and
enters the Yanco Creek downstream of the Morundah gauge. As a result there is flow in the upper
Yanco system that doesn’t pass by a gauge until Yanco Bridge and the apparent residual inflow in
the second reach (Morundah to Yanco Bridge) is not related to rainfall and is not possible to
reproduce with a rainfall runoff model.
To fix this an effluent was added between Colombo and Yanco Creek; the offtake relationship (Figure
2) was based on the HECRAS work done by Tim Morrison. With the addition of this effluent it was
found that the second reach could be modelled without the use of a residual inflow. The losses in the
second reach were tweaked to work with the new effluent and were found to be more consistent
with the pre-2012 loss functions.
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Figure 2 Morundah Effluent

Adding in Missing Components in the Yanco Reach to Morundah.
As part of the 2012 re-calibration there were a number of additional model components added that
subsequently were not brought into the previous SDLA model:
1. Flow routing and a 25% loss on the flow passing down the Washpen Effluent.
2. Two overbank storage nodes representing surface water groundwater interaction.
As the loss functions adopted in the SDLA models were calibrated on the basis of the presence of
these two components, they were added to the model to reinstate a coherent set of parameters. A
code change was made to allow the flow from a 3.1 node to be returned to a 5.0 node (effluent
return) so that its functionality could be used to model the loss and routing. There is an issue with
the structure of the Murrumbidgee IQQM model that results in an additional 24 hours of lag in the
Washpen Effluent but it was decided that this was acceptable in light of being able to represent the
25% loss and the impacts would not be material to the proposed SDLA scenarios.
Adjusting Snowy Inflows for the Water for Rivers Entitlements
The previous SDLA scenario used a fictional demand point to represent the reduction in water
availability resulting from the Water for Rivers project. It was identified that the effects on water
allocations was representative of a reduction in Snowy inflows, however the artificial demand
continued to compete for release capacity from Blowering Dam and that this was distorting the
results. It was originally intended to adjust the time series of Snowy inflows to Blowering Dam to
represent the water owned by Water for Rivers that will be used elsewhere. Given the short time
frame available for this and the fact that the entitlement remained tied to the Murrumbidgee
resource assessment it was decided to take an alternative approach. The IQQM was modified to add
the facility to allow regulated irrigators (8.0) and bulk-access licence nodes (3.4) to pump directly
from a storage. The SDLA models were then modified to have the two WfR nodes pump directly
from Blowering and free up the access to the outlet capacity of that dam for other water users.
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Enhanced Nimmie-Caira Watering Proposal
A scenario for the enhanced Nimmie-Caira watering proposal was prepared. The without
rehabilitation option was modelled as the rehabilitation will be dealt with as a separate activity.
Creating the scenario for the enhance watering proposal require re-calibrating the access functions at
the Nimmie-Caira and Redbank offtakes such that the water diverted in to Lowbidgee would be
sufficient to meet the Alluvium targets.
Representing Yanga in the IQQM Setup
The Murrumbidgee IQQM represents the Redbank area as a single overbank storage. Based on the
inundation extent it was estimated that the Yanga (southern bank of the Murrumbidgee) component is
half of this based on the relative area of Redbank and Yanga. In the revised SDLA benchmark model the
Redbank diversions are 109 GL/a so the Yanga component was estimated as 55 GL/a.
1. Based on an estimate of the increase in diversions required to meet the Alluvium enhanced
watering it was initially estimated that the Yanga component would become 75% of the total
Redbank diversion and the flow requirements were judged on this basis. After calibration it was
found that the Yanga component was 65% which was close enough to the initial estimate that it
was decided to not adjust this. The overall take figure for both sites is consistent with the previous
estimate of joint consumption added to the additional alluvium Yanga demands.
A more detailed representation of water balances between Redbank and Yanga requires a full hydraulic
model of the area between Maude and Balranald and this is outside the scope of the SDLA projects
Interpreting the Alluvium Watering Requirements
While attempting to configure the offtakes into Nimmie-Caira and Redbank it was found that meeting
more of the highest flow class targets resulted in a reduction in the number of lower flow class targets
being met. As a result it was decided to use a configuration that resulted in missing 4 high flow events
but meeting 6 more medium flow class events.
No attempt was made to determine the relative environmental value of the events and the highest
event count was chosen for consistency with the SDLA ecological elements equivalence scoring
mechanism.

Net Effect of Changes
Table 4 shows a summary of the statistics obtained from the original BDL and SDL, and the revised
benchmark and project proposals.

Caveats
As there is a large change in the flows going into Lowbidgee and the purpose of those flows there is a
high degree of uncertainty in the prediction of return flows from Lowbidgee.
The fundamental difficulty of modelling Lowbidgee is that the only reliable flow data available is at Hay
and Balranald Weirs; the intermediate stream gauges do not necessarily measure all of the flow and only
the regulated flow into Nimmie-Caira is directly measured. As a result of the distance between the
measuring points and the flat topography in the area there is little constraint on the paths that water
takes from Hay to Balranald as it could be passing through Nimmie-Caira or passing down the
Murrumbidgee but overbank. The Lowbidgee model was calibrated so as to replicate the observed
regulated diversions into Lowbidgee and the flow passing Balranald.
The cessation of irrigation in the Nimmie-Caira area will result in a major change in the behaviour of the
water once it is inside Lowbidgee. Previously the water would be deliberately managed to maximise
infiltration but this may not be the long term management aim for future environmental managers. The
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storage characteristics adopted for this Nimmie-Caira representation represent the best available
understanding of the future environmental operations for Nimmie-Caira but these should be
reconsidered as long term environmental watering plans are developed and experience is gained in how
best to manage an environmental Nimmie-Caira.
Ongoing monitoring of the water behaviour within Lowbidgee will be an essential requirement to
improve the understanding of where the water will go.
Table 3 Enhance Nimmie-Caira Watering Requirements

Event
occurrence
(proportion of
successful
years)
95%

Event
duration
months

Min
Flow

Max
Flow

Event
Timing

1

0

15,000

50%

1

0

15,000

40%

3

0

15,000

14%

3

15,000

Volume required from offtakes (GL)
Maude
Weir

July to
Sep
July to
October
July to
October
May to
February

Waugorah
creek

3

1AS/
1ES

Overbank
flows

23

TOTAL

26

46

46

180

12

56

230

72

72

248
290

664

Table 4 Summary Statistics

Mean Annual (GL/a)

Regulated Diversions
(excluding TWS &IVT)
Lowbidgee Diversion

MDBA BDL

MDBA SDL

Revised
SDLA
Benchmark

Tripartite

Yanco
Regulator

Enhanced
NC
Watering

SDLA Proposals

1841

1331

1423

1469

1432

1422

292

204

290

284

286

400

Supplementary Diversions

243

156

153

148

155

155

Balranald Flow

1233

1718

1590

1578

1634

1567

Darlot Flow

324

301

283

265

248

283

Redbank Diversion
Total Inflow to Nimmie-Caira
(Diversion + Flood)
Outflow from Nimmie-Caira

105

58

109

107

106

155

230

195

265

262

269

330

34

29

93

92

96

150

Nimmie-Caira Return

15%

15%

35%

35%

36%

46%
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